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PREFACE 

When assessing the factors coining the relations of. the SUperpo.vers and the 

Western European powers with the Near and Middle East. there, is ,no waY out .that 
~ . - .. . '· . 

the conflicts there will stay in the foreground of our anxiety and alann and of 

our interest. Realistically one has to set out fran the consideration that 

containment and mma.gemant of conflicts above all are the prilmry +asks.oJ'he,:~. 
·- ~ .- ,-(:; . __ ... ,··:· L-: ___ ; :- ! . -•. ·-· 

uajor conflicts apparently are not 'Sdl'vable now or in _the J:lear fu~; ·a;l$p:,.~. · · . ,_: . .. . 
recently there have been set-backs in attempted solutions; and workable pro-

posals for solutions have been rejected. • !. 
·.;_-·.:. ·. --: 

• • • -- --1'~- ,. ~ :· : •• ~; .is-.:~-:;__>_ .. 
The SUperpowers.- the USA and, with different objeetives '!ilid rrri~ :t;e:Stra:if!~. 
the Soviet Union - play an important, if not ai-tlecisive roil§ ili this'.~The ·· 

-..• _ . . . . .· -·_ ~ • .. c ~_,. ~ :. ·'~ -::. r. _, : .. 
Western European .powers, closely linked to the Near' !Uld 1tl.acne East by political, 

• > 

econanic and. cultural ties in history. and present times, show a lc:M_ prgfilT,. .. 

and "have been silent with one voice·~. a.S :an ~an 'Threign rirl.niste~ put it.'· 

However, all possible avenues of the European Camrunity and. of'. Western .EUi-Opean 

states for taking directly and indi,r~tJy a !llQrJhac.~; :positive 'position,' Jn 
:::' ' _: '. ·--· • • ,;- • -~ • < ., ;·-: • - ~ ' • 

the framework of the Atlantic Alliance, nay not have been fully €XploTed-and . 
exhausted. .. 

-- - - ·- i ..... ; :-r_ . 

In the hectic course of warring ~g,-Qf ;diplamtic 'action it seem~;( to- he-n~_:- . 
cessary, therefore, to take stock ()f _events and of, objectives, motives .-:ancf · ·; 

options of the concerned powers fr~ time. t~ time. Re,cp!:JSidering topical - : ~'~ 
events and positions also rreans not to i~e ~igbt of the ultiuate goal of 

peace policy: containrrent and uanageuent .of con!ltc:ts a:r:e;-required; ~but' :also'' 

balancing the adverse interests tJetween the partner~:J, of cglflict _is -~!?Wll-~
sible in the long run, as well as forming step by ~~p"~b,"e ~pndlt~ons.::f9r;·a 

.' •. ··r -:. ", .:..-,. r-.:j .;__.~: ;, • ~;.:: .. 1 ,,~ __ .,.,_,,. ·-~ ...... ,·.:r 
lasting and stabile peace . , · "' < ~' ."\ ' ,.. '· ' · 

Having this in mind, the Institute for International Rel!l;t;ions (Bonn,: Federal: -c - ; ·, . -· . ~· . 

Republic of Geruany) and the B6i6gna Center of th~~~~1HSJ~in~ . .,Uniye~shty -r'l 

(Bologna, Italy) jointly sponsored and Organized an'ilitel'I¥t,t~~~ S~? .f. 
. ~--'cl ~ - ·-

"Europe, the Middle East and the SUperpowers", held in Bonn, March 16-20,_ 1988. 

32 eminent scholars, diplanats and counsellors of governrrents fran the USA, 

five Western European countries and the European Ccmnunity, Israel, Arab 

countries and Iran participated, discussed specially prepared working papers 

and attained, not without well founded disputes, to sane camxm insights and 
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findings, 

The following report, prepared by Prof. Hanns W. Maull, is based on the work

ing papers, presentations and discussions of the sympositun, This report, of 

course, cannot reflect the individual view of each participant, and is not 

binding on anybody who 'contributed 'to this endeavour, therefore. 

The achievements and findings of the ·sympositun stem fran the contributions 

nade by the participants foundect on 'scholarly analysis and on practical ex

perience in farming Near and Middle Fast . policy, and their willingness to take 

part in fra:nk and critical discussions, We are greatly indepted to all of 

than •. We extend special thanks to Dr. Stephen LOw, to Prof. Hanns W. Maull, 

to Prof. Otto.Pick.and Mr. HaSan Teamn of the Bologna Center of the Johns 

Hopkins University who deyeloped the concept for the sympositun and also 

supported organizational prepuoations, 

The Editor 
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. E,uROPL . THE MIDDLE EAST AND THE SUPERPm!ERS 

SYMPOSiUM CO-SPONSORED-BY THE INST1TUT FUR INTERNATIONALE BEGEGNUNGEN 
AND THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY BOLOGNA CENTER 

. SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS 

PREPARED BY HANNS W, MAULL 

1. THE ISRAELI-ARAB CONFLICT: A NEW PHASE 

During its long history, which predates the history of the state 

of Israel, the Isrier"i-Arab· _-con'flict has been perceived and acted 

out in differe~t di~~h:Sioii-~: it began as a civil war between 

Palestinian Arabs artd Je.;s in B~itish Palestine; with the creation 

of the state of Isriel, ~the _-.focus of the conflict shifted to inter

action between the sta il '(j<:Israel and -its Arab neighbour states. 
' -

At times during the past four· decades, it even seemed to turn into 

an East-West conflict (~ee, for ·ex~plk, the Soviet-American crisis 
in October 1973, when·.' Moscow threa tened>•to. introduce Soviet_ troops · 

"i'hto the Middle East theatre of war, and Washington responded by 

declaring DefCon III military readiness). Since the late 1960s, the 

c-onflict has also developed an Israeli-Palestinian dimension, which 

sees the Palestinian Liberation Organisation (as the political voice 

of the Palestinian people) fighting the state of Israel for an in-

dependent Palestinian state.· 

ISRAEL AFTER :,1INTiFAVAH" 

wl th ·_·the. upheavals iil iii~' '&d·~~piea· "t'erri tories since the fall of 
.•.... -'. :; . - ·; -~r<,:;;::,·-··· -:_:: :: •. _:;.~':.·.~ \ :·-~::.:·.<: .:·:_· . 

1987; the Israeli-Arab· ccn1flict now in some sense has almost come 
. -~: ·,,_. .. ···_ .. ::, .-: --~.:_-,,~.--:"";~ ·._:_~:,-·-i· :::'")·_) ___ ::-··::- -~: '-~~--, 

full'·circle - just as in· the 1930s~ the focus ~s.again on civil 
. -.. -' ., .. ,,.-i,·-t-. ~-·~:'-'<"_:.-:--!~ ::,:·· ...... ·;··. :-· .. ---: .• 

strife between Palestirtlan Arabs· and-Jews in Palestine. Even the 
··~·,··-:: ... , -.-~--_. -~·c: c.•c·,y:. -~:: '.1::;:.~· "::•.':!·.--,~,·;_::•·-~:·· • . 

recentovertDnes·of religious conflict introduced by radical Is-
~ ~ .. -- '- . -- •.• ,-. ,. -;. -- -- ~- -~ ·,> -. . ,,. ~ • ' -; ' ' ' ,._, • - ' 

lamic~fundamentalist Palestinians, which add the further dimension 
- -· ; ... ~ C'~-- .. -.r-- -·_· --~ .. _ -. -, : · .. ' - .· 

of·i'e1igi6us'cortf!Ict;chad their.forerunners.in the mandate period. 
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Yet in another sense'the "intifadah"'which·since October'l987 has 
shaken Israel's hold over the occupied territories·marks·an entire;_ 

ly new phase of the Israeli-Arabconflict. The fact that some 200 
Arab villages in the occupied territories were "liberated" (which 

in practical terms meant that a Palestinian flag was hoisted at 

the entrance, taken down by Israeli occupation forces, perhaps ad
midst a hail of stones, and then re-hoisted after their withdrawal) 

constitutes a psychological revolution. Moreover, the revolt in 
the occupied territories has been carried out by a new leadership, 
which, although clearly oriented towards the PLO and accepting it 

as the sole legitimiate representative of Palestinian aspirations, 

on balance seems more radical than the PLO leadership arid in many 
ways quite independent from it. 

Israel's response to the uprising has been .. fraught with contra

dictions. This reflects the fundamental dil,emma f.or the Jewish 
state: how to square Israel's 

rations as a Jewish state and 
raeli military might will not 

democratic structt!res with its aspi

i ts role .as aP occupation power. Is
be able to -~~solve ~his dilemma -

' 
indeed, recent events suggest that Israeli's military power may 
have peaked around 1982. The need to 'hoi~'dow~ unrest in thEL 

occupied territories could severely strain the quality and morale L 

of the Israeli defence forces - the corrosion of military effective
ness through internal security duties in occupied territory his to- , .. 
rically seems to be something of an "iron law". There are also. pro-~ 
blems of economic dependence on American aid and grants, which to-,.;; 

gether account for some 60% of revenu13s of a budget whose volume. .· ... 
exceeds that of GDP; this structural weakne·ss of t.he economy wilL 0 ·. 

- . . ' . 

limit the ability of the Israeli military to maintain and moder-
nize its equipment adequately, This may give additional impetus to 

attempts to develop a nuclear defence •. 

These new uncertainties are producing domestic changes within Isra¥.1 
•• ·_ ' :::l ~- ___ ; • • :·- .;__• ·, • 

- but the direction of' those changes at p:resen:t is still far from,, j' 
·.; _-.-~,.,·_:.-:-:;;_ ~:.":-.. -: _.-~;_-_ '--· .. r· -.... :· ..... ::: : .. · · ___ , __ .. _- .·. ···-- - ·-- ~ ... 

clear. At least in the short term, they appe?,r to favour hardline-, : 

responses and th~s Llku~ - th~]igh th~'i!lter.I1~;i ~e];Jate bet;een , , r:::;o: 
.'·' .: . ...- .!.·'. ~--,·-_; .:• ·_,_ ;:._;\. .. :. :.>. :.; .• .~..~ ... :-·.:·; .';·,_ ----' j'~-

"rejectionists" and "accomodation:ists" to some extent cut across , , 
party lines. Moreove~ ~ the' pol:j. ti~~l ~r~c~s~: i~. Jsrael now s~ems · .. •' . 

. .: : -•. : .: ' ·:' . '·; '-::-' . :_;,! . --1. -'• '- ·-

profoundly blocked' with little chance f?r clear ,ma~$-?l)~ t~:s. al?dc;de-
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cisive: policies but ample scope for the exercise of veto power by 

small minorities. The preconditions of political leadership and an 

ability and willingness to canpranise for progress towards a settle

ment of the conflict thus at present seem to be missing in Israel. 

THE ARAB WORLV: EGYPT ANV SYRIA 

The.Israeli-Arab conflict traditionallyhas been an important 

catalyst and pretext for inter-Arab rivalries - what Malcolm Kerr 

has called the "Arab Cold War". In this inter-Arabstruggle, govern

ments tried to establish pan-Arabist credentials and hence domestic 
legitimacy and support by calling for united action against Israel, 
and by attacking other Arab countries for not doing enough - or 

doing the wrong things - in this common struggle. Yet the reality 
behind such rhetoric-has long been the primacy of national interests 
over pan-Arab aspirations. This has perhaps been most apparent in 
Egypt • s policy towards. the Is.raeli-Arab conflict: Sada t in the end 
accepted the divorce-between na·tional Egyptian objectives such as 

recuperation of the Sinai. from _wider Arab concerns. 

Sadat•s successor Hosni Mubarak has basically followed this line, 

though with some modifications. The emphasis on foreign policy 
has been reduced in facour of seeking solutions to pressing domestic 

and economic problems. This implies, however, dependence on exter

nal resources -Western aid and technology, and conservative Arab 
oil funds. Mubarak•s foreign policy thus.has been trying t0 main

tain links with the USA and at the same time to normalize relations 
with the Arab w0rld - the latter partly also as a means t~ placating 

2 ,domestic opposition again_st this strategy of cooperation with the 

}V.est and peace (although .!'cold peace") with Israel. 
,- ·~ .. 

The normalization .of. re la t~ions. with the Arab world has made remark

aqle Ilrogress. It was ,he1ped ·bY: .:the Iran-"Iraq war, which allowed 

E!5Y:Pt to resume Sadat_~Sc·.ol!i_-.. r.gle as: the champion of conservative 

Arab and Western interests, d-:n:. :t:he region:,- this· :time, however, in 
the Gulf. But the regime will remain vulnerable to opposition at 

hom_e atta.ckii,lg. the; g~ar:ing deficiencies of. Egypt • s social and eco

norpic development-, it_s:Aepe_ndence on the West and its relationship 
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with Israel which.will have to continue to secure USA aid. With 

contradictory pressures. from within and abroad, Egypt's margin 

of manoeuvre thus remains limited, and a more dynamic role of re
gional leadership will.almost certainly be impossible as long as 

the serious socio-economic crisis at home remains unresolved. 

While Egypt under Mubarak thus has been trying to tackle problems 
of domestic political legitimacy·at home, using foreign policyas 
a means to enlist support for this objective, Syria's efforts to· 

secure national interests have corrt;jnued along the Nasserist tradi;:; :• 

tion of domestic integration through foreign policy activism. This 
has produced a much less rational, calculable and steady foreign 
policy than that of Egypt. Domestically, . Hafiz al-Assad' s regime .·· 

has tried to cement control through the promotion of traditionally·· 

underprivileged minority groups and the concentration of power in 

his own hands through a highly diversified security apparatus. 
Syria's foreign policy under Assad seems best explained in terms of 
:rivalry with other Arab states and a ··desire· to ·build up a position 

of regional hegemony; the hard line vis-a.:.vis'Israel serves·these 
purposes as much as the tactical: alliance with Iran, which gives 

Syria added leverage in the Arab world. 

Objectively, of course, Syria has made a successful Arab strategy 
vis-a-vis Israel more, rather than less difficult - it has contri
buted heavily to the fragmentation of.the·Arab world. Syria also 
shows as little interest in a truly independent Palestinian state 
as Egypt or Jordan. Yet its efforts to secure "parity" with Israel 

in military, ecEmomic and political terms is bound to overstretch 
Syria's capacity -with serious consequences for an economy whose 

problems have already become very pressing·; ·The severe st.rain Assad' s 
foreign policy is placing on the economy artd ·society is thus Syria''•'s 

greatest handicap; it fuels opposition from Sunni fundamentalists 
and other forces which have been attacking·Assad•s lacking Arab' 

and national credentials. (Interestingly, :the Syrian opposition has''' 
thus itself taken up the national· .. focus• of Assad•s policies,. rather• 
than expousing a pan-Arabist· orientation~. :.:c, ... , .• ,. > 

• - Cj ' ~· "' 

In the cases of both Syria' and Egypt (as· in tha·t'' of Israel); state 

power thus appears t o have eroded substantially in ·its abH1 ty 'to 
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shape regional developments actively; little more than veto power 

remains. Part of .the explanation for this may be found in problems 

of domestic legitimacy: while important groups have been eo-opted 
and made beneficiaries of respective economic management in Egypt 

and Syria, the populations as a whole are certainly not better off. 

Political challenges are repressed ruthlessly by Syria's omnipresent 
security forces,·while Egypt has been relying on a more·flexible 

strategy of co~operation and limited political liberalisation, 

coupled with stern action against fundamentalist dissent. 

Just as in Israel, one can expect little political ini tia ti ve in the 

search of a peace settlement from Egypt or Syria. Egypt can be ex
pected to flexibly go along with promising initiatives for a nego

tiatied Israeli-Arab peace settlement put forward by others, but 

seems too weak to promote initiatives itself. Syria appears to have 
little to gain from cooperation in any peace offensive and probably 
prefers the present status of controlled tensions short of war. Its 

position is that of a "spoiler": powerful enough to veto any initia
tives excluding it, yet not strong enough to force a settlement on 
its own terms nor interested in compromise solutions. 

A CHANCE FOR NEGOTIATIONS? 

Lack of political committment fo a negotiating process and severe 

domestic constraints in Israel, Egypt and Syria thus make it hard 

to be optimistic about the prospects for a negotiated international 

peace agreement. Nor does the situation look more hopeful with re
gard to other key actors: the PLO leadership - which by now probab

ly is more moderate in its policy stance than the new, indigenous 

leadership in the occupied territories - seems keen on a political 

process, but is split and vulnerable toconflicting cress.,.currents 
in the Arab world; and the Jordanian·monarchy will not· be: able and 
willing to act without an explicit endorsement of the PLO and does 

not have much to offer: the "Jordanian option" has for fifteen 

years been little more than a fata morgana. 

Beyond·the region itself,· perhaps the most·hopeful sign of progress 

has ·been·the change within the American Jewish community, The up-
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heavals in the occupied territories and the Israeli reaction to 

them shocked the American television audience and accelerated. the 

departure of the Jewish community from uncritically pro-Israeli 

government positions, which had begun with the Lebanon invasion of 
1982 and the Pollard case. This has started to weaken the stiflingc:c 

·grip of Congress over US Middle East policies - as witnessed by · · • ' 

the letter of thirty senators (some staunch supporters of Israel)
deploring the Israeli government's rejection of any "land for.peace" 
compromise. 

Recent changes in East-West relations and in their respective Middle 
East policies have also produced a better climate for Superpower 

co-operation on Middle Eastern issues. But Moscow and Washington 
still have widely diverging views about the nature, the purposes 

and the process of an international peace conference. And it is also 
unclear whether the uprising in the occupied territories will dis

pell the sense of complacency, of declining importance and lack of 

urgency which in recent years has prevented any major peace initi
ative in the Israeli-Arab conflict. 

There are thus precious few reasons for optimism about the "Shultz 

initiative", which may be a departure from "benign neglect" but 
seems unable to extract a committment to negotiations from key 

players. It is clear that there can be no such thing as a "peace 
agreement" - peace cannot be the result of a single act, however 
comprehensive, it will have to be a process involving changes in 
the two key polities and societies: Israel and the.Palestinians. 
The Israeli.-.Arab conflict is not a traditional conflict between 
nation-states but one between two people. This raises serious issues. 
about its tractability, its .openness towards diploma tic compromises : 
and even about the very possibility of "conflict resolutien". The -· 

focus on a territorial solution (i.e., on a separate Palestinian 
state), for example, from this perspective can hardly be considered 
a solution but at best a transitory stage towards some kind of con-·: 

federation or federation. 

The· ultimate shape of the ''solution" thus necessarily must remain 

very uncertain; it will have to be preceeded by signif.icant changes 

and thus depends on the outcome of the "internal dialogue" in Is-
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rael, in particular. The space for constructive negotiations will 

have to be created on the political level, by initiatives which 

express and enhance committment to a process of accomodation. One 
central element probab.lywould have to be an Israeli willingness 
to trade land for peace, to 'cede control over the occupied West 

Bank and the Gaza strip, The.relevance of those territories in 

terms of national security has become negligible; what Israel needs 
is space, not territory, 

There are important social forces and institutions within Israel 

which favour such an approach (for instance, the military-industrial 
complex) and. thus would be willing to disengage from the occupied 
territories; they are· blocked, however, by Jewish' radicalism and 

fundamentalism. If the latter forces prevail, the future of Pale

stine could resemble the fate of Algeria in the 1950s or of Lebanon 

in the 1980s - a bitter and violent struggle for control between 
competing nationalisms or between Zionism and Islamic fundamenta

lism. 

2, . THE GULF WAR: "ARMED NEGOTIATIONS"? 

Undoubtedly, the years 1986/87 have marked a turning point in the 
Gulf war between Iran and Iraq: after the brief initial phase, 

which saw Iraq on the offensive, the counter-attacks of Iran in 

1981/82, and the stalemate since the successful defense of. Iraq 

against Iranian offensives inside Iraq, the war in 1986/87 escala

ted: Iran scored important military successes in the land.war (Fao, 
the Northern front) and almost broke through the defenses around 

Basrah; the war at sea widened, drawing the Superpowers into build

ing up a sizeable military presence and running escort operations 

f.or Kuwaiti tankers; and the UN Security Council Resolution 598 
demonstrated Iran•s growing international isolation. 

In some sense, this is a war between two revolutions: Khomeini•s 
Shi•ite fundamentalism and the (pan-Arab) nationalist and secula

rist Ba'th revolution. The latter revolutionary ideology has, 

however, lost some, if not all of its appeal, and has instead be-
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come firmly aligned with (state) nationalism, thUs making the clash 

one between Iranian and Iraqi nationalism. Iran still is much.· more 

of a revolutionary state in practise, though there, too, the revo
lution has become aligned with Iranian nationalism, and may well 

soon become another rigidly institutionalized and bureaueratized 
political system which relies -apart from appeal. to nationalism 

- on economic benefits and repression. 

An important cause of the war has been the Iranian revolution's 
desire to expand beyond its narrow Iranian Shi•ite base, and its 

claim that Khomeini•s revolution has universal relevance. This has 
produced adualistic foreign policy- one track defined by revolu

tionary expansionism, the other by Iranian state pragmatism and 

caution. A critical question is to what extent the revolutionary 
dimension still survives. In other words: has Iran become a "normal 

country", or does it remain in fundamental ways beyond the establish
ed rules and norms of international conduct? 

CHANGES IN IRAN 

While the jury on this issue still is out, there do seem to be im

portant changes happening inside Iran which at the very least 
suggest a change of tactics. Thus, Iranian war aims, while essen
tially unchanged, have been rephrased in nationalist terms: Iran 
aims for the."collapse" of the Ba•th system in Baghdad and its re
placement by a new regime (which, according to Speaker of Parlia

ment Rafsanjani, could even be pro-USA!). In its confrontation with 
the USA, Teheran has been remarkably restrained and cauti0us; it 
did not reject the UN Security Council Resolution outright, as many 
observers expected, but kept the door open; and its demands in the 

tanker war (namely, that Iranian attacks would be ended if and when 
those against Iran·ian tankers were also halted, the Iraqi aggressor 
condemned and Arab sUpport for Iraq withdrawn) also semmed not un- ·' 

reasonable. 

Iran in 1987/88 also failed to launch another offensive at Basrah.' 
The reasons for this are unclear - they may have to do with less 

than complete success in last year's war recruitment efforts, with 

:·:· . 
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concern about a possible UN Security Council arms embargo, or simp

ly with a shift to more promising military tactics of limited probes 

in the middle and Southern front and a push.·in the North. But the 

Iranian offensive in Kurdistan does not seem to pose a real threat 
to Iraq or even to tie down significant parts of its military. 

Thus, the land war seems to be winding down to a state of protract-

·ed but relatively low level military conflict- in fact, "armed 

negotiations" in which each side tried to improve its position in 

the expected bargaining. 

A rather similar picture emerged from the analysis of. the war at. 
sea. Iraq's rationale in attacking Iranian tankers has long been 
to weaken.Iran•s war effort economically and to draw in outside 

powers, thus isolating Teheran and forcing it to the negotiating 
table. Iranian objectives, too, were political and economic: 
attacks against Arab tankers were to dissuade the GCC states. from 
supplying Iraq with financial assistance and to demonstrate to them 
that their support: for Iraq was dangerous to them._ After Kuwait 

had broken a tacit understanding to keep out both Superpowers, Iran 
also sought to demonstrate that bringing Washington into the Gulf 
made it less rather than more secure. During 1987, the tanker war 

has been halted three times, presumably to give a chance to nego
tiation and mediation efforts. Iran. has not outright rejected the 
UN approach -which, some would·argue, has by and large been rather 

strongly biased against Teheran, thus explaining at least some of 

Iran's hesitations about this route. 

There thus seems to be some evidence which suggests that Iran has 
indeed begun to modify its· strategy fundamentally and might be 

moving towards some kind of end to the war. Even the !ran-Contra 

affair was thought to contain hints of such a.pragmatic approach: 

while the first stages of .American approaches to Iran were utterly 

misguided, the last stage (the "second Channel" episode), actually 

suggested real opportunities for a serious rapprochement between 
the USA and Iran. The revelations about Iran-Contragate, however, 

provoked considerable alarm among .America•s conservative Arab 

Allies and ultimately led Washington to revert to a policy of re

assuring the GCC states and isolating Iran through the UN resolu

tion - in fact, a policy with a clear pro-Kuwaiti and pro-Iraqi 

bias. 
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THE SUPERPOWERS IN THE GULF: TOWARVS FORMALZSEV COOPERATION? 

In the 1980s, the Gulf region has become the primary center of 

gravity and attention in the conflict-ridden Middle East - and 

perhaps even one of the most·dangerous trouble spots in the inter
national system at large. Yet patterns of conflict and cooperation 

and hence rules and norms ofbehaviour for regional and Great Power 

actors·are much less clearcut than in Europe; there is also less 
knowledge and understanding about this part of the Middle East in 

Washington, with the result that policies are often improvised and 

developed as events unfold. One important'impediment to sounder US. 
policies has. been obsession with the Soviet Union and with the 
strategic importance or Iran: at least so far, the Soviet Union has 

reaped remarkably few benefits from the major setbacks for the US 
position in the region since 1979, and feels in some ways just as 

threatened by the regional dynamics of conflict and change. 

In some sense, the Iran-Iraq war may be seen as self~containing: 

the fall-out in terms of oil market disturbances has been remark
ably limited so far, and over long periods, the military confron
tation has simply been stalemated, suggesting that neither of the 

two sides is strong enough to secure a decisive military .victory. 
The mutual laceration of the two major candidates for hegemony·in 

the Gulf region may even have produced a sense of satisfaction on 
the Arabian peninsula, whose conservative oil states benefitted 
from an enhanced margin of manoeuvre. Yet it . wou.ld be dangerous to 
overestimate the importance of those aspects of self-containment. 
It is probably more accurate to see the war as havingbeen con
tained.- not least through a degree of parallel action by the two 
Superpowers in critical stages. 

East-West interests in the Gulf have not been mutually exclusive; 

the region thus has become depolarized in East-West terms, and 

overlapping concerns (e.g. , about an Iranian victory) allowed a 
degree of Superpower cooperation in. the Gulf war. This, in turn, 

helped European,-American cooperation, which had been hampered by 

the US obsession with Soviet machinations.in the Middle East. Yet 
one important contentious issue continues to lurk iri the .background 

- the future of Iranian domestic politics and its orientation bet-

----- ·--- ------

·.' ,·•: 
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ween East and West. 

Throughout the 1980s, both Superpowers have behaved with extreme 
·caution and restraint in the Gulf- precisely because of a per

ceived risk of direct confrontation which both wanted to minimise. 

Thus, the Middle East has not been without some informal rules 
and norms of Superpower behaviour. The general evolution of East
West relations in. recent months no doubt hav·e improved opportunities 

for East-West cooperation in the. Gulf. These opportunities should 

be explored in three areas: non·-interference in Middle Eastern do
mestic politics, assurances for the free passage of oil from the 

Gulf, and crisis managemen·t. Careful preparation· at. the working 
level and discussion at USA-Soviet summit·meetings could conceivab

ly even produce formalized agreements between East and West about 

the Gulf. But the history and .aftermath of the UN Security Council 
Resolution 598 (which has so far not been followed by a "second 
resolution") underlines the difficulties involved in securing for

malized arrangements between East and West. 

SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE 

It will be even more difficult to agree on rules and norms of be

haviour among regional actors. Thus, a formalized peace settlement 
or even a negotiated cease-fire do not seem very probable. But 

assuming a change of direction in Iranian strategies has taken 

place (or will take place, perhaps after Khomeini•s death), a de 

facto cease-fire or at least a de-escalation of military operations 

seem plausible scenarios. This assessment rests on the assumption 
that Iran will.not be able to overcome Iraq•s defences and would 

not find a way to destabilize the Iraqi political system.from with

in. The underlying conflict would not disappear, however, tying 
down resources and energies of both countries for the foreseeable 

future - not to mention the pressing needs of domestic. reconstruc

tion and the resolution of economic problems at home. 

Islamic f1mdamentalism under this scenario would perhaps not be an 

explicit article for Iranian export, but it would continue to 

reverberate around the whole region, posing serious challenges to 
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the legitimacy of ruling political elites. The interaction of the 

Israeli-Arab and the Gulf theatres of the Middle East would certain

ly continue, perhaps even intensify - and so would a number of 

other challenges to regional instability such as Kurdish nationalism. 

·The other group of scenarios assumes decisive political change in 

either of the two states, perhaps·as a result of a major military 

setback. In balance, this'nowseems less likely. The implications 
of a "collapse" of the Saddam Hussein sys·tem in" Iraq would be un

certain but it.seems reasonable.to assume that the principal threats 
to wider regional stability would be political and. ideological, 
rather than military: Iran would probably be preoccupied with tasks 

of internal reconstruction and maintainingiraqi inferiority and 
subservience, and would be confronted with a new front of containment 
consisting of ~ost of the Arab world, supported by the. West and 

perhaps also by the Soviet Union .. But an Iranian victory could 

send political shock waves through the Arab world, producing dome
stic changes and upheavals without much direct prompting by Iran 

simply as a result of discreditation of the ancien regimes, There 
could also be efforts to appease Iran by some of the GCC states, 

and one could expect a more radical OPEC dominated by Iran, and 
rising tensions in the Kurdish regions of Iran, Iraq and Turkey. 

Perhaps the most·worrying aspects of those scenarios.would be the 
potential for renewed East,-West rivalry coinciding with an uncer
tain and fluid situation and greater dependence on Gulf supplies 
with political upheavals in this region such as a renewal of open 

warfare between Iran and.Arabs, or domestic upheavals on the 
Arabian Peninsula. 

3. SOVIET MIDDLE.EAST POLICIES.AT A TURNING POINT 

The Soviet Union has always understood itself as a power with 

"legitimate rights" in the whole Middle Eastern region from the 

Bosporus to Afghanistan. Geopolitical aspects, i.e., security and 
great power foreign policy interests, rather than ideology are 

behind this notion - and they have introduced strong elements of 

continuity in Soviet Middle East policies. Those policies, however, 
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clearly distinguish between those regions·immediately bordering 

the Soviet "empire": Turkey, ·Iran, Afghanistan (the "Northern Tier"); 

and those beyond: the heartlands of the Arab world, the Fertile 

Crescent and the Arabian Peninsula. 

Only in the former, however, does the Soviet Union hold vital se
curity interests; and those countries have also played the domi

nant role in Eas.t-West relations in the Middle East. There, the 

United States scored the first successes in the "Cold War" (Soviet 

withdrawal from Northern Iran, 1946; support for Turkey against 
Soviet pressure, eventually .leading to Turkish membership in NATO); 
the Northern Tier thus assumed a particular importance in strate
gic competition between the Superpowers. Against this, the Arab 

world to Moscow was of secondary, but still considerable interest 

as a region of a very substantial political presence of Western 

powers and critical economic importance to Western economies, where 
the forces of nationalismand anti-colonialism provided good oppor

tunities for Soviet gains. 

THE "NEW LOOK" OF SOVIET MIVVLE EAST POLICIES 

Soviet Middle East policies have thus unfolded against the .back

ground of a great continuity of interests. At the same time, they 
have also been quite flexible- and under the·new leadership, they 

seem to be undergoing ·a major overhaul. Some of this new look is 

purely procedural: Soviet diplomacy in the Middle East has in 

recent months become considerably more skillful and adept (examples 
include Moscow's superb handling of the Egyptian de.bt problem, the 

opening of diplomatic channels to several conservative Arab coun

tries, and its clever overtures towards Israel). Other new features 

of Soviet Middle East policies have been substantive: Moscow has 

recently displayed greater willingness to contribute. to the resolu

tion of regional conflicts, and even has - as the m0st dramatic 

example for its.new approach- decided to leave Afghanistan. 

The motives for this new approach are not hard to discover: the 

Soviet involvement in the Middle East - and in the Third World in 

general - has by and large been politically uncertain (gains were 
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often, as in Egypt or Somalia, nullified by political change), 

strategically risky (it sometimes - as in the October war 1973 

- brought the USSR into direct confrontation with the USA. some
thing.Moscow has always been keen to avoid), and economically 

costly (most Soviet clients are economic basket cases). Moreover, 
the new leadership under·Mikhail Gorbachov wants to focus on an 

improvement of relations with the United States- and the reduc

tion or even removal of tensions over Third World conflicts could 
be expected to contribute positively to this. 

Soviet Middle East policies in the crises of the 1980s (the Israeli 

invasion of Lebanon 1982 and its aftermath, the troubled diplomatic 
efforts to 'resolve the Israeli-Arab conflict, and the Gulf war) 
have·generally shown remarkable restraint. In the Israeli-Syrian 

confrontation, the USSR avoided direct.involvement and showed it

self unwilling to concede Syria military parity with Israel. The 

Gulf war has, from the Soviet point of view, served Washington with 
.a pretext for an enhanced US military presence and also held the 

danger of an American come-back in Iran (which led the Soviet Union 
to permit the supply of some Soviet arms to Iran); in addition, 
however, a victory of revolutionary Islam over the Soviet client 

Iraq also seriously threatened Soviet interests (leading to rather 
more massive arms supplies to Iraq). In addition, Moscow used the · 

war to improve relations with conservative Arab states, culminating 
in the lease of Soviet tankers to Kuwait, complete with crews and 
military escorts. 

PROSPECTS FOR AN ENHANCEV SOVIET ROLE 

In the Gulf war, the Soviet Union is the only Superpower with 
reasonable political relations with both combattants; in the Isra
eli-Arab theatre, Moscow is working hard on broader political in

fluence (inclu.ding diplomatic relations with I:crae.l and partici

pation in an international peace conference) .. .Yet even in the Gulf, 
let alone in the Israeli-Arab conflict, Soviet chances to broker 

negotiated settlements seem remote: the hi:ctorical parallel of 
Tashkent, where Moscow media t.ed a solution to the Indian-Pakistani 

war, is in fact highly misleading because there is no comparable 
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willingness to settle the conflict in'the Gulf today, Generally, 

Moscows•s influence in both major conflict systems will continue 

to be very circumscribed, and its ability to deal with both sides 
may produce as much dilemmata as opportunities (there are already 

signs of dissatisfaction in the conservative, Gulf states with 
Moscow's reluctance to put pressure on,Iran to end the war). 

The chances for explicit agreements between the Superpowers over 

rules of behaviour in the Middle East seem, as noted already, also 
less than bright. The closest example for this so far may be the 

Afghanistan agreement - and even here, the jury is still out with 
the final verdict about the future'distribution of political power 

and, hence, Superpower behaviour. In other parts of the Middle 
East, the prospects for a Superpower condominium are even more 

spurious. On the other hand, the Soviet Union is not really inter
ested in the heartlands of, the Middle East- only in the US role 
and presence there. Oil will for some time not be cf concern to 

the Soviet Union (although this could change in the very long run); 
and the necessary retrenchment of the Soviet Union's overextended 
empire could thus easily involve those parts of the Middle East. 

The Northern Tier, of course, is different: Turkey will continue 

to be of great importance for the Soviet Union, and so will Iran. 
At present,, Moscow has to be concerned with Iran•s possibility to 
spoil the Afghan agreement; there is also the issue of Islamic 

fundamentalism spreading from Iran and Afghanistan, to the Soviet 
empire proper. All this argues for a cautious approach vis-a-vis 

Iran - and there haye been reports about a tacit understanding 

about mutual non-interference in domestic affairs between Moscow 
and Teheran. This may not square easily with Western interests 

and policies in the Gulf war. The question of Iran's future could, 

as noted already, also turn out to be dicisive - but here, a tacit 

division of spheres of influence and unilateral,rules seem a 
,plausible alternative to Superpower confrontation. 

Lastly, there is of coursethe possibility of a failure of Gorba
chov•s reforms, which could produce a new twist in Soviet Middle 

East policies - perhaps even a return to activism and high-risk 

policies induced by growing failures and deficiencies at home (a 
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historical parallel might be the Russo-Japanese war of 1904), 

Under such a scenario, the Soviet ·union's military capabilities 

would acquire additional importance. While there are at present 
no signs yet of changes in the Soviet military build-up in the 

region (especially that of air power), these·deployments are 
generally not thought to be an indication of expansionist inten

tions. Some key components of Soviet deployment plans (AWACs, air 
transport) are also not yet functioning fully, 

4. NEW CHALLENGES IN MIDDLE EAST POLITICS AND POLICIES 

Below the surface of events in the late 1970s and 1980s, the tex

ture of Middle Eastern politics seems to have changed in important 
ways - posing new challenges to regional developments and Western 

policy responses. These structural changes are by definition more 
speculative and.less easily analysed and weighed for their impli

cations than series of events. Yet without an understanding of 

those changes in structure, policy responses to Middle Eastern 
events are liable to run aground, The papers and discussions in 
Bonn highlighted two of those changes: the decline ·Of the role of 

the state in Middle Ea·stern politics and the rise of political 

fundamentalism in response to a deep and pervasive socio-economic 
and political crisis. 

THE VECLINE OF STATE POWER 

That foreign policies of states cannot be understood and analysed 

properly without a close look at their wider secietal settings 

(both internally and abroad) has become something of a truism. 
Yet the degree to which the power of the state seems to have be
come dissipated in the Middle East during the past years still is 

striking: domestic politics, economic developmen.t, intra- and 

transnational societal processes of interaction, and the dynamics 
of cultural change all have deeply penetrated government policy 

making, even in polities which are hardly democratic or plurali

stic, This implies that·political processes in the future are like-
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ly to be even more profoundly shaped by developments beyond inter

national relations in the narrow sense of state-to-state relations. 

Examples for this trend abounded in the discussions in Bonn; some 
of them have already.been flagged briefly: 

+ In the United States, the Jewish lobby during the 1970s 

acquired such a strong hold over the domestic politics of US 

Middle Eastern policies as to threaten their abdication or 
paralysis. Changes in the attitude of this lobby are a promis

ing but also an essential ingredient in the reactivation of 
US Middle East peace mediation efforts. 

+ The Soviet Union has begun to confront the dilemmata of an 
over-expanded Superpower: the discrepancybetween available 

domestic resources for. such a role and the claims to such re
sources from global committments. The·crisis of the Soviet 
economy has forced its way into Soviet foreign policy, 

+ The military and political power of the state of Israel seems 

to have decisively peaked around 1982/83; I•rael•s ability to 
shape events has been eroded both by the deadlock of the do

mestic political process and by the resistance of Palestinian 
society to the occupation, 

+ In the Arab world, linkages between forei!1"n policy and domestic 
politics also appear to have become more sensitive. At stake 

here is the elusive issue of "legitimacy" - hard to analyse 

under conditions of political suppression and difficult to 
assess in its bearings for political developments. While it 

is unclear whether serious deficiencies in legitimacy pose a 

real threat to a government's ability to remain in power 
(there. are enough examples worldwide for regimes which hang 

tight through a mixture of repression through an elaborate 

security machinery and selective co-optation through material 

benefits), governments obviously assume they need legitimacy 

-and try to build it through provison of material benefits, 
ideological gratification or (limited) political participa

tion. It also seems plausible to assume that social resources 
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to cope with the complex challenges of socio-economic trans

formation. cannot be mobilised without political legitimacy: 

fear and corruption alone will not do the trick. The multi
dimensional crises reverbe:rating throughout the Middle East 

(see below) reflects the inability of the state in many 

Middle Eastern countries to "deliver", to respond to people's 
aspirations, but also reinforces it·. Even the PLO - perhaps 

the most participatory of all Arab "governments" - seems not 
immune from this problem. 

To state this point is not to underestimate the continuing'role of 

the state in international relations. Yet the overall evolution in 
the Middle East appears to resemble more a random path driven by 

policy blockages and the exercise of veto power than the realiza
tion of policies, let alone of ''grand designs". State power may 

not have become irrelevant - but it seems less and less able to 
produce desired outcomes. 

CRISIS ANV RESPONSE: THE RISE OF POLITICAL FUNDAMENTALISM 

The societal crisis in the Middle East today has many facets. One 

all to often ignored.facet may be demographic trends. Their poli
tical relevance is obvious in Israel, but may be as great in Egypt 
(where population growth relentlessly complicates an already night
marish economic mess) or in the Gulf (where asymmetries in popu
lation strength between Iran and Iraq, although much overestimat
ed in their short-term implications- Iraq at present. has more 

soldiers under arms-than Iran-, could have a profound impact in 
the longer term). 

Another facet is economic development, or the lack thereof. The 
oil price explosion of 1973 produced a sense of .euphoria and of 
"can do" in the region, which dangled hopes of a bright future 

and thus raised expectations dramatically. And the oil boom o-f 

the 1970s did produce a significant rise in materialwelfare- not 
just in the Gulf itself but, througha number of transmission 

mechanisms such as migrant labour, in the whole region. Yet this 

boom did not produce much real development in the sense of self-
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sustained growth: the Middle East continues to·be heavily depen

dent on oil revenues, and the oil boom has also created economic 

and social upheavals and distortions. Lack of attainment and a 

growing awareness of the negative side of development dissipated 
the sense o:f optimism prevailing in the 1970s, and the sharp de

cline in oil revenues during the 1980s forced wrenching downward 

adjustments. In the oil-rich Gulf states, this may mean no more 

than a useful shake-out of excessive consumption; in the poorer 
parts of the region, however, which heavily depended on the ripple 
effects of the oil·boom, those problems of adjustment may be poli

tically highly disruptive. 

A third aspect of this crisis is cultural and political; it turns 

around the notion of identity. The old ideologies - Western demo
cracy, Arab nationalism, Nasserism and Ba•th Socialism, Marxism

Leninism- have all lost their appeal: none of them has been able 
to overcome the problems of underdevelopment and dependence, to 
cope with the crisis of sociai transformation. Fundamentalism has 
developed and grown against this background; it represents - in 
many. different forms - a demand for radical change in the paragi

matic assumptions underlying the ordering of societies and a radig-
-tion of "modernity", The power of this trend is hard to overesti

mate, although it can.be wrongly dramatized (thus, the Khomeini· 
variant of (Iranian-Shi•ite) political fundamentalism is unlikely 

to take hold outside Iran and Lebanon) and still has shown no con

vincing answers to the problems it has identified, Nevertheless, 
fundamentalism has now entered the mainstream of the political 

dynamics in the region. - and there is no alternative in sight to 

respond to the sense of malaise which pervades the Middle East . 

. 5. THE MIDDLE EAST AND THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE 

The potential for dramatic upheavals - never low in the Middle 

East - thus certainly has not diminished; the region is likely to 
continue to test the ability of the Western Alliance to cope with 

"out of area" crises. Inthe past, the Alliance has come through 

such crises better than it is normally given credit for: a few 
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spectacular disagreements have clouded real achievements in main
taining mutually compatible and often supportive policies. 

Alliance co-operation over the Middle East, however, could never 

be expected to be sheer harmony, First of all, the complexity of 
Middle Eastern politics could be expected to produce differences 

in analysis and policy courses advocated, While such disagreements 
may be entirely "objective" (reflecting incomplete information and 

problem complexity), in foreign policy as a rule they can be ex

pected to reflect other factors, as well. One undoubtedly will be 
national interestes, as defined by governments. While Western inter

ests in the region are by and large very similar, they contain some 
divergencies, as well as elements of competition. Thus, Western 
Europe (a shorthand expression, which simplifies differences among 

European countries and suggests a neat mid-Atlantic dividing line 
which in reality much more often runs both through Europe and the 

USA) in the past sometimes tended to see the danger of Soviet ex

pansionism in less dramatic terms as Washington; and Europe and the 
USA, while sharing the interest in access to Middle East oil, in 
the past sometimes competed with each other over such access. Final

ly, there is the issue of "burden-sharing", of distributing policy 
responsibilities and contributions within the Alliance, which re

peatedly has been controversial. 

Beyond differences in interests, there are a number o.f other fac

tors which help to explain past disagreements: differences in the 
domestic setting of respective Middle East policies (e.g., the 
special importance of Israel to US Middle East policies) ought to 
be mentioned here, but above all divergent role expectations. Euro

pean countries - individually and jointly - have often harboured 
unrealistic expectations about an independent Great Power role in 
the Middle East. Washington, on the other hand, has traditionally 
been keen to·enlist European support for its p.o]icies. But US 
Middle East policies have always reflected the Superpower role 

which.Washington has assumed since 1945, rather than the NATO 

Alliance, - and it was tp.e refusal to provide such support which 

caused the worst flare-up during the past two decades: the row 

during and after the October war 1973. 
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More recently, US-inspired co-operation·in the Middle East has been 

more successful - the economic aid packages for Egypt and Turkey; 
European participation in the Sinai peacekeeping force and in Le

banon (a major debacle.); the mine-clearing operation in the Red 

Sea; and finally the Western naval presence in the Gulf have shown 

that Alliance co-operation in the Middle East can and does work. 
Moreover,on the operational level, the co-ordination of the Western 

military presence has - as demonstrated by the comparison between 
the Red Sea and the Gulf naval·operations·- markedly improved, 

presumably reflecting learning processes. 

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE 

Even the debacle of the Multilateral Force in·Lebanon held some con.;. 

solation for the. West - it demonstrated the irrelevance of failure. 
A major blow to US and European prestige, it nevertheless produced 
little, if any, lasting damage to Western interests in the region 
beyond the immediate loss of life and face. This experience high

lights two things - the robustness of regional structures to vio
lent disturbances and the declining salience of the region to the 

rest of the world. Just as the Western withdrawal from Lebanon did 
not result in wider regional turmoil or a threat to fundamental 
Western interests, so oil exports from the Gulf have continued at 

a high level throughout all turns and twists of the .Iran-Iraq war, 
underlining the resilience of oil trade ot intra- and international 

violence. 

This continuation of oil flows from the Gulf has, of course, con

tributed to erode the importance outside powers have ·attached to 

the Middle East. With the shift of the oil market fr0ma buyers• 

to a sellers• business and the relative decline of OPEC•s (and the 
Mittle East•s) share in world oil supply, the region•s' importance 

has declined since 1981. Lower oil revenues also.imply lower ex

ports of goods and services to the region,. reinforcit;1g this trend. 

And the changes in Soviet Middle Eastern policies outlined above 
have, in combination with a general relaxation of East-West rela

tions, further accentuated this shift of attention away from the 

Mittle East. Theoverriding Western interests- secure access to 

oil, containment of Soviet expansionism - have recently lost much 
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of their urgency. This ineans that policies to· respond to regional 
challenges become. less pressing, and policy. failures may be less 

dramatic. 

Yet one should be cautious in extrapolating those favourable con

ditions. Western dependence on Middle Eastern oil seems likely to 

increase substantially in the·l990s (indeed, US oil imports have 
already begun to expand steeply). The future of East-West relations, 

and of the Soviet Union•s approach towards the Middle East, still 
is uncertain, and there is at.least an off-chance that.failure.of 
domestic reforms might push the Soviet Union back into a more 

assertive and disruptive foreign policy stance. And the tectonic 
faults in the region itself sketched above pr.ovide ample catalytic 
power for major upheavalswith significant implications· for oil 

exports andfor opportunities for Soviet advances. 

Changes within the Western Alliance are also likely to have an im

pact on Alliance policies towards the Middle East. The trends point 
towards greater European autonomyand responsibilities within NATO. 

The efforts to cope with the implications of East-West arms control, 
of declining US defence expenditures and of a consequent need for 
a "European pillar" within NATO will absorb much of Europe's foreign 

policy energies and resources. Financial constraints will also 
affect French and British capabi·lities ·to project force in out of 
area crises. While the trend within the Alliance thus on the one 
hand suggests a greater European role (through what one might call 
the "devolution" of NATO) in the Alliance's efforts in the Middle 
East, there will also be new constraints on resources available 

for such tasks. 

The. overall trends. in East-West relations point to a similar con
clusion. The problems of developing a.coherent response to the new 
Soviet approach to East-West relations will probably push the 

Middle East down on the agenda of policy-makers·· in the Alliance 

(and of those of the Soviet Union!). Thus, detachment, rather than 

involvement, is likely to be the common denominator of Alliance 

policies towards the Middle East - as long as the dynamics of 

change within the region will allow it. The Middle East may resent 

this - but under present circumstances, Western (and Soviet) Middle 
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East policies are likely to be shaped 

a) by the centrality of relationships between the two Superpowers 

and t.he future of Europe to Soviet, American and European fo

reign policies, and 

b) by constraints on available polit.ical, diploma tic, economic 

and military resources. 

This suggests a reactive,rather than an active approach, policies 
of cautious conflict containment and even detachment, rather than 

of active promotion of regional structures of order and stability. 

A ROLE FOR EUROPE? 

All this does not provide much ground for optimism about an active 

European Middle East policy. Past experiences support this: dreams 
about an independent European role - which the Europeans tried to 
realize through the European Community's Mediterranean Policy, 

through the European-Arab Dialogue, through European Political 
Cooperation initiatives, and most recently through a proposed dia
logue with the GCC- have in reality not added up to much. 

There are, of course, close economic and social ties between 

Europe and the Middle East, and those ties are likely to deepen 

further in the future - but the question of how those assets could 
be utilized to shape a strong political relatiansh~p and an inde

pendent European role has thus far produced tantalizingly little 

of practical utility, The difficulties of organizing a homogeneous 

European policy, the absence of leadership within the EC (France 

and Britain have not really tried to play such a role), a lack of 

urgency and of operational suggestions, and American scepticism, 

even opposition, have all contributed to this state of affairs. 
Thus, Europe "has been silent with one voice", to quote a European 

foreign minister. Sometimes not even that: not even on the problems 
of dealing with Middle Eastern terrorism has there been a unified 

European response. 
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Partly, the problemwith·European Middle East policy may of course 

just be one of exaggerated expectations: the present approach of 

keeping a.low profile and limiting the damage from Middle Eastern 
instability in the role of a junior partner .of the United States 

. could in fact well represent a more realistic and constructive 

approach than·grandiose but futile attempts at providing a policy 
alternative to the USA. Europe simply does not have the military 

and political clout to play this part, and its economic leverage 
may in fact be extremelydifficult to instrumentalize, as recent 
efforts at putting pressure on Israel via the EC•s external trade 

policy (the import of agricultural goods from the occupied terri

tories under a separate.trading regime) have again demonstrated. 

Yet Washington clearly also expects Europe to do more· than just to 

sit on the ~ence. Perhaps European Middle East policies, through 

over-ambitious expectations and insufficent analysis and conceptual 

thinking, have missed opportunities for more modest but rea~ con
tributions. Europe could try to use its influence in supporting and 
encouraging processes of change in constructive directions, in eli
citing committments to accomodation and compromise and fostering 
those trends within Middle Eastern polities, in opposing radicalisa

tion and violence. This may not satisfy grander ambitions -but it 
might prove helpful in creating .opportunities for peaceful change. 
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)<:. THE GULF AND REGIONAL CONFLICT 

ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN 

MARCH, 1988 

The problems of regional conflict take on a special intensity in the case of 
the Gulf. This small area contains more than 50% of the world's proven oil 

reserves, and represents one of the world's most important strategic prizes. The 
Gulf is divided by deep regional tensions, and is affected by outside pressures 
in virtually every direction. These pressures not only involve peripheral states, 

but the two Superpowers. For more than a decade, the Gulf has been the canter 
of the largest arms build-up in the Third World, and there is little prospect that 

this situation will change. 
The Gulf is also the scene of a major conflict. The Iran-Iraq War is one of 

the longest and bloodiest wars of the Twentieth Century, and one of the most 
expensive. Even if one uses conservative figures, the combined military, 
economic, and social cost is at least half a trillion dollars. All of the Southern 
Gulf states have had to become deeply involved in the politics of the war and 
have had to restructure their military forces. 

The West and the Soviet Union have long been rivals in the region, and 

they too have been indirectly involved in the Iran-Iraq War from its start. They 

have supplied tens of billions of dollars worth of arms to the two belligerents, 
and they have recently become militarily involved in escorting ships through 
Gulf waters. The PRG and North Korea have also become leading actors as 

arms suppliers to Iran, and the PRC has extended its rivalry with the USSR to 

trying to influence Iran. 
Other peripheral and regional states have been caught up in the Iran-Iraq 

conflict, or have involved themselves in it. Turkey has been forced to redeploy 
substantial military forces and fight a continuing low level war against Kurdish 

Copyright the Author, all rights reserved. No Table or text may be quoted or reproduced in whole or in part 
without the author's written permission. 
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factions which are supported by §yria and Iran. Egypt and Jordan haye taken 
sides in support of Iran. Such strange political bed fellows as Israel, Syria, and 
Libya have taken sides .in support of Iran, and the spillove'r from Iran's SMte 

. '·' .,, 

brand of Islamic fundamentalism has further worsened the peculiar social 
disease known as Lebanon. 

Copyright the Author, all rights reserved. No Table or text may. be quoted or reproduced in whole or in part 
without the author's written permission. 
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Tab!~ On~:; MajQr W ~a);lQns in Migdl~ EQS~m Fon;~s Directll: Ql: Indire~tll: 
Affectin~ the Military Balance in the Gulf 

CQYDlt!l M~iD B~nl~ Im1ts . c~u:chilt Air~rilft 
ll li ll li. ll ll ll li ll u._n .2..2 

Iran 920 1735 1110 1000 1000 1500 !59 447 90 95 60 200 
Iraq 990 1800 2300 4820 4500 4800 224 339 330 580 500+ 530 

Sub-Total !910 3535 3410 5820 5500 6300 383 786 420 675 560+ 730 

Bahrain 0 0 0 0 60 90 0 0 0 0 12 18 
Kuwait 100 280 240 240 260 300 34 50 49 49 80 95 
Oman 0 0 18 !8 39 60 12 35 37 52 53 70 
Qatar 0 12 24 24 24 40 4 4 9 11 23 36 
Saudi Arabia 85 350 450 450 550 700 70 178 191 203 226 239 
UAE 0 0 118 118 136 160 12 52 52 43 65 72 

Total GCC 185 642 850 850 1069 1350 132 319 338 358 459 530 

North Yemen 30 232 714 664 683 700 28 !I 75 76 73 85 
South Yemen 50 260 470 450 470 550 20 109 114 !03 68 120 

Total Gulf 2175 4669 5444 7784 7722 9000 563 1225 947 1212 1160 1465 

Egypt 1880 !600 2!00 1750 2,250 1950 620 563 429 504 441 430 
Jordan 420 500 569 750 986 900 52 73 94 !03 109 136 
Israel 1700 3050 3600 3600 3900 4000 488 576 634 555 586 530 
Lebanon 60 0 0 142 90 120 18 16 8 3 7 21 
Syria 1170 2600 3990 4100 4000 4200 326 389 450 503 478 490 

Sub-Total 5230 7750 10259 10342 11226 11170 1504 1617 1615 !668 1621 1607 

Algeria 400 500 630 700 910 1250 206 260 306 330 346 370 
Libya 221 2000 2900 2800 2100 2300 44 201 555 535 544 550 
Morocco 120 140 !35 120 110 160 48 72 97 !06 117 130 
Tunisia 0 0 14 14 68 90 12 14 8 8 31 52 

Sub-total 741 2640 3679 3634 3188 3800 310 547 966 979 1038 1102 

TOTAL NEAR 
EASf 8!46 15059 19382 21760 22136 23970 2377 3389 3528 3859 3819 4,174 

Djibouti 0 0 30 0 8 IS 
Ethiopia 50 624 790 1020 750 900 37 100 113 !60 138 !50 
Sudan 130 ISO !90 73 175 180 50 36 30 34 43 57 
Somalia !50 80 !40 240 303 300 !00 25 55 64 71 72 
Turkey 1400 3500 3550 3532 3700 3700 288 303. 402 458 412 420 

TOTAL 
ai1ffiR IJ30 4354 4670 4865 4928 5110 475 464 600 716 672 714 

(I) Numbers are g~nerally adapted from the IISS Military Balance, JCSS Middle East Military Balance, and 
SIPRI Year Book for the appropriate year. All estimates for !994 are made by the author. 

Copyright the Author, all rights reserved. No Table or text may be quoted or reproduced in whole or in part 
wtthout the author's written permission. 
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I<ll:!l!:! IwQ; N!:!m: T!:!rm Annna! Tn:m!s in Arms I1n12orts Irnpa~ting Ql! th!:! Ol!!f and. N~::ar 
~ (In current$ inilli.ons) 

1.2. 1.! li 1.[ n .8.2. li. _M .n 2J!. .u ti 
QJ!l! 
Iran 525 1,000 2,000 2,200 400 1,500 2,200 1,800 1,750 2,200 2,300 2,400 
Iraq 140 625 1,000 1,600 1,600 4,600 7,700 4,500 4,800 4,500 4,500 4,600 
Iran-Iraq Total 665 1,625 3,000 3,800 2,000 5,600 9,900 6,300 6,550 6,700 6,800 7,000 
Saudi Arabia 100 340 440 1,300 1,800 2,600 2,600 2,400 2,400 2,700 2,900 2,900 
Kuwait 5 10 80 300 40 110 390 500 550 600 640 690 
Bahrain 80 5 40 80 80 70 70 75 
Qatar 5 20 90 250 200 170 190 230 240 260 
UAE 10 50 100 50 170 40 190 190 190 180 170 170 
Oman· 5 10 10 270 100 130 310 240 240· 230 230 250 

GCC Total 120 410 635 1,940 2,280 3,160 3,730 3,580 3,650 4,010 4,250 4,345 
Gulf Total 780.2,035 3,635 5,740 4,280 8,760 13,630 9,880 10,200 10,71011,050 11,345 

R~Q S~il: 
Sudan 20 30 50 120 100 170 110 80 120 140 140 140 
Ethiopia 10 10 50 1,100 575 300 575 480 520 540 470 470 
Somalia 20 90 1-00 240 190 70 70 80 100 100 110 120 
North Yemen 10 10 20 90 550 240 100 220 240 260 280 290 
South Yemen 20 40 40 140 240 50 90 90 110 120 130 140 

Sub-Total 80 180 260 1,690 1,655 830 945 950 1,090 1,160 1,130 1,160 

Wllll1 
Israel 300 950 975 900 825 950 675 1,200 1,400 1,400 1,550 1,600 
Syria 280 825 625 900 2,700 2,300 1,500 1,200 1,500 1,800 2,000 2,400 
Jordan 30 70 140 170 260 1,000 210 300 400 350 350 360 
Lebanon 20 10 10 20 40 50 240 200 210 240 240 260 

Sub-Total 630 1,855 1,750 1,990 3,825 4,300 2,625 2,900 3,510 3,790 4,140 4,620 

NQnb ACd~a 
Mauritania 20 30 10 20 15 20 25 30 30 
Morocco 20 210 440 350 260 190 230 250 280 300 310 
Algeria 10 20 320 725 525 1,300 525 700 650 650 720 750 
Libya 160 330 1,000 2,000 2,200 2,900 1,800 1,400 1,800 2,000 2,300 2,300 
Chad 10 5 1 3 40 75 75 60 60 60 
Tunisia 10 10 10 35 140 60 140 280 300 310 320 330 
Egypt 550 230 150 400 550 2,100 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,700 1,700 1,700 

Sub-Total 730 610 1,720 3,639 3,766 6,633 4,215 . 4,200 4,595 5,025 5,430 5,480 
.QlW 
Turl<ey 150 !50 320 220 290 420 480 480 500 530 . 550 580 
India 210 190 490 290 700 1,400 800 2,0o6 1,900 2,100 2,300 2,400 
Pakistan no 100 190 210 380 440 550 580 540 580 600 630 
Afghanistan 20 80 50 90 10 160 400. 200 230 230 250 250 

Sub-Total 490 520 f,OSO 810. 1,380 2,220 2,230 3,260 3,170 3,440 3,700 3,860 

Total Regjon 2, 710 5,200 8,415 13,869 14,906 22,743 23,645.21,190 22,565 24,125 25,451 26,465. 

Source: Author's estimate based on computer data provided by the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency. Data are historical through 1986: Estimates are provided from 1988 on. Figures represent current 
dollar value of actual deliveries. · · · · · · 
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THE LIMITATIONS OF THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR AND THEIR 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

At the same time, the arms race and tensions in the Gulf have not led to 

uncontrolled conflict or instability. Even the Iraq-Iraq War has had important 

limitations. lt has not had a major impact on the world oil trade, in part because 

of external military intervention, but in part because of a combination of excess 
supply and Iraq and Iran's need to export oil to live. Both Iran and Iraq have 
mobilized large military forces, but neither has mobilized for total war. The land 

conflict has been seasonal and has usually involved only part of the front. The 
air and missile wars have largely concentrated on military targets. They have 

done only limited damage to civilian life and economic targets. While the 

Southern Gulf states and Turkey have suffered from some aspects of the war, it 

so far has really only posed an important threat to Kuwait. 
The war has also had limitations on an ideological level which have 

helped to prevent it from spreading into the Southern Gulf, and from impacting 

on states outside the region. Iraq's Ba'athist ideology has been a regional 
corpse for well over a decade. it is a convenient cloak for a pragmatic military 
dictatorship in Iraq, and does have considerable internal political and 

technocratic support in Iraq for what increasingly seem to be careerist reasons. 

Nevertheless; Arab Socialism seems to influence a steadily shrinking in the rest 
of the region. Similarly, Khomeini's Islamic Republic helped trigger a much 
wider Islamic revival, but it has since been an increasingly nationalist, Shi'ite 
and Persian movement. it has impacted on the Shi'ites in Kuwait and Bahrain, 
and to a lesser extent in Saudi Arabia and the UAE, but it has had the most 
impact in Lebanon for reasons which are largely external to the Gulf. Words like 
"Islam" and "Arab" are driving forces throughout the Gulf, words like "Khomeini" 

and "Persian" are not. 
The end result of these conflicting trends is one where the Gulf can now 

follow one of two futures. The first is a future in which the Iran-Iraq War ends in a 
peace or de facto cease-fire as a result of a combination of Iraq's ability to 

defend, the resolve and political and economic actions of the Southern Gulf 

states, and Western naval intervention led by the U.S. The second future is one 

where Iraq is defeated to the extent that the Ba'ath regime collapses and Iran 

becomes dominant over Southern Iraq. 

Copyright the .Author, all rights reserved. No Table or text may be quoted or reproduced in whole or in part 
without the author's written permission. 
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THE IMPACT OF A PEACE OR CEASEFIRE IN THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR 

The first of these two futures now seems most likely, although it is 

impossible to predict precisely when the war will end. Iran does not seem to · 

have to military resources or skill to conquer Iraq, or to drive the U.S. and its 
allies from the Gulf. it lacks the military resources to seriously threaten the 

Southern Gulf states, and does not seem to have any clear targets for internal 
subversion. it so far has shown few signs of being able to decisively exploit its 
huge advantage in manpower, and even its official statistics barely disguise the 

growing economic problems that the Islamic Revolution has done little to come 
to grips with. 

If this future does occur, it will have a number of implications. These may 

be summarized as follows: 

THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION, LIKE MANY REVOLUTIONS BEFORE IT, 
WILL HAVE TO FULLY INTERNALIZE NEW POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND 
IDEOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS ON A PURELY NATIONAL LEVEL 

A peace or lasting cease-fire will mean that Iran's ruling elite will have to 
face the political, economic, and ideological problems and contradictions it has 
largely ignored since the start of the war. it no longer will be able to defer these 
challenges because of war or a messianic international mission. These 
challenges will be extremely difficult to meet. Much of Iran's higher eduction 
now consists of its students abroad. Its technical education and development, 

which were in a shambles during the last few years of the Shah's rule, are in 
chaos today. Iran now suffers badly from the most serious of Third World 

economic diseases, ignoring and mismanaging the. agricultural sector. This 

suffering is compounded by the second most serious disease, unproductive and 

social destructive urbanization. 

One has to be careful in interpreting economic patterns within Iran 

because of the lack of accurate data, but virtually all sources agree that both the 

agricultural sector and a Water policy have been severely mismanaged. In spite 

of attempts at import controls, food and livestock imports have increased by 
roughly 70% in real terms since the .fall of the Shah. They now run well over $2 

billion a year, and would be substantially higher if they were not controlled. 

Iran faces over-population, with a birth rate of 3. 7% and a fertility rate of 

5.6%. Its population is young, with more than half under the age of 21. Roughly 

one,quarter of the entire population .has faced the educational' and work, skill' 
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disruption caused by the war and revolution. Iran has declining oil reserves, 

which is critical in a country where oil and oil products make up 98% of all 
exports, and the problems inherent in the Shah's impossible infrastructure and 

development goals have been compounded by Khomeini's industrial neglect. 

Iran retains a cadre of excellent technocrats, but it may be years before the 
political situation allows them to function effectively. 

There is no consensus as to the definition of an Islamic economy in terms 
of agriculture, trade, industrialization, oil policy, or social policy. The economic 

management of Iran is also now even more corrupt than under the Shah, and is 

considerably more chaotic. Quite aside from the public debate over Islamic 
socialism versus Islamic traditionalism, the creation of personal canters of 

economic power has added a strong element of technocratic feudalism that may 
be hard for any post-Khomeini leader to displace. 

As for stability, one can only really argue from historical experience. 

There are no rules that say there must be a power struggle after Khomeini. 
There are no rules that say revolutions must be followed by an internal struggle 
for control and re-definition of the economy and society. There are no rules that 

say they have to lead to reaction, and to episodic attempts to blame outside 
states for internal problems or to export the revolution, regardless of whether 

anyone wants to import it. There are no rules that say the military must either be 
coopted or challenge the civil government for power, and there are no rules that 
say the instability inherent in mass popular revolution tends to last twenty to 
thirty years. These are, however, the historically most likely patterns of events, 
and make the efforts of area specialists to predict their futures based on short 

term trends and current personalities largely useless. 

IRAQ IS MOST LIKELY TO STABILIZE AROUND TRYING TO SOLVE ITS 
INTERNAL ETHNIC AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS, AND WINNING 
INFLUENCE THROUGH POLITICAL MEANS 

it is by no means clear that Saddam Hussein and his immediate coterie 
will long survive victory. it is also by no means clear that anyone cares except 

Saddam Hussein. The real issue is whether Iraq will pursue a pragmatic course 

of trying to heal the ethnic divisions caused by the war, rebuilding its economy, 

and dealing with its neighbors on a basis of intelligent self interest. The answer 
. " b t " 1s yes, u ... 
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The Iraqi people do not seem to be in the mood for any further political or 
military adventures, and Saddam Hussein or his successors will face continuing 
tension and occasional border conflicts with Iran. Iraq will have strong economic 

motives to cooperate with the Southern Gulf states in oil and economic policy, 
particularly since Iraq will be in no position to succeed by intimidating them. 

There may. be friction over issues like Iraq's access to the Gulf. lt is 
-already clear, however, that a struggle with Kuwait over leasing or annexing 

Bubiyan or Waribah is not going to secure Iraqi access to the Gulf. The military 
shifts caused by the war mean that Iran will be able to cover all the waters, 

ports; and offshore facilities from the Neutral Zone south of Kuwait to the Iran
Iraq border with anti-ship missiles and/or mines. This may take improved 

missiles and sensors if Iran evacuates Faw, but Europe, the USSR, the PRC, or 
North Korea will unquestionably be happy to sell them, The riparian dispute 
over the Shatt ai-Arab will not disappear in political or legal terms, but it has 
already lost all meaning in terms of security, and Iran's willingness to use force 
will steadily increase as Iran shifts its Gulf trade to ports lower in the Gulf and in 
the Gulf of Oman, and reduces its vulnerability to Iraqi retaliation. 

From a trade sense, Iraq also has every incentive to concentrate on 
creating a stable oil export market and pattern of imports with the West. Iraq's 
natural trading partners are the oil importing states, and particularly the 

industrialized oil importing states. Iraq has nothing to gain from conflict with the 

West and Japan, or regimes like Jordan and Egypt, and a great deal to lose. Its 
key trading partners for imports are currently Japan, the FRG, Turkey, Italy, 

France, Brazil, and the U.K., and these patterns will only undergo limited shifts if 

the war ends. Iraq will remain dependent on the West for key consumer goods 
and more than half its capital goods through at least the end of this century, and 

is likely to remain a major food importer. 

If it survives the Iran-Iraq War, the "wild cards" in Iraq's future are its 

ability to heal its ethnic divisions without a full scale war against its Kurds, the 

nature of the almost inevitable power struggle within the next five years as a 

result of the internal rivalries and tensions caused by the war, the risk of some 

form of new ideological ambitions or the emergence of a political leader with 

personal ambitions or rivalries with foreign leaders, and the spillover of the 

Arab-Israeli conflict. At least some of these factors are likely to cause regional 
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. tension, but none of them currently seem likely to· pose major challenges to 
regional stability. Iraq will, however, have to continue its arms race with Iran, 

·.-·o -·. 

' . 

and. this will help drive other regional states to continue theirs. 
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Table Three: The Trends in Iranian and Iraqi Military Forces: 1980-1988 

EQr~~ C~t~&co: l2SQLSJ · 
lwl. .l.rAg_. 

TOTAL ACITVE Mll..ITARY 
MANPOWER SUITABLE 
FOR COMBAT 240,000 242,250 

LAND FORCES 

Regular Army Manpower 
' - .. 

150,000 200,000 Active 
Reserve 400,000+ 256,000 

Revolutionary Guards/ 
Basij/People's Army 
Hezbollah (Home Guard) 
Arab Volunteers 

Division Equivalents 
Armored (Divisions/Brigades) 6+4 12+3 
Mechanized 
Infantry and Mountain 
Special Forces/airborne 
Pasdaran!People's Militia 

Major Combat Equipment 
Main BatUe Tanks 
Other Armored 
Fightiog Vehicles 
Major Artillery 

AIR FORCES 

Air Force Manpower 
Combat Aircraft 
Combat Helicopters 
Total Helicopters 
Surface to Air Missile 
Batteries (e) 

NAVY 

Navy Manpower 

Destroyers 
Frigates 
Corvettes 
Missile Patrol.Craft 
Major Other Patrol Craft: 
Mine _warfare vessets·- -
Hovercr:ift 
Landing craft and Ships 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft 

3 
0 

1,740 

1,075 
1,000+ 

70,000 
445 
500 
750 

26,000 

3 (f) 
4 (g) 
4 
9 (j) 
-

14 

6 P-3F 

4 
4 

2,750 

2,500 
1,040 

38,000 
332 
41 

260 

4,250 

0 
I (h) 
0 

12(k) 

5. 
0 

17 
0 

l281L8S 

654,000-
1,000,000 

305,000 
NA 

350,000 
130,000 

2,500,000 

4? 
3-4? (a) 
7-11 (a) 
111 (a) 
9-20 

900-1,150 

1,190-2,000 
750-1,000 

35,000 
60-118 (c) 
45 

120-370 

12 

14,500 

3(!) 
4(g) 
2 
8-ll(j) 
4-13 
I 
6 
8 
1-5 P-3F 

l.ru 

750,000-
1,035,000 

955,000 
(480,000) 

650,000 

6,000? 

5 
3 

10+9 (b) 
11 

-115 

4,500-6,150 

3,550-5,000 
3,000-3,500 

40,000 
500-592 (d) 
150-170 
360-433 

70 

5,000 

o. 
5 (li) 
6 (i) 
8(k) 
7-12. 
8 
0 
7 
0 

(a) Estimates differ sharply. One detailed estimate of the ·regular army shows 7 mechanized divisions with 3 
brigades each and· a total of 9 armored and 18 mechanized battalions. Also 2 special forces divisions, 1 
airborne brigade, plus eight Revolutionary Guard divisions and large numbers of other brigades and battalions. 
A recent Israel estiinate says th·ere- are'about 10 regular divisicms and 20 Pasdaran divisions.· -The latest JCSS 
estimate Shows .four- corps with- .four anriored· and- 29 infantrY tdivisiOns, plus· 3 indeperid·ent sj>eCHil :forces 
brigades, and.two airborne divisions. This is equivalent to 13 regular army and 20 Pasdaran divisions. 
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(b) Includes 5 infantry divisions and 4 mountain divisions. There are 2 independent special forces divisions, 9 
reserve brigades, and 15 People's Volunteer Infantry Brigades. 
(c) Includes 20-50 F-40/E, 17-50 F-5EIF, 10-14 F-14A, and 3 RF-4E. Large numbers of additional combat 
aircraft are in storage due to lack of parts. Some Argentine A-4s and PRC or North Korean F-6 and F-7 may be 
in delivery. The number of attack helicopters still operational is unknown. 
(d) Includes up to 7-12 Tu-22, 8-10 Tu-16; 4 FGA squadrons with 20 Mirage F-IEQ5 (with Exocet), 23 Mirage 
F-IEQ200, 4 FGA squadrcns with 40-60 MiG-23BMIMiG-27, 3 with 75-95 Su-7 and Su-17/20, and I training 
unit with 12-15 Hunter FB-59/FR-10. There is I recce squadrcn with 5 MiG-25; and 5 interceptor squadrons 
with 25 MiG-25, 40 MiG-19, !50-200 MiG-21, and 30 Mirage F-IEQ. Figures for Mirage strength vary 
sharply according to assumptions about delivery rates and combat attrition. Typical estimates of combat 
helicopters are 40-50 Mi-24, 50-70 SA-342 Gazelle (some with HOT), 30 SA-316B with AS-12 and 44 MBB 
B0-105 with SS-ll. 
(e) The number of operational SAM units on each side is unknown. Many of Iran's 12 Hawk batteries are not 
operational. Iran also has extensive holds of SA-7s and some RBS-70. Iraq has shown very limited ability to 
use its Soviet made SAMs and some sites do not seem to be fully operational. Counts of Iraq's missile 
strength are controversial but Iraq seems to have roughly 20 SA-2 (120 launchers), 25 SA-3 (150 launchers), 
and 25 SA-6 batteries. It also has SA-7 and SA-9 units and some 60 Roland ftre units. 
(f) 3 equipped with Standard Arm SSMs. One Battle-class and two Sumner-class in reserve. 
(g) Equipped with Sea Killer SSM 
(h) 5 Lupo class with 8 Otomat-2 missiles and lx8 Albatros/Aspide, plus I helicopter. There is I Yugoslav 
training frigate. (i) 6 Wadi-class Italian made 650 ton corvettes. Each has IX4 Albatros/ Aspide. 2 have 2 
Otomat-2 and I helicopter each; 4 have 6 Otomat 2 SSMs. 
0) Equipped with Harpoon surface to surface missiles. No missiles currently available. 
(k) Equipped with Styx missiles. 
Adapted from various editions of the IISS: The Mi1itary Balance. JCSS, The Middle East Mi1itazy Balance. and 
work by Drew Middleton for the New Yor!c Tj rnes 

THE GCC STATES WILL MAKE MINOR IMPROVEMENTS IN THEIR 
COOPERATION, BUT CONTINUE TO PURSUE THEIR SEPARATE 
POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND MILITARY INTERESTS. THEY WILL 
CONTINUE THE ARMS RACE, BUT INCREASINGL V BE DRIVEN BY THE 
FORCES FOR INTERNAL CHANGE 

The Gulf Cooperation Council states ·- Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi 
Arabia, the UAE, and Oman -- find the GCC useful enough so that they are 

certain to continue it as a regional security framework. it is already clear, 
however, that it is far easier for them to agree on cosmetics than substance. 
Many activities, like cooperation in internal security, may already approached 
their practical limit. Cooperation may be improved in areas like tracking foreign 
labor and clearly radical subversives, but full cooperation in intelligence and in 
dealing with controversial radicals and movements is likely to remain limited to 
the occasional bilateral effort. 

Ambitious efforts at military cooperation are unlikely to succeed. Saudi 
Arabia and Kuwait may cooperate in a rapid deployment force in the West, but 

the rest of the Gulf states will not. There may be some cooperation in maritime 

surveillance and air control and warning, but there is unlikely to be real 

cooperation in standardization and interoperability. Cooperative exercises and 
training are likely to remain more matters of form than substance. Once the 
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driving impetus of the Iran-Iraq War disappears, so will much of the rationale for 
making the kind of hard choices that go beyond purely national considerations, 

and which force the Southern Gulf states to trade their parochial national · 
interests and national privacy for military effectiveness. 

The Iran-Iraq War has had the effect of weakening many of the historical 

tensions and rivalries between the Gulf states, although the petty border 

confrontation between Bahrain and Qatar and the treatment of an attempted 
coup within the UAE show that such problems have scarcely vanished. lt has 

not, however, create a real consciousness that the Southern Gulf state can only 
ensure their individual security through collective security. Kuwait and Saudi 

Arabia have been sloW to cooperate on intelligence, air defense, and maritime 
surveillance data. Oman has tended to stand aside from Saudi Arabia. Qatar 
has remained relatively isolated, and the UAE remains divided over the wisdom 

of expanding its ties to the GCC, its relations with Iran, and its closeness to the 
West. 

All of the individual Southern Gulf states retain different security interests, 
and all but Bahrain orient their economies towards states outside the region. 

They are oil exporting states which obtain virtually all their imports from outside 
the Gulf. Their trade relations are largely "vertical" in the sense that any given 
GCC state -- except Bahrain -- has far more to gain in economic terms from 
improving its trade with the major Western states and Japan than it has to gain 
from any conceivable form of economic cooperation with its neighbors. lt is also 
too late for most Southern Gulf states to achieve significant savings or benefits 
from cooperation in economic infrastructure. 

For all the usual rhetoric about Arabism, Islam, and regionalism, the one 

major area where the GCC states are likely to cooperate if Iraq survives the 

Iran-Iraq War is oil policy. Even here, their policy must be oriented towards 

external forces. The GCC oil exporting states all are thinly populated enough to 

be more interested in a stable pattern of interdependence with the West than in 

maximizing short term oil revenue to meet urgent social needs. 

I! does seem virtually certain, however, that Southern Guif state will 
continue to feel threatened enough by its northern neighbors, and those to the 

south and west. to remain a major arms importer and retain military ties to 

Western suppliers. These ties will, in fact, be more important for most Southern 
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Gulf states than their ties to the GCC. They will affect far more of their force 

structure and military decisions, and create at least an implicit dependence on 
supplier countries to make the equipment work in time of war. Given an · 

incurable need to substitute advanced technology for a lack of manpower, most 
of the Southern Gulf states will also be unable to reduce their dependence on 

foreign equipment and advice, even though they will gradually create significant 
pools of trained manpower and native military expertise. 

THE WEST WILL LARGELY WITHDRAW FROM THE GULF WITHOUT 
HAVING ACCOMPLISHED ANYTHING TOWARDS IMPROVING ITS 
CAPABILITY FOR COLLECTIVE ACTION. IN THE LONG RUN, THE U.S. 
WILL REDUCE ITS POWER PROJECTION CAPABILITY. BRITAIN WILL 
LARGELY LOSE ITS POWER PROJECTION CAPABILITY, AND FRANCE 
WILL BE THE ONLY EUROPEAN STATE CAPABLE OF INTERVENING IN 
ANYTHING BUT THE LOWEST LEVEL WARS 

The West has blundered into the Gulf, and it now seems likely that it will 

successfully blunder out of it. The initial failure of the key European actors -
Britain, France, Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands -- to agree on any fully 
integrated or collective course of action has not been corrected and will not be 
corrected as long as Iraq survives the war or Iran shows continued restraint in 
attacking Western naval forces. 

At the risk of being pessimistic, it seems likely that the current cuts in the 
British defense budget will seriously compromise British power projection 
capabilities over the next five to ten years. Like the Falklands force, the Armilla 
Patrol may well prove to be something of a last hurrah for Britain as a global 

power. Britain will remain a major advisors and arms seller, but may already 
have lost its ability to intervene in anything other than the most limited land and 

air struggle and may gradually lose it naval capability as well. 
This leaves France and the United States. In the case of France, the key 

issue will be whether France can really afford the power projection capability it 

is now seeking. If it does buy its planned strategic lift, modern carriers, and new 
carrier aircraft, it will be the only European power that can seriously intervene in 
low-level Gulf conflicts. These, however, are big ifs, and the current thrust of 

European security is rapidly increasing France's need to concentrate its 

defense resources in Europe. 

The U.S. is virtually certain to cut some of its carrier task forces, strategic 

lift, marine forces, and other capabilities for USCENTCOM. These cuts will be 
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dictated by budget pressures, rather than changes in commitments, but they will 

increase American reluctance to become involved in the Gulf. At the same time, 

however, the U.S. will retain enough power projection capability to stay the only 

Western power that can deal with a medium level war and help the Southern 

Gulf states cope with a major military threat from the Northern Gulf or a Soviet 

backed effort from the Yemens. Over-the-horizon U.S. forces will continue to be 

more important in ensuring the security of the Southern Gulf states and regional 

security, than on-the-horizon reinforcements from other states in the GCC. 

As for the politics of Western action, there are few practical prospects for 

a move towards more effective collective action in Europe or the West. The U.S. 

and France will be forced to act on their own, and seek support later. Anything 

more than cosmetic consultation will be a recipe for paralysis and inaction. 

While paralysis and inaction are not always undesirable policies, they are not 

ones that intelligent nations need allied help to pursue. Terms like "Atlantic 
unity" and "European unity" will have the same regional effect as terms like 

"Arab unity": They will end up doing anyone who acts upon them more harm 
than good. 

Finally, it is important to note that in spite of the "oii_giut", Western 

economies are as structurally dependent on oil as ever, and that virtually all of 

the alternative fuel programs of the 1970s have failed to approach their goals in 

reducing Western dependence on oil imports. Given the fact conservation 

savings are reaching their limits, this will leave the West dependent on Gulf oil. 

Similarly, most Western arms manufacturers and Western military forces 

are becoming more dependent on arms sales to sustain their economic rates of 

production, and technology base for new weapons developments, even though 

arms sales are declining in real terms. This will steadily increase Western 

competition to sell first line weapons systems to any buyer, and do so in spite of 

the regime or impact on Western power projection. 

THE YEMENS AND THE RED SEA AREA WILL REMAIN A GROWING 
SOURCE OF LOW LEVEL TENSION, DAMPED LARGELY BY THE CIVIL 
CONFLICTS AND ECONOMIC CHAOS WITHIN POTENTIALLY MORE 
AGGRESSIVE RADICAL STATES 

Given recent trends and civil war in the PDRY, Ethiopia, and the Sudan, 

the name Bab el Mandeb might just as accurately be applied to the entire Red 

Sea. Saudi Arabia and Oman are likely to face growing problems with the now 
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firmly pro-Soviet radical regime in Aden. The same is true of the YAR. Ethiopia 

shows no signs of breaking out of its mixture of civil war and national 
mismanagement, and the Sudan is rapidly becoming a regional basket case. 

These Red Sea threats will impact on Somalia and Egypt, but it is 
unclear they will impact on the Gulf states. They would only be dangerous if the 

PDRY could take over the YAR, if the more radical Red Sea states could unite 
on effective action, or if a charismatic leader could successfully unite one of the 

radical Red Sea states. None of these conditions seems likely in the near future. 

Tab!!; FQ!!r; CQmparativ~: Milil!!O: EffQ!l Qf R~d S!:a and K~::t Afri!;i!n S!a~s Affecting R!;d 
Sea Ss:curil:t 

Defense Arms Military Battle Combat 
Expenditure . Imports ManJlQ~~I Iru!h Aircraft 
in 1282 'Bl-'85 
($Millions) ($Millions) 

Saudi Arabia 16,200 14,760 73,500 470-500 62-220 
Oman 1,510 955 21,500 39 53 

North Yemen 414 . 1,675 36,800 775-800 73-99 
South Yemen 230 1,110 27,500 550 120 

Sudah-' . 440 560 58,500 175 43 
Ethiopia 450 2,100 320,000 750-1,020 .138-160 
Somalia 146 365 65,000 293 71 

- Egypt 4,950 7,120 460,000 1,750 427 
Ubya 5,100 10,455 76,500 2,280 544 
Israel 5,110 4,105 141,000 3,900 676 

O!ad 49 65 17,000 (65) 2 
CAR 17 10 7,000 4 2 
Zaire 45 150 51,000 50 20 
Uganda 11 135 20,000 13 (6) 
Kenya 258 300 13,350 76 26 

Source: Adapted from the IISS, Militarv Balance, 198711988; ACDA computer daia base for World Arms 
Transfers and Military Ex12endjtures. 1986. Military data differ from text which is adapted to include 
information from other sources. Figures in parenthesis indicate country has similar equipment in form of 
lighter AFV s or armed training aircraft. 

THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT WILL CAUSE SOME RISING TENSION 
BUT WILL NOT TRIGGER MAJOR REGIONAL INSTABILITY IN THE GULF. 

The Arab-Israeli conflict will also have an indirect impact on t~e Gulf. The 

rise of tensions on the West Bank is unlikely to lead to either an acceptable 

peace settlement or a major new Arab-Israeli conflict, but it is likely to 
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complicate U.S. efforts to create a stable strategic relationship with the 

Southern Gulf states. 

The greatest single risk, however, is that the conflict on the West Bank 

will become intense and bitter enough to drag Iraq back into the role of a front 

line state, and to force the Southern Gulf states to provide massively backing for 

radical Palestinian movements to protect their own internal security. 

lt seems unlikely that Syria will ever be able to devote major resources to 

adventures in the east, but the problem of Jordanian and Egyptian stability will 

be critical. The Arab-Israel conflict could have far more impact on the West and 

the security of Western oil supplies, if either Egypt or Jordan. came under radical 

or hostile rule or joined in putting military pressure on Israel. Such shifts seem 

unlikely, but they are by no means impossible. 

THE END OF THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR WILL EASE KURDISH PROBLEMS IN 
TURKEY, BUT NOT ITS NEED TO MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE ITS MILITARY 
POSTURE IN EASTERN TURKEY 

All of the nations in the Northern Gulf define "Kurdish freedom fighters" 

as sacrifice pawns that are useful in intimidating or fighting neighboring states, 

but which must be.killed or disarmed the moment they no longer are useful. This 

pattern will continue in the future. The end of the Iran-Iraq War isalmost certain 

to lead to more Iranian economic dependence on transit through Turkey and to 

a halt to overt arming and training of anti-lraqi Kurds. Iraq is likely to return the 

favor, although both Iran and Iraq are likely to support low level Kurdish 

"freedom" efforts to use as levers against the other. 

Iraq may talk with its Kurds, but it is unlikely that Iraq can reach a lasting 

arrangement with the various Kurdish factions challenging the government 

without resorting to force. This is particularly true as long as the current Ba'athist 

elite is in power, especially if First Deputy Premier TahaYasin Ramadan plays a 

role in the negotiations. Some Kurds, like Talabani, may be realistic enough to 

be. willing to compromise, but the more likely result is several bloody years of 

military pressure. 

The Kurds in Turkey may be more realistic, although this is uncertain. In 

any case, the steady rise of the Kurdish problem and the build-up of Soviet air 

and land capabilities in the region, will lead Turkey to steadily modernize its 

land and air forces in the region. This will act as a regional deterrent and 
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stabilizing factor, although it will also lead to further Turkish military suppression 
of the "Mountain Turks". · 

THE SOVIET UNION WILL PLAY A LOW LEVEL SPOILER ROLE, WITH 
OCCASIONAL ATTEMPTS AT OPPORTUNISM ALTERNATING WITH 
EFFORTS TO WORK WITH THE WEST. MUCH WILL DEPEND ON THE 
COURSE AND AFTERMATH OF THE CONFLICT IN AFGHANISTAN 

The Soviet Union is scarcely likely to abandon its regional ambitions in 
the area, and will continue to try to weaken Western influence in the Gulf or to 
win Western accept2nce of a major Soviet role in the region. it will certainly 
attempt to expand its foothold in the Gulf in the PDRY, to exploit its ties to India 

in trying to reduce the Western presence in the Indian Ocean, and to influence 
the course of the Iranian revolution whenever it has the political opportunity to 
do so. it will remain a major arms seller, and it will continue to modernize its 

land forces and expend its air presence in the region. 

This said, only a major victory in Afghanistan seems likely to lead to new 
Soviet willingness to take risks in Southwest Asia, and this seems unlikely. 

While some factions in Iran may turn to the USSR for support, no particularly 
faction seems likely to identify itself with the USSR or be willing to be a Soviet 
satellite. it also seems unlikely that the USSR would be willing to intervene in 
Iran, except for limited gains and in carefully defined ways, given its experience 
in Afghanistan. 

This does not mean that the USSR will not try to expand its rail and 
commercial links to Iran. it may, however, be confronted by having to choose 

between being a major military supplier to Iran and Iraq. Such a choice would 
be an interesting .one, and much might dependent on the Soviet calculation as 

to whether Iran was isolated enough from the West so that arms could be used 
as an important economic lever. Soviet efforts to court Iran will also be limited 

by the fact Iraq is likely to be the key customer in terms income from arms sales, 
which are the USSR's second largest export after oil. 

Regardless of Glasnost, Gorbachev seems likely to play the "great game" 
of the Czars at a constant but relatively low level. The major wild card would 

seem to be either a major oil crisis in the Soviet bloc cir the sudden rise of a 

Marxist and largely secular regime in Iran that called for Soviet support. These 

are potential risks, but they are not particularly likely ones. 
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AFGHANISTAN AND PAKISTAN WILL BE REGIONAL IRRITANTS, BUT 
NOT MAJOR SOURCES OF INSTABILITY 

The India-Pakistan conflict has spilled over into the Gulf in terms of 

fueling Indian ambitions to be the major power in the Indian Ocean and in 

increasing Pakistan's tendencies towards instability. Neither factor seems likely 
to have a major impact on the Gulf, although the problem of Islam and ethnic 

divisions in Pakistan will interact with those in Iran. 
The problem of Afghanistan is more serious. Unless the war is over when 

the Iran-Iraq War ends, Iran may well shift Guards forces and arms to Shi'ite and 

fundamentalist elements in the Afghan Mujahideen. The Iranian government 
has already been a strong backer of such elements, and has done a great deal 

to divide the Mujahideen and make them anti-Western. This has the positive 
impact of increasing the Soviet Union's problems in Afghanistan, and Soviet 

problems with Islamic minorities, but it has not helped efforts to reach a more 
stable and lasting peaceful solution to the Afghan problem. 

THE IMPACT OF AN IRANIAN VICTORY 

The second future, some sort of strategically significant Iranian victory, 
now seems unlikely. Iran did score some important strategic gains in seizing 
Faw in 1986, and performed well during its initial attacks on Basra in 1987. lt 
could still launch a major offensive in 1988. By and large, however, Iran's 
problems in obtaining arms have grown worse during 1987 and 1988, if they 
are judged by its ability to sustain a massive land invasion of Iraq. Iran is having 

at least some manpower and financial problems, and Iraq has had time to build 

massive new defenses around its most threatened cities in the south. 

lt is also important to stress that any Iranian victory has to involve more 

than simply toppling Saddam Hussein, or conquering part of Southern Iraq, to 
have strategic significance. To impact on the region, such a victory has to give 

Iran sufficient control over Iraq to threaten long term control or influence most of 

the country. If Iran is to obtain significant freedom of action, its victory and 

control over Iraq must be perceived as complete enough by other regional 

states to be beyond challenge. 
Iran will face significant military limitations in invading most GCC states 

unless it can somehow drive the U.S. and its allies from the Gulf. Iran is now a 

very weak naval and air power, far weaker than under the Shah. lt has~only 
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token amphibious capabilities and is virtually forced to move by land around the 

Gulf, rather than strike across it. 
The U.S. and Europe may be limited in land power, but other Arab states 

could provide land reinforcements to the GCC states. The U.S. also has the 

ability to rapidly deploy naval and air power in large numbers against Iran. 

Further, Iran has not had recent supplies of aircraft or naval equipment and 

munitions, and will take one to two years to absorb any military aircraft and 

surface-to-air missile systems it captures from Iraq. 
lt is also far from clear that the U.S. is particularly vulnerable to being 

forced from the Gulf even if Iran does win the Iran-Iraq War. Withdrawing from 
Lebanon, in the absence of any clear enemy and reason to stay, is one thing. lt 
is quite another to accept defeat in an area which hold 50% of the entire world's 

proven oil reserves. The U.S. has stood firm in the face of the attack on the 
USS Stark, and the embarrassment of the Bridgeton incident, and it seems 

unrealistic to over-estimate the impact of American domestic politics. In fact, it 

now seems unlikely that Iran can find any way to drive the West from the Gulf as 

_long as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia want it to.stay, even if Iran scores some major 

limited success against the U.S. and inflicts considerable casualties of the kind 

it did in supporting the bombing of the U.S. embassy and Marine Corps 
barracks. 

As for perceptions and reactions in the Southern Gulf, virtually any major 
Iranian victory over Iraq will give it the ability to threaten Kuwait. Kuwait will also 
be an attractive target for several r(3asons. it is small and vulnerable. it is a 
difficult area for the West to project power. The ruling family has supported Iraq 
and deported many Shi'ites, and Kuwait has nearly as many proven oil 

_ reserves as lrag and Iran combined -- roughly 13% of the total reseriles in the 
world. Nevertheless, any major Iranian invasion threat to Kuwait would rapidly 
turn the war into_ an Arab versus Persian war, as well as into a war for the 

_ security of the world's oil supplies. 
Iran may also find even part of Iraq to be more than it can successfully 

rule. lt is far from clear that Iraq's Arab Shi'ites would particularly welcome 

liberation by Iran's Persian Shi'ites. Khomeini has not done a good job of 

preserving the religious ties he once had to most Iraqi religious leaders and 
many of those with whom he did attempt to preserve such ties have been 
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removed from the scene. If Iraq is 60% Shi'ite, it is also 40% Sunni and it is 
doubtful Iraq's Kurds an other minorities would welcome a pro-Khomeini 

regime. 
There is, therefore, no real reason to assume that an Iranian defeat of 

Iraq would somehow trigger a domino effect throughout the Gulf. Such an event 
will certainly be threatening, but it is only like to be decisive in what is virtually a 

worst case scenario. If this future does occur, it will have a major impact on the 

regional interactions described for the future in which the war ends with a 
cease-fire or peace settlement. 

IRAN MAY BE TEMPTED TOWARDS MILITARY ADVENTURES, BUT MAY · 
FIND ITSELF INVOLVED IN A MAJOR MILITARY EFFORT TO MAINTAIN 
CONTROL OVER IRAQ, AND CONFRONTED BY AN ARAB AND 
WESTERN EFFORT TO CONTAIN IT. IT MAY CHOOSE TO 
CONCENTRATE ON IDEOLOGY, RATHER THAN MILITARY OPTIONS 

Much of Iran's response to any victory over Iraq will be determined by the 
scale and cost of that victory. lt seems likely, however, that any victory that 

resulted in the defeat of Saddam Hussein, and even a partial conquest of Iraq, 
would allow Iran's rulers to defer dealing with many of its internal issues for 
some years. A victory would be seen as a sign of the revolution's legitimacy in 

both political and ideological terms, and probably on a Messianic basis. Iran 
would be encouraged to make active and violent attempts to export its 
revolution, although such efforts would depend heavily on their cost, the internal 
stability of the occupied territories in Iraq, and the Western response. 

As has been noted earlier, Kuwait is the most likely and tempting military 

target if Iran does risk military adventures. Iran is scarcely likely to challenge 

Turkey, Pakistan, or Syria, and lacks the resources-to strike at the other Gulf 

states by sea. Much would depend on Kuwaiti resolve and willingness to act. If 

Kuwait delayed inviting in Western and external Arab support until it was 
actually attacked, it might well be too late for other nations to react If Kuwait 
should immediately seek Arab land reinforcements, however, and allow U.S. or 

other air reinforcements to move into Kuwait , it might well be able to deter an 

Iranian attack. This would be particularly true if USAF reinforcements were 

allowed to deploy to Saudi Arabia and both the USAF and Saudi Air Force 

support Kuwait. 
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If Kuwait should be defeated, it is also far from clear Iran could move 
further. Kuwait has no strategic depth, but Saudi Arabia does. lt acts as a shield 
to Bahrain and Qatar, as do Western naval forces. Iran would also have to move 
deep into Saudi Arabia to reach the Shi'ite portions of the Eastern Province, 

and this would involve logistic and support capabilities Iranian land forces 

currently lack. lt is likely that Western, Saudi, and other Arab forces could check 
further Iranian expansion, although not without some loss of Saudi territory. 

If Iran wins, it is also is almost certain to make further efforts at subverting 

other states. lt is likely to expand its activities in Lebanon, Afghanistan, and 

Pakistan. lt is virtually certain to put added pressure on Bahrain, and to seek to 
subvert from Saudi and other Southern Gulf Shi'ites. The issue of Islam, 
however, will become increasingly more complex as Iran attempts to put 

pressure on Sunni Arab regimes. There seems to be little reason to assume that 
a victory over Iraq will bring Khomeini anything like the support outside Iran 
that it will bring him within it. Even a "pro-lranian" state like Syria is likely to be 

anything but happy if Iran achieves more than the fall of Saddam Hussein. The 
personality and ideological disputes between Syria and Iraq are one thing. A 
victorious Iran on the Syrian border is another. 

Iran also will face the problem possible partition of Iraq. Some Turkish 

grab for northern Iraq cannot be ruled out, and any Iranian rule over the Sunni 
part of Iraq is virtually certain to create resentment and armed resistance. Those 
Kurds that are currently pro-lranian may soon be anti-lranian. lt seems highly 

doubtful that Iran can tolerate more than a Kurdish puppet regime, and that only 
as a tool to keep a conquered Iraq weak and divided. 

Arms sales and oil will also be critical issues. Most forms of Iranian 

military victory are likely to give Iran a massive pool of military equipment. lt may 
take some time to absorb such equipment, but they could free Iran from 
dependence on arms sales for several years and allow it to build-up 
considerable air capability in one to two years. Nevertheless, captured 
equipment is a fragile reed to rest modern armed forces on, and Iran will 

immediately have to seek resupply of its forces. This raises the prospect of a 

possible Soviet-PRC-North Korean-Third World race to win arms sales and 

influence, with some European efforts as well. If Iran does not have free transit 
through the Gulf, however, it would be dependent on Soviet sales. Air transit of 
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major military supplies from the PRC, North Korea, or Third World nations is not 

practical. 
As for oil, Iran is likely to seek to maximize its own oil revenues while 

k . . 

trying to intimidate the Southern Gulf sales into minimizing their own sales and 

raising prices. Iran might also risk military action to pressure the Southern Gulf 

states to follow its lead in OPEC. The problem with this scenario is that Iran will 

be very vulnerable to Western naval action, and will face political and military 
problems in trying to use Iraq's pipelines through Syria and Turkey. 

Oil could again influence Iran to turn to the USSR for added shipping 
facilities and oil export capabilities, but such schemes would at best be a limited 

solution because of limited pipeline and transfer capacity. The truth is that Iran 

is as vulnerable to attacks on its exports and imports as any Gulf state, and its 

large population leaves it with less ability to deal with a major embargo. Some 
form of oil/trade "war" seems likely to if Iran defeats Iraq, but it is far from clear 
that Iran will emerge as the victor. 

IRAQ MAY DIVIDE IN THE FACE OF A MAJOR IRANIAN VICTORY, OR· BE 
CONQUERED FOR A SHORT PERIOD. SOME FORM OF IRAQI REGIME 
IS LIKELY TO REASSERT ITSELF, HOWEVER, IRAN IS NOT LIKELY TO 
RETAIN LONG TERM CONTROL OVER IRAQI TERRITORY 

Iraq's probable reaction to defeat has already been discussed. lt seems 
likely that Iraqi and Arab nationalism are likely to turn out to be more important 
in the long run than any divisions between Iraqi Sunni and Shi'ite. Iran is likely 
to experience immediate problems in creating a friendly government even in 

Iraq's Shi'ite south and and may well find it impossible to occupy the Sunni 

north. A major new Iraqi Kurdish effort at separatism seems almost certain, and 
could have some success. lt is unclear, however, that any form of "Kurdestan" 

could survive regional hostility and exploitation for more than a few years. 
Put differently, the prognosis for a "conquered" Iraq is likely to be one 

where Iraq's people start low level conflict against Iran and any pro-lranian 
regime. lt is also likely to be one where a continuing low level civil war takes 

place among the major ethnic factions within Iraq, which may well impact on the 

Kurdish problem in Turkey and Iran. 
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THE GCC STATES ARE LIKELY TO DIVIDE THEIR RESPONSE, WITH 
THE UAE ACTING AS THE WEAK LINK. KUWAIT, BAHRAIN,SAUDI 
ARABIA, AND OMAN, HOWEVER, ARE LIKELY TO HOLD FIRM IF THEY 
RECEIVE SUFFICIENT WESTERN AND OTHER ARAB SUPPORT. 

The Southern Gulf states have been described as weak and unstable for 

so long that it is worth pointing out that they are among the Third World's most 

stable survivors as states and regimes. Further, the Southern Gulf states have 

shown considerable recent resolve in the face of Iranian pressure and threats, 

in large part because they realize that there are sharp limits to dealing with Iran 

if they are to survive as independent regimes. 

lt seems unlikely, therefore, that an Iranian victory would produce a 

"domino effect" if the West and other Arab states showed sufficient resolve to 

provide the Southern Gulf states with military aid and support. Kuwait may be 

militarily weak, but it has immense financial resources to pay for outside 

support, and its ruling family and elite have no illusions about what it would 

mean to have Iranian troops on the border without reacting to give Kuwait 

added defense capability. Saudi foreign and defense policy has been 

.. accommodating only when it has been to Saudi Arabia's national interest to 

follow such a path. Oman has shown considerable resolve in the face of Iranian 

threats and pressure. Bahrain is shielded by the presence of the U.S. Middle 

East Task Force, and Qatar would not be directly threatened by an Iranian 

victory and is likely to follow the Saudi lead. 

The UAE would be the weak link in the Southern Gulf security structure. 

At least three Emirates now actively trade with Iran. The traditional rivalry 

between Abu Dhabi and Dubai has contributed to the fact that Abu Dhabi's 

strong backing for Iraq is partially offset by Dubai's tilt towards Iran, a tilt joined 

by Sharjah and Ras al Kaimah. Even in the case of the UAE, however, it seems 

unlikely that the UAE would attempt active appeasement. Abu Dhabi continues 

to lead UAE defense and foreign policy, and all the Emirs are capable of 

judging the risks of becoming any kind of Iranian satellite. 
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THE WEST WILL WITHDRAW FROM THE GULF ONLY IF IT CANNOT 
ACHIEVE LOCAL SUPPORT AND COOPERATION. THE U.S. WILL 
COMMIT ADDED AIR AND NAVAL FORCES, AND SOME KIND OF LAND 
PRESENCE. BRITAIN AND FRANCE WILL ALSO CONTRIBUTE MORE 
FORCES TO DEAL WITH AN IRANIAN VICTORY 

The long term decline in Western power projection capability projected 
for the earlier scenario .is driven more by budget pressures, not a calculation 
that the West can afford to reduce its commitments in the region. In the short 
term, the West retains massive power projection capability. 

This is particularly true of the U.S. The U.S. now has major staging 
facilities and prepositioning at Diego Garcia and in Oman. lt can rapidly ferry 

several wings of fighter aircraft to the existing bases in Kuwait and Saudi 
Arabia, most of which already have considerable interoperability with the USAF. 

The U.S. can rapidly move two carrier battle groups and one battleship combat 
group into the region, and already has a major naval presence in being. While 
the U.S. would have more problems in deploying ground troops, it is important 

to note that it can rapidly build-up a major force of attack helicopters and heavy 
infantry which are well equipped for defensive warfare. 

Britain and France can also still deploy significant air, specialized 
ground, and specialized naval forces. Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands can 
reinforce with specialized units that would be of value in a naval conflict or low 
to medium level war. 

The events of the last year have created a general consensus among the 
key actors involved that the West must act to stabilize the military situation in the 

Gulf. The core of an effective basis for multilateral action has been established 

without the paralysis and ineffectiveness that would be inevitable in a UN, 

"Atlantic", or "European" approach to such a security problem. 

THE YEMENS AND THE RED SEA AREA MAY SEE SEEM ATTEMPTS AT 
OPPORTUNISM BY THE PDRY, BUT THESE- ARE UNLIKELY TO BE 
SUCCESSFUL 

The only radical or hostile Red Sea state that is likely to try to exploit an 
Iranian victory is the PDRY, and it is difficult to see how it can do so. The Shi'ite 

sects in the YAR have never shown any particularly sympathy for Khomeini and 

a secular pro-Soviet Marxist state is scarcely Iran's natural partner. At a 

minimum, however, the government in Aden seems likely to probe Oman and 

Saudi Arabia to see if they can be pressured into providing aid and to probe the 
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YAR for any weakness to PDRY influence or "unification". it seems unlikely that 

such efforts will have much success. 

THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT WILL BE LARGELY SUBORDINATED TO 
MILITARY ACTION IN THE GULF 

The Arab-Israeli conflict will probably have less impact on the Gulf if Iran 

wins. Israel is less likely to try to manipulate a victorious Iran than one that 

threatens and pins down Iraq. The U.S. is also more likely to bypass domestic 

political efforts that block its attempts to create a stable strategic relationship 

with the Southern Gulf states. 

IRANIAN VICTORY WILL WORSEN THE KURDISH PROBLEM IN TURKEY, 
BUT TURKEY WILL RESPOND BY IMPROVING ITS MILITARY POSTURE 
IN EASTERN TURKEY, AND MAY SEIZE PART OF IRAQ 

Turkey has long shown it is willing to act quickly and ruthlessly in its own 

interest. it has denied it would ever react to an Iranian victory by seizing part of 

Iraq, but it might well support a breakaway Iraqi regime in the Sunni part of Iraq. 

it also is likely to show even _less tolerance for the Kurds if Iran wins than if Iran 

is forced to accept a cease-fire, and Turkey may well be willing to take reprisals 

·against Iran for any continued support of the Kurds. Unfortunately for the Kurds, 

Turkey.is more than capable of suppressing them, and will do so regardless of 

the time and amount of force required. 

THE SOVIET UNION MAY TRY TO PLAY THE IRANIAN CARD. IT TOO, 
HOWEVER, WILL BE THREATENED BY AN IRANIAN 'VICTORY 

The Soviet Union has already tried to capitalize on the U.S. intervention 

in the Gulf by courting Iran. it will continue to try to weaken Western influence in 

the Gulf by gaining influence over Iran whenever it feels it can do so. it will 

probably become a major arms seller to Iran. 

What is less likely is that it can gain a major political or military foothold in 

a victorious Iran. While some factions in Iran r:nay turn to the USSR for support, 

no faction will have much incentive identify itself with the USSR if Iran wins the 

war. it also seems very unlikely that the USSR would be willing to intervene 

militarily in a victorious Iran. The major wild cards will remain a major oil crisis in 

the Soviet bloc or the sudden rise of a Marxist and largely secular regime in Iran 

that called for Soviet support. These are potential risks, but they are not even 

less likely if Iran wins than if it loses. 
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AFGHANISTAN AND PAKISTAN WILL BE MORE THREATENED BY 
INTERNAL DIVISIONS OVER ISLAM 

The chief impact of an Iranian victory over Iraq, and any broader Iranian 

success, will be to exacerbate the Sunni versus Shi'ite, and Islamic 
fundamentalist problems in both Pakistan and Afghanistan. Pakistan seems 

likely to try to be more accommodating to Iran, and to take a more Islamic 

posture, but not change its basic orientation towards the U.S. or the West. 

The situation in Afghanistan will be more serious. Unless the Afghan 
conflict is over when Iran wins, Iran is likely to provide more support for Shi'ite 
and fundamentalist elements in the Afghan Mujahideen. These could become 

dominate, and divide the Mujahideen. This would again increase the Soviet 
Union's problems in Afghanistan, and its overall problems with its Islamic 
minorities. Iran might also so thoroughly divide an already divided Mujahideen 

as to cause their defeat. In any case, it could mean a victorious Mujahideen 
movement could be hostile to both the USSR and the West. 

THE REGIONAL STRUCTURE OF CONFLICT 

A great .deal of the future regional structure of conflict in the Gulf 
depends on the outcome of the Iran-Iraq War. lt is also clear, however, that it will 
take a truly catastrophic Iraqi defeat, and a considerable failure of resolve on 

the part of the United States, to create a structure of conflict that does lasting 
damage to Western interests. One has to be particularly careful about confusing 
the fall of Saddam Hussein and the current Ba'athist elite in Iraq, or the loss of 
Southern Iraq, with a critical increase in regional instability. 

No matter what happens, many of the same forces for stability and 
instability will still apply. Ironically, many ofthe forces for regional stability are 

ones which do little to increase stability individual nations~ These forces include: 

o Dependence on oil revenue and trade with the West, supported by 

growing population pressure for imports and reduced self-sufficiency,· 

especially in agriculture. 

o Vertical trade flows that make the West , rather than neighboring states, 

key trading partners. 

o Dependence on arms imports and foreign advisory efforts. 

o Low population and military experience levels in many Southern Gulf 

states which increase dependence on. the West. 
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o Growing ability of the Southern Gulf states to work together towards 

common goals and objectives, and the creation of the Gulf Cooperation 

Council. 

o Limited local military competence, exacerbated by a lack of logistic and 

power projection capability. · 

o Internal national ethnic and religious tensions that tend to paralyze efforts 

to export radical or fundamentalist movements. 

o Continuing tension between the two large Northern Gulf states that acts to 

limit the ability of either state to threaten the Southern Gulf states. 

o Geography which limits the ability of the larger Northern Gulf states to 

directly invade any Southern Gulf state except Kuwait. 

o Western ability, particularly U.S. ability, to deploy large amounts of naval 

and air power. 

o Geographic limits on the USSR's ability to deploy large amounts of 

military power outside Northern Iran. 

o The Islamic minority problem within the USSR and tensions between Iran 

and the USSR over Islam and Afghanistan. 

o Turkish pressure on Iran for stability, and ability to limit Soviet expansion. 

For all the many sources of low level regional conflict, and for all the 

threats inherent in the Iran-Iraq War, the various forces at work in the Gulf create 

a considerable degree of military stability. The region's tensions and conflicts 

may not help individual nations or regimes, but many act to hold the region in 

balance. 
Most Gulf states will probably face a greater future challenge iri dealing 

with their internal problems than they do in dealing with external conflict. For all 

. the qngoing arms race and conflict, the key uncertainties affecting the stability of 

the Gulf region may still be the impact of social and political change in 

individual Gulf countries. 
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Introduction 

This paper is expected to discuss to what extent and through which mechanisms the 
dramatic increase of oil income in the 1970's influenced political developments in the 
region, as well as the implications of the sharp contraction since 1982. To what extent 
and how has oil income helped to contain national and regional conflicts; to what 
extent has it created new sources of tensions? 

Finally, the current management of the oil economies will be evaluated and contrasted 
to developments in those countries in the region that have little or no oil. 

That oil income exercised a powerful influence on political developments in the Middle 
East is such an obvious conclusion that it lends itself to sweeping generalisations. 
Contrary to this tendency, I tried to avoid generalisations and look at the many 
differences between individual Middle Eastern states. Such emphasis on diversity is 
necessary if we wish to understand the real impact and direction of forces at play. 

The evidence is strikingly mixed. On the one hand we have a set of countries which. in 
contrast to the period until approximately 1970, when they had experienced serious and 
traumatic regime changes. achieved substantial political stability in the last 15-20 
years. In these countries, successions took place within the existing institutional 
framework. even in cases in which the previous ruler was assassinated. such as in 
Egypt and in Saudi Arabia. Although we shall mainly focus out attention on the Eastern 
Arab region. it may be noted in this respect that both the succession in Algeria and the 
recent exoneration of Bourguiba in Tunisia took place within the existing institutional 
framework. On the other hand we have at least two macroscopic examples of instability: 
the collapse of the state in Lebanon and the revolution in Iran; and at least one 
additional important case, being the collapse of the Numairi regime in connection with 
the continuing civil war in Sudan. Thus prima facie it is far from clear whether oil 
income has reduced or increased domestic political conflict. 

On the regional level. we witness on the one hand the decline of revolutionary 
panarabism as a source of tensions. as well as the resolution or fading out of numerous 
border conflicts. Also. the signing of separate peace between Israel and Egypt has 
essentially ruled out a military solution to the Arab-Israeli. conflict. Nevertheless. little 
substantial progress has been made towards a solution of that conflict. and the current 
no war-no peace situation is accompanied by periodical violent flare-ups. On top of this, 
an old border conflict between Iran and Iraq has taken an entirely new dimension. and 
now casts a shadow on political developments in the entire region. 

, ~ ~ N'. E Dl PROPRifl A 
QUEST A PUB8LIC,..,J•~' L 
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Should we say that on balance there is now increased or decreased conflict in the 
region? Clearly. facts in this case do not speak for themselves. They need to be seen in 
the light of an interpretive paradigm that is capable of explaining both increased 
stability and increased conflict. 

Oil and the Sta.bilisation of Rentier States. 

Although some authors have recently stressed the substantial historical roots of a 
majority of the Middle Eastern states <Hari.k 1987) it seems evident that the 
consolidation and perpetuation of some of this states is very essentially due to the 
availability of oil revenue. Previously, the economy of these countries was too poor to 
support a proper state apparatus, and authority rested on fragile grounds (Luciani 1987: 
64-5): this case can be made for Libya as well as for all the current members of the GCC, 
albeit with some differences within the latter group. 

2 

Thus oil certainly has contributed to the consolidation of several states in the region by 
providing an economic base for the existence of state apparatuses that otherwise would 
have had none at all. except foreign aid. In most cases it also contributed to a 
consolidation of their unity in the face of regional tensions: in Saudi Arabia it created a 
strong interest in the Hijaz to maintain association with the rest of the country, in 
Libya it overcame the polarisation between Tripolitania and Cyrenaica. and it allowed 
Abu Dhabi to keep most other former Trucial states within the United Arab Emirates; 
yet. the presence of oil in Mosul may have exacerbated the Kurdish conflict (but then 
there is no oil in Turkey, and Kurdish separatism is there as well), and certainly did 
exacerbate the civil war in the Sudan. Thus. oil was no panacea against regional 
tensions. but appears to have in most cases contributed to a reinforced interest in 
participation in a strong central government. 

The states that were consolidated thanks to access to oil revenue display a peculiar 
nature: they are rentier states. The essential impact of oil production and exports is 
that they free the state from the need of raising income domestically. Being recipients 
of revenue which accrues to them directly from abroad, their main function is 
allocating the income that they receive from the rest of the world. On the contrary, 
whenever the income of the state is based on tapping the domestic economy through 
whatever assortment of fiscal instruments. the state can grow and perform an 
allocative function only to the extent that the domestic economy provides the income 
which is needed to do so. Hence the distinction, which I proposed elsewhere (Luciani 
1987a), between 'allocation' and 'production' states. 

The distinction carries political implications. In countries where the state is of the 
production type the largest part of the population derives its income from sources 
different from the state itself. Because of its need to rely on taxation. the state has an 
interest in expanding the income base on which taxes can be levied. Economic growth 
is the primary goal of the economic policy that all production states adopt: but no 
economic policy is neutral from a distributional point of view, and the polarisation of 
society into a variety of interest groups struggling to influence economic- policy is a 
necessary corollary. Although the precise political implications of tax levying may 
vary according to the nature of the tax itself. in most cases the operation requires a 
large degree of acceptance on the part of the population. This establishes a link 
between the ability to raise taxes and legitimacy, which is captured in the saying 'no 
taxation without representation'. Although the immediate link between taxation and 
representative democracy may well not exist, as countless examples demonstrate, it is a 



fact that whenever the state essentially relies on taxation the question of democracy 
becomes the unavoidable issue, and a strong current in favour of democracy inevitably 
arises. This is the result of the fact that people will naturally be induced to coalesce 
according to their economic interest, and those groups that find no way to influence 
the decision-making process in their favour claim appropriate institutional change. 
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None of the above is to be found in an allocation state. The state, being independent of 
the strenght of the domestic economy, does not need to formulate anything deserving 
the appellation of economic policy: all it needs is an expenditure policy. Because state 
revenue is the largest part of GDP, the simple act of spending domestically will 
maximise GDP growth. Because an allocation state only spends and does not tax . its 
expenditure policy can only indirectly damage some of its people; it will, on the other 
hand. usually be seen as benefitting everybody. 

That benefits are unequally distributed is not as relevant for political life. because it is 
not a sufficient incentive to coalesce and attempt to change the political institutions. To 
the individual who feels his benefits are not enough, the solution of manouvering for 
political advantage within the existing setup is always superior to seeking an alliance 
with others in similar conditions. A Jot of scheming may be expected to go on in 
allocation atates along the time-honoured pattern of court politics. but this will seldom, 
if ever. develop into a truly political debate. 

What differentiates allocation states are the circumstances of the preexisting state 
structures which are turned into allocation states; as well as the ability of the ruler to 
master the allocative game. With respect to the former. the patrimonial Arab Gulf state 
is particularly adapted to be transformed into a stable allocation state. In the Arab Gulf 
countries ..... A long tribal tradition of buying loyalty and allegiance is now confirmed 
by an etilt providence. distributing favours and benefits to its population" (Beblawi 
1987: 53). In all Arab Gulf countries. the ruling families have mastered the allocational 
game well enough to keep themselves in power. displaying a skill which the Sanusi 
dinasty failed to command well enough. But in other countries, in which the state 
rested on foundations other than the distribution of favours along ethnic/tribal lines, 
the transformation of the state into an allocation state may fail to have a stabilizing 
effect 

This is the case of Iran: 
" ... unlike many Middle-Eastern oil-exporting states. Iran started with a 
substantial agricultural and commercial economy. and the beginnings of 
an indigenous industrialisation before the oil economy took root and 
began to structure development. For this reason. the process of 
transformation of the Iranian state into a rentier state may have 
involved a more painful and prolonged experience of alienation for 
society compared to similar processes in some of the Gulf states. for 
example. In the latter cases. the new rentier states emerged on the basis 
of certain traditional structures. that is tribal/kinship networks. These 
networks prov-ided a ready-made distribution network for the new 
wealth. Iran was quite different: the establishment of an oil state meant 
a progressive erosion of the traditional linkages between the state and 
civil society." (Najmabadi 1987: 218) · 
"The final erosion of the traditional social base of the state occurred 
from the early 1960s when the Shah's developmental policies. in 
particular the land reform. undermined the landlords as a socially 
important and politically significant class and bypassed the bazaar and 



the traditional commercial interests in its attempt to foster a new 
economic elite with no political voice." (ibid.: 221 l 

In other words, the collapse of the Pahlavi state is due to the fact that, while being an 
allocation state, it did not concentrate on allocating the oil rent in order to acquire the 
most political support. It did, on the other hand, concentrate on promoting a program 
of aggressive industrialisation which exacerbated class conflict while pushing aside 
the traditional elite. In so doing, it created conditions whereby discontent was 
widespread and could be mobilized, while at the same time no effective social force was 
ready to support the state. It would be extremely interesting to contrast the Shah's 
policy with the economic policy of the Islamic Republic: this is however effectively 
impossible because the war distorts the picture beyond repair. 

What is important to note here is that conditions similar to those in Iran are found in 
other states as well, and this may contribute to explain the limitation of the stabilizing 
effect of oil revenues on countries such as Egypt, Sudan or Syria. But before we come to 
these. the question of regional circulation of oil rent must be introduced. 

Regional Circulation of the Oil Rent 

If oil revenue had a consolidating effect on certain states, which easily turned into 
allocation states, and a destabilizing effect on others which did not master the 
transition as effectively, this all happened well before 1973. The transformation of the 
Gulf Arab states as well as the undermining of the traditional Iranian elites began 
already in the previous decades. and should not be attributed to the sudden increase in 
oil revenues that took place in the '70s. The latter simply reinforced and strenghtened 
existing processes, but did not change their direction. 

It is at the regional level that the jump in oil revenues caused a drastic qualitative 
change, by shifting the regional balance of power from the production to the 
allocation states. and leading to "the new belief that power grows, not out of the barrel 
of a gun nor out of the appeal of a revolutionary leader or movement, but out of an 
ample state Treasury" (Kerr. 1982). 

There are four main mechanisms through which the impact of oil revenue was felt in 
the production states with little or no oil revenue: 
a) for countries having a modest oil production or commanding important 

transportation infrastructure, oil and/ or locational rents became an important 
source. while they had been marginal before; 

b) the larger oil producers extended direct grants; 
c) the increased perception of the strategic importance of the region created the 

opportunity to receive vastly increased aid from donor countries outside the region; 
d) accelerated domestic expenditure in the major oil producers greatly increased 

demand for immigrant labour and consequently the size of migration-generated 
financial flows also increased dramatically. 

There is a substantial difference between the former three mechanisms and the last 
one: the former are official transfers leading to increased revenue of the state as such. 
while the last generates unofficial transfers that are controlled by private 
decisionmakers- the migrants or those who are otherwise in a position to benefit from 
migrants' remittances (e.g. financial intermediaries). Prima facie we may expect that 
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official transfers will reinforce the state and contribute to stability. while the case is 
lass clear with respect to remittances. 

Indeed, it is easily seen that in most cases official transfers did contribute to stability. 
This is seen if we consider a summary "map" of these transfers: 
a) the following states (other than the Gulf producers, Libya and Algeria) received 

considerably increased revenue because they are oil producers: Syria, Egypt, 
Tunisia; 

b) Egypt, and to a lesser extent Syria and Tunisia also benefitted from other locational 
rents (Suez Canal tolls and pipeline transit fees); 
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c) Syria. Jordan, the OLP and Egypt until Camp David received substantial direct 
subsidies from the Gulf states, amounting, in the case of Jordan, to more than 50'7. of 
total state revenue in certain years: other Arab states received much smaller grants. 
except possibly Yemen (YAR), whose subsidy from Saudi Arabia also accounted for a 
very significant part of the total state budget; 

d) Israel and Egypt. following Camp David, were the recipients of very substantial US 
transfers and loans. while Syria received military aid from the Soviet Union 
(although in fact the aid content of Soviet arms sales may not have been very 
substantial). 

It appears that access to external sources of revenue has in practically all cases 
strenghtened the man in power and reduced the need for democratic legitimation. If 
deprived of external sources of revenue the regimes in Jordan and the Y AR. or the PLO 
leadership might have had considerably greater difficulty in maintaining themselves 
in power. In the cases of Syria and Egypt I believe the same to be true. but admittedly-
these are more complex cases. In the case of the PLO, opposition remained vocal because 
it too had direct access to external sources of revenue. The same, of course happened in 
Lebanon. where militias and warlords, rather than the state, had access to external 
sources of revenue. I find very significant that a deeply democratic country such as 
Israel has experienced a militarist temptation, as played out by Gen. Sharon, at a 
moment in time in which the role of regional watchdog of the United States appeared to 
offer access to increased external revenue, and the only way out to a difficult economic 
crisis. Hence. I find evidence supporting the proposition that access to external sources 
of revenue reinforce or breed authoritarian tendencies and state autonomy. 

One could point to the Sudan as providing the exception to the rule. Numairi tried his 
best to attract external revenue. succeeded to some (little) extent, and fell nevertheless. 
His downfall was mainly due to the combination of a civil war and a dramatic economic 
crisis; the latter was due to the civil war itself. to the effects of the Sahelian drought 
and to pervasive policy mistakes. The revival of the civil war was certainly to some 
extent connected to Numairi's attempts to attract larger subsidies from abroad. 
especially from Saudi Arabia, which led to a disastrous alliance with Islamic 
fundamentalists and to enactment of Shariah legislation - which was of necessity 
totally unacceptable to the population in the South (An-Naim 1986). Had he in fact 
succeeded in attracting large subsidies. enabling the regime to weather the economic 
crisis with increased imports, he may have survived the civil war. In short, it is 
difficult to say whether Numairi was a victim of the lure of oil money. of the fact that 
he in fact got very little of it, or simply the victim of himself. Yet it is very significant 
that his downfall was brought about by a strong popular movement in favour of 
democracy. The democratically elected government has solved none of the problems: 
the economy is still in shambles, liberalisation of prices and payments has not 
proceeded far enough. and the civil war is still there; yet the government of Sadiq a! 
Mahdi enjoys democratic legitimation. 



Morocco is another contrasting case. because the state there had practically no access 
to oil rent: expect for a short flare-up in phosphate prices in 1973-74, which led to an 
excessive increase in public development expenditure. the government always was 
severely short of money. It also engaged in his own civil war, which is generally 
deemed to have added to its popular support. but certainly is a drain on the Treasury. 
Quite significanUy the king succeeded in stabilizing his position. which had been 
seriously challenged several times in the previous decade. by staging a process of slow 
and controlled democratisation. Hence Morocco was a forerunner of a situation that 
other countries have come to face more recentiy, as a consequence of the decline in oil 
prices. and suggests the hypothesis that fiscal difficulties may lead to some degree of 
democratisation. 

The Unofficial Channels of Rent Circulation 

For some countries. unofficial transfers have been as important as official transfers. 
and in some cases even more so. Syria, Jordan, the West Bank and Gaza, Egypt, the Y AR. 
Sudan. Tunisia. Algeria. Morocco: all are major recipients of remittances essentially 
linked to migration. How did these affect the political order? 

Remittances have a positive effect on the balance of payments. and make it possible to 
run a larger trade deficit, improving the availability of goods within the country. The 
macroeconomic picture is correspondingly improved. Migration also offers an 
alternative outiet to large numbers that would otherwise remain totally or partially 
unemployed, and allows them and their families to reach levels of income they could 
previously not even dream of. Undoubtedly, this may make the task of any government 
easier. The microeconomic picture, so to speak, is thus considerably, if unevenly, 
improved as well. 

However. it still is true that migration and remittances are essentially societal 
phenomena which escape the control of the state, and weaken the state's autonomy. In 
fact. notwithstanding the attempts on the part of some of the sending countries to 
regulate and control migration. the latter has taken place essentially spontaneously. 
Although receiving states may appear to have been relatively more successful in 
asserting their political control over migration flows. time will tell that facts are quite 
different from superficial appearances. 

Sending countries soon find out that remittances must be encouraged. This has 
profound implications: it either requires a liberistic economic policy, allowing 
considerable freedom in international transactions and in domestic capital markets and 
prices (especially agricultural prices): or it requires the creation of special regimes 
within an existing interventionist set of policies. The former solution is found in 
countriessuch as Jordan, Morocco, to a lesser extent Tunisia. The latter is represented 
mainly by Egypt, Sudan. Syria. In the former countries the state has willy-nilly 
restricted its role in promoting development, and used economic levers to promote 
political instruments only within the- generally tight -limits permitted by the budget. 
It is easy to see that none of these states genuinely believes in the merits of liberist 
policies. as is shown by the fact that they do resort to controls of capital movements, to 
administrative fixation of some prices. to consumption subsidies; yet. they know that 
they cannot afford even worse distortions. On the other hand. Egypt Sudan and Syria 
make massive political use of economic policy: key prices are fixed, terms of trade are 
manipulated against agriculture. politically sensitive consumption items are subsidised. 
capital markets are regulated and interest is kept artificially low, and investment 
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decisions reflect political criteria. Migrants would not remit their income under these 
circumstances were they not granted special privileges and exemptions: starting from 
the so-called "own imports" system, these privileges gradually led, through successive 
modifications, to the domestic circulation of the US dollar as a parallel currency in both 
Egypt and the Sudan, substantially undermining one of the basic attributes of 
sovereignty- seignorage. The need to recover control over monetary circulation, more 
than anything else, has inspired the changes which occured in Egyptian monetary 
policy during the last year, which still fall short of the required domestic 
liberalisation. 

A heated debate has developed on the pros and cons of migration with respect to 
economic development: while this too is important, I find that it is less so than the 
political effect of migration on the states' ability to control their respective economies. 
It is a fact that, while before 1973 the Arab countries were strongly polarized in two 
camps. one adopting interventionist or "socialist" policies, the other following market 
oriented or "capitalist" policies, the massive inflow of oil revenue has considerably 
reduced such polarisation. It has done so because most of the "socialist" countries 
happened to be net sources of out-migration, while most "capitalist" countries 
happened to enjoy a considerably increased oil rent. As a consequence the former were 
obliged to move towards liberalisation, while the latter in fact engaged in massive state 
intervention in the economy. Exceptions are interesting: Libya. a socialist with oil. has 
not liberalised, while Iraq has belatedly done so because of the war: and the Moroccan 
state would probably love to be as interventionist as, say. Saudi Arabia, but cannot 
afford to. But exceptions aside, one sees a convergence of Arab economic policies that 
will certainly, in the long run. play a role in regional relations and in prospects for 
increased economic integration. 

From Rentier State to Rentier Society 

Hence it appears that the regional circulation of the oil rent had quite different effects 
depending on whether it took place through official or unofficial channels. Circulation 
through official channels generally reinforced the state and increased its autonomy 
from. society; while circulation through unofficial channels did primarily reinforce 
society, and reduced the state's room for independent manouver. 

But this is not the only way in which the sudden increase in oil revenue affected 
soCiety in the Middle East. With a paradigm that runs parallel to the notion of rent
seeking society (Krueger, 1974), the notion of rentier economy has been proposed, one 
defined as being qualitatively dominated by the circulation of rent accruing from 
abroad. In this respect it is less important whether oil income accrues directly to the 
state or indirectly through unofficial channels; what is important is that the sudden 
inflow upsets all established parameters and expectations in economic life. " ... Such an 
economy, writes Haze m Beblawi ( 1987), creates a specific mentality: a rentier mentality. 
The basic assumption about the rentier mentality and that which distinguishes it from 
conventional economic behaviour is that it embodies a: break in the work-reward 
causation. Reward- income or wealth- is not related to work and risk bearing,' rather 
to chance or situation." The overwhelming importance of the rent and the strong 
elel)lent of chance involved in gaining access to it destroys the drive to work 
productively. Private interest encourages speculative or opportunistic attitudes rather 
than dedication to work. A Kuwait University professor used to ask me: how can I expect 
these boys to make the effort and learn something, when they can make more money 



by spending the time of the lecture at the Souk al Manak. than I have made in all my 
life? 

Exaggerations of extreme wealth accumulation were not common everywhere - and in a 
sense they were not common in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia either. to the extent that only a 
small minority hit the jackpot. Nevertheless the effect on mentality and on a whole 
generation's approach to work and development was affected. Even in the non oil 
countries. such as Egypt, the luster of the engineer declined and the star of the 
importer rose. "The semi-rentier nature of non-oil states is not without its effects on 
the role of the state and on citizens' behaviour. Government favours are now embodied 
in a welfare doctrine. Subsidies of all kinds pervert the economic system. A huge 
bureaucracy,. sort of a new rentier class. is getting a substantial slice of the 
government's accrued rent. Though individually very low-paid. civil servants as a 
social group are a very expensive element in view of their contribution to the 
country's productivity ... It is also interesting to see how each source of external rent 
has bred its own chain of second-order rentiers. In Egypt. for example, a prosperous 
trade has been developed around workers' movement to the Gulf. Also. money dealers 
have grown immensely to process workers' remittances. American aid helped create a 
flourishing consultancy - legal. technical. economic. etc. - business to prepare 
proposals for aid consideration. A new social class - lawyers, consultants, financial 
analysts. lobbyists. brokers. etc.- is on the rise everywhere." (Beblawi. 1987: 61-2). 

We do not know to what extent the corrupting effect of the oil rent has destroyed 
society's driYe to develop: indeed some would claim that the latter never existed in some 
of the Middle Eastern countries. and others will argue that with the decline of oil prices 
'engineers' are staging a· comeback. 

Indeed. it would be a mistake to underestimate the social and political strenght of the 
'engineers'. i.e. of that component of the New Middle Class (Leca. 1988: 166-8) which is 
predominantly associated with the creation of productive capacity in a state sector. 
While this class has up to now been unable to address the problem of economic 
efficiency, it can claim to have brought about the most significant transformations in 
the economic structure of the Arab countries. and has succesfully resisted (e.g. in 
Egypt) the process of surreptitious privatisation of the public sector which had begun 
under the banner of infitalJ (Waterbury 1983: 138-9). Is this resilience associated with 
the fact that oil revenue has in fact soon started to decline. undermining the ascent of 
the new traffickers? 

The tendency towards increasing privatisation remains strong in many countries. and 
in some cases the nouveau rides are turning into an industrial bourgeoisie, albeit one 
that. for the moment. has not the strenght to engage in anything more than small
scale production (on Algeria. Syria and Iraq: Leca. 1988; on Saudi Arabia: Chatelus. 
1987). But I see no reason. to rule out that a rent.ier circulation may gradually generate 
a true national bourgeoisie. initially engaged in small-scale undertakings and later 
growing into more substantial enterprises. In the past I have argued that "Thanks to 
large scale migration a process of primitive accumulation of unprecedented scope is 
underway in Egypt" and predicted that "Egyptian return migrants will invest in small 
self run enterprises both in the countryside and in the city" (Luciani. 1984: 108). 
Recent empirical work appears to belie the latter expectation (Sabagh, 1988: 162). Thus 
it may be that the original sin of migrants remittances- their being a partially rentier 
income- prevails in their final destination and prevents them from being channelled 
into productive investment. But I still find the alternative explanation more 
convincing: migrants' wealth has not been productively invested in the countries of 
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ongm because the latter still maintain punitive economic policies (in particular: 
distortions in the financial markets). 

/ 
More generally, the sudden inflow of oil wealth has been credited with causing 
fundamentally important changes in the 'Arab social order' (Ibrahim). Cynicism. 
alienation. loss of identity, chaotic change, servilism. dependence and Islamic 
fundamentalism: hardly anything has not. in one way or another. been blamed on the 
sudden increase in oil revenue. None of these linkages is to be denied: but quite often 
we tend to attribute excessive importance to specific developments. ranging from the 
introduction of the steam engine to that of TV or of the personal computer, which are 
less important per se rather than as episodes in the broader context of the continuing 
process of technological and economic transformation. Which has been more 
important in the making of the Iranian revolution. oil money or the cassette tape 
player? Unless we keep our attention closely focussed on the specific political and 
social mechanisms through which the oil rent is circulated. we run the risk of treading 
muddy waters out of which little solid analytical thinking will emerge. 

Political Consequences of Declining Oil Revenue 

9 

The decline in oil revenues faces the Middle Eastern states with a fiscal problem of 
different intensity. The situation is highly critical for both Iraq and Iran. which face 
sharply reduced revenues while the war continues to absorb large sums of money; but 
it is less so for most other states. At the opposite extreme. most smaller Arab Gulf 
producers have been able to draw on reserves and cut down on expenditure quite 
substantially, and do not face an immediate threat to their financial stability. But the 
largest group, ranging from Saudi Arabia to Syria. faces the need to raise taxes as well 
as cutting down on expenditure. and this may lead to important political consequences. 

The current situation in Saudi Arabia is particularly interesting. At the beginning of 
January 1988 the government introduced a new budget, which on the one hand 
sUbstantially cuts down on expenditure. and on the other announces the sale of 
government bonds to finance the expected deficit. While the bonds may be of the zero
coupon kind. possibly more acceptable to Islamic eyes. they will nevertheless need to 
be repaid. implying that either oil revenues are expected to increase or taxes will be 
raised on the domestic economy. Indeed. import duties were also raised, and a few days 
later the government suddenly announced that the old legislation subjecting 
expatriates to income tax. which had been abolished in 1975. was back in force. Faced 
with massive resignations on the part of key expatriate personnel. the government was 
obliged to withdraw this ill-conceived bit of fiscal policy within two days: but the 
problem is there. 

The situation is interesting because it raises immediate political implications. The Saudi 
government cannot tax the 'volatile' expatriates. that came to Saudi Arabia for a short 
period of time essentially as a function of some income objective: either their net 
income is unchanged, or many will leave. Practically speaking this means that a tax on 
them is rapidly passed on to their Saudi employers. They cannot, at the same time. tax 
Saudis exclusively. because most of the Saudis are government employees. and an 
income tax on them is not very much different from a decrease in government salaries 
(or a devaluation of the Saudi Riyal. which amounts to almost the same and is more 
elegant). A meaningful income tax must encompass the settled migrants while 
excluding the short-term migrants: but even mentioning this distinction in Saudi 
Arabia raises political problems. 
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At the same time. even if some form of direct taxation is introduced in Saudi Arabia (the 
less painful alternative of implementing indirect taxes could be tried first) the Saudi 
state will remain essentially based on oil revenue for many decades to come, and is 
unlikely to change its rentier nature. But in other countries the shift in revenue 
composition is a qualitative one. and the State is gradually coming to rely essentially on 
domestic taxation. Interestingly, Morocco is the one Arab state that has made the most 
consistent effort at improving its fiscal capability (Oualalou 1987: 181-86). In the Middle 
East, Jordan has also recently reformed its income tax system (Gharaibeh 1986: 62-70); 
and in Israel reliance on domestic sources of income. among which direct taxation 
always vas prominent. has increased in the context of the economic stabilization plan 
adopted by the national coalition government. But in other countries substantial 
developments are failing to materialize. 

A retrenchment in the definition of the responsibility of the state is visible in most 
countries. If. as we mentioned. privatization plans have made little progress. neither 
has the state taken additional burdens on its shoulders. The fact that state enterprises 
are generally making losses certainly influences several governments' revisionist 
approach to socialist ideology (Algeria. Syria). This sets in motion a process of economic 
liberalisation which inevitably leads to a parallel demand for political liberalisation. 

from a political point of view. it is likely that progress in the direction of 
modernisation of the fiscal system will occur only if it takes place with some 
parallelism in all Arab countries. It is difficult for individual states to adopt a more 
modern fiscal system and fight against pervasive evasion. when in neighbouring 
countries. that are linked by a plurality of economic ties. nothing of the sort takes 
place. A substantial reinforcement of fiscal instruments of the rentier states would 
cause a modification in their nature: but this is not, per se. a good reason to expect that 
such a modification will not take place. although it is clear that it would raise more 
than one problem and meet more than one obstacle. The issue is closely connected with 
the question of legitimation and to the development of democratic institutions. It is a 
recurring historical truth that demands for democratic participation become louder. 
sometimes unrestrainable. whenever the state must ask for sacrifices. be they under 
the form of increased revenue or reduced expenditure. 

Thus it is clear that the Arab states are heading towards important modifications in 
their public finance. which will entail important modifications in the rules of the 
political game. It is quite possible that they will re-emerge stronger out of this difficult 
juncture. To the extent that they succeed in strenghtening their domestic bases and 
reducing reliance on external support. this will indeed be the case. 

Oil may become cheaper. but rent will not disappear from Arab politics as a factor 
shaping equilibria and rules of the game. Some of the smaller Gulf states (but not all of 
them) simply lack the resource base or minimum conditions that would allow them to 
become significant agricultural or industrial producers. Their lifestyles are 
inextricably tied to oil and the rent it generates. and they can credibly outlive oil only 
if this rent is permanent. 

for these countries. a reduction in rent revenue accruing to the state necessarily 
implies a reduction in expenditure. but is not likely to imply a significant reduction in 
dependency on rent. because alternative sources of revenue are meagre. 

The situation is different for the countries in which the state has access to some rent, 
but alternative sources of domestic taxation exist or may be developed. for them. the 
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question is which political conditions would permit a transition from a rentier state to 
one based on democratic legitimation. 

It is almost inevitable that this transition will be difficult. Power structures based on 
rent are well entrenched. and the decline in available rent will be widely felt in the 
population. which may precipitate protest and disturbances that states are accustumed 
to dealing with heavy-handedly. Yet it is notable that such protest has in fact been not 
as pervasive as many expected in the last couple of years. showing that under 
appropriate political conditions the population may be willing to sacrifice. 

The Current Management of the Oil Economies 

1 1 

How well have the oil economies been managed? This is a difficult question to address. 
On the one hand the massive transformation in lifestyles that the population of these 
countries has experienced thanks to oil is so obvious that one may even tend to forget 
about it. On the other. as one drives along little travelled six-lane freeways across 
overgrown urban centers in which marble-tiled individual housing units alternate 
with desert. rock and dust. one is reminded of the age old meme.ato: quiapuivis es et i.a 
pulverem reverteris. 

One cannot deny that development has occurred. Not only income has grown. but 
investment has taken place and new production capabilities created. And yet, it is not 
clear that this growth and diversification will be capable of outliving oil. and some 
would claim that if all inputs were accounted for at replacement cost and at 
international prices. then value added would turn out to be negative across the board. 
The case of Saudi agricultural production is emblematic: according to World Bank 
statistics. Saudi Arabia has realized the fastest agricultural growth in the world over 
the decade 1974-84. and is today a net exporter of wheat. being capable of producing 
twice its domestic needs. Yet. this was made possible by a policy of pervasive input and 
price subsidies. and it is not clear that Saudi production could ever compete 
internationally. The latter may not be a terribly impressive argument. given the EEC 
record in this respect; but. more substantially, the increase in Saudi agricultural 
production is based on intensive utilisation of fossile water deposits that cannot be 
replaced, and there is currently no idea of how it will continue once those deposits are 
exhausted. 

If we reason along these lines. then we come to the conclusion that there is practically 
no economic activity worth pursuing in the Gulf countries. The comparative advantage 
of these countries is simple oil production and nothing else, and the first best solution 
for their inhabitants is to sell the oil and move elsewhere. "The glory that was Araby", 
titled the Economist (June 27. 1987: 13-4) in a negative assessment of Saudi growth that 
went back to the days when Saudi money could buy several of the largest corporations 
quoted in the Western stock markets; the idea being that had they done that. instead of 
investing in developing their native desert. the glory would still be on Araby's side: 

"This has been the fastest foozling of an investment opportunity ever. 
Immediately after the oil-price rises of 1973-74, Saudi Arabia and some of 
its Opec allies were raking in foreign exchange surpluses at about 
$115.000 a second. At 1974 prices, they could have bought the equivalent 
of all four British clearing banks every 11 days. or all the equities on the 
London Stock Exchange after nine months.( ... ) With 12.8 years' worth of 
those net oil earnings, they could have bought an annuity of $11:5 a week 
for every adult Arab. including homeless Palestinians." 



Eliyahu Kanovs.ky's (1986) follows a similar line of reasoning. The title of his paper 
("Saudi Arabia's Dismal Economic Future: Regional and Global Implications") is quite 
telling. and so are some of the statements: "! also postulate. he writes. that the Saudi 
economy will continue to be overwhelmingly dependent on oil revenues. In other 
words. their attempts at economic diversification will not yield any significant fruits in 
the foreseeable future .. " Why so? Kanovs.ky's argument is that "The "Achilles Heel" of 
the Saudi economy. as a whole, and of its industrial sector. in particular, is the woeful 
inadequacy of its nationallabor force ... ". As a consequence "the prospects for success of 
the industrialisation program appear to be dim ... ". That industrialisation may take place 
on the basis of immigrant labor is a possibility which Kanovsky simply does not 
consider. 

Agreement or disagreement with these assessments is not a matter of factual 
information, but one of assumptions. The Saudi will to industrialise and develop must be 
accepted as a politically motivated starting point which may be irrational from a 
strictly economic point of view but must be respected as such. The Arab Gulf countries 
are certainly not the only ones that could be more easily "resettled" than "developed"! 
The question is rather: is development feasible? 

The answer to the latter question must logically be in the affirmative, provided an 
appropriate exchange rate policy is followed. Saudi import-competing production has 
appeared to be very uneconomical. and the recession induced by the collapse in oil 
prices was deeper than necessary because the Saudi government has been following an 
ill-conceived exchange rate policy based on a dollar peg, which led to significant real 
effective revaluation of the Saudi Riyal ill 1983-8). at a time when a devaluation was 
needed. The revaluation worsened the underlying Dutch disease problem that affects all 
oil exporting countries. and negatively affected the domestic sector's ability to compete 
with imports. especially since the economy was kept essentially open to imports and a 
minimum of protection was offered to domestic producers. 

However. since the last quarter of 198) the progressive decline in the value of the 
dollar relative to the European currencies and the Yen has dramatically changed the 
competitiveness of the Saudi domestic producers. and what evidence we have available 
tells us that they are now doing rather well. The level of domestic prices. especially 
rent and real estate. has decreased significantly from the early '80s, and so is the level 

- · of wages. in particular of imported labour. Overall; it appears that the Saudi private 
sector is now positively reacting to the new challenges. and growing. 

The devaluation in the Saudi Riyal. of course, implies a reduced purchasing power of 
the Saudi population in terms of imports. Because the latter are very important in the 
definition of the standard of living of the Saudis. a devaluation implies a significant 
worsening in that standard of living. Yet, it has been accepted as a necessity, or 
possibly as something which is outside the control of the Saudi government. The latter 
may be the reason why the Saudi monetary authorities insist on keeping a close link 
with the dollar: but it is important to understand that. if necessary, the option of 
further devaluation is open to the Saudi government. One by-product of devaluation is 
that the Riyal value of oil revenue is increased, and the budget is therefore 
strenghtened. Another by-product is that price subsidies, e.g. for agricultural products, 
can be trimmed down. 

While clearly errors have been made in the past - most notably an excessively rapid 
increase in domestic expenditure in the early 1980s- and are still made at present- the 
aborted fiscal reform is an example- there is little reason to be overcritical. Surely, the 
road ahead is rife with obstacles, first and foremost the dependence on immigrant 
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labour. which needs to be acc~pted as permanent. and irreversible, with all political 
implications thereof. But none'ofthese obstacles is such that it cannot be overcome. 

If we look at another Gulf country that has followed a strategy closer to that which 
critics of Saudi Arabia consider rational .. i.e. Kuwait. we must again conclude that 
considerable results have been achieved. Notwithstanding the repeated occurrence of 
financial scandals. and the intervention of the government to bail out most of the 
loosers, at a huge cost for the Treasury, Kuwait has nevertheless accumulated a 
sufficient amount of financial assets abroad and has drastically lessened its dependence 
on oil revenue. Revenue from investment abroad is today more important for Kuwait 
than oil revenue. and, barring unforeseen negative circumstances, its relative 
importance should continue to grow. Also, with respect to the oil sector, Kuwait has 
pursued a successful policy of downstream integration internationally, which made the 
country capable of directly marketing a substantial part of its Opec oil quota, reducing 
its dependence from the volatile spot market. 

13 

Opinions generally concur that positive results have been achieved also in Bahrein and 
Qatar. One is less sanguine about Oman, and some of the UAE members clearly 
overextended themselves: but their problems will not affect regional stability. 

Indeed. if anything it is the non-oil producing countries, or the smaller oil producers. 
that have the greatest trouble in adapting to the lower oil prices. Egypt, for one, has 
revised its exchange rate policy and accepted the World Bank's insistent suggestion that 
it should devalue; however no significant liberalisation of the domestic markets has 
t'a.k:en place. arid consequently the private sector is not investing enough and non-oil 
exports. from which .future economic expansion depends; are not growing in any 
significant way. 

One has the impression that the political will to undertake the crucial reforms is not 
there. 
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Conclusion 

It is commonly assumed that conditions of economic crisis, necessitating adjustment 
programs that translate, in one way or another. into real income losses for a 
significant part of the population. are potentially damaging for political stability. and 
specifically for democratic institutions. Conversely, it is also commonly assumed that'· 
democracy is genetally not well suited to. implement. the difficult decisions. that crisis 
and adjustment necessitate. · 

Contrary to this approach, I have argued (Luciani 1987b) that recent experience shows 
that countries have reverted to democratic rule at times in which they were facing 

· economic crisis. While no casual link should be established (i.e.: economic difficulties 
do .not .necessarily breed democracy) it seems to me that lack of sufficient progress 
towards democratisation is the main obstacle to a redressing of the economic policies of 
many Middle Eastern countries. I certainly find not surprising that the question of 
democracy is becoming increasingly pivotal in the region, from Tunisia to Egypt and 
Sudan. Israel's relative success in 'addressing its economic problems supports the view 
that democratic institutions are of key importance. And the fact that the Gulf oil 
producers- which. while weakened. still are essentially rentier states. and do not face 
an immediate demand for democratisation - are doimg better than the non-oil states in 
tackling the problem of reduced oil revenue. is also no surprise. 

Oil has allowed many countries in the Middle East to improve their endowments: .now 
they must develop. 

--- ·;···--·--·--· 
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Preliminary Draft for Presentation on 17 March 1988 
"Europe, the Middle East, and the Superpowers: 

Islamic Fundamentalism," 
by John ·a. Voll, University of New Hampshire <USA> 

The Islamic world has been transformed in the past fifty 

years from a dominated area to a dynamic force in global affairs. 

In the past decade it has been common to see a resurgence of 

Islam itself as playing an important role, both as cause and 

consequence, in this transformation. Although this revivalism 

takes many forms, it is frequently thought of as a manifestation 

of "fundamentalist Islam." It is within this braoder framework of 

global affairs and transformations that Islamic fundamentalism 

must be viewed if its role in the Middle Eastern ''regional 

dynamics of conflict" is to be understood. 

THE NATURE OF CONTEMPORARY ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM. 

Islamic fundamentalism has been described in many ways. For 

some it is an ultimately futile attempt to return to an idealized 

past while for others it is an assertion of an authentically 

Islamic identity within the contemporary world. Many of the 

evalua.tions depend more upon the definition given by the observer 

than upon the reality being observed. People who are secularists 

in·their own societies, for example, find it difficult to give a 

positive evaluation of any "religious" fundamentalism. Even the 

terminology itself can become the subject of considerable debate, 

often diverting .. discussion from analysis of issues to quibbling 

over terms. Some feel that the term "fundamentalist" itself has 

too many Western connotations to be helpful while many people use 

the term, despite that, because of its convenience and 

familiarity. QUESTA PIJB8LICAZIONE t Dl PROPRIETl< 
DEll'ISTITUTO AFFARI 11'-ITERNAZIONAll 
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Regardless of the term used, however, there is widespread 

rec:og'ni ti on that Islamic: c:onc:epts, symbols, and tradi ti ens are 

playing a more important role than they have in the modern past. 

This resurgence is associated with efforts to have life in Muslim •. 

societies reflec:t more directly a pristine Islam free of 

corruptions and compromises. This involves an assertion of the 

fundamentals of the Islamic: message, even though there may be 

disagreement on what those fundamentals are or how they might be 

defined. It is in this sense that it is useful to speak of 

''fundamentalist Islam" in the contemporary world. For purposes of 

· this analysis, it will be this more general d~finition that will 

be LISed. 

Islamic: fundamentalism, in this sense, is a mode of 

operation or an approach to c:oping with the problems and 

opportunities of major historic: c:hange. It represents an 

affirmation that the starting point for programs, aspirations, 

and worldviews in the contemporary world must be the fundamentals 

of Islam as expressed in the Quran and the traditions. In this 

sense it reflects a significant c:hange of emphasis and approach 

from earlier modern modes. In thesemodes, modern intellectual 

c:ontent was ac:c:epted as the starting point and the.effort was to 

show how Islam was in ac:c:ord with that c:ontent. In the 

fundamentalist approach, the modern is ac:c:epted only if it is 

compatible with Islamic: fundamentals. 

This approach is neither conservative nor traditionalist in 

the commonly ac:c:epted meaning of those terms. The fundamentalist 

is profoundly dissatisfied with the existing conditions and is 

? 



advocating major change. As a result, the fundamentalist program 

cannot be thought of as conservative. The fundamentalist also 

rejects the accumulation of habits and institutions that have 

developed over the centuries and have become the foundation of 

"traditional" society. The fundamentalist rejects those who say 

that something should be done simply because it has been done for 

centuries, and in this way. is not a traditionalist. Instead, the 

fundamentalist represents a radical position, advocating 

significant changes. The position differs from other radicals in 

that the ideal of the fundamentalist is based. on an already 

completed vision and message rather than a future utopia. It is 

the mode of thought, not the specific content, that is the 

distinguishing feature, as the variety of Islamic fundamentalist 

movements and programs illustrates. 

From this perspective, this resurgent Islam is a change in 

the modes of expression, the style of operation, and the basic 

shape of perception.s in the various dimensions of contemporary 

life. This change is most visible in the political arena but it 

also manifests itself in social, economic, religious, and 

intellectual aspects of life. One way of describing the change is· 

to make use of the now-overused <but still useful) 

conceptualization of Thomas Kuhn and suggest that there has been 

a significant revolution in the basic paradigm of socio-religio

political worldview in the Islamic world. 

The contemporary Islamic fundam~ntalist paradigm may also be 

seen as a specific mode of discourse, which gives the shape to 

policies and practices in many aspects of contemporary life. 

Talal Asad suggests that "Islam is neither a distinctive social. 



structure nor a heterogeneoLis collection of beliefs, artifacts, 

customs, and mdrals. It is·a tradition." <Asad, 1986, p. 14) He 

explains what he means by tradition: "A tradition consists 

essentially of discourses that seek to instruct practitioners 

regarding the correct form and purpose of a given practice that, 

precisely because it is established, has a history •••• An Islamic 

discursive tradition is simply a tradition of ML1slim discourse 

that addresses itself to conceptions of the Islamic pa.st and 

future, with reference to a particular Islamic practice in the 

present." IAsad, 1986, p. 14) While any Islamic discursive 

tradition will, by definition, relate itself to the basic texts 

of Islam, the Quran and the Hadith, each mode will relate itself 

to that foLindation in different ways. 

One such discursive tradition is reflected in the history of 

two great concepts within Islam, :\:s.i.Q;Lg·and ials!:!· These "reflect 

a continuing tradition of revitalization of Islamic faith and 

practice within the historic communities of Muslims." IVoll, 

1983, p. 32> While the specific contents of the message of 

revitalization may differ from·time to time and place to place, 

the "main foundations of this renewalist tradition remain 

remarkably constant.'' IVoll, 1983, p. 34) In the 1970s, I believe 

that this discursive tradition became an increasingly prominent 

part of the general paradigms of social, intellectual, and 

political discourse in the Islamic wo~ld. 

In the contemporary world these changes have created the 

foundations for an emerging consensus on the terms and concepts 

of debate within the Islamic world on issues of politics and 
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society. This does.not represent a consensus on the·c:ontent but 

rather, simply an agreement on the basic: c:onc:eptualizations. 

Maridi Nahas has discussed the implications of this 

transformation in terms of interstate·relations in the Middle 

East. In that analysis, it is noted that the old normative 

consensus on the fundamental c:onc:epts of the ''dynastic: Csoc:ial J 

order, anchored in a·strong allegiance to the principles of 

sovereignty and territorial integrity" <Nahas, 1985, p.523l has 

failed to meet the crises created by the transformations of the 

modern era. In that context, the revolutionary worldview offered 

by Nasser represented a significant challenge. However, with the 

failure of Nasserite socialism, there was not a suc:c:essful 

restoration of the old consensus. Instead, "the diplomatic: 

containment of Egypt in 1967 did not ensure long-term systemic: 

stability because the more serious causes of the disruption, 

namely, the soc:ietal crisis that gave rise to the Egyptian 

challenge remained unattended •••• CThe forces aroused by the 

Egyptian Revolution returned] in the form of revolutionary pan

Islam." <Nahas, 1985, p. 524> While one might have reservations 

about specific: aspects of the Nahas analysis, the approach whic:h 

sees "Islamic: fLtndamentalism" as an alternative "normative 

consensus" in the current c:onflic:t and competition of worldviews 

is a useful aid to understanding basic: regional dynamics of 

c:onf li c:t. 

PRESENT STATUS OF ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM 

As the emerging dominant "discursive tradition" or the 

foundation for the new soc:io-politic:al worldview <or paradigm> or 

as the c:ore of an emerging "normative consensus," Islamic: 



fundamentalism is a significant aspect of the contemporary 

situation in the Middle East. It provides a readily-available 

alternative to the existing systems and modes of thought. In the 

competition, it has significant advantages. 

At present, the primary rivals.to Islamic fundamentalism are 

in weak positions in appealing for mass, and increasingly, elite 

support. Old reformist ideas based largely upon an uncritical 

acceptance of Western models have little appeal. Just as the 

belief that the West had succeeded inspired many Muslim r-efor-mer-s 

in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, now the· belief 

that the West has failed is an impor-tant factor in contemporary 

Islamic thought. <Voll, 1987) Western-based models, whether 

capitalist or Marxist, have much less appeal than they did in 

previous decades. The failur-e even of specially-adapted Western 

models, like Nasser's Ar-ab socialism, has given strength to the 

search for- alter-natives. In this context, appeals that start fr-om 

a position based on an appeal to Islamic fundamentals has the 

attraction ·Of both the familiar and the new. 

At the present time, Islamic fundamentalism represents a new 

approach. By the mid-1960s the intellectual "orthodoxy• of the 

elites in vir-tually all Muslim societies had become some form of 

modernism. Islamic modernist thought, as represented most clearly 

in Muhammad Abduh and his followers, reflected the effort to show 

that Islam was could legitimately be thought of as a "modern 

worldview.• Islamic modernism took a variety of forms but was a 

significant exercise in adapting the Islamic traditions to modern 

conditions. Western style nationalist attitudes and modern 
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Western definitions of progress were widely accepted as valid. 

What some have termed "traditional Islam" had been removed to the 

periphery of life. A sensitive and informed observer could write 

in 1959 that "the evidence of the practical impotency of 

traditional religion in many current affairs in unmistakable,'' 

although he was unwilling to predict the end of Islamic influence 

in the Middle East. <Badeau, 1959, pp. 61-62! 

The current resurgence of Islam does not represent a return 

of ''traditional Islam.'' It is in many ways different from the 

worldview which was in opposition to Abduh or Western reformers. 

Current Islamic fundamentalism knows about the modern world and 

its ways. Many, if not most, of the most active fundamentalists 

today are modern educated rather than traditional in their 

backgrounds. They are not illiterate peasants or the poor urban 

unemployed •. Frequently they are people who work in the modern 

sector of the economy and many are professionals in government or 

major corporations. They are not simply. rejecting the modern in a 

Luddite fashion. They are reacting to the modern and going beyond 

.it. In this sense, contemporary Islamic fundamentalism is a 

"post-modern" phenomenon and has many similarities to post-modern 

movements or moods in other societies. 

The identific~tion of contemporary•fslamic fundamentalism as 

a post-modern perspective indicates some of its content and mood.· 

There are.many different specific Islamic fundamentalist 

movements and programs but they do share certain characteristics. 

They all see the Islamic discursive tradition of which they are a 

part as being a comprehensive and programatic worldview. It is 

comprehensive in that it applies to all aspects of 1 i fe. There is 



no separation .of religion from politics and economic: and social 

aspects of life are also covered. This is, in the fundamentalist 

perspective, an affirmation of an inclusive definition of the 

oneness of God and His absolute sovereignty over all things. It 

is also a rejection of the modernist ideas of secularism and a 

secular state and society. These latter are felt to have failed 

in providing an appropriate and moral social order for humans and 

must therefore be rejected, 

Post-modern Islamic: fundamentalism is also programatic:. 

Thinkers regularly affirm that ''Islam is a way of life,'' and as 

such must present programs which will create functioning Islamic 

societies. For the Islamic: modernists, someof the major issues 

were trying to integrate· reason and faith and the focus was on 

belief. For the contemporary fundamentalist, belief is an 

important part of Islam but must be directly related to action. 

Thus, the issues that are debated are more directly related to 

specific programs. Rather than "what is the role of reason in 

Islam?'', the contemporary fundamentalist is more likely to ask: 

"How can Islamic banking principles be implemented.in !'lY 

country?" or "what is the proper role for women in society ?" 

Viewed in this way, contemporary Islamic fundamentalism is 

not a single movement or organization. It is an emerging 

perspective or mode which is adopted by many different people. As 

such, it is not the result of some specific: conspiracy or single 

inspiration. It is part of the broader evolution of. Islamic 

society in the global context of the last quarter of the 

twentieth century. It reflects important developments and 
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experiences at many different levels of generalization, and it is 

worth noting some of these. 

Clearly, in one sense, Islamic fundamentalism is not an 

abstract entity, it is a large number of specific people and 

groups. Each "fundamentalist" has his or her own personal reasons 

for belief and action, and each individual and movement develops 

within a particular local context. The course of the Iranian 

Revolution, for e>:ample, is shaped by the specific conditions in 

Iran. The Iranian Revolution cannot be repeated in its specifics 

in any other place. It is essential to look for the unique and 

specific conditions involved in the rise of particular 

fundamentalist movements. The local dimension is important. 

It is also important, however, not to concentrate 

e>:clusively upon the particular and lose sight of the broader 

picture. While the local and unique features of any particular 

manifestation of Islamic fundamentalism ar.e important, to see 

them exclusively in isolation is to miss important features of 

the broader experiences of people in the world of Islam. It may 

be possible to state, after an analysis of the various political 

movements of Islamic revival that "the existence of many Muslim 

ideals was discerned; the practice of political Islam presents·no 

less overwhelming a kaleidoscope. The distinctive pattern that 

emerges is the lack of pattern." <Kramer, 1980, p. 79) What this 

shows, however, .is that there is diversity within the Islamic· 

resurgence and that it is not a single, coordinated phenomenon. 

Instead, the common features of the resurgence are found in the 

traditions of discourse or the emerging paradigms of polit1cal 

action that are becoming dominant. It. is not that there is a 



single Islamic fundamentalist movement that is sweeping· the 

Islamic world. It is, rather, that Islamic fundamentalism is 

coming to provide the symbols and concepts for discourse 

throughout the Islamic world. In the 1950s it was possible to 

state that "Islam has increasingly become the servant of 

nationalism." <Badeau, 1959, p. 67) By the 1980s, a good case 

could be made for the existence of the opposite situation, with 

nationalism <and other "modernist ... concepts> increasingly 

becoming the servant of the new Islamic dynamism. 

The world of Islam, through new styles of communication and 

through growing interrelationships among Muslims, has a growing 

sense of communal unity, although this does not often manifest 

itself in effective political unity. Islamic unity used to be 

measured by the success or 'failure of Pan-Islamic movements. 

However, the state-orientation of the older Pan-Islamic concepts 

show how ti_ed they were to modernist perspectives. The emerging 

communal orientation has high political relevence but is not tied 

to the modernist and Western paradigm of the territorial 

sovereign state and, in fact, transcends it in ways that are 

similar to post-modern structures and institutions in other parts 
. I 

of the world. 

The regional dimension of Islamic fundamentalism cannot be 

ignored. What happens to Muslims in Jerusalem or Tehran has an 

impact upon Muslims in sub-Saharan Africa and southeast Asia. 

Muslim intellectuals from throughout the Islamic world have 

formed networks of personal and organizational ties that help to 

support the growing domination of the fundamentalist mode of 
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discourse, even though there may be disagreement on the meaning 

and content of the terms used in .that discourse. 

At the broadest level, it is also not possible to divorce 

the emergence of Islamic fundamentalism from major global 

developments. The emergence of ''religiously based" post-modern 

modes of discourse and movements is not unique to Islam. Post

modern theological traditions have developed significant strength 

within the Christian world as well. The main lines of this 

development have been described, in the cases of Catholic 

Liberation Theology and American Christian Nee-fundamentalism, by 

Harvey CO>:. (Ce>:, 1984) In Western societies many people have 

begun to identify the contemporary era as being significantly 

"post-modern." This involves more than simply further development 

of "modern" modes. It often involves a direct rejection of forms, 

styles, and concepts that have been integral to what is 

traditionally thought of as "modernity." Stephen Toulman stated 

the issues involved clearly: "We must reconcile ourselve,s to a 

paradoxical-sounding thought: namely, the thought that ~§ QQ 

!9D9§C !i~§ iD tO§ :mQQ§CQ: ~Qc!g .... Our own natural science ••• is 

rapidly engaged in becoming 'postmodern• science: the science of 

the 'postmodern' world, of 'postnationalist' politics and 

'postindustrial' society.'' <To4lman, 1982, p. 254> Contemporary 

Islamic fundamentalism is distinctive but it is part of this 

broader global QVOlution. It has an impact on other regions and 

is, in turn, influenced by developments elsewhere. A remarkable 

number of active Islamic fuMdamentalists have had significant 

experience in the post-industrial, post-modern West and this is 

reflected in their own thought and programs. 



ROLE IN REGIONAL DYNAMICS 

Islamic fundamentalism has had an important role in the 

Middle Eastern regional dynamics of confli.ct. The specific issues 

for discussion in this anal~sis will be at the regional level, 

although it is clear that the local and global levels must never 

be forgotten. For understanding its regional role, it has been 

necessary to look first at the nature of Islamic .fundamentalism. 

At the local level, it has some of its force as a result of 

specific movements but as a factor in the regional dynamics of 

conflict, it is important more as a new paradigm than as a 

particular movement. 

Qi§CHQtigu gf tQ~ ~§teQii§Q~g Qcg~c~ Islamic fundamentalism 

is often seen as a force which disrupts existing structures and 

social orders. The image of the Iranian Revolution of 1978-1979 

provides much of the background for this current picture of 

Islamic fundamentalism as a disruptive force. However, for more 

than a century, Western observers have seen Islamic 

fundamentalists and revivalists as a threat to established 

orders. In India, there was the fear of "Wahhabi" revolts against 

British control and late. in the nineteenth century the image of 

the Sudanese Mahdi was important. There was the so-called "Mad 

Mullah" of Somali land and the apprehension about pan-Islamic 

uprisings in the twentieth century that carried this tradition 

on. In the minds of many in the West, Ayatollah Khumayni is the 

heir of~the Mahdi and others. 

It is clear that Islamic revivalists have been a force 

within the Islamic world, even before the current resurgence. 
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However, then as now, their movements tended to be r.eacti ons to 

failures of e:<isting ·regimes more than the initiators of the 

disruptions. The failure of Nasserite socialism in Egypt was not 

the result of fundamentalist disruption. Many believe that it 

was, in fact, the reverse, that the rise of Islamic 

fundamentalism in· Egypt was a response to the failure of 

modernist programs, both moderate and radical. 

The structures of pre-modern society have been undermined 

and largely destroyed by the developme~ts of the past two 

centuries. The institutions which replaced those older structures 

v•ere based on modernist and Western assumptions. In some places 

the transition had some success but in many places within th~ 

Islamic world, these new institutions remained artificial and not 

very effective. Originally supported by the armed force of . . 

Western imperialism, these structures were significantly weakened 

when that support was withdrawn. By the 1970s, these "modern" 

structures were in weakened condition regardless of apparent 

facades of strength in some places. 

Islamic fundamentalism was not the cause of the weakness of 

these structures but it was a force that could accentuate those 

weaknesses and mob,i 1 i ze opposition to them·. Because the masses 

had never been fully coverted to modernism, appeals utilizing 

fami 1 i ar symbols and· con·cepts could gain broad support. However, 

it also has the--ability to appeal to the elites themselves as-

these people become more aware of the inherent weaknesses of 

"modernist" solutions in a "post-modern" world. In this way, 

Islamic fundamentalism has. the ability to disrupt existing 

weakened ·social and political structures that are based on 
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modernist premises. This can be seen most vividly in the case of 

Iran, but the appeal of various forms of revivalism is also clear 

to masses and elites alike throughout the Islamic world-- from 

North Africa (e.g., among the followers of al-Ghanoushil to 

Malaysia (in .the influen~e of people like Anwar Ibrahim>. 

Islamic fundamentalism can become an important force in 

bringing about the final collapse of existing political or social 

structures. It provides a visible and readily available standard 

by which to judge existing systems. The Quranic message of social 

justice and equality of believers can provide the basis for 

readily understood criticisms of current policies and practices.· 

Other available critiques are not as comprehensible in the Middle 

Eastern context and are thus weaker as a force·for' disruption. 

Mar>:ist-Leninism, for example, may appeal to some parts of the 

intellectual elite but is not readily understood by most people. 

The fllndamentalists also are able to create organizations 

which can build on existing structures. Mosques and schools and 

the. tradition of lay involvement in Sufi orders and other 

community activities all provide an organizational base which is 

difficult for an opposing government to control. As a reslllt, 

organizationally, Islamic fllndamentalism also has a capacity for 

disrllption of existing strLtctures. 

Ib§ lal~mi~ Blt§~a~tiY§~ While the destructive capacity of 
.~ 

Islamic fundamentalism seems clear, it is less clear to many 

observers whether or not it has the capacity to create viable new 

structures. In this regard, it might be helpful to look at two 

different levels of fundamentalist action: at the governmental 
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level and at the level of daily life and routine. 

When people speak of Islamic fundamentalism as an 

alternative, they usually are refering to it in opposition. There 

are a number of situations now, however, where it might be seen 

as .the controlling force. The most 1 ongst.andi ng case of a 

fundamentalist state is Saudi Arabia. Although Saudi leaders face 

more radical fundamentalists at the present time, it is possible 
' 

to view Saudi Arabia as an operating fundamentalist state. 

Liberals, modernists, and radicals all have "Saudi stories'' 

about contradictions within the society and its way_of life. 

Analysts regularly note the threats to the current ~overnment. 

However, looked at from a broader perspective, the record of the 

Saudi political system is remarkable. It has made the transition 

from a small-scale patriarchal •haykhdom to a complex 

authoritarian kingdom without a major revolution. It survived the 

death of the founder of the kingdom without a civil _war, the 

ouster of an incompetent king without a coup or revolution, and 

the assassination of the king who appeared to be the essential 

a>:is around.which state policy had to flow. Compared with the so-

.called "modern.,. states who operated within a more secularist 

conceptualization, the record of the Saudi political system for 

stability is remarkable. Even if it were to be overthrown in the 

late 1980s, the half century following the formal establishment 

of the kingdom i_n the 1930s would represent a favorable cctse for 

saying that Islamic fundamentalism, at least under certain 

conditions, QQ~2 represent a viable solution to the problems of 

modernizing transformations of at least some forms of Middle 

Eastern society •. 



Similar observations c:an be made about· the Islamic: republic: 

in Iran. It is c:lear that even some Muslim fundamentalists who 

had originally been strong supporters have become discouraged by 

certain aspects of the contemporary Iranian political system. The 

Islamic: republic: under Ayatollah Khumayni does,· however, seem to 

have developed a number of viable solutions to c:ritic:al issues 

facing Iran. In a context of major disruption following the 1979 

revolution, the government has still been able to organize an 

effective war effort. Instead of being rap_idly defeated by the 

Iraqi army, the Iranians were able to reverse the initial 

momentum of the war. Fundamentalism has provided the basis for 

strong Iranian influence throughout the Middle East.· Again, in 

terms of political stability, the Iranian.form of fundamentalism 

seems.to be at least as effective as the Iraqi form of radical 

socialism. Many outside observers become so caught up in looking 

at the c:onflic:ts and turmoil that they miss the fact that the 

revolutionary government has survived for almost a decade. 

It is c:lear,that fundamentalist pr:ograms·are not always 

successful. The experience of the Islamization program of Ja'far 

Numayri shows that fundamentalist announcements do not insure 

suc:c:ess or even survival. In 1983, when Numayri initiated his own 

program of Islamization it was opposed by a broad spectrum of 

Muslim political opinion in the Sudan. The leader·of the larg:st 

and most visible Islamic: organization in the Sudan, Sadiq al

Mahdi, a former prime minister and leader of the Ansar, ·had to be 

imprisoned because of his opposition to Numayri's program" Sadiq 

al-Mahdi was not opposed in principle to the ideal of Islamizing 



Sudanese law and state but he was opposed to the particular 

program. Numayri imposed his own particular version of Islam in a 

context where even major Islamic groups had reservations about 

·what he was doing. ~ia Islamization program was a factor in the 

increasing opposition to his rule, which ultimately led to h~s 

overthrow in· 1985. Islamization programs do not automatically 

assure a leader of either mass or elite support and when they are 

conceived of in ways that are different from the expectations of 

most of the people, they can become an element of weakness. 

There are many different types of fundamentalist programs. 

Depending upon the local conditions and the particulars of the 

programs themselves, these programs can either represent a viable 

solution or a weakness for the existing regime that adopts them. 

Islamic fundamentalism is not, however, simply a way of 

organizing political programs for a state or at the national 

·level. There has also been a visible resurgence of Islamic 

practice in daily life. This is manifested in many ways, 

including greater public participation in prayer and the 

increased wearing of Islamically appropriate clothing. At this 

level the transformation may have been even more profound than at· 

the visible "national" political level. 

The modern transformation of Islamic societies has 

significantly altered the life style ·of most people in society. 

This has helped .. to strengthen the influence of fundamental'ism- in 

daily life. Most people in pre-modern society participated in 

forms of Islamic life and devotions which have been called 

"popular" Islam. This has involved practices and customs which 

haye been actively rejected by participants .in the revivalist 
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tradition of· Islamic discourse throughout Islamic history.· The 

eighteenth century ancestor of the current king of Saudi Arabia, 

for example, aimed his purification efforts at what he thc:ught of. 

the polytheistic practices of the masses. 

In many areas, as the social structures have been changed by 

the .dynamics of the ·modern transformation, the old 

"superstitions" have been undermined. The people in the emerging 

"modern" sector rejected these popular customs and, in the 

process of becoming new people, assumed a life style which was 

more in accord with the literate <and more strictly 

fundamentalist) Islamic traditions. In this way, for example, as 

rural areas in the western Sudan became integrat~d into the 

market economy, the merchant class that emerged rejected popular 

"supersti t i tons" and became rel ati vel y fundamentalist in the 

customs of their daily life. <Tully, 1984, pp. 341-342> 

I believe that this relatively unobserved consequence of the 

process of "modernization" created within Islamic societies a 

significant transformation of mass life style, moving popular 

religion in the direction of fundamentalism. In that context, it 

was possible for· "popular Islam" of the old society to become a 

fundamental_ist-oriented "populist Islam'' in the contemporary era. 

It is this phenomenon that makes it possible to say that the 

"fundamental impulse for resurgent Islam comes from the 

grassroots of society.'' <Bill, 1984, p. 108) 

This dimension of Islamic fundamentalism is relatively 

hidden from obs12rvers who concentrate upon the highly visible 

political events occurring among the ruling elites. It seems 
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clear that for many individuals within Islamic societies a more 

fL•ndamentalist orientation for their daily lives has been a 

successful sol uti on for many of the pr.obl ems· of 1 i vi ng i.n the 

contemporary world. These people may not approve of specific 

programs of state Islamizat.ion and they may disagree with the 

rulings of visible fundamentalist leaders, but th~y do not, as a 

result, reject the Islamization of daily life. 

No ieader can afford to ignore this powerful populist 

Islamic force. It is this which provides the foundation for the 

transformation of the terms of debate and the concepts of 

contemporary discourse in the Islamic world. Outside observers· 

may ask, "Does fundamentalism hold any promise of designing 

viable solutions to the problems of contemporary Islamic 

societies ?" It seems to me, however, that the critical question 

t:!i1bi!l Islamic soci'eties· is somewhat different: "Why should any 

solution to the problems of contemporary .Islamic societies be 

proposed if they ignore the fundamentalist sensibilities of a 

growing proportion of the population ?" 

Populist and State Fundamentalisms in islamic countries are 

major forces to be considered when thinking about the regional 

dynamics of conflict. They can be both causes of conflicts and 

means for resolving those conflict. They. are not inherently anti

Western nor anti-Soviet as long as the West or the Soviet Union 

does not act in .. a way that appears to threaten the possibflit~ of 

implementing an Islamic way of life. When either becomes 

identified with an institution or group that ,emerges as an enemy 

of Islamic fundamentalist views <as was the case with the 

identification the the United States with the Shah and the Soviet 



Union with the communist regime i~ Afghanistan>, then 

fundamentalism ·logically opposes its enemies. 

The key is not, however, for .outside powers to become 

identified with particular fundamentalist movements. Instead, the 

need is for policy makers to become aware of the new idiom of 

political discourse in the Islamic world. In the 1940s and 1950s, 

the major idiom of political discourse in much of the Third World 

was associated with nationalism and self-determination. The 

United States understood that paradigm and was able to engage in 

constructive relations with the new states. Western and Soviet 

leaders are less articulate in the tdiom of fundamentalist 

religious commitment and therefore have greater difficulty in 

dealing effectively with the Islamic.world. 

When the mood and spirit is even remotely similar, 

remarkably constructive things can emerge. A possibly far-fetched 

symbol of this might be the Camp David accord, which was t~e 

result of the negotiations between a "born-again Christian" 

American president, a "believing president" o.f Egypt, and a less

than-secularist prime minister of Israel. There are many problems 

with the evolution of the Camp David agreement, but I do think 

that the initial agreement was aided by the fact that in the 

discussions at least some of the worldview style of the three 

leaders was similar. 

I do not necessarily maintain that all of the leaders of the 

world should be fundamentalists in order to deal with the 

emerging world of Islam. Howeveri I believe that it is absolutely 

essential that policy makers understand that the basic mode of 



discourse in the Islamic world has changed. Secularism, 

Westernization, "being like the· West," and other similar concepts 

are no longer persuasive. The real force of Islamic 
. . 

fundamentalism today is not in some particular movement. It is in 

the fact that it provides the basis for most signi.ficant 

discourse within the contemporary Islamic world. As such, it can 

be a highly disruptive force for those who ignore it but it may 

also be an ally of those who are willing to recognize it for what 

it is and work with it. 
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DRAFT 

NOT FOR QUOTATION 

Dan V. Segre, Haifa Univ~rsity 

One main characteristic of Israel's conflict with her ne-ighbours is 

Its symbolic nature, the clash of imagery representation of facts, 

feelings~ rights and identities which need the other side's fear and 

hostility to §.:tl1_QE!ll~i!1 , to thr·o» together. This may be one of the 

~easons why after almost 100 years of conflictual coexistence, Arabs and 

Jews continue to sho» a basic misunderstanding of their reciprocal 

interests and thus of the feasibility of achieving their political aims 

whether by forceful or by peaceful means. 

My purpose in this paper is to examine the conflict. Let me fir·st 

~ention some general historical facts »hich have a significant impact on 

the behaviour of the states of the area. Next I would like to discuss 

aome basic trends in the Je»ish Israeli society which make it rather 

difficult to understand the specific nature and declared aims of modern 

Je»ish nationalism. Finally, I shall attempt to submit a few ideas 

concerning the possibility of developing new approaches towards a solution"' 

of the conflict. 

None of the Middle Eastern states - with the possible exception of 

Egypt ~have had any experience of statehood for centuries. The frontiers 

of modern ~alestine, as »ell as those of Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and Jordan, 

are the product Cas in Africa) of arbitrary European decisions, decisions 

in which the local population had little to say. These frontiers. 

QUEST A PU-B~~ICAZIONE E Dl PROPRIETA 

DELl'ISTITUTO AffARI INTERNAZIONALI 
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enc:omPa.ss tod.ay .sm.all.e·r· o·r· lar··3er· mo"s"aics ·of popu"l·a.tions, e~.-ch attached ·to 

its D\·;n par·ticu.lat"·isrns - r·el i·3ioU.s, ethnic~ tr·ibal ~ 1-;iStor·ic - expr·essed as 

!.lsu3.l in a rnor·e or· less symbolic manrP?r· .• and as USLtal in contr·ast to 

nei9hbours~ and always in a suspicious mood. 

These facts. by themselves, would be sufficient to explain the 

instability of the ·ar·ea, and the -a,ggrcess:iveness of the for·eign polici.?s ·of 

certain countries, an aggress_ivene$s used here~ as in other parts of the 

world, as an instrument in the hands of the div.?rse governments for 

achieving popular unity and consolidating their legitimacy as •national' 

·3over·nments. Thus the irr.?denta territories of the Middle East do not 

differ much from similar territories elsewhere. Between Alsace-Lorraine 

for the French or Trento and.Trieste for the Italians, Alexandretta and the 

Galile.? for Syria or Kuwait for Iraq Cat l.?ast during the rule of General 

Abdel Karim Qassiml, Jafta tor the Palestinians or Judea and Samaria for 

Israel, there is a consistent similitude which generates a lot of common 

political rhetoric and symbolism. Thus one should be surprised n6t by the 

protracted violence in the Middle East but by the relative restraint that 

the peoples of this area exercise in this type of conflict. 

Another element common to the history of the Middle East ·and of 

Europe, btit which developed in a somewhat different manner, is the stru~gle 

to t~ll the vacuum created by the disappear·ance of a centuries-old imperial 

authority. The terl'itorial arnbitioros and the aggressive tendencies of the 

'successor,• states of ·the Ottomaro Empir·e ar·e not ver·y differ·ent from those 

of the 'successor' states to the Hapsburg and Hohenzollern Empires in 

Europe after World War I. But, contrary to what happened in Europe, in the 

Middle East, in ,more than 40 years, the vacuum of •imper·ial power has not 

provoked a major international conflict, nor has it brought extraregional 

empires to establish reciprocal zones of influence, as happened on both 
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sides of the Elba. 

To these common and classic causes of conflict, one must, of course, 

add sources of tension of a more indigenous and local nature. They are 

well known, since they are continuously stressed by the interested parties. 

There is the biblical attachment of the Jews to the Holy Land and its 

rebuttal by the Arabs, who object to this as th~ transformation of a 

religious aspiration into a political right which they consider 

i I legitimate; ther~ is the shadow of the Holocaust, and the determination 

of the Zionist Movement to make its renewal impossible. There is the 

refusal of the Arabs to pay for a genocide which they did not commit, 

whatever view one takes of the collaboration with the.Nazis of the Mufti of 

Jerusalem and of other Arab leaders. At the same time the Arabs have not 

been ·able to adapt the tr·aditioroal exparosionist vie1" of Islam to aro 

international situatjon in which minorities are no longer ready to accept 

a uDjimmi'1 status which is a permanent s·ituation of inferiority. 

the European origin of the population of the pre-independence and early 

days of Israel and the simplistic endorsement of all the Arab states of the 

identification of this population with carriers and remnants of both Middle 

Ages Crusaders and modern colonial expansionism. There is the reciprocal 

Palestinian and Israeli denial, at different times, of the other's right of 

self-deiermination as well as of the right to wage war. 

fundamentally similar, but differently perceived regional Jewish and Arab 

refugee problem; differently perceived because the Jewish refugees have 

been settled while the Palestinian ones are still being used and viewed as 

an instrument of unrest. 

These problems and conflicts of the area are of course difficult to 

solve but not unique in history - past or present. .Most existing states 

were created by force of arms; populations have been uprooted all over the 
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world·; ·the e~ergenc~ of new states- Hollahd, S~1tzerland, !t~~y, 

Czechoslovakia- has created prol6nged political and military turb~lence, 

disturbed the existing polit.ical and socio-economic ecologies and required 

long periods of time to normal-ize regional relations. There [s therefore 

t·1o r·ea.son - ~-12..!::-i.Qr:.i - to exclu.de the possibi 1 ity tha.t a pr·ocess of 

a.dapta·tion •·ill! take pla.ce iro the Mi'ddte East. If ·on• look~ at the peace 

tre?.ty bet1·1eero Egypt and Isr·a.el and e.t the Q~-i~£.iQ .situation of nor·mal 

trade between Israel and Jordan, one cannot deny that the process of 

nor·mal ization bet<\•IEEn thE. ••Zionist entity 11 and its neighbour·s has made some 

pr·osr·ess. This progress, for the extremists on both sides, may look 

temporary and the root conflict appear unchangeable. As I do not share 

this apocalyptic view, I would like to state briefly my reasons, before 

turning to a more hopeful analysis of the conflict from the Israeli side.· 

<It would df course be interesting to know if a similar reasoning exists on 

the other· side.) 

I do not share the apocalyptic view of the conflict because I do not 

see how the physical disappearance or the internal dislocation of the 

Zionist State, through hostile demographic growth or armed force,. cotild be 

achieved without great Arab suffering. The physical ~isappearance of 

Israel has been advocated by many Arab leaders - from the Secr•tary of the 

.1\ra.b League, Azzam Pasha, at the outbreak of the 1948 war·, to the Mufti of 

Jer·usalem, Amir1 al-Husseini, thr·oughout his long life; fr·om the first PLO 

Commander, Ahmed Shukeiry, in the 60's to Libyan leader Ghaddafi to d~te, 

not to mentio~ Moslem revolutionaries in Iran, Lebanon and elsewhere. The 

Nazis, too, worked for a Jewish Final Solution with the help of most 

Eur·opean pub! le administrations, fr·om Fl"a.r,ce to Russia, ··and ·the ·tacit 

approval of the allies(-), Arabs or Moslems do not seem· to have a better' 

chance than· the German's had.· The "Ziordst Entity·", even if reduced. to a 
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demographic minority within its own borders~ would not easil-Y renounce. i·ts 

right to survival and political freedom. Since no-one can expect Israel 

to be th~ only vegetarian in a carniverous pack.~ this will to exist~ backed 

by a nucl-ear potential~ is L~hat makes armed conflict reciprocally 

self-defeatin'3• 

It is in this p~r·spective that I pr-opose- to e~-<amine some aspects of 

Israeli political parti_cularism which i~pinge- positively and negatively 

on the core of the conflict. 

Isr·ael is, in its own vievJ 1 officially the state of all the Jews of 

the world, not the state of its citizens. lt.therefore has to submit to 

Jewi-sl• particularism, which can roughly be summarized under three headings: 

11 The Jews, according to standard definitions, are neither a· people nor a 

nation, and traditionally they have been deeply suspicious of all forms of 

political independenc~ and state force. 

2> The modern Jewish natior1al movement, culminating with Zionism, is to a 

large extent .antithetic to Judaism <like Arab nationalism in relation to 

Is I a.m I . 

31 There is no .other state whose identity is officially declared to be 

rooted in the Jewish religion. Since this very particular situation fits a 

long-standing Jewish tradition of standing apartlll, Israel, as the State 

of the Je~oJs, fi.nds itself, despite Zionism'·s declared striving for 

normalcy, in a unique situation justifying the search for solutions for its 

problems, befitting this uniqueness. 

Let me discuss briefly these three·propositions, which may perhaps 

sound strange to some of you but which are - at least for anyone conversant 

with Jewish traditions - self-evident truths. 

By the standard. definition of a nation as a social group sharing. a 
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=ommon hi·story, ;cbmmon territory ·an~ his·torica·l experie-nces~ common 

l3nguage and relision~ obvio~sly the Jews ar·e not a nation. They have 

none of these things in common, and as fa~ as t·heir religion is concerned, 

the distance ·between Orthodox and Liberal Jews today is greater· than that 

jetween Catholics and Protestants. But even for ~hose -who regard the 

~tandar·d defin~t-icn~ as too narrow and who· tak~ nat·ion~li·ty as a given~ 

Jews in fact belong to many different nations~ and hence cannot constitute 

? nation any more th~n Catholics or Moslems. 

If a nation is defined as a (possibly heterogeneous> social group, thi 

~embers of which need not speak the same language and need not practice the 

same religion, ·but· are nevertheless conditioned by long periods of 

=a-existence wi·thin the same frontiers ·and under the same .political 

institutions (as in Switzerland>, then again the Jews cannot be called~ 

~at ion. The model best ~itti~g their particular collective identity is 

~thnic that ~f the enlarged family. This model is not easily acceptable 

~y today's ideology-based states, national or supernatiorial, which regard 

~very form of tri'balism as a challenge to th~ir unity, since they see the 

nation or supernation as a tribe substitute (thus exhibiting their romantic 

origins, as witnessed, for instance, by Italian Fascism>. 

This is not the place to discuss the longevity of the contemporary 

sys~em of ideology-based states. The validity of the uniform national 

state is being contested by the claims for relative independence of a 

growing number of non-ideological groups <ethnic or religious) Mithin the 

nation-state as well as by the emergence-of supernational organizations. 

'Whatever the case, the non-national, clannish, tribal character of the Jews 

is embodied in the Jewish tradition and ·underlined by many reactions of the 

Israeli/Jewish society. Israel's civil and religious authorities, against 

every juridical and political logic, oppose the extrad_ition of criminals 
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1 ike Alber·t Naka.sh, since ua·r:lember· of the :fami lyn sh·auld not be ~-,anded 

~ver to ''foreigners'' for punishment. Not !~ss important for th~ coh~sion 

~f the extended_Jewish family is .th~ idea of separateness (''Am levadad 

vishkon") which pervades the entire Jewish tr~dition. This id~a is not 

;imply the result .of a _"ghetto mentality", al.though persecution did for a 

Ions period bar the Jews from gentile society. It was a principl~, born 

in Biblical times; _it.s practi_cal realization was tonsidered a matter of 

supr~m~ J~wish int~r~st, and its betrayal violently denounced by th~ 

"r·oph~ts. Jews should 11 Sit under their vines and fig trees"(2); they 

should not try to imitate the political institutions and behaviour of other 

~~opl~s, or ally th~mselv~s with powerful nationsl3l -an id~a, by the way, 

~ph~ld by Isra~li For~ign Min~s~er Mesh~ Shar~tt in his maiden speech to 

the U.N. General Assembly in 1949, which led him to coin the term 

"non-alignment", later adopted by many Third World countries. 

Jewish suspicion of the state is also old and root~d in Jewish 

~olitical cultu~··e. Joshua is probably the only recorded case of a 

victorious military and_ political leader who.willingly dismembered the 

=ompact political organization c~'eated dut'ing the 40 year:s of the ·J·ews' 

~anderin~ in the des•rt14l._ The appointment of kings w's a later 

development, carried out in the face of strong oppositionl5). Throughout 

the centuries of t_he Diaspo~·a, Jews al••ays car·efully avoided creating· 

hierarchical institutions, leaving each community to develop its own 

independent ones, even if these closely resemble e~ch other. The modern 

state appears distasteful to Judaism because of its claim to total .mor·al 

"utonomy. Modern political ideologies, insofar as they present themselves 

as systems, i.e. as totalities which operate by virtue of the logic of 

their parts, are perceived as "abstract idols"(6l. 

This r-evulsion of tr-aditional Judaism against-abstractions and human 
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··ationa.l v-a-lues (\·lhich~ on ··t·h"e contr-.. ar·y, ·have attr·acted- a·ss·im·flat·ed ·J·e:ws 

;ince the time of the Enlightenment) was particularly felt in the case of 

As a result~ the g~eat majorit; of Europ~an.Jews,. be~ause they 

·Jer·e or·thodo::<, r·ej_ect~_d the .Je\·Jish na.tiona.l tnovement<7) as an unJ.: .. dsh 

lhenamenon which aimed to create th~ fi~st non-sacred community in ·Jewish 

-:is"tr:::tr·)'· ·Th-i·s .pos-itior1 i·= nov-1 echoed ·by Je~~ish f'undamenta.lists i·n I-sr·ae"L·. 

Whet·, de<d ing l·litJ·, Je1·1ish statehood one should also be a~o1ar·e of the fact 

~hat )ewish identity ·is not conditioned by territ6ry but by the Jewish 

:::aler:dar. A Jew is a Jew because he observes certain dates and a cert•in 

·•ay of I ife - the Sa.bbath, the Festivals, r,o less tJ·,ar, Kosher· food. His 

leing Jewish has nothing to do with his place of domicile. Even the very 

•trong relationship between the Jews and the Promised Land is a 

·elationship of conditioned possession. It lacks the mythology whi~h 

1sually accompanies the relationship of other peoples with their land. 

~he Je\•ls have no mother· land; the ~·1or·d 11 f'r1oledet 11
, meaning Heim.2.t. , is a 

nodern adaptation. They ar-e consider·ed by the Bible as the guardians 

·ather than the owners of a Promised Land from which they can be expelled 

;or misconductCBI. 

The development of modern Jewish nationalism is not therefore one of 

:he root-ideas of Judaism. It is the result of historical circumstances, 

'struggle for survival. The essential message of Zionism and Israel 

!whatever intentions may be attributed to them by outsiders> is that the 

;afe- for the huntens - hunting~season of the Jews is over for all 

:oncerned - Christians, Moslems, Right, Left and Centre. 

Before turning to the anti-pluralistic aspects of the Jewish State, 

et me clear up one possible misunderstanding of factors relevant to the 

·utL'.re of Isr·ael, namely those concerning the approach of Jewish tradition 

.o science and to modernity. 
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With two notable exceptionsl91, all Biblical Jaws, commandments and 

precepts are issued. without explanations. The position adopted by Jewish 

tradition on this questicn is that all divine injunctions- the Sabbath·, 

Kosher food, social and sexual rules of behavior etc. - .hav~ a status 

somewhat similar to laws of nature. Just as one does not question the law 

of gravity~ so a Jew ~hou!d not question this or that divine law. But the 

~act that men are born wit~:cut wings doe~ not prevent them from learning to 

fly, Icar·•-lS not~·Jiths·tandi.ng. In the same way, Jewish tradition does not 

forbid the Jews to circum~ent, as it were, the divine laws as long as they 

respect the law. 

The result of such a mental attitude is not only an inborn drive for 

technological innovation, but -at least theoretically- the potential 

ability of Jewish traditional culture to develop political attitudes at 

times even more flexible than some of those developed by certain secular 

political ideologists, 

3. NatiQn~l_I~LLitQL~_snQ_~sii2nsl_§Qs£~ 

Israeli and Palestinian secular nationalisms which have so far 

reinforced each other, especially their more radical wings, may of course 

continue to do so and enjoy the sympathy of .both Islamic and Jewish 

fur,damental ists. Yet, at least on the Israeli side, there is the 

potential for change, depending on a growing acceptance of pluralism -

including the realization that state and territory are.not divinely or 

ideologically linked (as some secular and. religious nationalists would 

like to believe! and that Judaism as well.as the security and.economic 

r .. 0 ""' • • • 

well-being of Israel are more dependent on abstract elbow room or space to 

manoeuvre than on territory. 

That abstract space to manoeuvre is becoming increasingly IDore 

'important than concrete t~rritory is already clear in many fields: 

-9-
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c:ommu~i_ica:tt·ons, --inf-ot··m-ation ·f:I·o~l-. 

=oncrete territory but it promotes a new type of mentality- a more open 

and pluralistic mentality -which may or may not reduce the strength of 

nationalism but certainly sets it in a social, ~conomic and ideological 

fr·ame\•Jor·k differ·ent ft··om that in ~-lh·ich the idea·of the unifor·m nation state 

>·Jas bor·rr and developed ir; t·he ·t9·th c·entuT·>'· . The evolati·on of this ne~J 

kind of na.tion-sta.te< is alr·eady the subject of a gr·o"•ir.g body of social at>d 

i 

1
:Jolitical .studiesllOl -.hich r·eject the simplistic inter·pr·etation of 

!national identity as a natural, uniform, objective datum. In a 

!post-industrial· era, the era of the development of an electronic-based 
' 
I 

!information-flow culture, the resijltant supernational political and 

,economic organization has already affected national credos Cas is the case 

with North American pluralism and with the emerging Western European 

!identity>. 

National and cultural conflicts in the Middle East and elsewhere are 

~ertainly not going to disappear overnight. On the contrary, we are 

witnessing a consolidation of the state against the civil society and to a 

cer·tain eO<tent oroe can look at the "Return to Islam" as a reaction of the 

~rab civil society against the centralized power of the state, even of a 

state artificially create<d by European colonialism in the Middle East, in 

~frica and the Indian subcontinentllll. But insofar as the countries of 

this area be<come involved in the process of modernization, they cannot 

abstract themselves fr·om historical and/or ethnic centrifugal i.nflue~:~ces. 

But the two points which I would like to stress in connection with the 

:hanges which nationalism is undergoing are connected with the Jews, not 

-
oith the Arabs, about whom there are people here far more competent to 

speak than_ I. 

The Jews:have•for millenia lived more in abstract space and time than 
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in co~crete territorv, This is not the place to elaborate on this fact. 

It will be sufficient to recall that Jewish communal structures, the Pals 

territor·ies of Eastern Europe~ the Mellahs, have been stupendous abstract 

spaces - culturally and socially very productive ones -evolving on meager 

ter·r·itor·ies. Thus the Jewish mentality seems to be particularly apt to 

under·stand and e-xp"loit the- politi·ccd~ economic and militar·y implic·ations Of 

abstract space control while shedding t!1e attachment to concrete 

territorial identi·ty- which after all ~sa rather new phenomenon in Jewish 

history imposed by survival necessities. 

The second point is that Je~s have always been and will continue to 

r·smain a. sol ita.•··y people, as they do not bslorog, by r·sligion, tr·iba.l 

identity, la.nguage or· histor-ical e~per·ience to _ar.y ••family of peoples". 

"Standing apart" is not .isolation and it is the very opposite of that 

status of "pariah•• to which so many people in the past and in the present 

have tried to relegat~ the Jews. and the Zionist state. Sclituds for the 

Jews has always been the natural - not necessarily comfortable

consequence of the sacred, self-elected status institutionalized from 

earliest Biblical times. Paradoxically, the Zionist movement went against 

this trend. Pushed by the strong situatioroal logic of the reaction to 

antisemitism, it developed a strong desire to normalize the.Jewish People

aro effort ••hich has root been par·ticular·ly successful, thanks, int~L-.1!.lih 

to external pressures. Yet this very controversial state of solitude, if 

properly understood, could become the basic element for regional 

coe:.istence and per·haps for Arab-Isr·ael i. cooper·ation in the futul'e. 

4. Ih~_l&~~-gf_~~gir:~lii~ 

Theoretically - and in fact practically in most tradftional groups 

particularism favours what anthropologists call face-to-face societies, 

thai is,· societies in which the power roles are individual, religion 
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over-laps nationhood~,' -and t'he per:sorral'izati-on of it'tstituti·ons i:s:-st·r·ong-. 

There is no doubt that the Israeli society has been moving in that 

-:!ir·e-t:tion~ especial-ly since the 1967 ~·~ar·, anu that its inability fr·om the 

o~tset to separate r~ligion from state and Jewis-h nationhood from Israeli 

citizenship has been one of the major political obs-tacles in the~way of the 

between the State and the Diaspora. 

The question i~~ therefore~ can Israel become pluralistic? I submit 

u-,a.t it is possible if Palestine could be ca.nlonized. C~nloniz~ti6n seems 

to me the only way to combine the reciprocally restricting claims of two 

societies which are not only opposed through antagonistic ~alionalisms but 

whi_ch must accomodate the quest for pluralism to the requests for 

c:: ~ . '10 ' C> le t ? fB.ce-to-face social par·oc•·lia.lism. .:'..c..._..__" ~J~'i'"t---L.i ""'-~X ~v.__----cv• '-'-t "'-~~-.- "c."'~-l-• ... 

~\,...._~ -i:L.t- ~;;;-"-, v...ev-< ·...: ""'-L't be "'-"',;_._,_· * l>Ot-...( "'"""" c, ·~+.-e), ~ ... +·"1· 
Neutrality is the opposite of neutralization, a situation which Israel 

has been fighting for the last 40 years. Neutrality implies three basic 

conditions: the abi I ity of the neutral state to defend itself (which is why 

San Marino or Andorra cannot be neutral>; the credibility of the peaceful 

intentions of the neutral state, based on its recognized willingness not to 

interfere in the affairs of its neighbours; and lastly, the bOf!..iLfid§: , 

international respect for and guarantee of this neutrality by the third 

parties concerned. 

Considering all these requirements and the other problems I have 

mentioned, Isr·ael 's ·.-,eutr·al ity ~;ould not be easy to achieve. Maybe It 

never will, for reasons for whi~h the Arabs are not without responsibility. 

I say this without any polemical intention but (a) on the basis of the sad, 

observa.ble fact t.hat the best ally of Isr·ael I extr·emism is Ar·ab extremism; 

and <bl on the basis of the belief that an Israel deprived of its 

democratic soul will not be an easier prey for its enemies. Yet in spite 
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of these pessimistic considerations, I believe that the idea of neutrality 

should not be rejected as utopian. Israel's neighbours have a.sound 

ir1t~rest in stabilising and containing the role of the Zionist State in the 

~1iddle East. One of the reasons for their rejection of Israel is the 

belief that the State of the Jews may be a permanent source of trouble if 

le~t free to ac·t according to selfish interests or on behalf of external 

~orces. Such fears may be allayed, _as has been the case elsewhere in the 

world, through the attribution to Israel, and by Israel's_acceptance of an. 

appropriate status of neutrality. Neutrality would be justified not.only 

by reciprocal interests and by the long political Jewish tradition of 

'standing apart' but also by the situational logic created by recent 

events. The last two wars in which Israel was involved, as well as the 

mor·e r-ecent tr-oubles in the occupied ter-ritor-ies and among Israeli Ar-abs,_ 

mig.ht make a.t least the discussion of this idea mor-e familiar-. 

As for the two wa!~s, there is an interes~ing historical precedent -

that of Switzerland and Sweden. In the 16th and 18th centuries 

respectively, the leaders of these two countries believed <like Israel 

after the 1967 warl in the unshakeable superiority of their military 

organization in relation to their neighbours. This belief was shattered 

for the Swiss at the battle of Marignan in 1515 and for the Swedes at the 

battle of Poltava in 1709, two feats of arms which eventually turned out to 

be the starting point for the slow transformation of national aims and 

political structures of both Switzerland and Sweden, eventually .leading to 

;, I 

:I 
'' .: .I 

their neutr-ality. ,-

The Yom K i ppur War- 10f 1973 and the Lebanese War In 1982 have in o::ommon 

with Marignan and Poltava the fact that they, too, shattered a parallel-

belief i,r, Israel. But other equally r-ooted beliefs or-, if you prefer, 

illusions, have been shattered by the clashes in the West Bank, Gaza, and 
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=ivil war b~tw~en those who want to Israelise Palestin~ and those who w~nt 

to ·Palestinise Israel. I do not share this view, and I tend to believe 

ver··>' positive conseqences by s·ha.l<in·:~ the :r::;r·aeli ·poi"iti'c:al est-abl.ishment 

its i m mob i ·1 ism. I ·+ .; -·- .. ::. 

these events might have on the Arab side. What I would like to say, as a 

cortclu.dirtg r·eflecti·o·n~ ·is thao:~.t the- situatior1 in the- M·iddle East se·ems 

today more ripe than befcire for a convergence ~f th6~ghts· ~hd action~ 

tow&rds the future rather than lingering on the resentments of the past. 

We live in a world which, whether we like it or not, is growing 

increasingly interdependent. I believe this much can be understood even 

by Israel's most resolute enemies. 
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Egypt and Syria: The Pursuit of National Interest 

by Gudrun Kramer, Hamburg University 

Over the last decade, the Middle East has witnessed a multi

plication of conflicts and regional power centres that has 

markedly changed· the pattern of power relations established 

in the 1950's and 1960's. The one issue with the potential of 

unifying the various regimes - the Arab-Israeli conflict over 

Palestine - has, far from bridging inter-Arab tension and ri

valry, tended to give added fuel to it, particularly so since 

Egypt embarked on its separate peace policy under the aegis 

of the United States. The Iran-Iraq war as the major new con

flict to have emerged has pushed fragmentation even further 

as the lines of cooperation and hostility do not run parallel 

to those ruling the Arab-Israeli conflict but rather cut 

across them. The war in Lebanon, which has long since ceased 

to be a ''civil war'', reflects the general state of confusion 

without, however, creating yet another set of power relati-

ons. 

Shifts in regional power and influence resulting, first and 

foremost, from the repercussions of the Iranian revolution 

and the Iran-Iraq war have notably affected the regional 

standing of Egypt and Syria, the two main proponents of con

trasting strategies in virtually all spheres of policy. What 

both have in common, though, is the absolute priority of na

tional interest - as defined by the ruling elite. Syria, be

cause of its control over Lebanon and its eccentric stance in 

the Iran-Iraq war, has come to be generally accepted as a ma

jor regional power. At the same time, the ''Iranian threat'' 

and the plight of the Palestinians in Lebanon, which was cau

sed by Israel and exacerbated by Syria, have promoted Egypt's 

reconciliation with the Arab Gulf states and its readmission 

into the Arab fold. 

OOESTA PUBBLICAZIONE t 01 PROPRIET.A 
DELL'ISTITUTO AFFARI INTERNAZIONAU 
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Both Syria arid Egypt have thus benefited from the confronta

tion with Iran, and they will continue to do so at least as 

long as it is not definitely expanded beyond the two warring 

parties. The conflict with Iran and the political model it 

represents gives Egypt a chance to assert its role as a mi

litarily potent, and at the same time politically ''moderate", 

champion of both Western and Arab security interests, which 

are being challenged by Iran and fundamentalist opposition 

groups inspired by, and to varying degrees sponsored by, 

Iran. To Syria with its risky gamble of power politics it of

fers another opportunity to enhance its regional prof-ile. 

Egypt is trying to regain a 'normal' position within the Arab 

concert of power which need not necessarily amount to regio

nal leadership,· but which certainly implies a pivotal role in 

settling the major regional conflicts. Syria, by contrast, is 

trying to create for itself a position of hegemony which it 

has never held before and which it can only hope to assert as 

long as its principal rivals, Egypt and Iraq, are preoccupied 

with their domestic crisis and the war, respectively. 

Egypt: In Search of Normalcy 

There is little new to be said concerning Egypt's foreign and 

domestic policies since President Husni Mubarak took over in 

October 1981. Most fictual changes to be observed reflect 

.progress or setbacks in implementing the basic policy lines 

that were defined at the beginning of his rule rather than 

any new directives or initiatives. This implies, of course, 

that, contrary to the widespread image af Arab politics as 

being erratic, if not altogether irrational, Egyptian foreign 

policy is actually highly calculable, "rationally'' adapted to 

the given conditions in the internal, regional and interna

tional spheres that the regime has to come to terms with. The 

p.,~;·ima:ry objective in both domestic; and foreign poli'cy has 
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been 'normalisation' a general reduction of tension, in or

der to bridge the gap between the regime and wide segments of 

the political public which President Sadat's policy course of 

infitah based on close cooperation with the United States and 

peace with Israel had dangerously widened. By a series of ca

refully measured steps, Mubarak and his chief aides succeeded 

in gradually enlarging their scope of action without changing 

the basic policy framework. Sadat's course was thus cautious

ly modified, and in certain domains such as relations with 

the Soviet Union even revised, but it has never been openly 

challenged, let alone abandoned. 

Foreign policy has been much less central to this strategy of 

consolidation than under Mubarak's predecessors. Both Nasser 

and Sadat had pursued an activist foreign policy that aimed 

at increasing Egypt's weight in the regional balance of power 

and indeed at imposing Egyptian hegemony in the Middle East, 

in order to attract international attention and financial 

support. Foreign policy activism thus served to acquire the 

means needed to carry out the socio-economic policy of the 

regime and to strengthen its popular support. While their so

cio-economic policy was different, and the reversal of exter

nal alliances virtually complete, the strategy as such with 

its heavy emphasis on spectacular political moves was the 

same. 

Given the economic crisis at home and the stalemate in Arab

Israeli relations - the favourite stage of image projection 

in Middle Eastern policy - Mubarak's chances of securing his 

position through an activist foreign policy are poor. In the 

face of Israeli strength and Arab disunity, prospects of 

achieving~ breakthrough in favour of the Arab side, ·which 

could, at least in hindsight, justify Egypt's ''selfish" peace 

with Israel and close cooperation with the United States, are 

limited. Mubarak has therefore, from the outset, given prio

rity to domestic affairs. Only with the internal situation 



under control and external de.pendence reduced could Egypt 

hope to reassume a dy;namic role in regional politics. The ma

jor possible exception is the Iran-Iraq war, where Egypt 

could become more heavily engaged in defence of Arab as well 

as Western interests without provoking strong protest at home 

and criticism from Israel and the United States. This would, 

however, require massive military intervention. For the time 

being, foreign policy is playing a supporting role designed 

to weaken ifternal opposition by overcoming the regional iso

lation Sadat's activi~m had created. 

The aims of generating political legitimacy and promoting 

economic recovery are, however, difficult to reconcile: In

fitah implies a high degree of dependence on technology, 

know-how and capital imported from abroad, notably from the 

United States. The government could, of course, try to reduce 

this dependence through a strategy of self-reliance; but even 

if it was pursued seriously, dependence could not be overcome 

in the short and medium terms. Nor can it be fully replaced 

by other sources, the only realistic alternative being the 

Arab Gulf states. Yet American economic, military and food 

aid is given with strings attached and linked· to ··close- ·coope

ration in the political and military fields. The treaties 

with Israel must be upheld and military facilities granted to 

American forces, conditions that not only narrow the scope of 

action in reaional ~olicy, but tend to compromise the regi

me's claim to political legitimacy as well. Dependence and 

increased penetration with Western goods and values cannot 

but provoke sharp criticism at home, and not among Islamic 

militants only. It is fueled still further by the influence 

exerted over core concerns of socio-economic policy by inter

national financial institutions such as the IMF, the World 

Bank or the Club of Paris. This forces the-Egyptian govern

ment to hold a very delicate balance: The ties to the West 

must be maintained that serve to ensure the volume of inter-



national assistance and cooperation needed to continue the 

present economic course. At the same time, internal {as well 

as external) protest against these ties must be placated 

which threatens to jeopardize the very objective of securing 

the survival, and enhancing the legitimacy, of the regime. , 

Caught between conflicting internal and external demands, its 

margin of manouevre is thus extremely limited. 

Since Mubarak's takeover, all foreign policy steps have ser

ved one ultimate aim: to reduce tension and normalise rela

tions with the Arab-Islamic world, the non-aligned movement 

and the Soviet Union. In this endeavour, Egyptian diplomacy 

with its low-key approach has scored major successes, and it 

has done so under constantly changing conditions: If the Is-

. ·raeli invasion of Lebanon of June 1982 and the America'n 'air 

strike against Libya of spring 1986 have seriously jeopardi

zed progress, the lo(\ming threat of the Iran-Iraq war has 

considerably advanced it. In this process, relations with the 

United States at times grew markedly strained, resulting not 

only from Was~ington's special relationship with Jerusalem, 

its p6licy vis-l-vis Libya an& the !ran-Contra affair, but 

als'6 from str:ictly "bflater'al disagreement over arms supplies. 

the volume and modalities of American aid and the repayment 

of Egyptian debt. Repeated friction made it quite' plain-that 

American Middle Eastern policy is determined by its relations 

with the Soviet Union, Israel and Iran, and that in case of 

conflict, Egyptian interests or sensitivities are disregar

ded~ even if this threatens to ultimately damage American 

standing in the Arab world at large. Sadat's ambition of tur

ning Egypt into a regional bulwark of anticommunism, contain

ing any potential encroachments of the Soviet Union and its 

alleged regional clients, and of making it as crucial and 

ultimately indispensable to the United States as Israel was 

not fulfilled. In the light of these experiences, falling as 

they did into a period of improving relations between the su-



perpowers themselves, Muba~ak ~bandoned Sadat's appro~ch in 

favour of normalisation of relations with Moscow in the poli~ 

tical and economic spheres, which at the same time improved 

Egypt's prospects of mediating in the various regional con

flicts. 

The strategy of acting as the champion of both Western and 

(conservative} Arab interests in order to enhance Egypt's po

litical weight, however, was not given up. Only the target 

was exchanged, with Iran taking the place of the Soviet Uni

on, .an opponent less likely to antagonise prospective Arab 

partners and equally objectionable to the United States' go

vernment. The threat, both real and imagined, posed by Iran 

and by pro-Iranian Islamic groupings has been ~he major ele

ment in promoting rapprochement with the Arab Gulf states. If 

its separatist policy vis-a-vis Israel took Egypt into regio

nal isolation, the repercussions of the Iranian revolution 

and the Iran-Iraq war helped to overcome it. From the begin

ning, Egypt has supported Iraq both diplomatically and 

through the supply of military hardware, training and know

how without, however, getting directly involved on the Iraqi 

·side·, Consistent support of Iraq and· the· other Arab Gulf st·a-· 

tes combined with support of Palestinian demands paved the 

way for a resumption of diplomatic ties with most Arab go

vernments that had, by late 1987, factually ended Egypt's 

regional isolation, even if it was not immediately sanctioned 

by official feadmission ~o the Arab League and other joint 

Arab-Islamic organisations. By the same token, the "Front of 

Steadfastness ai1d Confrontation" formed in 1979 against 

Egypt's separate peace policy was reduced to Syria, Libya, 

.South Yemen and a number of Palestinian organisations which 

refuse to resume relations as long as Egypt does not cancel 

its treaties with Israel and renounce the "method of Camp Da

vid~' altogether. The hardliners excepted, however, Egyptian 
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diplomacy has achieved its ultimate aim and all but ended 

isolation within the Arab-Islamic camp. 

The question remains, of course, what to do with normalcy re

gained, notably with regard to the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

Here, another tightrope act is required, balancing the de

mands of the internal opposition as well as the Arab-Palesti

i"l• ll" side on the one hand with Israeli claims and American 

expectations on the other. Relations with Israel are kept at 

exactly the distance where these conflicting demands can be 

just about reconciled without openly violating the ''spirit of 

Camp David~. The "cold peace" with Israel has accordingly 

been preserved, though several obstacles to a warming up of 

relations have been removed under the Israel~ cabinet of Na-. . 
tional Unity formed in September 1984. By the summer of 1985, 

Israel had largely withdrawn from Lebanon, but continued to 

occupy a "security zone" in the south and to intervene mili

tarily whenever it regarded this justified by its security 

needs. While withdrawal met Egyptian conditions for an upgra

ding of bilateral relations, it was not ordered out of consi

deration for Egyptian demands, but for strictly internal rea

sons ,-··T:he- agreement· on·· arbitration of·· the-·Ta·ba··· issue- ·that·· was··--··· 

finally reached in August 1986 removed another stumbling 

block. But the condition of the Palestinians in the 6ccupied 

territories remained unchanged, even during Shimon Pares's 

term as Prime Minister. The Palestinian revolt and its·harsh 

repression by the Israeli authorities in the winter of 1987/ 

88 once again revealed the impotence of the Egyptian govern

ment in restraining the Israeli government and/or the Pales

tinian resistance. Mubarak's call for a six-month cooling-off 

period passed unheeded. The state of Egyptian-Israeli rela

tions, therefore, remains precarious, largely depending on 

Israeli actions vis-a-vis other Arab parties which Egypt can 

do little to influence. 



The unprecederited violen~e in the occupied territories has 

roused widespread protests within Egypt, which as always are 

directed not only against Israel and the separate treaties, 

but also against the ties with the United States and the ge

neral direction of Egyptian socio-economic and foreign poli

cies. Over the last few years, domestic criticism of rela

tions with'Israel and the United States has become increas

ingly outspoken, reflecting the considerable measure of free

dom of expression granted under Mubarak. It has mobilised 

large segments of the student population as well as influen

tial professional associations such as the lawyers', journa

lists' and doctors' unions and the opposition parties. In the 

election campaign of April 1987, foreign ,policy did not play 
' a prominent part. But when it was touched upon, the left-wing 

and the Islamic opposition made their rejection of Camp David 

and the normalisation of relations with Israel quite plain. 

Independent Nasserists, who were not allowed to form a poli

tical party and were thus not subject to the restrictions im

posed by the revised party law of 1979, openly demanded the 

abrogation of the Camp David agreement and armed struggle for 

the liberation of the occupied Arab lands. They rejected not 

only the Camp David accords, the Reagan initiative and the 

joint Jordanian-Palestinian resolution of February 1985 that 

was later cancelled, but even the Arab Fez plan of 1982. The 

Islamic list, uniting the Socialist Labour Party, the Party 

of Liberal Sodialists, the Muslim Brothers and a number of 

independent Islamic activists, had to comply with the regula

tions of the party law and hence to be more restrained and 

less explicit. But it, too, demanded that the treaties with 

Israel be suspended. The Islamic press repeatedly called for 

a jihad to liberate the occupied Arab and Islamic lands. 

Mounting violence in the occupied territories confirmed the 

government in its sense of urgency in finding a peaceful so

lution t.o the· Palestine, probl:em·. Ye1t: the'' liiinits• of( its in'f:lu..:. 
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ence are only too obvious, its role being essentially limited 

to mediation between conflicting, if not irreconcilable, 

views and claims. In 1984, the year of its rapprochement with 

the Soviet Union and Jordan, Egypt adopted the concept of an 

international conference under the aegis of the UN Security 

Council with the participation of all parties involved in the 

conflict. The concept of multilateral and bilateral negotia

tions under an international ''umbrella" is sufficiently 'vague 

to allow a variety of interpretations, accomodating at least 

on a formal level the concepts of "moderate" Jordan and Sau

di Arabia on the one hand and ''radical" Syria and the PLO on 

the other. It was even accepted by the Israeli Labour Party. 

But it seems to have little chance of being ·realised in the 

foreseeable future. 

With regard to content, the Egyptian position is highly flex

ible, constantly adapting to the changing balance of forces. 

Cairo does· suppor·t the Palestinians' right ·to national self

determin'ation and the PLO' s claim to being the sole legiti

mate representative of the Palestinian people. But it has al

ways shown great flexibility in interpreting these broad 

p'rihciples: 'Depending on the given· poli ticai si tu a ti;,n·, : Egyp

tian·proposals.have ranged from the establishment of an inde

pendent Palestinian state to a federation of the liberated 

Palestinian territories with Jordan; from direct participa

tion of the PLO in peace negotiation to the delegation of in

dividual members of the Palestinian National Council authori

sed by the PLO; and from direct negotiations between Jordan, 

the Palestinians/PLO and Israel to multilateral negotiations 

within the framework of an international conference under the 

aegis,.or·"umbrella"; of the·UN Security·council. 

Within this wide range of options, a few elements only have 

remained constant: The PLO must be included in all negotia

tions; it has the right to select the (though not necessarily 

all) Palestinian representatives in eventual pea~e negotia-
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tions, but i~ need not neces8arily be involved as an organi

sation; the PLO and Jordan must find a common approach in or

der to strengthen the Arab position at the negotiation table; 

the Palestinian right to national self-determination must be 

reconciled with Israel's right to exist, without anticipating 

the form and content of national self-determination (state, 

federation, or ''real" autonomy?), or the drawing of borders 

(withdrawal from occupied/all occupied territory?). All in 

all a position which, because of its very openness and fle

xibility, seems to mark Egypt out as the ideal honest broker 

mediating between the direct parties to the conflict. But 

compared to its antagonists in Israel, Syria and the Palesti

nian national movement, Egypt has little leverage to actually 

implement its proposals. 

With regard to national interest, Egyptian diplomacy has, in 

its quiet way, been remarkably successful. While it was ham

pered by Israeli policy vis-a-vis Lebanon and the Palestini

ans, it has been able to make maximum use of the Iranian 

threat and the shift in the regional power setup resulting 

from the Iran-Iraq war. But in contrast to the era of Nasser 

and Sadat, the regional constellation of power is determined 

by Israel, Iran and, to a lesser extent, by Syria rather than 

by Egypt. While the size of its population and its military 

'potential still make Egypt one of the central Middle Eastern 

powers, its government would have to reduce outside depen

dence and to effectively integrate or, if necessary, margina

lise internal opposition before it could hope ·to regain some 

kind of regional leadership. An activist foreign policy that 

actually structures the regional environment rather than try

ing as best to adapt to ii therefore would require that in

ternal conditions be stabilised first. The priorities of the 

Nasser and· ~arly Sadat era have thus been reversed, and Egyp

tian policy has essentially turned inward. 

_j 



Syria: In Search of Hegemony 

The opposite must be said about Syria, though with some re

servation only: Compared to Egypt, Syrian policy appears to 

be much more complex, ambiguous, and indeed contradictory. 

Like Nasser before him, Hafiz al-Asad pursues a strategy that 

seeks to overcome strong internal tension by foreign policy 

activism. National resources accordingly are to a large ex

tent devoted to military and security matters ~ with all the 

risks of economic exhaustion and popular dissatisfaction such 

an option entails. ''Pacified" by a variety of peaceful and 

violent means, Syria has ceased to be the object of other re

gional powers and is now trying to impose its own hegemonial 

designs on its environment. And it is doing so with consider

able success, even though internal preconditions do not seem 

to favour a hegemonial role. Compared to its major rivals, 

Egypt and Iraq, Syria's population is _small and fragmented 

along ethnico-religious, social and ideological lines; its 

economic base is rather weak. Being a member of the Alawi mi

nority which at best moves on the fringes of Shiism, Asad at

tempted to secure his rule by promoting the previously under

privileged and marginalised groups of society which, .contrary 

to widespread conceptions, are by no means limited to hetero

dox Muslim minorities such as the Alawis, the Druze or the 

Ismailis. At the same time, ideological principles antagonis

ing influential segments of the population were diluted, the 

role of the Ba0 th party diminished and rivalling forces on 

the left-wing spectrum integrated into the political frame

work. Yet real power was increasingly personalised and con

centrated in the hands of Asad himself, who relies on the 

support of the highly diversified security apparatus control

led by his fellow Alawis. 

The perception of the regime as being narrowly Alawi .(rather 

than Ba0 thi, let alone genuinely Syrian), pursuing specific 
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Alawi designs both at b~me and ~broad can, of course, get ex

tremely dangerous in a climate where any kind of criticism 

and tension tends to be expressed in religious terms. The 

(Sunni) Islamic opposition accuses the regime of trying to 

forge, together with the Shia of Iran and Lebanon, an anti

Sunni axis which threatens to split and weaken not only the 

Arab world, but Syrian society, too. It therefore questions 

the regime's Arab as well as its national credentials. In or

der to counter this charge, Asad has been forced to emphasize 

Arabism, an endeavour best documented in a hard line facing 

Israel. Yet Syrian policy is no more determined by pan-Arab 

motives than is the policy of any other Arab government. It 

is determined by the elite perception of its own interests 

which are, of course, presented as national, and indeed-Arab, 

interests. 

The only way of explaining Syrian policy with its confusing 

pattern of shifting alliances is to take as constant variab

les the rivalry with its Arab neighbours, and the search not 

only for an independent policy course, but for regional hege

mony. It should be stressed that this has little to do with 

religion or the alleged designs and ~eculiarities of the Ala

wis. What it reflects is the struggle of survival of a mino

rity regime that happens to be largely composed of members of 

one particular religious group. But. its motives are politi

cal, not religious in nature. With its policy vis-a-vis Iraq, 

the PLO and Jordan, Syria has considerably deepened Arab 

fragmentation, although only Arab solidarity could h·elp to 

realise its declared objectives -·Arab rebirth (ba0 th) and a 

just solution to the Palest~ne problem. 

Syrian relations with the PLO are a good case ~n point. Syria 

has supported the Palestinian resistance as long as it served 

its own interests. And though it endorsed the decision of the 

Bagdad summit of 1974 to recognize the PLO as the sole legi

tima_te representative of· the:·P~le-stini·an people, it has -!').ever' 
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recognized it as an independent political actor. The reasons 

are obvious enough: Syrian security concerns are directly af

fe~ted by Palestinian operations on Lebanese soil, and it 

competes with the PLO in occupying centre stage in the con

frontation with Israel, where visibility plays such a vital 

role. 

Even more revealing is the intense rivalry with Iraq (which 

is, incidentally, amply reciprocated by Iraq and thus not to 

be credited to Syria alone) and the alliance with Iran resul

ting from it. The Syro-Iranian alliance is maintained in 

spite of strong criticism from the Arab brethren countries 

abroad and the nationalist and Islamic opposition at'home. 

The striving for regional self-assertion seems to take pre

cedence even over considerations of domestic support. The 

gamble is all the more risky as Syria is unable to restrain, 

let alone control, its Iranian partner and the latter's re

gional·a11ies. Cooperation with Iran does not necessarily 

str'engthen Syria's position in Lebanon. ·over the last few 

years it has, quite on the contrary, tended to render it even 

more difficult. If pro-Iranian groups such as H~zbullah or 
' al-Amal ~1-Islami have frequently served Syrian purp~ses, 

they foliow their independent goals, and they are notoriously 

difficult to control. Their operations against Israeli and 

foreign targets in Lebanon tend to complicate Syrian rela

tions with outside powers, and to reveal ~he li~its to its 

contr61 even within its own zone of influence. Developments 

since the deployment of Syrian troops in West Beyrtii in Feb

rua~y 1987 have illustrated the~e dangers perfectly well. 

If Syria cannot even control pro-Iranian forces within its 

own ~one of influerice in Lebanon; it seems mu~~ less ~ble to 

influence Iraniari decision-making regarding the war with Iraq 

and r~lations with the Arab Gulf states. Contrary to repeated 

~ssertiohs, Damascus has not been able to prevent Ir~nian oc

cupation of Arab land - unless· the declarations were meant to 
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exclude Iraqi territory. What it can do, though, is to media

te betwee~ Iran and the Arab governments, Iraq probably again 

excluded. It is here that the main advantage of the Iranian 

connection has to be sought, a connection which can be ex

plained neither by economic motives alone, for the Arab Gulf 

states should be able to compensate Syria for any eventual 

loss of cheap Iranian oil deliveries, nor by the religious 

affinities allegedly binding together heterodox Alawis ana 

Twelver-Shia Iranians: The tactical alliance with Iran offers 

the Syrian leadership another opportunity to enhance its 

weight in the regional power play. Being the result of cool 

calculation, the situation would have to be entirely reas

sessed in case the war was definitely expanded beyond its 

present scope. 

The other major area of Syrian power projection is, of 

course, Lebanon where Syria tries to exert maximum control 

without actually annexing Lebanese territory. Anne~ation 

would require a long-term, large-scale military presence. It 

would, moreover, risk to carry sectarian violence directly 

into Syrian society. Control over large parts of Lebanon and 

the politico-military groups operating there Lebanese·,·· Pa- · 

lestinians and, to a lesser extent, Iranians increases Sy

ria's chances of continuing the struggle against_ Israel by 

proxy, that is to assert its role as the major, and indeed 

only, confrontation state without actually getting involved 

in milita~y confrontation. 

What the Syrian government intends to do with added influence 

and growing· internationa-l recognition of this influence, is 

less clear: It does demand to be included in any eventual 

settlement of the Lebanon and Palestine problems. Any attempt 

to ignore or outf-lank Syria provokes massive interference, 

either in the form of direct political and military pressure 

or via Syrian allies and clients in the Arab neighbour coun

tries. If- Syri~l)- maximum objectives canno.t: be-.: re:a.];ised, and. 
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this seems presently to be the case in view of Israeli 

strength and inter-Arab tension, the aim is at least to frus

trate all proposals put forward by rivalling powers, and 
' 

sponsored by the United States. This applies in particular to 

the Camp David accords and any other approach involving di

rect negotiations with Israel such as the joint Palestinian

Jordanian initiative of February 1985. 

Syria itself has never submitted a proposal of its owft. But 

it is prepared to participate in a negotiated settlement pro

vided it is concluded from a position of strength, and based 

on complete Israeli withdrawal from all Arab territories oc

cupied in 1967, including the Golan heights. After the par

tial military success of 1973, the Syrian government accepted 

resolutions 242 and 338 'of the UN Security Council.· It sup

ports the Arab Fez Decla.ration of September 1982 demanding 

Israeli withdrawal from all territory occupied in 1967 inclu

ding Arab (East) Jerusalem and recognition of the natibnal 

rights of the Palestinian people, interpreted as the estab

lishment of a Palestinian state with (Arab) Jerusalem as its 

capital. In actual fact, Syrian support for the establishment 

of0 an·- i~ndependent '-Palestinian· state·,·_ whose- government ·wcml·d·;· · · 

for the-sake of its own legitimacy, have to minimise outside 

interference, is as limited as that of Jordan or Egypt. In 

terms of procedure, Syria insists on an international confe

rence under the aegis of the UN Security Council which must 

not be reduced to a mere ''umbrella'' covering direct, bilate

ral· negotiations with Israel. In case of complete Israeli 

withdrawal from all occupied Arab lands, Syria would be pre

pared to end the state of war, but not to conclude a peace 

treaty and to enter into diplomatic and economic relations 

with-Israel as Egypt did in 1981. Israel's existence would 

thus be recognized as a fact, but it would not be recognized 

·as legitimate. 



The hard line vis-a-vis Israel would be more convincing if it 

was backed by the power needed to make Israel comply with 

Arab objectives,· (as interpreted by the Syrian government), or 

at least to successfully deter it from infringing on Arab 

rights and territory. Neither of it is happening, though. At 

present, Syrian power is sufficient to deter weaker Arab par

ties from pursuing policies which Damascus does not approve 

of, but not t6 dictate its term~ to Isra~l. In the long run, 

Syria aspires at a position of parity, involving not only the 

military, but also the economic, political and cultural sphe

res. With Soviet help, Syrian military potential has been wi

dely expanded and modernised. As a result of the extensive 

military build-up, Syria is thought to be able to successful

ly defend itself against an Israeli attack, but not. to defeat 

it militarily. If it is to realise its declared long-term ob

jective of eliminating the Zionist entity on Arab soil, Syria 

still,has to cooperate with its chief rivals, Egypt and Iraq, 

a cooperation which all parties concerned continue to under

mine in their pursuit of national, or narrow regime, inter

est. 

The search for parity seems, moreover, to exceed. Syria's. eco

nomic potential. Striving simultaneously for military power, 

control over Lebanon and economic development as a prerequi

site of internal stability and domestic support, the regime 

seems to have overreached itself. The c~sts of the military 

~ngagement in L~banon and the rapid expansion of the security

appa~atus reduce the resources available for investment in 

soc·io-economic development. The present economic crisis cha

racteris~d by rising inflation and the scarcity of basic 

goods has increased dissatisfaction in all groups and ~trata 

of Syrian society. 'Far from bridging domestic tension, fqr

eign policy a~tivism threatens to further fuel it. The prob

lems with the Syrian strategy are thus obvious e11oug.h, and 

some. of the· lessons· could have been. l.e.a,rned from .. t·ne· Nas:s.e,-
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rist experience before: A strategy centred on foreign policy 

activism is hinged on continuing success, particularly so 

when the domestic power base is as weak as the Syrian one. 

Success, however, is difficult to achieve in a situation that 

seems to be blocked on all sides, Lebanon, Palestine, and the 

Gulf. It is therefore, to a large extent, restricted to the 

ability of frustrating the designs of rivals and opponents. 

Syrian policy seems to be very much caught in this blocked 

alley. 

As a direct party to the Palestine conflict, Syria has to be 

included in'any settlement if it is to have any chance of be

ing implemented at all. Yet Syria is too strong vis-a-vis its 

Arab rivals and too weak vis-a-vis Israel to offer serious 

prospects of advance. Its intransigence in facing Israel suc

cessfully deters Arab parties ready for compromise from actu

ally engaging in bi- or multilateral negotiations. At thi 

same time, its economic weakness and the pervadihg rivalry 

with Iraq, Egypt and Jordan prevent the formation of a j6int 

Arab front which alone could realise, through political or 

military means, the declared long-term objectives of Syrian 

policy.· And it is"the very continuatio~ of regi6~~1 ;o~flict 

that helps to enhance Syria's power in inter-Arab relations. 

The incentives to come to a political settlement with Israel, 

therefore, are low: In view of intense inter-Arab rivalry, 

the regime's Arab credentials, which still seem to be crucial 

to domestic support, have to rest largely on intransigence 

vis-a-vis Israel. In spite of its revisionist posture and the 

Asad-Saladin analogy, Syria thus emerges as one of the regio

nal powers whose interests are rather well, or indeed better, 

protected by the status-quo: controlled tension short of open 

warfare. 
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It is tempting to regard the policy of a great power simply as the 

resultant of its national interests. At some abstract level, that is true--

or perhaps a truism--but it implies a degree of inevitability that is seldom 

present in the policy process. The texture of any country's policy is 

r·evealed in the uncertainties, misapprehensions, false starts and tergiversa

tions that. are character-istic of thoroug_hly human policymakers as they try to 

~ope with the unexpected twists· and turns of circumstances largely beyond 

their control. A nation's interests may indeed be permane~t and immutable, 

but whether and how to pursue those interests is a function of choice, hence 

fallible, 

Analysis of the interactions between interests and policy must begin 

with consideration of several prior questions. How did policymakers acquire 

their perception of interests? Have their perceptions changed over time or 

with new leadership? How have national leaders attempted to translate their 

understanding of interests into concrete policies? Have those policies 

changed in the face of new circumstances? Are the interests of the great 

power congruent with--or_ contrary to--the interests of the regional states? 

Have the policies of the great power succeeded in preserving and furthering 

its interests? 

The interests of the United States in the Persian Gulf region have been 

very .. sLm:ple-and consistent: first·, t,o, ensure access by the industrial-ized 

world to t~e vast oil resources of th• region; and second, to prevent the 

Sovi~t Union from acquiring political or military control over those 

resources. Other objectives have. been expressed by U.S. leaders from time to 

time, e.g., pres~rving thp ptability and independence of the gulf states or 

c.ontaining th.e threat of Is_lamic funda-mentalism. Bu.t those are d.er·ivat:ive• 
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concerns growing out of specific circumstances and are implicit in the two 

grand themes of oil and Soviet containment that have been the constant 

elements in U.S •. policy. 

The United States position in the Persian Gulf is lineally descended 

from the British, who dominated the region for nearly 150 years before the 

arrival of their American cousins, The United States inherited not only its 

mantle of leadership and much of its strategic infrastructure from the British 

but also its way of thinking about its interests and how to pursue them. 

The U.S. preoccupation with preventing the expansion of Soviet influence 

in the region can be seen as an extension of 'The Great Game' as practiced by 

the British throughout the nineteenth century. The other major concern of 

U.S. policy--how to ensure access to the oil resources of the region--is in 

turn reminiscent of British protection of its markets and lines of communica-

tion East of Suez. Thus, at least partly as a consequence of this historical 

evolution, there is a line of continuity in U.S. policy and its perception of 

national interests in the Persian Gulf region that transcends any administra-

tion or political philosophy." 

United States interest and involvement in the Persian Gulf began in 

World War I!, when the region became an important supply route for delivery of 

!end-lease military equipment and other supplies to the Soviet Union. At the 

• Some of the following background material was adapted from Gary Sick, 'The 
Evolution of U.S. Strategy Toward the Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf Regions,• 
in Alvin Rubinstein, ed., Ih.e.§UJ!t.Game:.RJY.olr.y_i_n_t_h_e_Per.s_ia_n .. G~JJ_;~Dd 
§.9.~J:.h . ..Bs.i_.,_, New York: Praeger, 1983, pp. 49-80. 

2 One aspect of U.S. policy, which differs from the British experience, is the 
constant competition in u.s; policy between oil interests in the Persian Gulf 
and interest in the security of Israel. The tension between these two compet
ing interests has been a constant and important element in U.S. decisionmaking 
on Middle East issues that must be acknowledged but cannot be examined in any 
detail in this paper. 
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beginning of the war, the British and Soviets deposed Reza Shah, placed his 

son on the throne, and effectively divided the country between them. The 

40,000 troops of the U. S. Middle East Command during those days sti 11 repre-

sents the largest sustained deployment of U.S. military personnel to the 

region. 

The Tehran Conference of 1943 was the first visit by an American presi-
. ·' 

dent to the region, and President Franklin Roosevelt's encounter with the 

young Mohammed Reza Sha~ Pahlavi sparked the first high-level U.S. interest in 

regional political developments. Roosevelt later commented that he was 

"rather thrilled with the idea of using Iran as an example of what we can do 

by an unselfish American policy." 3 The idealistic impulse behind those words 

gave rise to an entire school of "development theory' that wound through U.S. 

policy in Iran and elsewhere for thirty years; until it disintegrated in the 

turmoil of the Iranian revolution. 

The first direct confrontation between the United States and the Soviet 

Union in the postwar era, and one of the opening salvos of the cold war, was 

the dispute over the withdrawal of Soviet forces from northern Iran in 1946. 

Although this issue was resolved peacefully by U.S. a~d British diplomatic 

pressures in the Uni'ted Nations, backed by overwhelming U.S. global _military 

power and some adept political maneuvering by the Iranian government, the 

incid'en•.t .. made a vivid impression on the. U.S. leadership·, From that day to 

this, Iran has been perceived by several generations of U.S .. Political leaders 

as the most likely site outside the European theater where an armed clash with 

the USSR might escalate into a global conflict. 

3 FOR memorandum to the secretary of state, January 12, 1944. Cited in Bruce 
R. Kuniholm,. JJ:>e_.Q_r_iq_tn§ ... .Jl.f .... .th.e ... C.old_ .W.a_r__in_.tb.e_JiHLi;_a:;.t, Princeton Univer
sity• Press, 1980, p. '169. 

- .. -
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In U.S. strategic planning, the scenario of a Soviet armed attack across 

Iran toward the Persian Gulf has consistently been used to size American rapid 

deployment forces and to calculate lift requirements. Reliance on this 

scenario did not imply that such an attack was regarded as imminent, nor did 

it lead to the permanent deployment of major forces in the region. Its appeal 

' was that it was not implausible, it involv~d potential combat against substan-

tial military forces, it raised all the political uncertainties of a third 

world conflict, and it was located in one of the least accessible places on 

the globe for U.S. military forces. Hence, it was useful as a stressful 

scenario to test U.S. military capabilities. Psychologically, h6wever, the 

familiarity of the Iranian-Persian Gulf scenario meant that U.S. military and 

govern~ent-~fiicials- perhaps have been mbre conscious of the Soviet threat in 

that sector than i~ oth~r possible trouble spots around the world. 

In the 1960s, as the British "long recessional' from empire became mani-

fest, strategic planners in both the United States and England recognized that 

future capability for power projection in the Indian Ocean area would be ham-

pered by the loss of support facilities as the British withdrew. therefore, 

they propo~ed 'stockpiling" some facilities for possible future use. In the 

Kennedy admiMistration, a study was undertaken to identify 'strategic islands" 

in the Indian Ocean and elsewhere that might be able to serve that purpose. 

One of the islands was Diego Garcia. 

In 1964 the Chagos Archipelago, which included Diego Garcia, was 

detached from Maufitius and the Seychelles, and in the following year these 

islands were con~tituted as the British Indian Ocean T~rritory (g[OTl by a 

British Order-in-Council. A U.S.-U.K. executive agreement was signed in 1965 

providing for the use of these islands for joint defense purposes •. 
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The strategic rationale for the establishment of BlOT was the perceived 

need for future support facilities in the context of long-term contingency 

planning. However, that was insufficient to overcome poli~ical opposition in 

a skeptlcal U.S. Congress, which was being asked to fund initial construction. 

Consequently, the executive branch was led to inflate the nature of the polit

ical threat by talk of a 'power vacuum' in the region and to make the Diego 

G·arcia installation appear to be more significant--and thereby more threaten

ing--than it was in fact. 

Construction work on Diego Garcia began in 1971 1 and by early 1973 the 

United States had •n iustere communications station supported by an 8000-foot 

runway. The perception of expansive U.S. interests had repercussions in the 

attitudes of the littoral states and, most significantly, in the Soviet Union. 

Itte_JJ.a:tiL!l.!.Y.alr_y_ 

The British announcement in 1968 of its intent to withdraw its military 

presence East of Suez by 1971 came at a moment when the USSR was beginning t~ 

develop a new maritime policy of power projection in areas far from the Soviet 

land mass. Almost simultaneously with the British announcement, the USSR 

began to deploy naval forces to the region on a regular basis. In 1968 1 2-4 

Soviet combat vessels were maintained in the area, together with supporting 

auxiliaries, for a total of about 1900 ship-days. By 1969 1 this level. had 

more than doubled to about 4100. ship-days, and it doubled again by 1972 to 

about 8800 _ship-days. The first Soviet submarine appeared in ·October 1968, 

and in August o{ the same year the first ·reconnaissance flights. by Soviet -Bear 

D afrcraft occurred. During the same period, General Secretary_Leonid _Brezh~ 

nev launched a political campaign to squeeze Western presence out of Asia. 

His call for an Asian collective security arrangement attracted no support in 

the region, but it.wa.s generally interpreted b.y the .. Western powet;•s;.a,s a.trans-

: · .. 
·------------------~-.' 
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parent effort to play on the nationalist sentiment of· the regional states and 

to add a political dimension to the increased Soviet military presence. 

In December 1971, regional and Soviet concerns about U;S. intentions 

were sharply increased when the carrier USS Ente.r_p_r__i_.~.e. and a Seventh Fleet 

task force were sent into the Bay of Bengal a_s a gesture of reassurance to 

Pakistan during their war with India over Bangladesh. This was the first 

quasi-operational deployment of U.S. forces into the region since the Second 

World War, The Soviets responded with • >urge deployment of a substantial 

naval force, including the first deployment of cruise mi~sile submarines to 

the region. 

At the same time, the regional states were undertaking their own effort · 

to prevent the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean from becoming an arena for super

power military rivalry. A 'zone of peace' resolution first passed the UN 

General Assembly in December 197.! calling for 'elimination of any manifesta

tion of great power m~lit•ry presence in the Indian Ocean, conceived in the 

context of great power rivalry,' Both the United States and the Soviet Unron 

abstained, as did most of the major maritime nations of the world. 

T.b.Ll.w.o_:_E.UL~rJolt~.Y 

In 1969 on the island of Guam, Pr~sident Richard Nixon announced ~hat 

came to be known as the. 'Nixon Doctrine,' which proposed -that .the United 

States suppbrt and p~ace gre~ter reliance on region~! powers to h~lp pro~ect 

its interests worldwide, at a time when U.S. forces were stretched thin 

because ·of Vietnam. Perhaps the clearest translation of this pblicy into con-· 

crete action was in the Persian Gulf., where the United· States had significant 

national interests but was hampered by public opinion and by military overcom

mitment from developing a regional security policy, As a consequence, 
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enhanced ti~s of security c~operation were forged with Iran and Saudi Arabia~

fhe so-called ·•two-pillar" policy, 

From the beginning, Iran was acknowledged as the predominant of the two 

"pillars." President Nixon and Henry Kissinger visited Iran in May 1972 and 

concluded a series of agreements. In return for Iranian support and protec-

tion of U.S, interests in the region, the United States agreed to increase the 

level of its mi I it.ary advisory presence in Iran and t.o "acced.e to any of the 

Shah's.requests for arms purchases from us (other than some sophisticated 

advanced technology armaments and with the very important exception, of 

course, of any nuclear weapons capability,,,) ,•• The United States agreed not 

to "second guess" the shah, and the U.S. intelligence capabilities in Iran 

were gradually shifted away from Iranian internal politics to focus almost 

exclusively on the Soviet Union. 

During this same meeting, the United States agreed to coop~rate with 

Iran and Israel in a covert action in support of the Kurdish rebels in north" 

ern Iraq, with the ~bjective of bringing pressure on the Saathist government 

of Saddam Hussein and to divert Iraqi forces away from the Arab-Israeli sec-

tor. At the end of his discussions with the shah, President Nixon captured 

the e,s.sence of the. me~ting_ in jus.Ltwg words.' . He looked across the table at 

the shah and said si'mply, "Protect me. •• 

By mid-1973, the United States had every reason to be satisfied1 with its 

basic strategy. The political transiUon to independence by the mini-states 

of the Persian Gulf following the British withdrawal had been more orderly 

• Kissinger memorandum to Nixon in 1973, cited in Gary Sick, BJ! ... J.;IJ ... DPwnL 
i\lll.eCtca.:5:lr:agic: ... ~-ncQ_I,inte.LWi.tn ... J.r.arL, New. York: Random House, 1985, p. 15. · 
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than almost anyone would have dared hope. The Iranian seizure of the small 

islands of Abu Musa and the Tunbs at the mouth of the gulf in late 1971 had 

been balanced by the retraction of Iranian claims to Bahrain, and initial Arab 

outrage seemed to subside into acceptance of a fait accompli. The Iraqi 

threat to Kuwait in March 1973 and a nearly simultaneous upsurge of tension 

between Saudi Arabia and South Yemen were managed without any need for direct 

U.S. intervention. Both of the two pillars of U.S. policy, Iran and Saudi 

Arabia, appeared stable and increasingly self-confident. In its role as pro

tecting power, Iran was providing troops to assist the new sultan of Oman to 

put down the externally-assisted rebellion in Dhofar Province. 

Despite the growing importation of oil, the balance of trade between the 

United States and the Persian Gulf states strongly favored the United States 

and was expected to stay that way as the oil proaucers sought Western technol

ogy and products with their increasing oil revenues. The U;S. Middle East 

Force--an auxiliary cammand ship and two destroyers--seemed securely estab

lished after successful negotiation of a lease with the government of Bahrain, 

replacing the original British host arrangement. 

This tranquillity was broken by the events resulting from the Arab

Israel war of 1973. The oil e~bargo by Arab states against the United States 

and certain other countries supporting Israel demonstrated that business and 

politics in the Persian Gulf could not safely be separated from each other. 

The resulting panic in the world markets, including massive disruption in U.S. 

domestic· drstribution systems, created. the impression that the United States 

was much more vulnerable than had been previously supposed. ·The threat of 

possible naval actions against shipping destined for Israel drew attention to 

the vulnerability of oil shipping tanes through the gulf and the Indian Ocean. 
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The government of Bahrain demanded that U.S. forces terminate' their use of 

facilities there.• 

The United Stat.es sent a carrier task force into the Arabian Sea in 

October as part of a global alert of U.S! forces during the war, and main-

tained a greatly increased naval presence for six months thereafter. Secre-

tary of Defense James Schlesinger subsequently announced that the United 

States would conduct more frequent and more regular naval deployments to the 

region, and he requested emergency upgrading of the facility at Diego Garcia. 

The Soviet Union doubled its warship presence in response to U.S. naval 

deployments and began development of a major military airfield and missile 

handling facility at Berbera in Somalia, raising U.S. fears of the imminent 

introduction of Soviet long-range surveillance and strike aircraft into.the 

region. 

The debate between the administration and the Congress over expansion of 

Diego Garcia was acrimonious and prolonged. In March 1975, President Ford . 

declared, at congressional insistence, that construction of Diego Garcia.was 

"essential to the national interest of the United States." This was the first 

high-level policy stat~.m~nt to assert that essent.ial U.S. in~erests were at 

stake in the Persian Gulf and .Indian Ocean regions·. Also at congressional 

insistence, the Ford administration examine·d th·e possibility of naval arni's · 

limi.tations' talks with the·USSR, concluding_ that such taJks were no.t war-

ranted. In 1976 work began to equip Diego Garcia with a 12,000-foot runway 

and replenishment facilities to support a carrier task force for 60 days. 

6 A new .. lease., at substantially- increased cost, was negotia.ted with the 
G,o.v.er n·m E!:ri,t:··:of.i' B•a h r··a i'n· l n 1'975. 
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the Carter administration continued the poli·cles of its predecessors 

with respect to force deployments, but unlike President Ford, Carter chose to 

pursue the .possibility of naval arms limitatio~s talks with the USSR. A. 

framework for such talks had been developed in 1976 in response to congres-

sional prodding, and formal talks began in Moscow in June 1977, followed by 

sessions·in Washington and Bern, Switzerland. 

Some progress was made on technical issues, but the key dilemma that 

emerged from the discussions was the inability of an essentially naval agree-

ment to deal with the more basic issues of regional intervention. This prob-

lem wn dramatized by the Soviet and Cuban intervention in favor of the Marx-

ist regime in Ethiopia; The talks broke down· in early 1978 and remained mori-

bund until the coup de grace· was delivered•-as it was to·other·arins-control 

initiatives--by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979, More-

over, the Soviets lost their key bargaining chip--the sizable air base.that 

they had been·building·in Somalia--when they sided with Ethiopia against 

Somalia. 

Altnough the discussions with the Soviets about naval arms limitations 

produced· no agreement, they. did provide a useful opportunity for the ·two sides 

to discuss in iome detail therr military activities and objectives i~ th~ · 

region. Thus, it became clear to the U.S. ·negotiators tliat one of the key 
. . 

Soviet interests in t~e=~~gton was to defend against anticipated deployments 

of U.S. ballistic missile submarines pointed at the USSR across its southern 

underbelly;· The Soviet side, ·in turn, was able to coriclude'from 'these talks"· 

that such u .. s. ballisti-c missile deployments were unHkel·y due fo·tec~nol·ogi-

cal developments. In retrospect, it is also apparent that these talks took 

place at the very time that a debate about the use of naval forces for power 

projection in-distant aieas had begun· inside the Sovi·et Union. That debate· 
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resulted in the downplaying of such a.mission for the Soviet Navy in the 

Mediterranean Sea and Indian Ocean. 7 

Perhaps. f~r all of these reasons, the Soviet naval presence in the 

northwest quadrant of the Indian Ocean has remained essentially static from 

the late 1970s .. until the present. The Soviets have not surged forces into. the 

area in response to repeated large U.S. naval deployments to the Arab1an Se~, 

nor even duri.ng_ the invasion of Afghanistan. Contrary to t.he fears of the 

mid-1970s, it now appears that the USSR does not regard the Persian Gulf 

region as an arena of naval rivalry with the United States. 

QU_ 

Oil in commercial quantity was first discovered in the Middle East by an 

Australian, William D'Arcy, in 1908· at Masjid-i-Suleiman at the head of the 

Persian Gulf in Iran. The first shipload of oil from that field left Abadan 

and passed through the Strait of Harmuz in 1912. Mast of the other major oil 

fields in Iraq, the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia and the Arab principali-

ties of the Gulf were located and developed by Earopean and U.S. companies 

beginning in the 1930s. However, the importance of Persian Gulf oil in inter-

national politics did not emerge until after World War I!. 

Initia~ly, the vast all reserves of the .Pers~an Gulf were viewed as 

important,primarily for commercial and financial reasons. The exploration for 

oil, as well as its extraction, refini-ng, shipment and marketing were under 

the control. of a small number of giant oil companies--the so-called Seven 

Sisters--which held concessionary rights;. and· it was often difficult td dls

ti~guish between U.S. interests in Saudi Arabia, for example, and the 

interests of th~ Arabian-American Oil Company (ARAMCOl. 

7 For a useful discussion of this debate and its outcome, see Fr.ncis 
Fukuyama,. :•so.viet·· Civil-Military Re.la.tions•.and·. tl:re><Pow.er:· Projection Mission," 
Ran·d; Rep·ort .. R-"3504~AF, A·pr i L 1.987. ... 
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The' enormous prcf1ts generated by the et! companies were crucial to the 

financial health of a number of governments, .and some of the most dramatic 

political developments in the region were directly related to these lucrative 

operations. Thus, the U,S, covert action in 1953 1 which overthrew Premier 

Mohammed Mossadegh and restored the shah tc the throne, was ins.pired by the 

British after Mcssadegh had nationalized the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. 

Although the 'ccunterccup' was justified within the U.S. government as pre-

venting a possible Soviet takeover of Iran, it was not entirely incidental 

that the action resulted in a new operating consortium in which U.S. companies 

acquired a 40% interest. 

The Organization cf· Oil Exporting Countries IOPECl was ·originallV fc~mea 

in 1960 tc protect producing countries from price fluctuations established 'by 

the ell companies.- In the earry 1970s, when the industrialized world was 

becoming increasingly dependent on oil as an energy source, OPEC was instru-

mental in a~serting the rights of producer countries to greater partrcip~tidn · 

in the operation of the industry. It was extremely successful. Over the ~ast 

15 years, the Gulf states have assumed primary decisicnmaking pdwer ever oil,· 

and the role of the companies has increasingly beccm~ that of a servic~·indus-

try. The equity interest of the fnternaticnal ell companies in Middle East 

crude oil production, which nearly equall'ed that of the host government's a't 

the beginning cf. the 1970s, had declined to approximately 5X by 1980. 

'Thi's fundam·ental shift reflected the new real-Ities' of the 'world oil 
,, 

ma.r-

ket. From-the ·end of World War 11· until· the mid-1960s, the United·States·was 

the largest oil producer in the world and was therefore able to exercise domi-

nant influence on the international oil market. However, U.S. production 

peaked in the early 1970s and then began to decline, while .gulf production 

'.~.· .. 
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soared. By 1979 Saudi production substantially e•~eeded total U.S, produc-

tion, and the gulf region was producing nearly three times as much oil as the 

United States. 

As worldwide demand for oil increased, the gulf states, with their mas-

sive oil reserves, were in a position to assert greater independent leverage 

over pricing and production. Thirnew power was vigorously demonstrated in 

the wake. of the. O,cto,ber 1973 Ara,b-}sr:ael war when the gulf states ordered pro-

duction cutbacks and imposed a partial oil boycott. This disruption of nor-

mal supply patterns and the resulting. fears of a global oil shortage permitted 

OPEC to quadruple the price of oil, from the .$2-3 range to nearly $12 a 

barrel. Further upward pressure was created by the disruptions of the Iranian 

·revolution in 1978-79, and OPEC followed the spot market to establish a price 

of abo~t $32 a barrel by mid-1980. 

\Thus, in on~ tumultuous decade the entire production and pricing system 

of int,ernat.ional oil was transformed, as was the perception of U.S. and west.-

ern interests in the Persian Gulf. The cartel of western oil compani.es was 

broken and replaced by a producers' organization able to exploit upward pres-

sures to the benefit of its members. The role of the United States as key 

prod.ucer an.d oi 1 e.xpor.ter wa.s supplanted by the gu1f sta~es in general and 

Saudi Arabia iri particul~r. The strategic dependency of the industrialized 

states on the oi I of the Persian Gulf became manifestly apparent. And tne 

ear!i.e.r· perception o.f oi I as a matter of: primarily commercial int.erest was 

replaced by a· p.erception of. oil as a strategic, political concern. 

The United States responded to this series ~f reversals and shattering 

change by ~olitical and strat,gic improvisation. After the oil shock of 1973-., . 

74, Secretar-y, of Defense Jame.s Schlesinger p:ointedl'y n·oted.th·at• th~·United. 
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States possessed the necessary military capability to respond if the oil 

weapon was used to cripple the industrialized world. In November 1974 1 the 

carrier usq__i;;QD.?_t~JJ~.tU!rt broke off from routine exercises in the Arabian Sea 

and conducted air operations during a 36-hour circumnavigation of the Persian 

Gulf~-the only time a U.S. carrier has ever entered the constricted waters of 

the gulf. This was followed t.he next month by a lu .. s.i.DJ;>.!O.s .. _.!i_e_!!.K interview with 

Secretary of State Kissinger in which he declared that, in the event of actual 

•strangulation" of western economies, the United States could not exclude the 

use of force. There was talk in the media of a U.S. invasion of the gulf,• 

and the United States raised its level of naval presence in the region, send-

ing alternating deployments of carrier and surface ship task forces to the 

region every-four months, If·the object of these maneuvers was to g•t the 

undivided attention of the gulf rulers, they certainly succeeded • 

. · Kissinger's brilUant negotiation of Israeli disengagement from the 

Sinai i~ 1974-75 led Anwar Sadat to surprise everyone by abrogating Egypt's 

treaty with the Soviet Union and moving closer to the United States.· This 

event, p.lus the reopening of the Suez Canal in 1975, helped create an 'anchor 

to windward' for U.S. Arab policy and greatly increased U.S. capability to 

insert forces into the region on short notice. The political process of rec-

onciliation with ~gypt was intensified and extended by President Carter, whose 

extraordinari personal diplomacy culminated in the 1978 Camp David A~cords 

and, in 1979, the first peace treaty between an Arab state and Israel. 

The Sultan of Oman visited Washington in. 1975 and-· agreed to· permit U.S. 

reconnaissance aircraft to operate from Masirah Island off. the· Omani·coast· in 

return for U.S. sale of TOW missiles and other military equipment to Oman. 

• See, for example, Robert Tucker, 'Oil: The Issue of American Intervention," 
C<l.m.m_ElD..t.;ry, March 1975 and subsequent rejoinders. 

. _-._. 
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Access to limited military support facilities near the mouth of the Persian 

Gulf meant that U.S. air surveillance could be sustained on a more regular 

basis. than was possible when operating from Diego Garcla, some 2500 miles 

away. The United .States also increased Its sales of arms to Saudi Arabia and 

other gulf states, over strenuous obJections from Israel, to enhance Its 

political ties and to sop up some· of the excess oi-l profits piling up l.n the 

oil states. 

ThLlL!!tlLo.D_R_e..Y o lJJ t i oJl 

At the same time the United States was gaining a new partner in Egypt, 

it was losing one in Iran, The sudden and total collapse of the shah's regime 

in Iran at the end of 1978 effectively demolished a decade of U.S. strategy In 

the Persian Gulf region. Without !ran, the Nlxon Doctrine was Invalidated, 

and the United States was left strategically naked, with no safety net. 

This sense-of imminent concern was •agnlfled In February 1979 by reports 

of an Incipient invasion of North Yemen by its avowedly Marxist nelghbor to 

the south. This event, coming in the wake of the Marxist coup In Afghanistan 

In April 1978, the conclusion of the Ethioplan-Sovlet treaty In November 1978, 

th~ fall of the shah and the assassination of U.S. Ambassador Adolph Dub• In 

Kab.ul In February 1979, created the lmpressipp that th.e United States had lost 

all.capacity to influence regional ev~nts. That imp~ession was strengthened 

when Turkey and Pakistin followed Iran In withd~awing from the Central Treaty 

Organbatlon In March. 

THe U. s·. government responded to the Yemen er i si; with a series· of mea

sures intended to re~ssure American friends In the region and to demonstrate 

u.s. resolve. A carrier task force was dispatched to the Arabian Sea, estab

lishing a new baseline of constant u.s. military presence for years to come. 

An emergenq package.of. military aid was rushed to .. Y:emen, and AWACS,e.arJ.y 
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warning aircraft were deployed to Saudi Arabia for Joint training and to bel-

star Saudi air defenses. 

Over the remainder of 1979, the United States undertook a systematic 

effort to develop a new "strategic framewor~' ·far the Persia~ Gulf. By the 

end of 1979, the outlines of a strategy hid been sketched in, including ini-

tial ·identification of U.S. forces for a rapid deployment force, operational 

planning for an increased U.S. military presence, including the permanent 

presence of a carrier in or near the Arabian Sea, and preliminary discussions 

with Oman, Kenya and Somalia about possible use of facilities. 

Nevertheless, when the U.S. embassy in Tehran was attacked in November, 

a high level review of U.S. military capabilities drew the sobering conclusion 

that u·.s.··ability to p'roject "military power' in the region-~b'eyond a show of 

force--was extremely limited. ln late November, when there were serious fears 

that the U.S. hostages were in danger of b~ing killed, a second aircraft car-

rier was sent to the area •nd two addition~! destroyers were assigned td the 

Middle East Force. Thus, when the next great drama of the re.gion occur.red, 

the United· States alrea"dy had substantial military forces on the scene. 

" 

The Sovi~t invasion of Afghanistan just before Chri.stmas in 1979 can be 

explained variously in terms of Soviet interests, perceptions or strategy, On 

the O.S.-side, h~w~v~~. the· result .was r~ther simple. The invasion aroused 

latent fears of Soviet expansionism that are never very far beneath the sur-

'on-this-occasion, as in the past, analysts and pundits·recalled··· 

Molotov's draft amendment to the pact proposed by German Foreign Minister 

Ribbentropp in 1940 indicating that the canter of Soviets aspirations was 'the 

area south of ~atum and Bak~ in the general directiori of the Persian Gulf.' 

:----· 
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Similarly, it was remembered that Article VI of the Irano-Soviet Treaty of 

1921 sanctioned Soviet intervention in Iran in the event of hostile forces 

operating there;• These two dbcuments are often cited as evidence tha~ the 

Soviet Union continues to pursue a drive for warm water ports that dates back 

to the days of the czars, 

This image of a Soviet drive to the P~rsian Gulf and Indian Ocean domi

nated analysis in both the me.dia and among government of{icials. The geogra-

phy of Afghanistan was examined, not so much to disco~er how difficult it 

might be for the USSR to extend its sway in such a hostile terrain, but rather 

to demonstrate that air bases constructed in southern and western Afghanistan 

could extend Soviet. air power to the Persian Gulf and Arabian Sea, In short, 

the Soviet invasion was widely perceived not as a political gambit to preserve 

a Soviet position in Afghanistan but as an initial step toward more lucrative 

targets at a time when U.S. power and influence were severely impaired. 

The practical effect of the Soviet invasion was to terminate the efforts 

of the Carter administration to seek mutual accommodation with the Soviet 

Union, including support for the SALT II treaty. It undercut the consistent 

efforts of Secret~ry of State Vance to pursue a low-key negotiating approach 

with the USS~ and persuaded .President Cart~r to re"ly,more heavily on the 

advice of his hawkish advisers, partic'ularly Zbigniew Brzezinski. 

This poUcy shift was arti·culated by. Carter in his State of the Union 

address of January 23, 1.980, where he stated that "Any attempt by any outside 

force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be r~garded as an 

• This article, which ~as originally aimed at Rus•ian counterrevolutionary 
forcesi was invoked by the USdR in its occupation of fran at the beginning of 
World:.Wu !I.. Although Iran has repeatedly declared this article ·void, the 
So,v·Le;t:, Uhion· h··a·s..tn·ever renounced it; 
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assault on the vital interests of the United States of America, and such an 

assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.• 

This declaration, which quickly came to be known as the Carter Doctrine, bore 

a remarkable resemblance to the classic statement of British policy by Lord 

Lansdowne in 1903 1 when he said the United Kingdom would 'regard the estab-

lishment of a naval base, or of a fortified port, in the Persian Gulf by any 

other power as a very grave menace to British interests,• an act that would be 

resisted 'with· all the means at our disposal.''" Th~ statement clearly estab-

lished the United States as the protector power of the region and effectively 

completed the transfer of policy responsibility in the Persian Gulf from the 

British to the Americans. 

"When Carter made this statement, it reflected U.S. intenti~ns ~ather 

than capabilities. ·Despite the planning that had been co~ducted o~er the pre

vious year,·the United States was poorly equipped to respond to a major· Soviet· 

military challenge in the Persian Gulf region. Over·the following year, a 

number of additional steps were taken, including the formal establishment of a 

rapid deployment joint task force <RDJTFI, deployment of seven prepositioning 

ships to Diego Garcia, req~ests to Congress to purchase eight fast roll-on, 

' 
roll-off ships that·could reach the Suez Canal from the U.S. east coast in 11 

to 12 days, exercise deployment of some RDJTF forces to Egypt and other coun-

tries in the area, and positioning tactical air forces and combat li~t for 

rapid deployment to the area. Access agreements were signed with Oman, Kenya 

and ·somalia, and "talks were· initiated with Pakistan on countering the Soviet 

intervention.· An amphibious ready group with 1800 Marines was 'sent to tnei 

• • c i t e d i n J • c • H u r e w i t z , I.h .. e ..... I' .. e.r.~i.An ...... G .. uX.t ll...tte.r ... J..r..a.n.: ... ii ... B .e.Y.P.!..uJ .. L9.n., · F o r e i g n. 
Policy Association Headline Series 244, April 1979, p. 22. 
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Arabian Sea, and AWACS· aircraft were deployed to Saudi Arabia to enhance air 

defenses in the gulf after the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war. 

Despite these efforts, by the time the Reagan administration arrived in 

Washington in January 1181, it would have been accurate to say that the U.S. 

security structure in the Persian Gulf region was more symbol than reality--at 

lea~t as measured in pur•ly military capacity.'' Nevertheless, it was equally 

apparent that the developments of 1980 mark•d a maJor threshold in the evolu-

tion of U.S. strategy and a new conviction that this region represented a 

major strategic zone of U.S. vital interests, demanding both sustained atten-

tion at the highest levels of U.S. policymaking and direct u.s. engagement in 

support of specifically U.S. interests. That was without precedent. 

The_ Reagan administration adopted the Carter Doctrine and over the fol-

!owing seven years succeeded in putting more substantial military power and 

organization behind its words. The RDJTF was reorganized in 1983 as a unified 

command known as the Central Command, based at MacDill Alr Force 8ase In 

Tampa, Florida, with earmarked forces totalling some 230,000 military person-

nel from th~ four services. Its basic mission reflected the two themes that 

had wound through U.S •. regional po_licy from the very beginning: "to assure 

continued access to· Persian Gulf ol·l and to prevent the Soviets' from acquiring 

political-mUilary control di"rectly or t-hro·ugh proxies." 

Its area of responsibility includes East Africa from Egypt to Kenya, the 

eastern Arab states excluding those on the eastern Mediterranean., as .far east· 

as Pakistan. This area, which has always been the 'back yard" of U.S. mill-. 

'' Former Secretiry of Defense James Schlesinger drew attention to this fact 
in an article questioning wheth~r the RDJTF was rapid, deployable, or even a 
force. See' 'Rap\d (?) Deployment(?) Force;(?),' W.!!slLLO.R~J<n,J'p.>J, September 24, 
1.980. 
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tary commands in the Pacific and Europe, with forces "loaned' from an~ report

ing to their individual headquarters, has now been consolidated urider a single 

operational commander with a single chain of command. Military-to-military 

relationships have been established with. many of the countries in the region, 

and coordination and some prepositioning of material have proceeded 

discreetly, 

From the beginning of the RDJTF during the Carter administration, it his 

been recognized that military force might be able to deter or contain ·a Soviet 

thrust southward, but it was less able to deal with the political turmoil and 

instability of the regional states. That fact remains true. Given a reason

able amount of warning, CENTCOM today coul~ probably prevent the USSR fr~m 

taking the Iranian oil fields in the southern part of the count~y, thou~h it 

would probably have to cede the northern ~art of the country fo a determined 

Soviet adv.an.ce. -The forces available to CENTCOM are also valuable instruments 

for the United States i·n pursuing its diplomat!~ objectives in the area. They 

will not, however·,· prevent the Sovi'ets from making their own diplomatic intru

sions into the guH ,. nor will they provide in themselves any guarantee against 

internal political dissent or instabilit~ ~!thin the gulf state~. 

Th·at fact is' critical, since the· real problem for the United States' and 

other powers with Interests in the region has always been more p'o.litical than 

military. The So.viet Union has more than four divisions in .Afghanistan and 

another 28 divisions ranged along the Soviet southern frontier that could be 

used· in a·military·oifensive~ ·However, despite the f~ars g~nerat~d by lh~ 

invasion of-Afghanistan, there is little·credible evidence·that·the USSR-Is 

. planning any further Intervention to the south, at least in the near ·term. On 

the contrary, the Soviets have been 'bloodied in Afghanistan and seem to be 
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more interested in disentangling themselves from a costly and untenable situa

tion than in pressing further. toward the Persian Gulf o~ the Indian Ocean. 

R e.9J..cn~l_?_gJJJLcLA!LdJi.....i,_t!l.teJ::e_H?. 

Despite the shadow of Soviet military power just north of Iran and 

Turkey, all of the recent threats to oil supplies and to regional stability 

have come not from the USSR but from indigenous political developments within 

the reg)on. The most (angerous of these threats has.been the Iran-Iraq wa~, 

which Iraq launched with a massive invasion in September 1980. Iran drove 

Iraqi troops back to the frontier by 1982 and then attempted to push across 

the border. Although Iran succeeded in taking the Fao Peninsula in 1986, the 

war has been essentially a stalemate for nearly six years. 

At the beginning of the war, the United States asserted its neutrality, 

though it tended to tilt toward Iraq. In 1985-86, in an abortive effort to 

free the U.S. hostages in Lebanon, the Unit.ed States and Israel undertook a 

series of secret contacts and substantial arms transfers to Iran which effec

tively shifted U.S. policy--at least at the covert !~vel--toward Iran. When 

the revelation of these arrangements created consternation and threatened U.S. 

relations with the friendly oil-producing states of the gulf, the United 

States reversed field sharply and. adopted a pro-Iraqi position. 

Th!Llo.nk.§L.~At: 

During much of the war, the United Stftes and many other powers to~k a 

h<andsooU' posture., on the grounds that they could have littl.e-eHect~on the 

outcome~.of the conflict and since it w.as having relatively little impact on·· 

oir supplies. That began to change in 1985-86 when Iran began to retaliate 

for Iraqi air attacks against its shipping in the gulf by using mines· and 

small armed boats against neutral shipping enroute. to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. 
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In late 1986, Kuwait asked both the United States and the Soviet Union 

to pla"e Kuwaiti tankers under their flag and provide prote,tion. The Soviet 

Union agreed to reflag 3 Kuwaiti tankers, and the United States qui,kly fol-

!owed suit by reflagging eleven. The United States moved a substantial number 

of naval ships into or near the gulf and tegan es,orting tanker "envoys to and 

from Kuwait. Iran's indis,riminate use of mines led other NATO navies 

!France, Great Britain, Italy, Belgium and the Netherlands) to send minesweep-· 

ers and other escort ships to the gulf to protect international shipping. By 

the end of 1987 the convoy operation appeared to have settled into a nervous 

routine, and the United States was considering some reductions in its naval 

forces. 

'If the Iran-Iraq war does not come to an end officially in 1988, it 

will at least be practically over.' This judgment, so contrary to the pre-

vailing· image of the war as a conflict witho~t end, was expressed"not by an 

arm,hair observer from afar but by Crown Prince Abdallah of Saudi Arabia, who 

had just completed a round of consultations about the war in the major Arab 

capitals followed by a summit meeting of Arab Gulf states. 12 His view is 

still very much a minority perspective, but there is g~owing evidence that 

this seemingly interminable war may be winding down at last. 

One year ·ago, Iran was.engag~d in· a-massive offensive; 'Karbala V, 1 

designed to break through the formidable Iraqi defenses around the southern 

city·of Basra. That offensive, which had been i~ prlparation· for an eritire 

year, was arguably the best-prepared, best-armed and most skillfully condu,ted 

·operation in the long history of this brutal "onflict. In the preceding year, 

' ... 

12 Interview with the AUil . .Llmg_s, "ited in Foreign Broadcast Information 
Service, Q~HL.Be.P9r1L .. ll.e.aL~•~-L.an.d ... § . .RIJ.t.b ... A%j_a, January 11, 1988. 

. :~ · .. ) .. 
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!ran had succeeded in acquiring new arms and spare, parts from the United 

States and Israel as a result of the !ran-contra affair, in addition to mill-

tary supplies from China and a number of' ether sources. The Iranian_ military, 

after mere than sJM years of battle, had achieved ~ new level of competence 

and professionalism, and Iran's political leadership was prepared to commit 

the full resources of the country in the pursuit of a decisive victory that 

would topple the hate_d regime of Presi,dent S_addall! Hussein in Iraq. 

It failed. Iraqi defensive _lines held firm against the cnslaugh:. Iraq 

new celebrates its successful resistance~~ the 'Great Day' of battle, while 

Iran was forced to reconsider its entire military strategy. The Iranian lead-

ership had to ask themselves whether one more offe~sive was likely to- succeed 

where this supreme effort had failed. 

!n the end, Iran chose quietly to adopt a new approach. In June 1987 

Mohsen Rezaie, the military commander of Iran's Revolutionary Guards, 

announced in a little-noticed interview that Iran's military plans for the 

coming year would involve net a massive single offensive as in the past but a 

'series of limited operations and a series of bigger ones •••• We have plans to 

organize, train and arm popular forces inside Iraq,, •• This is the new 

This new strategy, which was subsequently espoused by all key-Iranian 

leade-rs, had two pract'ical consequen-ces·. First, Iran began to arm and traln 

Kurdis_h force_s fer sustained guerrilla cper,a,ticns with Revolutionary Guards in 

northern Iraq, Second, Iran failed to put in place the infrastructure and-

meticulous planning required for a major new offensive against Basra in_the 

win.ter of 1987-88, 

"'Interview- with K.e_,Y_h.,o!JL news-p•aper, June- 2.9,_ 1987, ci-te-d Lmi-Fore,i:gn Broadcas-t 
ln•f or·mat ion S'erv ice, 'Di'JI_y::~Re_PJ!t1L.Ne,aTi,_~aJit:~.aJ1iJ ___ S_!J.\!J_h;)f\s:!:ai, -· J.wLy 71- 1·9 87. ,, 
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The new strategy had implications tor Iran's diplomatic strategy as 

well. On July 20, 1987, the United Nations Security Council unanimously voted 

a binding resolution calling tor an end to the war. It was an open secret in 

the UN that this resolution was intended to lend support to Iraq and to punish 

Iran. The first paragraph ot Resolution 598 demands an immediate cease-fire 

and withdrawal ot forces prior to negotiation ot ~utstanding issues between 

the warring parties. Since Iran was the only party holding substantial terri-

tory outside its own borders--the Fao Peninsula that had been taken in Febru-

ary 1986--this meant that Iran was expected to relinquish its major bargaining 

lever betore negotiations started. It was' theretore anticipated that Iran 

would reject the resolution, thereby triggering a second resolution to'impose 

an embargo. 

To the surprise ot many, Iran did not reject the resolution. Instead, 

Iran fixed on-paragraph six of the resolution which provided for an !~partial 

commission to determine who started the war. It such a commission were estab-

lish.ed, Iranian offidals told UN Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar, 

they would 'be prepared to observe an informal cease-fire while the panel con-

ducted its investigation. 14 Iran and most other observers believe that Iraq 

initiated the war in September 1980 with its massive invasion into the Iranian 

province of Khuzestan, though I~aq insists the attac~ was provoked. 

Iran has chated at the initial failure of the Security Council to iden-

tity Iraq as the aggressor in 1980 and its failure to call tor the withdrawal 

of Iraqi ·forces, The commission would, in Iranian eyes, rectify this situa-

tion and lay the. basis-tor Iranian claims tor war reparations.· ·Iraq; needless 

14 The contidential 'Statement by the Secretary-General on his Mission to Iran 
and Iraq at Security Council Consultations on 16 September 1987' was published 
in tu!! by the Kuwait News Agency on September 19, 1987. See Foreign Broad
cast Information ·Service, DaU_y_8eP.orJ:L.Neo.L.~.a!it ... !!.D.d .. SPu.th .... B..si.a., September 
19, 1987. 
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to say, has stiffly resi~ted Iran's diplomatic efforts, insisting that Resolu-

tion 598 must be implemented strictly in the order of the paragraphs as origi-

nally written, 

This negotiating process came to an abrupt halt in late 1987, with a 

measured exchange of military blows between the United States and Iran in the 

Gulf. The escalatory cycle be~an on September 21 with- the U.S. attack on an 

Iranian minelaying ship and ende.d essentially in a draw with the Iranian 

missile attack on an oil-loading platform in Kuwaiti waters on October 22. 

During that period, Iran hardened its negotiating position and hastily 

announced a mobilization of popular forces for a possible new winter 

offensive. 

By the end of December, tempers had cooled. Iran, perhaps realizing 

that an unprepared offensive would be futile, let it be known that it was pre-

~ared to call off its attack, and talks began with the Arab states of the 

Gulf. It now appears that this will be the first winter in the entire history 

of the war in which there will be no large military offensive on either side. 

In fact, the ground war over the past year has been confined to occa-

sional skirmishes of little strategic significance. Iran is devoting most of 

its attention to small scale guerrilla operations in Kurdish .areas o.f north_ern 

I~aq; while Iraq concentrates on missile attacks against Iranian oiL shipping. 

lt would be only a ~light exaggeration-to say that a fitful and·t~~it cease-

firec h"as emerged along the mai·n war fronts while the princip_al focus of>O the 

fighting has moved to the. shipping lanes of the Persian Gulf. 

This brief analysis suggests that Crown Prince Abdallah's comments_about 

a practical ·end to the war in 1988 may be more than wishful thinking. The 

Iran-Iraq war, at least for the time being, appears to have. settled into a ,, : 

jo•ckeying match by-dhe two warring parties about the order in which the terms 
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of Resolution 598 are to be implemented. That would not seem to be an insu

perable problem for creative international diplomacy. The Secretary General 

has already tabled--and the Security Council has endorsed--a nine-point plan 

that could provide the basis for a compromise. At a minimum, the prospects 

for fruitful negotiations w6uld appear sufficiently promising to justify a new 

visit to the region, either by UNSG Perez de Cuellar or by a special represen

tat~ve that he could appoint, just as he has done with the Afghanistan talks. 

S-9ID.L0.b.?.?Lv_aUo.~_s. 

One of the most startling lessons to be drawn from the turbulence of the 

past two decades in the gulf has been the relative stability of the oil trade 

even in the face of massive political and military disturbances. It is wofth 

recalling that,· in a period of less than ten years, the following events have 

occurred: 

The·shah's regime collapsed and was replaced by a radical, anti

western, theocratic regime, thereby removing the principal pill"ar of U.S. Per

sian Gulf ·policy; 

THe Arab states of the Persian Gulf were threatened by a wave of 

Islamic fundamentalism, including an attempted coup in Bahrain and two major 

attacks·at the holy places in Mecca; 

U.S. diplomatic personnel were taken hostage 'in Tehran ·and held for 

444 days,. including an· abortiv·e attempt by the United States to /es'cue th.em by 

military force; 

The Soviet Union sent more than 100,000 troops info Afghanistan, i'ts · 

fi·rst ·mil·itary :interventi-on ·in the region S·ince World War II; · 

A vicious war broke out between Iran and Iraq, two of the most 

important oil producers in the gulf; 
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The. war eventually spread from the land. to attacks on tanker traffic 

in the gulf, including the widespread use of mines; 

Missile attacks and terrorist bombings were conducted against 

Kuwait; and 

NATO navies sent more than 80 ships to the gulf. 

If anyone had predicted this series. of events in 1978 1 it woul~ have 

been reasonable to expect a dramatic reduction of the flow of oil from the 

gulf, massive disruptions of supply and huge increases in the price of oil. 

In reality, the flow of oil from the gulf has continued at a remarkably steady 

rate, international oil markets managed to deal with the crises with little or 

no serious interruption of supplies, by the end of 1987 there was a glut of 

oil in world markets, and oil prices, after a sharp increase, returned to a 

point not far above where they began ten years ago. It must be added that 

this benign interpretation of events is more apparent in retrospect than it 

was at the time. The psychological reactions to these events produced sharp 

swings in prices and raised fears of an oil shortage that translated into long 

gas lines in the United States. Nevertheless, with benefit of hindsight, we 

have learned that the structure of oil production and marketing in the gulf is 

considerably more robust than previously suppose.d. 

The Soviet Union, which might have been expected to benefit from these 

troubling events, has made only marginal progrgss in its politicar relation

ships; with t·he,,gulf states; On the,.miHtary side, it's. inte•rv.ention in 

Afghanistan is-increasingly regarded--by the Soviets and others--as a failure, 

and the trend today appears to be tow~rd disengagement rather than further 

adventures. 

None of this is cause for complacency. Quite the contrary. The world 

has. di.scovered just how unpredictable and dangerous- eveirt·s i.n that: part of the 
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world can be. Bu't as we acknowledge the dangers, we would also be wise to 

bear in mind the fact that the political and economic structures of the gulf 

have proven themselves to be unexpectedly sturdy. 

One unexpected product of the Iran-Iraq war was the creation of the Gulf 

Cooperation Council in 1981, establishing a forum for the six Arab gulf states 

to coordinate their political, economic and security policies. In its first 

seven years of existence, the GCC has emerged as an important mechanism to 

promote stability and cooperation among the gulf states. 

On the oil front, the war has encouraged accelerated construction of a 

series of oil pipel1nes from the gulf to the Mediterranean and Red Sea, By 

the end of 1987, these lines were capable of transporting half of the approxi-

mataly 9 million barrels per day of oil produced in the Persian Gulf. By the 

end of 19~9, pipeline cipacity is expected to increase to nearly two-thirds of 

current Gulf production.•~ This development has substantially reduced the 

dangers of a closure of the Strait of Hormuz by providing alternative outlets, 

In terms of great power interests, the events of the past decade have 

altered perceptions, expectations and policy implementation. To the extent 

that great power presence provided some timely reassurance to beleiguered,· 

friendly governments in the gulf, it probably contributed to a positive out-

come. But the record of the great powers is so replete with examples of clum-

siness, miscalculation, •hortsightedness and· even perverse defiance of their 

own self-interest that it would be a mistake to attribute to them greater 

importance than th~y deserve. 

'" See, for example, Th§ .... !;c.oO.<:!m.i.st, January 30 1 1988, p. 34. Significantly, 
Iran remains totally dependent on sea transport through the Strait of Hormuz, 
though it is actively~considering construction of a pipeline from Its southern 
oil field to the port of lskenderun in Turkey. 

. .-. 
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In the final analysis, western· interests have, been· and will be protected 

not by fleets and troops but by the congruence of those interests with the 

objectives of the regional states· themselves. The gulf stat~s wish to sell 

their oil and avoid the domination of their powerful neighbor to the north, 

That reality provides the basis o~ a sensible and successful policy and endows 

Lt with a substantial margin for error. 

We have ne.eded that margin in the· past, No doub.t we. will again. 
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I General outline 

The Soviet Union has become fascinating and fashionable 

again. After years of stagnation a new dynamic "young" leader 

•has set about to modernize Soviet socfety and economy by 

"revolutionary means" (in his own words) and to conduct for

eign policy by principles of "new thinking", based on the 

notion of interdependence. - This, very briefly, is the new 

image Secretary General Michail I. Gorbachev was able to 

create in the West. And indeed, as opinion polls, statements, 

and travels of former so-called Western hard-liners to Moscow 

prove, the Western reaction was quick and considerable. 

The popular fascination with "perestrojka", "glasnost", and 

"new thinking", however, should not confuse our own clear 

thinking and proper analysis. Even if we concede efforts 

towards a qualitatively new approach in internal politics (the 

result of which nobody can know today), we still have to ask: 

what does this mean for So vi et foreign policy? New rhet.ori c, 

the use of "Western-made" slogans (such as "interdependence", 

"security partnership" or "common responsibility") is surely 

not enough to prove a new behaviour. On the other hand, what 

have really been the characteristics of the "old'' Soviet 

behaviour in.foreign policy in general and towards a ·region 

like.·the Middle East in particular? 

It is n~t easy to answer all these questions comprShensive

ly in one paper. Regardless of all new initiatives and activi

ties, it seems to me that there is a basic continuity in 

Soviet policy towards the Middle East for a number of reasons. 

Th.e. Sovi.et Union, borde.ri ng three M.~ ddl.e East.ern c:o.u•nt:rie's and 

the Black Sea, has always understood itself as a power with 
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"legitimate rights" in the vast 

straits of Gibraltar to the straits 

area stretching from the 

of Hormus. Whether there 

has ever been a "Russian masterplan" for reaching the "warm 

waters", as the British claimed in the late 19th century and 

some people still continue to argue today, is very question

able. Nevertheless, the geographic proximity is an undisput

able fact, and one which influences the politics of Middle 

Eastern countries as well as of other world powers. 

Ideology, another traditionally important element in Soviet 

policy, has in general not played a similar important role 

either. With the exception of countries such as Iran and 

Afghanistan where communist parties loyal to Moscow have 

exerted a considerable influence during certain times, 

communism in the Arab-Muslim world has never become a true 

source of political power. On the contrary, the Soviet le~der

ship is facing the contradictions {Marxists would call them 

''antagonistic") ·between socialist ideology and Islam within 

its own borders {especially amongst the 50 million inhabitants 

of the three southern republics Tadzhikistan, Turkmenistan, 

and Uzbekistan). 

Because of its specific conditions, explained in chapter 2, 

the Mi4dle East has always attracted foreign powers. From the 

Soviet perspecti~e the presence of the British and later the 

Americans was reason enough to seek access to strategically 

important countries in the region {such as Egypt or South 

Yemen). Moreover, the vast oil resources of the Middle East 

allowed many rul.ers to pay for Soviet-made weapons in cash. 

The desire for hard currency in the form of "petrodollars" has 

therefore been an important fact which explains why Moscow was 

willing to sell such a large amount of weapons to countries 
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such as Libya or Iraq. (In the cases of Syria and Iraq today, 

it was Saudi Arabia and other members of the Gulf Cooperation 

Council which footed the bill.} To be sure, in the 1980's with 

the drastic fall of oil prices and the economic recession in 

the oil-rich countries the Soviet chance to part~cipate in the 

"re-cycling of petrodollars" has been considerably diminished. 

Having mentioned these factors of continuity, I should also 

like to stress the factors of change. Under Gorbachev a new 

flexibflity,~a more skillful use of the resources and options 

available to the Soviet Union h~s been introduced. The follow

ing examples, concerning the Middle East, seem to me the most 

important ones: 

Moscow, stressing the need to solve regional crinflicts, has 

attributed a more prominent ~ale to the United Nations in 

general and to international peace-keepirig in particular. 

(The most convincing indication was of course that·it- has 

actually paid its debts for the UN peace-keeping forces in 

October 1987!} 

The Soviet Union, not only sustaining its contacts with 

close Middle Eastern allies, increased its range of diplo

matic activities considerably and managed to improve rela~ 

t i o n.s h i p s · w i t h sever a 1 i m p or t.a n t c o u nt r i. e s : . d i p 1 o mat i c 

links with Egypt have been re-establjshed; a political 

dialog~e haS be~n cautiously promoted with Israel; links 

with oil-rich Arab Gulf states (Kuwait, United Arab Emir

ates, and Oman} have been established or expanded; more

over, Moscow has tried quite hard to nourish.contacts both 

with Iran and Iraq, aiming, poss.ibly at an "arbiter's role'' 

fn'·th'·eir war. 

Finally, there has been mb~e and more evidence that the 
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Soviet leadership wants to get militarily out of Afghanis

tan. In February 1988 the question remains, under ·which 

conditions and for which price it would have to pay. 

Having summarized these new elements of flexibility and 

initiative, I should like to point out that there is a rather 

new qualitative attitude towards the Third World in general 

and towards the Middle East in particular. Since the early 

1980's the disillusionment with partners in the developing 

world has grown. Former hopes of the 1970's that the increase 

of Soviet power might facilitate the world~wide expansion of 

Socialism have been bitterly disappointed. The support of 

allies such as Cuba, Vietnam, Ethiopia, Angola, South Yemen, 

and others has turned out primarily as a drain of resources. 

This disillusionment is older than· Gorbachev's access to 

power. It can be trac•d already in the writings of prominent 
. . 1 

officials·dealing with the Third World some years earlier. 

Today Moscow is completely aware of the truth ·that by 

"muddling through" the Soviet Union can no longer preserve its 

status as superpower in the next century. Therefore, curbing 

.the "arms race•, getting out of T~ird World confli-cts, and 

promoting a better Soviet image in the world is all desperate

__ ly.needed_to .. enable the consolidation of the Soviet Union's 

basis of power, which is the economic performance at home. 

To be sure, despite all kind of diplomatic activities, the 

Soviet Union·today does not redard the Middle East as·a very 

high priority in comparison with other challenges stemming 

from the United States, Western Europe, China, and ~erhaps 

even Japan. For Moscow the only exceptions are the Middle 
1 See for example Galia Golan, "Mo~cow and Third World natio

nal liberation movements: The Soviet role", in: Journal of 
International Affairs, vol. 40, no. 2, Winter/ Spr1ng 1987, 
pp. 303-323; esp. p. 305 f. 
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Eastern countries bordering the Soviet Union. Putting NATO 

member Turkey aside, these are Iran and Afghanistan which, for 

geopolitical reasons and the traditional Soviet obsession with 

security, continue to be of highest concern. 

II Soviet involvement in the Middle East 

A few observations on the "Middle Eastern game" are 

necessary to demonstrate the basic reasons why the Soviet 

Union, such as the United States, France, and other powers 

were able to gain presence and a certain influence in this 

region. 

Since the slow decline of the Ottoman Empire, the Middle 

East has, remained, cum granQ salis, a "no man's land". No 

single power, be it from in- or outside, managed to gain abso-

1 ute predominance by squeezing out its rivals. In terms of the 

East-West-conflict there has never been any clear demarcation 

of "spheres of influence". Only Turkey and Israel (as well as 

Iran under the Shah's rule) - distinct outsiders in the Arab-

Muslim world - have become close allies of the United States. 

The rest of the region remained what it had been for two or 

three .centuries: an. area for the opportuni.st to gain. presence 

and influence. 

The Soviet Union engaged in Middle Eastern developments as 

a function of its imperial rivalry with Western powers, at the 

same time tending to misunderstand the significance of the 

intra-regional developments, This long-range stra1;egy did. not 

fit well with t'he "rules" of the Middle, East: 2 

2 For a cOmprehensive analysis see L. Carl Brown, Internatio
nal Politics and the Middle East, Princetori 1984. 
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Political actions in this region are short-ranged, quite 

often aiming at a "fait accompli". 

For lack of a longer perspective, "counterpunching" is pre-

ferred. 

Third parties and mediators are preferred to conduct deli

cate political operations. 

The mentality of "zero-sum-game" prevails, confirming 

thereby the status quo. 

Under these conditions politics in the Middle East is a 

seemingly endless competition of different regional powers in 

shifting alliances to decide one or the other of the several 

endemic conflicts: 

the Arab/Palestinian-Israeli confrontation 

religious-ethnic controversies (such as the Lebanese crisis 

or the Kurdish rebellion) 

conflicts over borders and predominance such as the Iran-

Iraq war (which is of course, from Tehran's perspective, 

~lso a revolutionary war). 

These conflicts have always provided the gateway for out

side poweFs. The irony of the "Middle Eastern game", however, 

is that world powers - claiming the arbiter's role and their 
-

----diiire-to-"6ri~g ~eace to the area" - nilly-willy became- and 

to some extent inseparably- involved in that ''game". Thus, 

with time it be6ame difficult to decide whether a respective 

power was exerting influence or was in fact being used by its 

Mid~le Eastern partner. One could give several exampl~s of 

this complicated relationship, such as France and the Lebanese 

Christians, the United States and Israel, or the Soviet Union 

·?nd Egypt. 

Since 1~55, when Egypt's President Gamal Abdul Nasser 
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started dealing with the Soviet Union, there was no lack of 

"invitations" to Moscow to play a role in Middle Eastern 

affairs. Moscow had each time the difficult decision which 

ally would better se~ve .Soviet interests: the Arab neighbours 

of Israel or the Zionist state; Somalia or Ethiopia; Iraq or 

Iran; Syria or the PLO; the PR Yemen or Oman and so on. As 

there were, with only few exceptions, no influential communist 

parties, the ideological factor did not rank high. Under 

Middle Eastern circumstances s6viet policy was more an exer

cise of trial and erro~. as several shifting relationships 

well demonstrate. 

Seen from Moscow's point of view, the significance of the 

Middle East has always been basically twofold: 

1. The immediate neighbours Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan 

enjoyed continued high priority. Already in the early 1920's 

the young Soviet regime, still fighting a civil war, brought 

about ~friendly relations of good neighbourhood" -(as the 

Soviet slogan always has been} by actively supporting Turkish 

and Persian nationalism and developing economic cooperation 

with all three countries. However, this tradition did not 

hinder Josip V. Stalin after WW II to demand considerable 

territorial or economic concession~ from ~is southern. neigh

bours. (The consequence, however, was the first U.S. contain

ment of· Soviet power in the region·, fo-llowing the Truman 

doctrine.} 

2. For a long time the Soviet Union had had only minor con

tacts with the· Arab world. In favouring the United Nations' 

partition.plan of 1947, which preceded the proclamation of 

Ls:ra·e·J, Mo·stow played t·h·e same garile'r.as the_ former cc:rFo-ni al 

powers of "divide et impera'': The particion of Palestine 
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'(which was, as Moscow pointed out,·only the second-best option 

after the establishme~t of ari A~ab-Iiraeli bi-natio~al state 

proved to be impossible) enabled the Soviet Union to block an 

Arab-British alliance and to seek a foothold in the dormant 

Jewish state, of which most leaders had a Russian or East 

European background. However, as Soviet expectations of a 

close relationship with a "socialist Israel" did not material-

ize, Moscow regarded Arab nationalism as the best partner to 

-counter the increasing U.S. presence in the region. 

The basis of the Soviet-Arab "marriage of convenience", 

however, was small and unstable. Whereas Nasser and the 

leaders of Syria and Iraq pressed for Soviet weapons and 

nuclear deterrence to be able to destroy Israel, Moscow tried 

to use the cooperation to weaken Western influence and at the 

same time to expand socialism by nurturing local communist 

parties or other pro-Soviet groups (e.g; in the military 

establishment-of the countries concerned). The expectations of 

both sides failed: Moscow did not enable ·the Ar~6 nationalists 

to destroy the Zionist state, because it still favoured 

·Israel's existence. 

It is worth-while stressing at this point that the Soviet 

-Union'-s---relationship- with Israel has nev·er been a ····no·rmal" 

one. The 2-3 million Jews still living in the Soviet Union 

continue to create a specific connection not only with the 
. 

Jewish state but also with the Jewish population of the United 

States and its influential pressure groups, the so-called 

"Jewish- lobby".- The issue of Jewish emigration is therefore 

not. ·only a delicate internal problem for the Soviet leadership 

but also ·an option, a useful "bargaining chip", primarily for 

influencing American attitudes towards the Soviet Union. (To 
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illustrate this argumen.t, one could easily cite figures and 

demonstrate how Jewish emigration increased whilst Moscow was 

working hard improving relations with Washington!). 

Bey6nd that, Moscow was never ready to risk an overall 

confrontation with Israel's major ally since 1967, the United 

States. This intricately close relationship, one could call it 

a sym~iosis today, co~ld never be matched by the Soviet polit

ical, economic or cultural relations with the Arab world. 

Therefore, one has to speak of a qualitative difference 

between the American-Israeli and the Soviet-Arab relationship. 

It is not by chance that Moscow's relations with Arab leaders 

have become strained in periods of Arab-Israeli confronta

tions. 

On the other hand, Nasser and the other Arab leaders, in 

suppressing local communist groups, made also very clear that 

they sought Soviet weapons and economic aid but no ideology 

which might threaten their own rule. It was therefore obvious 

that the Soviet Union had to face serious setbacks, e.g. in 

Sudan {1971) and Iraq {in the late 1970's), and a humilating 

repulsion from Egypt under Anwar as-Sadat {1972/1976). 

There is a third basic aspect of the Soviet involvement in 

the M.iddle East which has nothing to do with the regional 

problems as such but rather·with the superpowers' relation

ship. As the Soviet leadership sees itself in a historic c6m

petition with "imperialism" and U.S. power, a certain military 

presence of the Soviet Union has always been r~garded as a 

necessity. The dominating American profile in the Mediterran

ean obviously promoted MoscoW to look for partners in the .Arab 

wor.ld, wiliing to grant any military< f·acilitie·s {porn·;. 
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airfields etc.). The Soviet problem was always that its part

ners, having fought W~stern colonialism, jealously guarded 

their sovereignty and were unwilling to leave military facil

ities free of charge. Moscow, too, was not willing to identify 

completely with its regional partner's interests because it 

then risked confronting other countries in the area. Conse

quently, Algeria, Libya, Syria, and Egypt did not provide the 

Soviet military with perm~n~nt bases but with certain privi

leges, always subject to their approval. South Yemen, isolated 

and very much dependent on Soviet aid, may be seen as the only 

exception where Moscow managed to obtain a relatively free 

hand: 

Ill-Soviet Middle Eastern policy under Gorbachev 

The year 1982 may be regarded as a watershed in Middle Eastern 

·affairs for several reasons. In April Israel, fulfilling the 

pea~e·treaty with Egypt, withdrew from the Sinai. Having con

solidated peace with the mightiest Arab country, the govern

ment of Menachem Begin and Ariel Sharon directed its efforts 

to the tore of the Israeii-Palestinian conflict and invaded 

·Lebanon ··in ·order ·to destroy the PLO.· Oespi te heavy 1 osses and 

a final retreat from most parts of Lebanon, Israel succeeded 

in weakening the PLO considerably. 

Although there was a renewed Israeli-Arab military confron

iaiion; no third "oii crisis" occured in the 1980's. On the 

ccintrary: the situation on the oil market, with a surplus of 

oil and declining prices had changed completely, putting a 

stop to the use of this raw material as a ''political weapon". 

Although this situation will not be permanent, the Western 
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governments for the time being saw no necessity for a compre

hensive peace effort: the Western multinational Peacekeeping 

Force was withdrawn from Beirut in 19B4 and, despite several 

declarations (such as P~esident Reagan's of 1 September 1982), 

there was no further serious effort in solving the Palestin.ian 

problem. 

Thirdly, in 1982 Iraq's offensive had lost all momentum and 

Iran was gradually getting an upper hand in the battlefield of 

the "Gulf War". The Arab world· became more preoccupied with 

the thr~at stemming from the Islamic revolution than with any 

other problem. 

Compared to the Middle Eastern crises of the 1960s and 

1970s, the Soviet Union showed a remarkable restraint in all 

these cases. The Israeli-Syrian confrontation was contained 

without direct interference of the superpowers. Only when 

Israel set about to attack the Syrian missiles, recently deli

vered by the Soviet Union, Moscow unmistakably gave a "red 

light", deterring Israel from any major attack against Syrian 

territory., In the intensifying confrontation between the 

United States and Muammar al-Qadhafis Libya, Moscow carefully 

avoided any clash with the Americans. In the Iran-Iraq war 

both superpowers kept away from any direct confrontation and, 

despite some rhetoric, worked effectively along similar lines. 

Of cour~ei ~u~ing all thi~ time, Moscow was trying ~ar~ to 

suppress the Mujahedins' resistance in Afghanistan. and to 

press for a settlement of the crisi~ in and around Afghani

stan, which would serve baiic Soviet interests: a. ''friendly" 

government in Kabul and the hindrance of any influential 

foreign p·ower in· t'h'at., oOun:try·. 

Today , rio ne of t h e s e cri se s h a v e been · sett 1 e d • Ne vert he 1 e s s 
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in the major ones Moscow's diplomats have shown remarkable 

activity during the last three years, demonstrating a hitherto 

unknown flexibility and shrewdness. It remains to be seen 

whether these new overtures a~e more than just a tactical ad

justment to opportunities offered by the dynamics of regional 

and international politics. 3 

1. The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict 4 

Compared with the early 1980's, when Moscow enjoyed close 

relations only with the "radicals" in the Near East, such as 

Syria and the PLO, Soviet diplomacy has achieved some impres

sive gains. Despite certain strains the relationship with 

Jordan has improved, relations with Egypt are approaching 

"normalization", and with Israel they are in a delicate pro-

cess of approximation. 

In the Soviet-Jordanian relationship were some problems 

such as the i~prisonment of Jordanian communist leaders in 
.. 

-spring 1986. Mostow also had some reason for suspicion that 

King Hussein might grasp the "Jordanian option'' offered to him 

by the Reagan administration and Israeli Prime Minister Peres. 

Since the termination of the Arafat-Hussein accord in April 

3 

4 

For a rather cauti~us assessment 
chev's Middle East strategy'', in: 
No. 1, Fall 1987, pp. 41-57. 

see Galia Golan, "Gorba
Forei gn~ Affairs, vol.. 66, 

This term is deliberately ~sed to express the essence of 
this conflict and to indicate that, with the exception of 
Jordan and Syria, the Arab states for the time being do no 
longer play a major role. As the recent Palestini.an revolt 
in the occupi~d territories demonstrat~s. the conflict has 
become more and more the major problem of "fretz Israel". 
The latest events have proven such "pessimists" as Meron 
Benvenisti right who are arguing that the conflict has 
"shrunk" again to the original confrontation between the 
two peoples in Palestine. 
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1986 by the King of Jordan, Moscow was happy to see the Jorda

nians demanding again an international conference under the 

auspices of the five permanent members of the UN Security 

Council, which meant the full participation of the Soviet 

Union in any peace process. Realizing Hussein's problems with 

U.S. Congress, Moscow was ready to deliver some of the weapons 

the Americans had refused. 

The recent improvement in Soviet-Egyptian relations - the 

agreement on the liquidation of Egyptian debts and the Soviet 

readiness to deliver military spare-parts in spring 1987 

fits well in the picture of the new, "business-like" approach. 

Moscow skilfully used Egypt's desillusionment with the United 

States, which wanted to apply stricter terms on its economic 

aid to Cairo, and responded favourably to the Egyptian leader

ship which wanted to demonstrate more flexibility. To be sure, 

in the foreseeable future a dramatic Egyptian "shift in . alli

ances" seems highly improbable. It is only the old "Middle 

Eastern game" that Cairo and Moscow are trying to play at the 

moment. 

Since 1982 the PLO has been severely weakened, first of all 

by Israel's invasion in Lebanon and then by Assad's ~fforts to 

oust chairman Arafat and to bring the who1 e organization und.er 

Syrian control. Moscow obviously did not want to choose sides 

between its two m'ajor partners. However, all effo.rts to bring 

about a "reconciliation" between the two leaders failed, The 

Soviet Union's support of Arafat was not unrestricted, always 

suspecting, a rapprochement between the PLO and the United 

States. As there was no convincing, personal alternafi ve, Mos

c:ciw:·- 1 i ke all t·he ot_he.rs - ha.d· t·o:· d·e·a·l f'urther w.ith: Ara·f..at·. 

Moscow worked hard for a rec~hciliation of the major groups 
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within the PLO - the Fatah, Hawathmeh's "Peoples Democratic 

Front" (PDFLP), and Habash's "Pop~l·i~ Front" (PFLP). This was 

finally achieved during the 18th National Council's meeting in 

Algier (April 1987). Arafat had to pay a price for it, which 

was the formal abrogation of his accord with King Hussein and 

a more privileged role of the small Palestinian Communist 

Party within the PLO. 

It was more than a coincidence that Syria's President Assad 

was paying an official visit to Moscow just at the time when 

the PLO's "reconciliation meeting" took place. Being aware of 

Syria's continuing dependence on Soviet military aid and 

demonstrating a new "openness" also in foreign policy, Secre-

tary General Gorbachev was remarkably blunt in his published 

statements:toward~ the Syrian leader. The Soviet Union, he 
\ 

stressed, was not only favouring a "just peace" between Israel 

and its Arab partners but was also acknowledging Israel's 

"right of peac~ and secured existence". Mofeover, the "lack of 

diplomatic relations'' between the Soviet Union and Israel - he 

stressed -was "not normal". Although he assured Assad that 

the Soviet Union would ~aintai~ Syria's defense capabilities 

on a "proper level", 5 it was obvious from these words and the 

Weapuns (ttU~lly s~nt 16 Sjria, fhaf M6scow did not agree with 

Damascus' determination to achieve "strategic parity" with 

Israel. There were additional issues- luch as Syria's· policy 

in Lebanon, relations with Arafat's PLO, and with Iraq- which 

demonstrated that the Soviet relationship with Syria was not 

.an easy one and not more than a carefully defined alliance of 

purpose. 

5 See Pravda, April 25, 1987. 
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Gorbachev's blunt words about Israel in April 1987 were 

only a confirmation of a visible development since July 1985, 

when the ambassadors of Israel and the Soviet Unio~ had "pri

vately" met in Paris. Since this meeting Soviet and Israeli 

officials - up to the level of the foreign ministers - have 

met on various occasions. Poland and Hungary, serving as "out-

riders", resumed diplomatic relation• with Israel, if only on 

the lowest level, indicating thereby not only their own spe

cific interests, 6' but also a changing attitude in Moscow. 

Given the "special relationship" between Israel and the Soviet 

Union, as described above, the whole process of."de-freezing", 

including new elements in Moscow's emigration policy, was 

definitely one component of the Soviet leadership's efforts to 

bring about a qualitative improvement in Soviet-American rela

tions.7 

The Soviet "pe~ce diplomacy" for the Near East was in this 

respect means and purpose at the same time: a broad dialogue 

with the Americans on nuclear arms, human rights, and regional 

crises could re-vitalize the old option of superpowers' colla

boration. (It is worth-while mentioning in this respect that 

6 

7 

Both leaderships sought for goodwill and relief in their 
precarious economic situation in Washington: Poland to 
terminate the U.S. sanctionsL Hungary to ~olve th~ coun
try's i ndebtedn·ess. 

The skillful use of the "Jewish factor" in influencing.U.S. 
decision-makers may well be one consequence of the new 
personalities, Gorbachev had brought into leading positions 
in Moscow's foreign policy apparatus: Anatolii Dobrynin 
(having $erved for more than.two decades as Soviet ambassa~ 
dor in Washington and since March 1986 working now in the 
international department of the central party_ Secretariat.} 
and A 1 eksandr Yakovl ev (former. Sovi'et: amoass·ad.br~ i m Canada;-.. 
then. difeGtbri of' IME.MO',,.a•.nd- since1 Jan'uary 1987.' fiilT meiirbih''; 
of the most powerful body, the Politbureau, responsib~e for 
propaganda). 
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the UN partition plan of 1947 remains one of those rare exam

ples where Moscow and'Wa~hington ~g~·~d on one of the "Third 

World" problems. Elements of such a cooperation had been 

activated in 1967 (UN SC Res. 242), 1973 (UN SC Res. 338), and 

especially in October 1977, when an American president was 

ready for some time to grant a truly equal role to the Soviet 

Union in a future peace process.) 

In pursuing a dialogue with Syria, Jordan, and the PLO and 

renewing contacts with Egypt and now also with Israel, Moscow 

was obviously working toward a situation in which the project 

of an international conference would also be of interest to an 

American president. The Soviet dialogue with Israel's labour 

leader, Shimon Peres, was clearly no failure. However, as 

Peres wa~ not able to "deliver" his own peace initiative at 

home and his main rival, Itzhak Shamir, doggedly opposed it, 

Moscow had to wait like the others. Frrim the Soviet point of 

view it was logical that it created a linkage between the 

reniwal of diplomatic relations with Israel and the convening 

of the international conference and Israel's readiness to a 
' 

territorial compromise. As far as the real outcome of such a· 

conference is concerned, Soviet spoke~men were remarkably 

vague. 8 

On the diplomatic front, t~e Soviet U~ion looks impressing

ly good today: it is the only major power which has real 

access to the'most important Arab. leaders, in~luding the PLO, 

and~ certain leverage towards Israel. In reality, however, it 

8 In this respect it is important to note that Moscow is not 
solely demanding an independent Palestinian state but is 
also mentioning a Palest1n1an-Jordanian Federation or Con
federation; see for example Alexander Sotow, "Pal~stinas 
Weg", in: Neue Zeit, No. 48, November 1987, pp. 18-21; 21. 
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is still the Jewish state which holds most of the cards. With-

out its readiness to agree to a territorial. compromise with 

the Palestinians and to negotiate with the PLO, nothing will 

happen. Moreover, the recent radicalizat1on in the occupied 

territories, the outburst of a spontaneous "fundamentalistic" 

rebellion (which has created also some problems for the tradi

tional Pale~tinian authorities and spokesmen), has demonstrat-

ed how difficult it. has become to deal with the existing real

ities by diplomatic procedures. In this respect Moscow does 

not look better than all the other powers. 

2. The Lebanese crisis 

In the Lebanese crisis since 1982 Moscow has pursued sever

al aims. First of all, it tried to frustrate the American-led 

peace-keeping operation because, in Soviet eyes, it meant a 

new "imperialistic military foothold" in the Middle East. This 

had to be achieved without directly confronting the Americans. 

Given Syria's staunch resistance against any Western-dominated 

pacification of Lebanon, it was enough for the Soviet Union to 

compensate the Syrians for their military losses against Isra

el and to batk their intransigence. On the other hand, MOscow 

was not willing to leave Syria's president Asad a completely 

free h~nd in Lebanon. After the Western peace-keeping force's 

retre.at, Soviet diplomats displayed some activity in Beirut. 

Yet, this was no easy undertaking, as the kid~apping and kill

ing of Soviet diplomats - obviously by one of the militant 

Islamic groups - demonstrated. 

Lebanon remained a~ unpleasant terraJn for every outside 

po.we.r\ .. F'ac:in·g the e.v<entuality· of''a s:e't:o·nd. "Ts;tani'iC' Rep.ubcl".i c", 

as Shiite groups (Hezbollah and others) claimed, Moscow 
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obviously regarded the Syrian domination as a lesser evil and 

endorsed the advanc~ ~f the Syrian army to Beirut in late 

February 1987. 

3. The Iran-Iraq War 

The growing radicalization of Lebanon's Shiites w~s only one 

indication what ~ight happen in the Middle East if the war 

between Iran and Iraq continued and if the Islamic Republic 

would get an upper hand. Although the Soviet leadership, for 

obvious reasons, had welcomed the expulsion of the Americans 

from Iran, it feared that the· United States could use the 

continuing war to expand its military presence in the Gulf. 

(The intensive military cooperation between the United· States 

and members of the Gulf Cooperation Council, such as Saudi 

Arabia and Oman, was regarded as clear evidence.) Moreover, 

the· "Gulf·war"·created a dilemma for Soviet policy: although 

linked to Iraq by a treaty of friendship· and cooperation, 

Moscow had not been able to prevent Iraq's leader, Saddam 

Husain, from launching the massive attack against Iran in 

September 1980. (There hav~ been certain indicati~ns that 

other s-ta·tes; Saud.i Arabia and France in particular,· knew much 

.. b.etter, about Iraqi. intentions and did not try··to ·hold back the 

Iraqi leader.) Consequently, as long as Iraq was in the offen~ 

sive, the Soviet Union discoritinued its military supply. 

The other re as on for the c er t a i n t i 1 t i n favour· of Iran was 

that Moscow, taking advantage of the international isolation 

of .the Islamit Republic, tried hard in establishing close 

relations with Tehran. Quite obviously~ the Soviet leadership 

was hoping at that time to be able to influence the further 
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development of the revolution with the eventuality that a 

"second stage" could bring the communist Tudeh party into 

power. 

However, Khomeiny managed to consoli~ate his power by suppres

sing his internal rivals, including the Tudeh. party, and by 

start.i ng a counteroffensiv• against Iraq. The Soviet Union, 

trying to keep the military balance and to sustain Iraqi 

morale, resumed its arms deliveries to Iraq as from autumn 

1981 and was ready to deliver large amounts of rather modern 

weapon systems. On the other hand, Moscow quite obviously 

"tolerated" the arms deliveries of its allies or partners 

(Poland, Czechoslovakia, and especially North Corea) to Iran. 
) 

In summer 1986 the "tanker war" had reached a new stage of 

escalation. To put additional pressur~ on Tehran, whose forces 

had been on the verge of a break-through at Iraq's. defense

line around Basra, Bagdad had increased its attacks against 

Iranian oil installations and tankers. Tehran responded by 

attacking also ships transporting oil for Kuwait and Saudi 

Arabia. This time the United States decided that it had to 

increase co~siderably its naval presence in and around the 

Gulf. The last step in the process. of internationalization of 

the war was Kuwait's request to the permanent ~embers of' the 

UN Security Councn to protec"t its fleet aga:in·st the Iranian 

attacks. 9 

Whereas it took Washington several weeks to come to a 

decision (apart from other: rea.sons it was dissatisfied that 

Kuwait had also asked t~e Soviet Union), Moscow's reaction was 

9 Hanns W. Maull, "Die Inte~nati6nalisierung des Golf-Krie
g e s .. , i n : E u r o p a-Arch i v , v o 1 . 4 2 ~- · no . 1 9 , 1 g-a 7 , p . 53 3- 54 2. 
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relatively quick and discrete. An official declar•tion of the 

Soviet government, issued on January 8, 1987, stressed that 

the war was "threatening the international sea-lanes in the 

Persian Gulf"; trading vessels and tankers "not belonging to 

the states involved in this conflict were attacked•. 10 It was 

within this context that Moscow declared itself ready to pro

tect the shipping of Kuwaiti oil. 11 

Interestingly enough, just at tbat time the Saudi Arabian 

oil minister paid an official visit to Moscow on January 21/22 

and was obviously not only talking about oil prices and the 

recent OPEC decisions, as the Kuwaiti ambassador in Moscow 

participated in the discussion with Soviet Foreign Minister 

Shevardnadze. A further indication of the intensive dialogue 

between the Soviet Union and Kuwait was the announcement on 

February 15 of·a 150 million U.S. dollar credit Kuwaiti banks 

were granting the Vneshtorgbank iri M6s~ow. 12 ·, 

Obviously this was the price Moscow demanded and received 

for its.readiness to lease three tankers for three years and 

to escort them by Soviet navy vessels "if necessary•. 13 . 

The I ran i an re act i on s· were ne gat i v.e , as c o u 1 d be · expected • 

In addition to critical com~ents from Tehran, the Soviet trad-

ing.vessel ti.van Koroteev' was damaged by rocket and machine 

gun fire on May 6 and the Soviet oil tanker 'Marshal Chuykov' 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

Pravda, January 9, 1987. 

American officials have mentioned a Gorbachev letter to 
Kuwait's Emir some time in January (International Herald 
Tribune, January 24, 1987). There is, however, no ev1dence 
1n sov1et sources. 

Deutsche Welle, Monitor-Di enst Nahost, No. 33, 1987, 
c1tlng kONA, kuwa1t. 

See Neue ZUrcher Zeitung, April 15' 1987 and AFP, April 
14, 1987. 
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was heavily damaged some 35 miles off Kuwait by mines ten days 

later. 14 

The Soviet reactions were prudent: Moscow did not accuse 

anybody in public and was therefore not "forced to retaliate". 

Three more minesweepers were just brought in the Gulf joining 

the two frigates already dispatched at the end of 1986, to 

protect the three leased tankers. Some dftect communications 

must have additionaly taken place between Moscow and Tehran, 

as since then no more incidents have been reported. 

With the Ameritan decision to put eleven Kuwaiti tankers 

under American flag and to protect them with comprehensive 

naval forces which actually happened only after the Iraqi 

attack against the frigate 'Stark' on May 17, the situation in 

the Gulf changed considerably: the American commitment was so 

strong that the Soviet role somehow became 'forgotten'.·Facing 

a major "American threat", Tehran was no longer interested in 

any confrontation with Moscow. At the same time, Moscow had 

managed through skillful diplomacy, measured risk-taking, and 

good luck to obtain additional credit from Kuwait and its 

allies .. The Soviet Union did indeed show its flag in the· Gulf 

and was able to preserve its working relationship with T8hran. 

Not so much by. their word.s but by d.eeds Moscow and Washing

ton demonstrated that they had a common interest: preventing a 

spill-over of hostilities on the commerc·i a 1 sea: traffic. With

out this concrete common interest and the feeling of urgency 

the UN Security Council's resolution No. 598 of July 20, 1987 

14 See Tehran·· Time•s·; May 10, 1987, citing TASs·; and'' Deuts·che 
Welle, Momto.r-Oienst Nahost, No. 93, 1987, citing fAss. 
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would definitely not have materialized. Parallel to their 

cooperation in peace ~ipl~macy, however, the American-Soviet 

rivalry in the Gulf continued. If there was one constant 

interest of the United States in the post-war era, then it was 

the desire to "keep the Soviets out of the Persian Gulf". 

Washington's strong military presence, the biggest armada 

since Vietnam, was of course aimed at convincing everybody 

that it was the United States which was in control of the 

situation. 

Moscow, on the other hand, was aiming at an international 

legitimization of its role and saw the United Nations as a 

useful vehicle. Interestingly enough, the new leadership under 

Gorbachev had somehow 're~invented' 'th~ UN's u~ifulness in 

international crisis diplomacy: among other Thirj World crises 

Moscow was advocating an international peace conference for 

th~-Atab~Istaeli conflict, was looking for a way out of Afgha

nistan through UN mediation, and .regarded a UN mandate for a 

"peac~-keeping fleet" i~ the Gulf as the best um~reila to 

support ·its privileged role besides the United States and the 
. . 

ot.h·er·· permane-nt ·members of the Security Counci 1. To convi nee 

-those who might doubt Moscow's seriousness, the Soviet Union 

act-ually paid,·for the··fi·rst time, for the UN peace-keeping 

ictivitles in October 1987. 15 

' Whilst most of the Gulf countries (probably with the 

exception of lraq) watched the increase· of American military 

·p~wer·with mixed feelings, apprehe~sion or 'fury (as the 

Iranian leadership), Moscow saw itself in the privileged 

1 5 See New York Times, October 16, 1987,· reporting the Soviet 
announcement of the previous day to pay all its debts· of 
197 mio. US Dollars. 
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position to act as a kind of mediator and to please '"· everybody 

in the region by advocating a peace-keeping role for the UN. 

The Soviet diplomats were of course clever enough to create a 

linkage between the "retre•t of all foreign powers from the 

Gulf" and the.establishment of a UN peace~keeping force. 

Since autumn 1987, when it became evident that Tehran was 

not impressed by the UN's activities and determined to contin-

ue the war, the major powers were engaged in a controversy how 

to proceed. Whereas the Unit.ed States and Great Britain 

strongly demanded a follo~-u~ resolution, including the threat 

of sanctions against Iran, the Soviet Union insisted on its 

own linkage. This gave Moscow time to pursue direct talks with 

the belligerents, taking advantage of the fact that Tehran saw 

Moscow now as an important partner to gain time for itself. 

The Soviet leadership obviously still hoped that there might 

arise a ~ituation in which Moscow could use its privileged 

access to both Bagdad and Tehran. (A historical precedent can 

be seen in the peace agreement between India and Pakistan, 

which Moscow was able to forge in Tashkent in 1966!). To pro

mote its efforts, Soviet diplomacy worked hard fdr a reconci

liation between Syria and Iraq, the two Baath regimes. If it 

had been successfu.l, Iran might have been almost completely 

tsol ated in the: Middle East and perhaps more wi 11 ing to accept 

a. compro'mi:se. The fact that the, King of Jordan, was aiming at: 

the same goal was welcomed by Moscow because it brought the 

Soviet Union and the Arab "mainstream countries" (comprising 

Egypt, Jordan, .and the. members of the Gulf Cooperation Coun.

cil) together in an addii:ional impo.rtant. i.ssue. of the Midd.le 

East. Lrf;><the begi n·n·i'ng of'l98·a, howe.v,er·,. t'n'ei'er wa's:. no evidence· 

t~at these efforts had produced any ~esult~. Being aware of 
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the fact that it was enjoying a superi~r position to Washing

ton on the "diplomatic front", the Soviet leadership might 

well have calculated that it could reserve a future coopera

tion with the United States on the Gulf war as an important 

element of a "big bargain", for example ending the Soviet 

predicament in Afghanistan. 

One should mention, however, that the Soviet shrewed tac

tics was not always welcomed in the Arab world. In autumn 1987 

there· was some openly pronounced criticism, not only from Iraq 

but also from Jordan and members of the Gulf Cooperation Coun

cil, that Moscow was not willing to impose sanctions against 

Iran. By means of various· high-level talks, including the 

official visit·of King Hussein of Jordan to Moscow in December 

1987, the Soviet leadership tried hard to convi~ce the Arabs 

of its resolution to put an end to the Gulf war and was there

bj-abl'e to ccil~ that criticism. 

In any case, whoever may be responsible for it, the long-a

waited Iranian winter offensive on the land did not take place 

(at least not until the beginning of Febiuary 1988, when this 

paper was "fihished). Although the main explanati6n for it will 

have to be found inside Iran, the cOntinuing dialogue between 

... Mos-co·w and- --Tehran may· ·also have·· plajed ·a "'c'ertain role, 

although it would be difficult to prove it. Since autumn 1986 

there has· been a certain progress in Soviet-Iranian trade 

relations, obviously reflecting th.e determination on both 

sides to create incentives for future c~operation. Given the 

threat of economic sanctions against Iran, the Soviet traffic 

connections c~uld of course offer some relief to Tehran. How

ever, the bilateral meetings up to the level of the foreign 

ministers have not removed the major political problems in the 
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relationship. If one follows the series of visits and state

ments, one gets the impression of a persistent battle of 

wills: The Soviet Union is still the major weapons supplier of 

Iraq; Iran has continuously criticized the Soviet intervention 

in Afghanistan and is actually supporting some of the Mujahi-

dins against the Red Army. 

The biggest problem, however, seems to be the bilateral 

security relationship. It was only in November }987 that Iran

ian and Sov.iet officials confirmed bilateral negotiations 

taking place on the validity of the treaty of 1921. 16 In the 

articles 5 and 6 this treaty is granting the Soviet Union a 

right to dispatch armed forces to Iran if a third party inter

venes militarily in the country. Although the Shah in 1959 and 

the Islamic Republic in October 1979 had unilaterally abrogat

ed this treaty, 17 Moscow has never officially responded. It 

obviously still regards this treaty as a legal justification 

of its special security interests in an important part of its 

own Southern periphery - a claim which necessarily collides 

with the Islamic Republic's determination to be "neither East 

nor West" and not to be subjected to a second-class sec~rity 

status vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. It seems unlikely that the 

Soviet leadership would give in to the Iranian demands. under 

present circumstances, and it might well be that it regards 

these talks as a usefuT "stick" (whereas the trade would be 

the "carrots") to exert a certain pressure on Tehran. 

16 

r7 

See Le Monde, November 21, 1987, and Radio Amman, cited in· 
Deutsche: We;)J e·, Monc; tor-o.; ens:t Nahos:t:~ No .• 22S', 1987 .,. 

See Shahram Chubin, Soviet policy towards Iran and the 
Gulf, London 1980 (IISS, Adelphl Paper No. 157), p. 11. 
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4. The Soviet Intervention in Afghanistan 

The Afghan crisis is a particular problem with implications 

far beyond the Soviet policy in the Middle East. It has to be 

understood, first of all, within the context of Soviet milita

ry interventions in bordering countries during the post-war 

era. The fact that it has been the first comprehensive mission 

of the Red Army into a Third World country has given to this 

intervention a specific significance; this may contribute to 

the explanation of the grave international repercussions 

resulting from it. One should al~o keep in mind that from 

Moscow's point of view- this country is of particula~ impor-

. tance given the fact that the Soviet-Afghan border is separat

ing people of the same language, religion, and cultural back

ground {as, for·example, the Tadsh_iks). In t'his respect it is 

also an internal problem with considerable consequences for 
... ·~ 

· 'th'e "Russian domination of the Southern Muslim Re--publics of the 

Soviet Union. 

-Secondly, the regional implications of this conflict 

~n~olving Asian powers such as Pakist~n~ China, and india - go 

definitely beyond any Middle Eastern context. 18 Nev~rtheless, 

the most obvious regional link between our subject - Soviet 

· - --M i d d 1 e -E a·s t ern · p o l i c y - and the A f g h an p r"o b 1 em i s c er t a i n 1 y 

~he neighbouring Islamic Republic of Iran, granting a certain 

assistance to some of the Mujahidin groups. M~reover, the 

involvement of Arab and Islamic powers in the international 

assistance of the Afghan resistance {such as Egypt, Iran, and 

18 See Dieter 8raun/Karlernst Ziem, Afghanistan: Sowjetische 
Machtpolitik - Islamische Selbstbest1mmung, Bacten-Bacten 
1988 (Foundat1on-Sc1ence and Pol1cy, Ebenhausen), a study 
which is particularli interesting becau~e of its- analysis 
of the internal and regional aspects of the conflict. 
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Saudi Arabia} is a clear indication of the fact that Moscow 

has created a conflict with the whole Arab~Islami~ world. 

(Given the "rules of the game" in thi~ world, one should riot 

expect wholehearted hostility, as the recently imp~oved rela

tions of Cairo and Riyadh with Moscow well demonstrate!} 

When analyzing the history of the Soviet intervention, 

there is obviously a clos~ connection with the Islamic Revolu

tion in Iran and the breakdown of the American-dominated secu

rity structure in the Persian Gulf region. It was because of 

this coincidence that the American reactions on the events of 

late December 1979 were so alarmed and - to Moscow's astonish-

ment - so far-reaching and lasting: Afghanistan became the 

death-blow for the superpowers' detente of the 1970's. Toge

ther with the 444-days hostage crisis in Tehran it caused the 

fundamental change in American public opinion which finally 

brought President Reagan into power. From Moscow's perspective 

the Afghan problem is therefore very closely linked to the 

relationship with the United States, all the more after the 

American president in delivering Stinger-missiles to the Muja

hidins. has proven that he is able to let the Soviet Union 

"b.lee~· until it actually Withdraws. 

In military terms it has clearly turned out that neither 

side can win the war in Afghanistan. Even if the Red Army 

would triple its engagement it could not destroy the • Mujahi

dins. Given the difficult terrain it would be hardly possible 

to completely stop their weapons supply. Moreover, consider

ably increasing the military engagement would not only multi

ply the Soviet human and material losses but also evoke intol

e•ra,ble regional an·.d: int'E!'rm'at'i"onal reactions - e·sped'aJly.' i'h.:~ a 

situatiori i~ whi2h Mo~cow is working hard for a relaxation of 
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tensions not only with Washington but also with Beijing! The 

resistance movement, on the other hand, cannot defeat the Red 

Army as long as Moscow is determined to stay; it can only make 

life for it unpleasant and burdensome. The war has developed 

under these conditions to a battle of will in which not mere 

fighting power but morale and perseverance will be decisive. 

Since 1987 there have been several indications that the Red 

Army's and the Kabul regime's steadfastness is on the wane. 

As far as the Soviet Union is concerned, the most signifi

cant chlnge ·has taken place in Moscow: the new leadership 

under Gorbachev, after some initial preparations under Andro

pov, has revised the Soviet policy priorities and is clearly 

trying hard to cut down its costly foreign commitments. "Glas

nost"; limited and fluctuating as it is, has nevertheless led 

to a hitherto unknown frankness and criticism in Soviet media 

concerning the "Afghan campaign•. 19 Since Gorbachev's state-

ment before the 27th Party Congress in February 1986, calling 

Afghanist~n a "bleeding wound•, 20 the leadership's line of 

argumentatiori has altered indeed. Today it is.doing its utmost 

to convince the Soviet public and world opinion ~hat it is 

determined to find a way out of this involvement. Moscow's 

·"·pe·ac e· ·d i·p lomacy"- espe~idl1y within has 

become rather forthcoming and optimistic in the last w~eks: 

the period of a Soviet military retreat has been ~ut down to 

19 

20 

See, as one of the latest examples, Pravda, January 
1988: In an article with the title "Do not forget 
common sense" some problems within the Soviet Army 
discussed. In ''half of the letters'' Pravda receives, 
article mentions, the questi6n is posed: "When does 
war in Afghanistan end?" 

See Pravda, February 26, 1987. 
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10 months, and even a possible deadline for its beginning (May 

15, 1988) has been put forward. 21 

This remarkable optimism, however, should not confuse our 

understanding that the Soviet leadership is still making the 

mi 1 itary retreat dependent on key problems yet to b.e solved: 

For Moscow the main obstacle is the Mujahidins' resistance. In 

trying to obtain an American commitment for stopping the mili

tary supply, Moscow clearly works towards their elimination as 

a future political power in Afghanistan. This leads directly 

to the key question, who gets the political power in a future 

Afghanistan without Soviet troops? Whereas Moscow and Kabul 

are still working towards a "distribution" of power in a 

provisional government with. a good chance for the communists 

to preserve their "leading role", the United States and proba

bly also Pakistan are demanding guarantees for a "real self~ 

determination" of the Afghan. people. The different Mujahidin 

groups are rejecting any cooperation with "Communists and 

Atheists•. 22 

Confronted with these problems, the Soviet leadership has 

obviously tried h~rd to create a favourable milieu with its 

"peace initiative" in ~hich it could extract majqr concessions 

from its adve~saries. In the case of this initiative failing, 

Moscow could still j_us.ti.fy its pertinacity and put the blame 

on the others. One, of the basic difficulties of the reconcili-

ation efforts seems to be that the various Mujahidin groups 

could not be included. Given the determined "fundamentalistic" 

21 

22 
See Pravda, February 9, 1988. 

See· the··progr'am of the mo·st· important'' resi'st:a·n'c:e·· gro:ups om 
the formation of a government, published on January 31, 
1988 (see . the .. short ~um~ary in Neue ZUrcher Zeitung, 
February 2, 1988). 
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approach of some of these groups it is very questionable if 

they could ever be i~tegrated i.nto a political solution based 

on a broader consensus between different ideologies and inter-

ests within the Afghan society. 

From a more overall outlook, however, this is not only a 

Soviet but also an American problem: as long as Washington is 

determined to support the Mujahidins in order to force the 

Soviet Union to retreat, it can relatively easily profit from 

the Soviet predicament, regardless of the ideological orienta-

·tion of the resistance groups. As soon as the two superpowers 

agree on ~ b~sic framework for ending the conflict, Washington 

would probably not only receive criticism from the region for 

having participated in a "superpowers' diktat" but would also 

be forced to· distance itself from those Mujahidins not willing 

to c~oper~te. Having stopped its military supply, Washington 

wobld have lost· iti most effective and p~obably.only instru

ment for exerting some influence. There would also be heavy 

consequences for the American-Pakistani relationship which 

cannot be discussed here. The· attitude of the Islamic Republic 

of Iran would be an additional problem both for Moscow and 

Washington. 

--------To sum--·up:'-even-- if the ·two superpowers could reach an 

agreement guaranteeing the "neutralizati'on" of Af~hanistan, 

considerable problems·would remain, stemming from the internal 

s~tuation in Afghanistan and possibly also from various 

regional powers. ·If one may· use here a historical ~nalogy: 

Afghanistan of 1988 is definitely not the Austria of 1955! 

Despite its specific geographic and geopolitical context 

this aspect of the Afghan confli~t is very si~ilar to the 

basic problem of the Middle East in international relations: 
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because solid internal structures are lacking in many cases 

and because regional politics are a never ending formation and 

dissolution of partnerships, stability is not feasible. As far 

as the Soviet Unio~ is concerned, the real question to the new 

leadership in Moscow is whether it will feel self-confident 

enough at home that it can live with the continuing instabili

ty and uncertainty along its southern border. That military 

power is no panacea for such a basic problem, Afghanistan has 

hopefully demonstrated clearly enough. 

IV Concluding remarks: Soviet Policy, the Superpowers' Rela

tionship, and the Regional Dimension 

With its decision to intervene militarily in Afghanistan 

Soviet policy in the Third World had reached a definite turn

ing point. Under its new leaders, first Andropov and then 

Gorbachev, the Soviet Union has begun drawing consequences 

from its obvious over-extension and over-commitments abroad, 

which it could no longer sustain. ·The basic change, which has 

taken place, is that the last decade's optimism .and bold 

expectations of a steady increase of Soviet power and global 

influence has given way t~ a much more cauti~us and even pes.

simistic outlook for the coming years. Throughout the 1980's 

Mos·cow was p'articularly cautious~ especia.lly in the Middle

East - not to risk any dangerous confrontation with the United 

States and to avoid costly commitments towards allies and 

partners in the region. 

This does not mean, however, that the Soviet Union ha.s 

s·o·rfiehow disappear·ed~'in'the:· reg'ion or th··at-Mb-stow·''s·•po·l'fcy ha·s· 

become passive. On t~e contrary: Under a new leadership Soviet 
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diplomacy has developed a much more skillful app~oach towards 

the key actors and proQlems of the region. Today none of the 

basic conflicts could be solved without Moscow's participation 

or at least its acquiescence. 

From Moscow's point of view it was not the region's impor-

tance as such which prompted the Soviet diplomatic moves (al

though the policy towards the neighbouring countries of Iran 

and Afghanistan had always a special importance) - it was more 

a reflex of the global adversary's interest in the Middle 

East. After President Reagan had started calling regional 

conflicts a ·central issue in the superpowers' relationship 

already in January 1984, 23 the new Soviet leadership obviously 

understood that a certain restraint or even a cooperative 

approach might help to improve the general relationship with 

Washington. Given Moscow's fixation on the problems of nuclear 

and space-b~sed weapons, questions of 'sec6ndary importance' 

may have been regarded as useful to provide a certain incen

tive. It is in this context that the official contacts with 

Jewish organizations and the tete-a-tete with Israel have to 

be understood: 
-

The.America~-Soviet cooperation in containing the Gulf war 

-had-a~ouble advantage for Moscow: in drafting UN SC Res. 598 

the Soviet Union had gained an equal position vis-a-vis Wash

ington and at the same time could use it to bolster a new 

image among American public opinion and policy decision-mak

ers. The continued cooperation in the framework of the United 

Nations could not only help the Soviet Union to get out of 

23 See United States Information 
January 16, 1984. 

Service, Special Edition, 
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Afghanistan under tolerable conditions, it could also provide 

a means of regaining a prominent role in the peace diplomacy 

of the Arab-Israeli conflict. In all these three major con

flicts, however, Washington was not ready to legitimize the 

Soviet claims or to give Moscow a cheap way out of. its own 

predicament. 

Superficially looked at, the chances during the last 15 

years for a superpower cooperation on regional crises - or a 

"diktat", as some observers have already claimed 24 have 

rarely been better than today. Without going too much into 

detail (which would necessitate another paper!) only two basic 

caveats should be mentioned here: Neither for President Reagan 

nor for Secretary General Gorbachev does the Middle East rank 

very high. Reagan, in his last year and already heavily fight

ing against the "lame duck syndrome", is more interested in 

nuclear weapons and, if anything, in Nicaragua. Gorbachev, 

thinking. already of a new president in the White House, will 

also concentrate on strategic arms and will try to wriggle out 

as much as he can in the remaining months. Election years in 

the U~ited States are ·definitely not the tim• for new grand 

projects in i nternafi onal relations. 

Secondly, one· should not forget the "rules of the game" in 

the Mjddle East. As pointed out in chapter U, internati·onal 

politics in this region are characterized· by a specific fea

ture: Major breakthroughs in any direction rarely occur, and 

if they do, they will not last very long. Even if the two 

superpowers, together with Western Europe .and others, were 

24 See .for 
Yalta en 
21-23. 

example Jean-Pierre Gauthier, "Superpuissances: 
Orient", in: Arabies, No. 14, February 1988, pp. 

. ' 
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determined to cooperate or even to impose solutions, their 

determination would be obstructed by local forces and the 

dynamics of regional politics. In each of the major .conflicts 

the superpowersj as everybody else, remain dependent on the 
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The Middle East: Alliance Cooperation and Conflict 

Hanns W.Maull 

The history of-Alliance cooperation and conflict in and over the 

Middle East seems but a microcosm of NATO's perennial paradox: 

never has an alliance been declared seriously, even terminally 

ill so often and with such persistence, only to endure and 

survive in remarkably good shape. Similarly, the history of 

discord · between Western allies over the Middle East is long and 

venerable and even predates World War II and the foundation of 
1 

the state of Israel . The more famous episodes of the postwar 

era include harsh differences over the French and British Suez 

adventure, a clash between Washington and European allies over US 

policy during the October War in 1973, different strategies 

towards dealing with dependence on oil from the Middle East and 

OPEC countries in 1974, and a parting of ways in policies to-

wards the_ Israeli-Arab conflict in 1979/1980, when Europe felt it 

necessary to distance itself' from Israeli-Egyptian peace agree-

ments and pursue an alternative path towards a "comprehensive 
2 

settlement" through the Venice Declaration of June 13, 1980 . 

Those instances of discord - and the list could easily be expand-· 

ed - produced headlines •. Yet they probably obscure more·import-

ant structural elements of Alliance cooperation and cohesion in 

its policies towards the Middle East. In other words, just as 

with NATO itself, the really remarkable fact·is probably not the 

long list of disagreements but the persistent ability to coopera-

te effectively. "Effective" cooperation means, as. William 

B.Quandt has suggested, not necessarily identical positions and 

joint action but simply the avoidance of policies which operate 

at cross-purposes and_the pursuit of a division of labour, bring-
3 

ing into play respective assets and resources .Starting from this 
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assumption, this paper tries to address three questions: what 

have been the roots of past disagreements between the US and her 

European allies? How have the conditions shaping Alliance coope-

ration and conflict in the Middle·East been Shanging recently? 

And what are the problems likely to face the West in the future? 

I. The Sources of Past Conflicts: Different Interests, Different 
Roles 

There have been repeated instances of discord in the .Alliance 

about Middle East policies; sometimes, the allies were workingra\: 

. :oss-purposes. It would be wrong, however, to see.the line of 

disagreement running primarily~through the Atlantic - Western 

European countries were as much in discord wi.th each other than 

with the United States. Thus, the discussion of "American" versus 

"European" policies contain a hefty dose of oversimplification. 

This should be kept in mind throughout the .following analysis. 

Discord between Europen and America {and within Europe) has, 

however, been the exception - the rule has been the pursuit of 

basically compatible and mutually reinforcing policies. This 

r~flects the structure of Western interests in the region, which 

can be summarised with four words: oil,. strategic stability,. 

Israel and comnmerce. In a broad sense, those interests co"incide. 

for all members of the Western Alliance. On closer inspection, 

.however, important nuances and even divergencies emerge. They 

reflect structural differences in interests and different percep-

tions of objectives and appropriate strategies which in turn seem 

rooted in divergent role expectations; 

Table 1 tries to estimate the relative importance of· different 

interests for the US, Western European countries and the Soviet 

Union and thus to put into relief divergencies and complementari-

ties - admittedly in a somewhat crude fashion. 
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Table 1: The Rela.tive Importance of Interests in the Middle East 

secure access to oil 

avoid East-West con
frontation 

global strategic 
stability 

regional stability 

support of ~srael 

foster trade 

•+ = high priority 
= opposed 

Western Alliance 

us 
++ 

++ 

++ 

++ 

++ 

+ 

W.Europe 
++ 

. ++ 

+ 

++ 

+/0 

++ 

Soviet Union 

0 

++ 

++ 

? 

-'/0 

0/+ 

+ = priority 0 = l'ow priority 

The points to be made here are . 

- oil import dependenc~ differs statistically between the US 

and Western Europe as a whole (though not for all. Western 

European countries) ( see Table 2). This probably makes litt-

le difference in actual vulnerability to major oil supply 

disruptions, .however - something which is often misunder-

stood in the US. 

- Trade with the Middle East is more important for western 

Europe than for the Middle East; this applies not only to 

imports from the region (primarily oil) but to exports, as 

well (see Table 4). Oil and commercial interests represent 

areas of potential competition between Europe and the US for 

the same resources: identical or converging interests may 

thus produce conflict as well as cooperation, and have done 
4 

so in the past . 

- Strategic stability today operationally clearly plays a 

more important role in us Middle East policies than in those 

of Western Europe. Here, European assessments of threats and 

appropriate policies to reduce them have often differed from 

those of the United States. The same also is true with 

• 
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regard to support for and policies towards Israel: while 

both the US and Europe hold up Is.rael' s right to exist in 

secure border, the willingness to back Israeli policies and 

provide material support has· been markedly di:l;ferent. ((see 

data on development and military. assistance). 

- Finally, the structure of interests in the Middle East 

between the West and the Soviet Union shows .two rather 

different profiles. ·competitive interests between East and 

West reside primarily in the area of global strategic stabi-
5 

lity . A factor making for cooperation betw·een East and West 

is the common desire to avoid a dangerous East-West confron-

tation over the Middle East. Competition over oil and com-

merce is limited by the relatively low importance of those 
6 

interests for the Soviet Union . 

Table 2: Oil Import Reliance of Western Europe and the US 

USA 
1950 1970 1980 2000 

Oil imports as % of 

·western Europe 
1950 1970 1980 2000 

oil consumption 6.4 25.3 30.4 ca.55 96.0 101.4 86.6 ca.60 

1 imports as % of 
energy consumption 1.9 10.6 18.2 ca .. 20 

% share of Gulf in 
total oil imports n.a. 131 
1 

= .1973 

28 

9.1 59.3 46.1 ca.30 

n.a. 681 59 n.a. 

Sources: Comite Professionel du Petrole; BP; OECD; us Department 
·of Energy 

Much more relevant to the actual disagreements between the United 

States and Western Europe in the Middle East than structurally 

different interests are different perceptions about threats and 

stakes, objectives and appropriate policies. An important variab-

le to explain 
7 

expectations . 

those perceptual differences seem· to be role 

4 -



It is commonplace to describe the international dimension of 

Middle Eastern politics in the postwar era. as one marked by the 

erosion of the presence and influence of the old European Great 

Powers (Britain and France) by their declining strength, by the. 

tide of nationalism and the expansion of Superpower influence. 

Both the terms "Great Po~er" and "Superpower" suggest, of cour~e. 

3pecific role expectations by those actors themselves and others, 

and it seem~ that those expectations - and differences betwe.en 

them - explain much of the discord ~1i thin the Alliance over the 

11 .• dle East. · 

The US has throughout the postwar period defined herself as a 

Superpower, and has been seen by her European allies as such. 

Expectations associated with this role have been the containment 

of Soviet expansionism and generally the protection of Western 

political and economic interests in the Middle East. Although 

this has been by and large uncontrover~ial; the allies often 

clearly had different expectations about "consultations" by Wash

ington. The convergence not only of interests but also of role 

e•·ryectations from the Superpower America probably provides a ~ey 

to understanding the prevalence of cooperation over discord with

in the Alliance's Middle East policies. More problematical has 

been Europe's role - both in terms of expectations by the US and 

by the European themselves. A survey of Atlantic cooperation and 

conflict over the Middle East suggests at least four different 

types of roles for "Europe" (a term which itself suggests a 

particular role): 

1) The "European alternative" (i.e., acting against US poli

cy). This role assumes from a European point of view a) that 

European interests differ from those of the US, b) that 

American policy is unfree or wrong or does not reflect 



European interests adequately, and c) that Europe (or a 

specific European country or countries) can provide an al-

ternative approach to guarding its interests. From the us 

point of view, divergent European policies are seen .as 

spoiling and disturping American attempts to realise the 

wider concerns of the alliance, hence as disloyal and short-

sighted. 

Divergent. European .Policies may be national (as France's 

policies in Alg'eria.until 1961 or vis-a-vis Israel from 1967 

.onward, or initial reactions in EUrope during the oil crisis 

of 1973 which essentially followed the halluwed principle 

"sauve qui peut"l, multinational (as the Franco-British 

invasion of the Suez Canal zone in coordination with Israel 

in 1956) or European Community (such as the European Coun

cil's Venice ibitiative of 1980 and generally the declaraii-

ons of European Political Cooperation). 

The trouble with such divergent policies has over time 
8 

become obvious . European countries have neither individu-

ally nor jointly been willing and able to muster the resour-

ces required to shape events independently and thus provide 

an alterna~ive to the US in the Middle East -and. often, 

they have had considerable difficulties agreeing on a common 

approach. Those "alternatives" .have therefore never looked 

very convincing , and America's European allies were ,thus 

time and again confronted with the same experience: they had 

to· fall in line with US policy faute de mieux. Often, 

disagreement in the Alliance thus eventually led to product-

ive compromises and a tacit division of labour - as in 

1974/5, when the Alliance embarked on a dual track approach 

towards reducing its energy vulnerability by establishing 

the Interna.tional Energy and, in parallel, the European-

6 
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~ Arab Dialogue and other forms of multilateral cooperation 

with the newly powerful oil producers, The European experi~ 

ence in those instances often could be described as a coming 

to grips with the unpleasant reality of a status as junior 

partner in a hegemonial alliance. But the hegemon by and 

large was benign and the arrangement by and large very 

beneficial to the Europeans; this helped to sweeten the 

pill. 

2) "Partner" (Le., ac;ting with Washington). This role has 

sometimes been the result of a redefinition of Europe's 

policies after the limits to her "Great Power" ambitions had 

become obvious, but there are also examples were Europeans 

always defined their roles in terms of cooperation with the 

United States, base'd on the assumptions that Alliance inter-

ests were compatible, that cooperation held advantages and 

could be made effective, and that there was a need to "share 

the burden". Examples for this include European cooperation 

in three-(e.g. the Tripartite Agreement of 1950). or four-

power arrangements (e.g., diplomatic efforts after the 1967 

war tow·ards a resolution of tensions in the Israeli-Arab 

conflict, European participation in the multilateral forces 

on the Sinai and in Lebanon in 1982/3 and European contribu-

tions to the policing of the Gulf since 1986. 

The problems with this role have primarily been related to 

issues of effectiveness and coordination. Even US-European 

cooperation has not always been successful in shaping devel-

opments in the region in accordance with defined strategies 

and objectives. Thus, the objectives of the Tripartite Agre-

ement were rendered obsolete by Egypt's arms deal with 

Czechoslovakia; the four-power diplomacy of 1967-9 eventual-



ly was abandoned in favour of a bilateral American-Soviet 
9 

approach . Even the combined resources of the Western Alli-

ance were sometimes insufficient to achieve the ·desired 

influence over events - witness the desastrous results of 
10 

the joint European-American peace force in Lebanon Inef-

fective policies obviously strain cooperation and consulta

tions - and the Europeans probably remembered the hasty 

retreat .. of Washington from Lebanon in 1984 when they were 

confronted . with insistent but .ill-defined demands for 
11 

support of US naval adtivities in the Gulf in 1987 

3) "Proxy" ( i. e, Europeans acting ·for Washington) . Key as-

sumptions in this role are that a) that the US does not·have 

a policy or faces specific constrairiis and deficiencies in 

resources, and b) that Europe can and will provide a substi-
-c:;.. 

tute policy. Examples for this include the British role in 

the Gulf until 1981 and European arms sales to Iraq and 
12 

other Arab states such as Jordan Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia 

where Congressionalopposition may constrain US ability to 

supply arms. While problems with this role may again arise 

out of the limited resources and leverage available to 

Europe, this can also be an asset: European no longer bear 

the stigma of the outside power suspected of trying to 

exercise undue influence and may sometimes be preferred 

partners precisely because of their weaknesses and limitati-

ens. Thus, Saudi Arabia turned to help from France in its 

operation against the Mecca revolt in 1979 ~ cooperation 

with French special forces was simply more discreet and 

politically less embarrassing at home. 

4) "Attorney", "hostage" (i.e., Europeans acting in Washing-

ton (or Arab capitals)). Key assumptions behind this role 

are a) that European governments have some influence over 

8 



decision-making· in the. US (in the Middle East), .and b) that 

they are willing to use it ·- or amenable to persuasion or 

.pressure. Examples here. include the use of the Arab oil 

weapon in 1973 against European countries as a means to put 

indirect pressure on Washington and European calls for an 

international peace conference. This role may in principle 

be played vis-a-vis regionals actors (the Arab world, Iran, 

the PLO) cir vis-a-vis Washington, either independently or at 
. · ...... _,.. 

Arab behest. It would consi;st in strengthening forces favou-

rably disposed towards conflict resolution (i.e., "moderate 

Arabs"; the "doves" in Washington or Jerusalem) and eo-

opting uncommitted actors (the PLO; the US Government) to a 

peace process. 

The problems with ·this role appear at least in part again 

related to Europe's limited resources and influence and her 

·"" strong interdependencies both. with the US and with the 

Middle East. These limitations are an integral part of this 

set of role expectations: Europe does not presume, and is 

not presumed, to have an independent capacity to shape 

events. This circumscribes European credibility in Washing-
13 

ton but also in the Middle East. To what extent European 

influence in Washington may or may not'have influenced US 

Middle East policies in the past is an interesting but 

difficult question; superficial evidence suggests that it 

may have been no more than marginal. 

To summarize: past European-American discord over the Middle East 

have been the exception rather than the norm; basically, coopera-

tion has prevailed. Whether is always has been successful is, of 

course, another matter. Still, it is hard to see any example 

where a su~cessful defense of Western interests and objectives 

.. 



l'las prevented by Alliance disagreements. 

Alliance discord and frictions over the Middle East have arisen · 

no doubt in part over disagreements about appropriate policy 

responses to the threat of Soviet expansionism, to the Israeli

Arab conflict (comprehensive vs .. partial solutions, step-by-step 

vs. international conference), as well as about the most suitable 

means to achieve desired objectives ·tuse of force, of economic 

sanctions). Such disagreements could be ta·ken as natural, given 

t!"J.e intractability and complexity"of challenges confronting the 

West in the region. Clearly, however, policy preferen~es have 

l:J,3en shaped as much by factors within the US and Western' Europe 

respectively as by those in the re~ion itself: policies ha~e been 

shaped not only by the problems in the Middle East (and different 

assessments as to how to deal with them) but als~ by what inter-

national relations theory calls the "domestic setting'' of foieign 

policy. 

In this context, three elements seem of particular relevance: 

diverging or competing interests, diverging role expectations, 

and finally differences in the politics of foreign-policy making. 

The principal problem seems to have been uncertainty about Euro-

pe's role within the Alliance and in the Middle East. Ambitions 

cut of line with reality - but also unreasonable expectations 
14 

about unquestioning loyalty and uncritical support - did cause 

frictions and, at times, diminished the effectiveness of Western 

policies in the region. European policies veered between the · 

pursuit of Great Power illusions in their traditional or their 

European Community versions on the one hand and (junior) partner-

ship on the other - with the ''reality principle" clearly on the 

side of the latter. 

While different role expectations and perceptions may have lost 

in salience recently, the domestic politics of foreign-policy 

10 



~aking have probably become more. important. In Western Europe, 

foreign policy-making has traditionally been relatively insulated 

from domestic politics - and this bureaucratic shell around fo-

reign policy has been supplemented by efforts to develop a common 

European policy which has helped to overcome specific domestic 

constraints (this is perhaps most evident in the case of West 

Germany, which developed a rather pro-Arab foreign policy behind 
. . 15 

the European Policy Coordination process On the other hand, 

=o'l\mercial considerations seem to have· gained ·salience: th~ 

s rch for export markets and assured oil .supplies has arguably 

produced·a "cooperative reflex" irrespective of ~olitical merits, 

and thus at times a partial abdication of policy. 

The process of US foreign policy making in the Middle East (as in 

general) seems even .more open to domestic pressures. Partly, this 

reflects the different political systems, which gives Congress 

(as opposed to European parliaments) an effective say in foreign 

policy making. Concerns about the use of force abroad can thus 

been translated into legislative constraints on the Executive, 

although the War Powers Act has so far proven only of limited 
16 

relevance to Middle East policy More important has been the 

rise of the pro-Israeli lobby in Washington, which has weakened 

the Administration's ability and willingness to pursue policies 

considered undesirable by the government of Israel -·e.g., the 
17 

supply of arms to conservative Arab states 

II. Recent Changes 

Cooperation has thus had an undeservedly bad press - is has 

probably worked as well as could realistically be expected. 

Whether such cooperation can be effective, however, is not only 

a question of its internal dynamics- e.g., are policies pursued 

.... 11 



within the Alliance contradictory or compatible? - but also of 

circumstances in the Middle East and in international· relations 

in general. Broadly speaking, it. seems that Alliance cooperation 

in the Middle East, may have been facilitated by recent develop

ments, while trends have·at the same time been working against 

the effectiveness of such cooperation. 

On the first point, past disagreements about the Middle East were 

~3 fact, as Janice Gross Stein has pointed out, primarily disag

reements about the Alliance itself. As European countries have -

~ndividually and as. a Community - experienced the limits of their .. 
:;swer and influence in the Middle East, they have adopted more 

realistic policies. Moreover, Europe will for some time contiriue 
18 

to be absorbed with issues of internal organization 

Secondly, the importance and leverage of the Middle East has 

d2clined in economic and comme~cial terms. The Gulf region 

supplied 59 per cent of world exports in 1973 and 55 per 

cent in 1980; in 1986, this share has shrunk to 41 per cent. Gulf 

countries'oil revenues declined from a peak of $ 171 bill. in 

1381 to about $ 46 bill. in 1987; for Saudi Arabia, the change 

~ns even more dramatic (revenues fell from $ 113 bill. to 22 

bill. in 1987). Exports to the region have also declined, al-

t~ough somewhat less dramatically. This has removed much of the 

leverage the Middle Eastern countries were credited with in the 

1970s. 

A third new element may .well be a change in .Soviet policies 

towards the Middle East. It seems as if the new leadership may be 

willing to pursue more constructive policies in the Middle East 

in order to remove obstacles in the central task of finding a 

~odus vivendi with the West in order to gain breathing space for 
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rc:vitalising·the Soviet economy This could remove an important 

f~ctor of past disagreements within the Alliance over the Middle 
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~ast - the tension between impera.tives of global containment vs. 

:hose of European dAtente in the 1970s h~d become intertwined 

oith Western European and American approaches to Middle Eastern 

~roblems - witness the frictions over the October war in 1973 or 

:he difference• over appropriate reactions to the Soviet invasion 

)f Afghanistan. 

rha United States and W~stern European countries have in recent 

re~r.s also shared a seemingly reassuring experience: the irrele-

ra.::ce of failure .. · Neither the Reagan Plan nor Western policies in 

.t::.:r ·m, neither the Venice Declaration nor subsequent diploma-

initiatives were much successful in the Israeli-Arab theatre 

· ·. and in the Gulf war, the US and Western Europe seemed to be on 

:he sidelines from the beginning. In spite of the at best limited 

1ac~esses of Western polities in the region, the negative conse-

1uences have been minor: there has been no new Israeli-Arab war, 

;il continued to flow from the Gulf, the Soviet position in the 

:egion showed no marked improvements. The search for regional 

;t~~ctures of order and stability thus more and more lost momen-
20 

.·~·" - until events in 1986 and 1987 began to shake that compla-

· :ency: first, the Gulf war escalated at sea and on land, then 

mrest erupted in the Gaza strip and on the l'lest Bank. Thus, the 

lest was once more confronting the question whether "benign 

.1eglect" of the major Middle Eastern conflicts was enough. 

III. Prospects for the Future 

:cnventional wisdom now has it that Western dependence on the 

liddle East will again expand in the 1990s as a result of declin-

.ng oil production in North America and the North Sea (see Table 

~); since this is also likely to spell higher oil prices, the 

tbsolute and relative growth of import values from the Middle 
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East seems destined to expand rather sharply - with the likely 

consequence of renewed problems of trade imbalances and recycl-

ing. In that respect, the future may well look rather like the 

1970s. 

Superpower competition over the Middle East, on the other hand, 

could well lose its past intensity: both the United States and 

the Soviet Union now suffer from the symptoms of· "hegemony erosi-

:;n" ih economic and political terms, .,f.-nd are thus likely to 

c<:>ncentrate on retrenchment and consolidation rather than on 

·"dventurism a la Afghanistan. Moreover, Superpower objectives in 

th Gulf region seem by and large compatible as long as fundamen-
' . 

talism poses a serious challenge to the interests of both East 
21 

and West . There is, to be sure, still consid~rable potential for 

crisis in East-West relations over the Middle East (with the 

Israeli-Syrian rivalry ·as the perhaps most dangerous element), 

~ut on balance the East~west conflict seems likely to lose its 
22 

;ast importance in shaping Superpower policies towards the region 

F~om the Western point of view, this implies that the critical 

t~reats to allied interests will in the future even more be 

~~J•ted to scenarios of local or regional turmoil and upheaval -

another Israeli-Arab war with dangerous possibilities for drawing 

the two blocs into confrontation; a geographic widening of the 

Gulf war; chaos and civil war or radical revolution in key 

producer countries. 

The causes for such upheavals are deeply rooted in domestic 

structures in the region. They may be summed up in two words: the 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the lack of legitimacy of poli-

tical systems in the Arab world. The competing claims of Jews and 

Palestinians for the same territory have always been the core of 

the Israeli-Arab conflict; Arab states have become involved to 

show pan-Arab solidarity - and to tap Panarabism, a powerful 
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source of identity and popular mobilisation, in order to bolster 

their fragile political credentials at home .. 

Yet playing this. Israeli card was a dangerous game: since Arab 

governments were unwilling to sacrifice narrow national and pare-

chial interests and combine forces effectively, they were unable 

to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The relationship 

between foreign policy and domestic legitimacy then operated in 

the reverse. Thus, the first Israeli-Arab war in 1948 led to the 

fall of the discredited old oligarchies; later, the Panarabist 

;: ·~l to resolve thus dilemma pursued by Gamal Abdel Nasser from 

:955 to 1967 ended with the desastrous defeat in the June war. 

The 1970s were dominated by pragmatic alignments reflecting· pri-

raarily national preoccupations: progress in the Israeli-Arab 

conflict became a necessary precondition to withdriw from it, 

rather than an end in itself. When efforts to secure firm prog-

ress towards a settlement which would be acceptable to the majo-

rity of the Palestinians as well as to a majority of governments 

in the Arab world met with Israeli intransigence, Egypt (and 

later Iraq) withdrew from the conflict, anyway. For many Arab 

states, however, this cannot be a viable option since the Palest-

inian question has become an internal issue for them not only in 

the sense of strengthening or eroding legitimacy, but more direc-

tly through a sizeable Palestinian presence in their societies.· 

This is true of Jordan, but also of Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the 

UAE. The state of Lebanon has already been destroyed by this. 

The Israeli-Arab conflict has thus accentuated and exacerbated 

the tenuous legitimacy of political structures in the Arab world. 

Heterogeneity and segmentation of societies have made the process 

of nation-building difficult from the beginning; rapid socio-

economic changes with their potentially highly destabilizing 
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implications have complicated the task further. Traditional poli-

tical structures which blocked an ~ffective r~sponse to those 

challenges were pushed aside in many parts of'<the Arab world; 

others managed to adapt, develop and survive, although they were 

pushed onto the defensive vis-a-vis the new political systems 

2spousing "socialist" approaches to development and nation-build-

i~g under the leadership of the military. But with the defeat of 

::ass er and the growing economic problems of this approach, "Arab 

::ocialism" in its various forms began in turn fa lose credibility 

~nd momentum, to be repla?ed by a pro-Western, pragmatic approach 

:o.ards development as the predominant orientation of the 1970s~ 

:'he coincidence of these cycles with those sketched above in the 

Israeli-Arab confrontation is hardly accidental. 

While European models of development were thus tried out in local 

variations of pro-Western capitalist and pro-Soviet socialist 

':houghts (with huge deviations,it is true, from their original 

versions), there was always also an entirely different response • 

to the challenges of superior Western organisation and technology 

- Islamic fundamentalism, which existed in the Arab world long 
23 

'.::e 're Khomeini came to power in Iran Islamic fundamentalism 

offers an identity recalling the past glory of the Arab world and 

rejecting Western models; it also claims to offer solutions to 

,Jroblems of mismanagement, corruption and underdevelopment. 

It is in this sense that the Iranian revolution implies a pro-

found challenge to political structures and their legitimization 
24 

in the Arab world And from this perspective, · it is hardly 

surprising that Khomeini's revolution has been focusing on one of 

the most glaring failures of the Arab world - the failure to 

defeat Israel. The interaction between the two major sources of 

trouble in the Middle East, the Palestinian problem and .the 

tenuous legi timac·y .of political structures, has been re-accentu-
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ated with a vengeance. 

The Iranian revolution is thus orie of the two principal sources 

on instability in .the Middle East. How dangerous a threat it will 

pose will depend on the ability of the A:rab world to develop 

alternative sources of political legitimacy - through successful 

economic and social management (made that much. harder by the 

cramatic decline in real.oil income in the 1980s}, through mobi

:ising state~centered or Pan-Arab nationalism or eo-opting .Arab 

fundamentalism {which may well be turned against Iranian funda

~~ ~alism}. The other important source of instability is Israel. 

::srael's domestic political structures, too, have begun to look 

tenuous. In the longer term. I~rael will either have to withdraw 

from the occupied territories, from her identity as a Jewish 

state, or from democracy. 

The parallels between Israel and South Africa have by now been 

drawn at nauseam. A less noticed question arising out of the 

·development of South Africa is to what extent Israel, too, might 

turn towards regional destabilisation as a means to cope with 

~omestic threats. The Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982 and her 

;;olicies in the Iran'"Iraq war may w.ell be seen as portents for 

such a development. Israel's Lebanon policy has not· only been 

futile, however, in coping with the problems of Palestinian 

nationalism - it has also brought her ·in direct confrontation 

with Islamic fundamentalism, thus fanning the conflagration of 

Palestinian nationalism and Islam. 

IV. Western Responses 

Given this troubling picture of rising Western vulnerability and 

continuing serious risks of upheaval, what strategies and poli

cies should the West pursue? Broadly speaking, there seems to be 
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-the alternative between a minimalist approach of conflict con-

tainment, and a maximalist strategy of trying .to ·develop 

structures of order and stability within the region.· The first 

type of strategy has been followed since 1980; it is based on 

the premise that conflict and upheavals are endemic in the Middle 

East, that political efforts to resolve conflicts are.not promis-

ing, that the impact of regional confl.icts on critical Western 

interests (such as an adequate ·supply of oil and the prevention 

of Soviet encroachment) need not always be directly dangerous, 

and, finally,· that military force (the Rapid Deployment Force) 

~-Y have to be used if vital Western interests were to b~ thiea-

tened: 

The second strategy was last pursued in the period 1973 to 1979. 

Its key assumption is that regional developments could easily 
25 

undermine vital Western interests and even world peace , while an 

activist policy might no·t only reduce those risks but also produ-

ce additional benefits. This strategy strives to reduce and 

channel =egional conflicts through active US mediation in negoti-

ations (implying an "even-handed" approach), thereby strengthen-

i 7 moderate, pro-Western and status-quo forces and weakening 

radical and pro-Soviet elements. Another element is development 

assistance and economic aid to overcome problems of underdevelop-

ment. 

This strategy worked well from 1973 to 1978: the momentum towards 

a peace settlement strengthened moderate Arab forces and thus 

solidified the axis Cairo - Riyad - Teheran. The euphoria 

created by dramatically higher oil revenues and the expectations 

about .a rapid solution to problems of underdevelopment and back-

wardness they aroused; the new sense of self-confidence after the 

honorable performance of Egypt and Syria in the war and the huge 

success of the oil weapon - all these factors combined to help 
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promote a climate of moderation, realism and pragmatism. The 

synergies produced by this conjunction of international, regional 

and domestic trends were still insufficient, however, to produce 

a breakthrough in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and domestic 

developments in Israel and Iran finally destroyed this structure: 

Israeli intransigence undermined efforts to keep Camp David open 

for a wider peace process and thus decisively weakened Egypt, 

while the Iranian revolution swept away the domestic underpin-

nings of US policy in the Gulf. 

S ce 1980, the United· States and her allies. were thus thrown 

back on a strategy of conflict containment. Iri the case of the 

Israeli invasion of Lebanon, the.US government initially seemed 

to condone an effort to substantially change the status quo but 

then put strong pressure on Jerusalem when the confrontation with 
26 

Syria threatened to get out of control Several European allies 

then cooperated in the Multinational Force in Lebanon to allow 

evacuation of the PLO and intercede in the fighting. When Wash-

ington tried to impose a political settlement on Lebanon, how

the situation quickly deteriorated, with desastrous conse-

quences for the American and French contingents. 

In the Gulf war, the United ~tates - which at the outbreak of the 

'liar had diplomatic relations with neither Iran nor Iraq, and•·was 

in the midst of the 444 day hostage drama in Teheran - initially 

focused on preventing the figthing from spilling over into the 

tanker traffic and on reassuring her conservative allies on the 

Arabian Peninsula. At the same time, however, containment of the 

Soviet Union continued to be an important objective, which led to 

a rather pro-Iranian tilt in Washington's "neutrality" until 

1982. As the war turned against Iraq and Iran went on the strate-

gic counterattack (crossing into Iraq in July 1982), Wasington 
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·shifted its support and tilted its neutrality the other way - as 
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did the Soviet Union at about the same 'time 

France, of course, had already.thrown her support behind Iraq, 

one of her most important customers foi arms before and during 

the war. Eventually, the challenge posed by the Iranian revoluti-

on was contained through a layered wall of containment. Its first 

and mpst important line of defense was Iraq; this crucial front 

was bolstered by large credits and logistic support from the Gulf 

Co-operation · Council members Kuwait .and Saudi Arabia. A third 

layer consisted in political, logistic and token military support· 

f. m Jordan and Egypt. Iraq's huge arms needs were met by the 

Soviet Union and France, while Germany and Britain. tried to 

protect their commercial and political ties with Iran. French and 

Soviet arms supplies for Iraq may well have.played a key role in 

the critical year 1982, when the Iraqi front threatened to break 

~mder Iranian counter.attacks: the French Superetendard and Exo-

provided the means for an Iraqi counterstrategy at sea, 

~bile Soviet deliveries of tanks, artillery and aircraft may have 

ielped to stabilise the situation on land. But neither.France nor 

cb- Soviet Union (nor, for that matter, the GCC states or.the US) 

could resist the temptation to seek a rapprochement with Iran -

to free hostages, .as a reinsurance, to appease, or to keep the 

door open for future opportunities and prevent others.from bene-

fitting. 

A second critical point in the Gulf war came with the Iranian 

successes in 1986 on the Fao peninsula and .the attacks on Basrah 

from Dec.24, 1986. Again, the Iraqi front held - just; again, 

Iraq escalated the tanker war in the hope to draw the Superpowers 

into the conflict and thus force Iran to the negotiating table. 

'chis time, this strategy worked, albeit indirectly: Kuwait, whose 

tankers were targeted by Iran in her retaliatory attacks at sea, 
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in · November 1986 (shortly after the first leaks about US arms 

sales to Iran) appealed to the permanent members of the UN Secu

rity Councii" for naval protection. Alarmed by Soviet offers to 

~uwait,• the US government decided in February and March 1987 to 

·Jffer American. portection to Kuwaiti tankers - the beginning of 
28 

the reflagging operation 

This decision - a major step towards internationali~ation of _the 

::ulf war, which forced the US into an open-ended military cam-

:~ittment and raised her stakes in an early settlement - was taken 

·,:i r'l.ou t consultations of the European allies (c'r Congress., for 

~~at matter). The reflag~ing operation was undertaken as the sole 

~esponsibility of the US - and hardly could have been otherwise, 

-"s US naval protection was extended only to American· · (i.e. , e:~-

Yuwaiti) ships. Demands for involvement of US allies seem to have 

arisen first in Congress;· a few days later, on May 26, 1987, 

:2cretary Weinberger appealed for allied support during a NATO 

~eeting in Brussels. A similar request was made by the President 

.O'i ': the Venice Summit in early June. 

~he initial response of the allies was negative. Germany and 

:.3),.-n claimed constitutional constraints which prevented them 
29 

from participat'ion in naval escort operations in the ·Gulf 

B::i tain, which had maintained a small naval task force in the 

.Gulf since its beginning, and in the first five months of 1987 
30 

alone had conducted,over lOO escort operations and France, 

(with her naval presence based in Djibuti) were both reluctant to 

.• associate themselves with the American operation but fully sup-

parted the UN Security Council initiative to secure a ceasefire. 

Then, a mine damaged the "Bridgeton" on her way to Kuwait under 

~~erican escort on July 24. Deficiencies in US minesweeping 

c~pabilities in the Gulf became glaringly obvious - but even so, 
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pleas for help were initially turned down by Germany, France, 

Italy, the Netherlands and even by Margaret Thatcher's Britain. 

The principal reasons seem to have been concerns about escalation 

and a desire to keep naval op~rations sepaiate. While a joint 

naval force with the US was thus excluded (it would have .sat 

uneasily on the declared objectives of proiection ships flying 

respective national flags; anyway) , several European countries 

' tegan to take parallei action. _France was the first to fall in 

line with US policy- on July 30, she decided to dispatch an 

aircraft carrier group to the region. As further mines surfaced_, 

E: .ain and France reversed their initial policies and sent 

r.'inesweepers to the Gulf. The UK also began to lobby her European 

~llies for similar steps - whi~h caused some shaip exchanges 

between London and Den Haag and Rome (which the Foreign Office 

Minister David Mellor had accused of ''escapism") 
31 

Netherlands, Belgium and Italy followed suit 

The naval escort and minesweeping operations in 

Eventually, the 

the Gulf at the 

time of writing seem to provide a reasonably successful example 

!~ = allied cooperation. To be sure, there were the usual disagree-

mer +-.s and frictions - and not only across the Atlantic, but als.o 

·,;i thin Europe and within the US, where Congressional reluctance 

neatly mirrored European concerns. There was also substantial ,, 
:..merican pressure. Yet cooperation and coordination have taken 

place: at its peak, Western presence in and around the Gulf 

amounted to about 80 naval units, with the numbers split about 

equally between the US and Western European navies. Their presen-

ce so far succeeded in containing the attacks on Kuwaiti tankers 

(though not the tanker war as such) and prevent a further escala-

tion. What is noteworthy about.this operation is that European 

governments (with the exception of Bon'nl seemed somewhat more 

cautious but ultimately as willing as the United States to deploy 
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naval forces to protect their oil interests. The frequently 

voiced criticism that European countries have lost their nerve 
32 

"'"ith regard to the role of power in in.ternational relations in 

this light does not seem very persuasive. 

The dispatch of naval and peacekeeping forces thus has been one 

instrument of the West's minimal strategy of conflict. contain-

ment; a second have been arms transfers. Here, European countries 

b.ave. played an important supportive function in supplying arms to 

pro-Western countries which Washington could no longer arm. as 

dasired because of Israeli and pro-Israeli opposition ·(see. Table 

.3). The figures show that European countries are able to supply a 

large share of total arms imports and important numbers of ad~an-

ced weapon systems such as fighter aircraft (Mirage, Tornado). 

~heir reasons for doing so, however, are primarily commercial 

which may increase the danger that their arms export policies 

could be destabilising as well as stabilising.· 

Table 3: Arms Imports of Selected Middle Eastern Countries, 1978-85 
(mill.current $) 

Total Imports of which: (%) 
A: B: USA su four major others 

. European c. 
1978-82 1981-85 A: B: A: B: A: B: A: B: 

I::a.n 6,700 6,435 46 15 6 15 2 24 92 

Iraq 13' 600 23,925 47 31 18 27 35 42 

' GCC 12,050 18,290 33 37 (negl.) 55 43 12 20 

Egypt 4,200 7,120 36 41 · (negl.) 46 28 18 31 

Jordan 2,400 3,805 35 22 4 14 61 60 4 

Source: US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 

Conflict containment in the Gulf has thus worked so far. But 

efforts at a more ambitious strategy, however, have failed so far 

- in the Israeli-Arab conflict as well as in the Gulf. Diplomacy 

has not been able to secure settlements, and the instrument of 
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econ·omic· sanctions has not yet been invoked in a systematic and 
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coordinated manner The reasons are not.hard to detect: lack of •. 
leverage over regional actors (Israel, Iran); domestic constrai-

• 
nts (the pro-Israeli lobby in the US; vulnerability to threats of 

hostage-takers); lack of political will to develop and pursue an 

integral Western policy. 

To develop new structures of order in the Middle East, the West 

would have to work on three levels: internatio-nal, regional and 

domestic. The international level would probably have to involve 

understandings with the Soviet Union, as well as within the West, 

about the possible outline of solutions for either of the two 

major conflicts. On the domestic level, the West would have to be 

able to offer realistic prospects of overcoming socio-economic 

problems of development - an offer which would require very 

substantial resources and new ideas for economic policy manage-

ment. On the regional level, settlements of the Israeli-Arab and 

the Iranian-Iraqi conflicts would require effective mediation and-

firm guarantees for eventual compromise solutions. This again 

might involve substantial economic and political costs. Even so, 

the chances for suc_cess for such initiatives would appear to 

d~ ~nd heavily on domestic changes in the two principal protago-

nists, Israel and Iran. Taken all together, this seems a tall 

crder indeed. 

A less ambitious strategy therefore seems not only more likely, 

but perhaps also more advisable - a strategy which would con• 

centrate on conflict and damage containment. It would include 

measures to keep Western economies protected against sudden oil 

supply disruptions through stockpiling and other emergency prepa-

rations; it would use naval deployments, arms exports and diplo-

matic initiatives and economic sanctions with limited risks and 

costs to contain regional conflicts; and it would encourage 
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domestic forces in Israel and Iran which promise to facilitate 

accomodation and compromise. Such a strategy would involve risks· 

- the risks of another Middle Eastern. explosion causing· havoc 

with Western economies or threatening world peace. But perhaps 

the challenge to Western policies is to .reduce their exposure to 

those risks, to keep a ~afe distance from the tiger, rather than 

to try to ride it. 
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Table 4: Trade With the Middle East, US and European Community (12) 

a) us Trade with the Middle East J1 mill.) 

E:q2orts: 1975 1980 1985 ImJlorts: 1975 1980 1985 

.. llorld 107' 592 220,783 213,146 96,902 244,871 345,276 

tlear· East Asia 8,263 11,900 9,709 5,4o1 .18,672 
(in per cent) (7.7) (5.4) (4.6) (5.6) (7. 6) 

·rran 3,244 23 74 1,398 458 

Iraq 310 724 427 19 460 

Saudi Arabia 1,5o2 5,768 4,474 2,623 12,648 

Source: US Dept.of Commerce 

') :<:uroJlean Community Qll Trade with the Middle East (mill.ECU) 

!=~arts: 1960 
a 

lorld 28, 999 

1edi terrahean 1, 935 
:ut%) (6.7) 

;.:c 1,470 
:in%) (5.1} 

:ran 473 

raq 667 

:srael 107 

·2d memoriam: 
·~;A 5, 920 
~n ' (20.4) 

~ports: 1960 
a 

~rld 33,492 

:editerranean: 3, 264 
in %) (9. 7) 

~c 222 
in %) (0. 7) 

ran .330 

raq 154 

srael 204 
ad memoriam: 
SA 3,480 
in %) (10.4) 
ource: EuroStat 

1970 

61,823 

5,800 
(9.4) 

3,418 
(5.5) 

929 

816 

337 

13,425 
(21.7) 

1970 

54,178 

5,566 
(10.3) 

703 
(1.3) 

730 

171 

679 

9,773 
(18.0) 
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1980 1986 

282,532 .. . 334,564 

23,552 28,311 
(8.3) (8.5) 

39,281 12,379 
(13.9} (3.7) 

3,601 2,965 

9,640. 3,418 

1,660 2,500 

47,735. 
(16.9} 

1980 

216,670 

28,964 
(13.4) 

12,860 . 
(5.9) 

2,373 

4,029 

1, 719 

27,760 
(12.8) 

56,643 
(16.9)) 

1986 

341,934 

36,326 
(10.6) 

14,781 
(4.3) 

3,738 

2,807 

4,290 

75,151 
(22.0)) 

6,267 
(1.8) . 

725 

'''*l14. 
1,907 

~ 
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Notes: 

1 
London and Washington were repeatedly at odds during the last 

part of the British mandate period in Palestine, and American oil 
companies - with the backing of the US State Department - were 
trying to muscle their way into the British-dominated Gulf region 
already during the 1920s. Cf. George W.Stocking, Middle East Oil, 
Nashville: Vanderbilt UP 1979, p.53 and Louis Turner, Oil. Compa
nies and Governments, ·London: Oxford UP 1980, pp.27ff) 
2 

On Transatlantic disagreements about the Middle East, see 
generally A.M.Garfinkle, Western Europe's Middle East Diplomacy 
and the United States, Philadelphia 1983; Stephen L.Spiegel (ed), 
The Middle East and the Western Alliance, London: Allen & Unwin 
1982; Harvey Sicherman, Europe's Role in the Middle East: Illusi
cn and Realities, in: Orbis, Winter 1985, pp. 803 - 828; Robert 
.J.Lieber, The Oi:L Decade, New York: Praeger 1983. On European 
lliddle East policies see Bernard Reich and Patrick Coquillon, 
Europe, in: ????; Rudiger Robert, Die Nah- und tlittelostpolitik 
der Europaischen GemeL.schaft, in: Udo Steinbach/Riidiger Robert . 
(e.ds), Der Nahe und ldttlere Osten, Vol. I, Opladen: Lekse & 
Buf eh 1988, pp. 789 - 803; Hanns V.Maull, The Strategy of 
;,7oidance, in: J.C.Hurewitz, Oil, The Arab-Isreli Dispute and the 
Industrial World: Horizons of Crisis, Boulder, Col.: Vestview, 

·pp. 110- 137)). 
3 

llilliam B.Quandt, The Western Alliance in the l1iddle East, in: 
Spiegel (ed), op.cit. (1982), pp. 9 - 16 (13) 
4 

See, e.g., the surge of competing "bilateralism" after the 
first oil price explosion in 1973/4. Committee on Energy and 
Natural Resources, US Senate, Access to Oil, Washington:GPO 1977; 
Lieber, op.cit.) 
5 

Note, however, that there may also be overlaps here. For examp
le, Islamic fundamentalism threatens both Soviet and Western 
interests in the Middle East and their respective r Golfregion. 
See Hanns W.Maull, Die Supermachte in der Golfregion, in: R. 
:lamann (ed), Die "Suddimension" des Ost-llest-Konfliktes, Baden
oaden: Nomos 1986, pp.151-72 

On the issue of future Soviet oil imports, see Jonathan 
P.Stern, Soviet Oil and Gas Exports to the West, London 1987 (= 
Policy Studies Institute/ Royal Institute of International Af
fairs Joint Energy Programme, Energy Papers No.21) 
7 

for the use of the sociological concept of roles (= norms and 
expectations for patterns of behaviour, as formulated by actors 
and their social environment) in international relations see 
K.J.Holsti, National Role Conception in the Study of Foreign 
Policy, in. International Studies Quarterly, No.14/1970, pp. 233-
309 
8 

See,e.g., Quandt, op.cit., and Janice Gross Stein, · Alice in 
Wonderland: The North Atlantic Alliance and the Arab-Israeli 
Dispute, both in: S.L.Spiegel (ed), op.cit.(1982) and Christopher 
Coker, Western Europe, in: R.S.Litwak/Samuel F.llells .(eds), Su
perpower Competition in the Third \lorld, Cambridge, Mass.: Bal
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The Rise of Islamic Fundamentalism 

Moham~d Rabie 

Islamic fundamentalism is as old as Islam itself. Throughout 

Islamic histor)', £ur1damentalism has been the movement that acted 

against what was perceived as the loosening of ethical values and 

the deviation of governments from true Islamic laws. In doing so, 

fundamentalism has usually. tended to resent social change and 

oppose governments which did not hold Islam in high esteem. 

The term Islamic fundamentalism, as it has come to be khown 

i~ rec~nt times, means an attempt to induce Muslim societies to 

return to the tiue teachings of Islam. Such a return is meant to 

f 

be both a means to build a pure Islamic s·ociety and a vehicle to 

effect the desired socio-economic and political changes. 

Impoverished and illiterate Muslims in particular perceive 

fun~amentalism as a perfect alternative to other systems in which 

they have little or no stake at all. 

This paper will attempt to review the hjstory of the new ~av~ 

of Islamic_. fundamentalism, which began about one hundr_ed ye.ar 

ago. 

its_ future prospects. Since other religions have also exper.ie~ce_d··::·· 

fundamentalism, the pap~! will try to loo~ beyond the Islamic 

world in order to inv~stigate some of the movement,s implications 
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and hopefully plac~ it in its right historical context. 

Historical Backaround 

The revival of the current wave of fundamentalism can be 

traced bac};- to the Al-Salafiyya movement, founded in Egypt by 

Muhammad Abduh (H-49-1905) and influenced intellectua~ly by 

the Islamic reformer Jamal El-Din Al-Afghani (1839-1897). Both 

men, deeply disturbed by the encroachment of the European powers 

on the Islamic countries, started their movements at Al-AzJ1ar 

University in Cairo. The message which they preached was that 

Muslim societies faced the threat of complete cultural and 

po1 it·ical nomination by imperialist Europe (1). To preserve their 

Isl_amic identity and resume contr-ibution to world civilization, 

A-1--Afg-ha-ni a-nd- Abduh ma-iTJtained, Muslim societies needed to reform 

themselves and stem the tide of political and social 

disintegr~tiOn. Thus, from the start, fundamental ism was a 

reaction to foreign encroachment, politi~al disunity, moral 

degeneration, and Islamic decline. 

The S~lafiyya doctrine of Islamic reform was based on the 

conviction that Islam served the dual role of religion and state 

and was thus capable of reconstructing the solidarity, 

cohesi~e0ess,.and vitality that. characterized Muslim societies 

during the-,:Ei::::.t-·:Eiv~ cent;.;::ie::: of Islcnnic civilizat"ion::_'._;·The· 

mo~·ement app~5led ~~- ~~~s;.~s~ ~v~rvwhere to use the accomplishments 

of the fi:st Mu~}~m s~~~~r~tio~ 2:::· ~model through which the 

institutions. could be reexamined·and evaluated (2). 
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Despite the fact that these new ideas found a wide and 

receptive audience, they achieved neither the revival of Islam nor 

the end of Western encroachmen~. The continuation of Turki~h rule. 

over most of the Arab world and the increasing interaction between 

the West and mo~t Islamic countries, particularly Egypt, Turkey, 

and Iran, gave rise to nationalism and other secular ideas such as 

the separation of state and religion. 

As a result, the second generation of Islamic reformers moved 

toward nationalism and -began to advocate selective emulation of 

contemporary Western models as a basis for changing the existing 

social, political, and economic structures. Borrowing from Europe 

during this -phase, ho\<..'ever, ''was necess-itated· by considerati:ons· of 

power, first in terms of military organizat'ion and later in,'terms 

of' .. a-dmi·n-i-stra·tive· ·and.- political reforms. These were, 1n. large 

-~art, measutes of self-defense whict1 were considered compatible 

v..·ith both 1, the Sharia, Islamic la'v-.', anG the interest of the _, 

community." (3) 

The end of World War I was marked by the dismantling of the 

Turkish Empire and the division of the Arab world among the 

victorious European allies. The upsurge of·nationalism iri Turk-ei-

~ in the wake of its defeat induced the new Turkish leadership to 

concentrate on bu'ilding a modern· state- based on the·-Western· 

of dernocracy'·:a'nd capj tal ism. 

forced by the -circumstances to ch~nge theli:.pri6rities, as th~1r 

' -

attempt to introduce libt::-ral deJT!CI\.r2r::y to c en~:Eied -~-·::-ab \..·orlC \o.-'25-, 

f::-ustrated by tt1~ prov~sjons o£ tl1e post-wa~ sett1ement. 

The imposed rlivisi0n of the Arab national homeland 
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of foreign influence shattered the Arabs• sense of national 

integrity. ''The shoe~ was even more traumatic when they realized 

that their aspirations of complete independence were no longer 

attainable. Under these condi~ions, the cautious Arab quest for a 

modern political process no longer concentrated on thE: system o~. 

government, but on two precepts that initially determined the 

nature of the Arab national struggle: Arab independence and thE 

unity of the Arab homeland.'' (4) 

Other Muslim countries such as Iran and Afghanistan were also 

engaged in ~eforms based on the Western model. Pakistan and 

Indonesia, which became independent states after the end of World 

'War T T 
~ ~ ' used religion as a vehicle to mobilize ~he masses and gain 

national independence. Each Islamic country was going its o.wn. way 

usi,ng_ Islarr;r, na.tionalis.m, and the Western model to reconstruct its 

o~n society-~nd build a modern state. After attaining 

independence, Arab countries f6llowed the same path. Thus, the ., 
-· post-World War II era ~itnessed the formali?ation of the 

fragmentation of the Islamic world and, as a consequence, Islamic 

unity became. something of the past. 

J...ltho1~gh the J-..rabic language, the language of the Quran, v:as 

instrumental in creating a common denominator among the Muslim 

people, it did not alter the reality that the component regions of 

th~ Is-lamic· ~~·:l~ were ~if£erent in many other aspects. Each ha.d.' 

datins back to the great civilizations 

~~r~ also differences in geographyr 

,_, __ ::::,:..:. c;...:s-::c=n:s and traditions, and socio-economic and 

cultural orientation (5). 
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Ultimately, nationalism, which was more concerned with 

foreign domination and more inclined to emulate Western 

institutions of government, became the principal political force 

dominating the lives of most Islamic countries. The Islamic 

legacy ana ideals, however, continued to be cherished and used as 

an inspirational force in both the fighting for complete national 

independence and the preservation of national identity. Arab 

nationalists, for example, tend to think of Islam as a national 

heritage and to view the great cultural and scientific 

achievements of-·the Islamic civilization during the Middle Ages as 

a product of the Arab genius. In contrast, the Muslim masses 

continue -to think of.Islam not only as a treasULe of··the. past but 

also as the body of knowledge that engulfs their lives and 

d e.t.e rm:i.n.e s_- ... _ thE i!::: .. f u.t u re--.-

011 the oth~r hand, foreign domination and the .national 

struggle ~pr ·political and economic independence has had a 

profound irrtpact on the Muslim people, especially the 

intelligentsia. Increased interaction with the West and the 

utilization of modern science and technology in the quest for 

achieving national goals s~rved to transform the intelligentsia 1 s 

~"" viev.' of .its:e1f and its relatlon to the traditional Islamic 

leadership. The quest for national independence and modernization· 

consequently caused· the role- of 1 s ram· j n · sh.aprnS· the· 

socio-pol.itical and educational aspects of the fu~ure to reted~: 

However, the errtergence of Jewish Zionism, ~hich threatened 

and ultimately conquered Palestine, posed a serious challenge ~o 

th~ 
both Islam and Arab nationalism. While~partition of Falestin 



1948 and the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza in 1967 denied 

most Palestinians the right to live in their homeland, the 

occupation of Jerusalem brought the Islamic holy places of the 

Dome of the R6ck and the Al-Aqsa Mosque under the control of a 

foreign, non-Muslim power. The question of Palestine and the 

commitment to liberate Jerusalem became very important issues in 

the lives of most Muslims everywhere. They motivated th~ Arab 

masses and inspired the believers. Meanwhile, the commitment to 

liberate Jerusalem provided most Islamic and Arab regimes with a 

new source of l~gitimac}' 

The P.eeme<aence of Islamic Pundamental ism 

By the mid-1960's it became evident that the ideas that led 

the na·t_i_onali.st regimes and the ideals .that motivated the masses 

tri.·~upport triem had ·failed to achieve their objectives. 

Internally, the changes instituted by nationalist governments had _, 

served to undermine the basis of the traditional Muslim society, 

while denying the masses the opportunity to participate in the 

shaping o£ their own future. Externally, foreign domination 

continued to exert more pressure while Israel was growing stronger 

and more arrogant and adventurous. Other changes were also seen· 

as posini· a serious threat to the cohesiveness and moral values of 

Muslim societ)' in aEnera! and Arab society in particular. 

TjlE 5~}6d~~~ i~f]c~ ~- wealth which the oil boom generated 

~·ervec t0 accelerate th~ process o~ social change in most Islamic 

cour:trieB ~ne ~~~l~ ~c 5~Cen~~ate the disintegration of trad~tional 

l i E e . Urbanization~ modernization, and the introduction o:E 



foreign labor and Western consumer goods created a sense of fear, 

suspicion, alienation, and loss of direction. The concentration 

of wealth and po~er in the hands of a small group of merchants and 

rUling families, and, at times, the emergence of a military elite, 

adoed to the malaise. Penple, who were supposed to enjoy the 

trust of the masses and shoulder the political and economic 

responsibilities, tended to abuse power/ suppress criticism and 

make fortunes through shadowy practices. In some cases, they even 

became accomplices and active partners in promoting corruption and 

committing crim-ina] acts. The collaboration of some Islamic 

governments with the West, which had assumed the responsibility 

for the- establishment· and m~intenance of Israel~ was seen··by the 

major.ity of the masses as a means to facilitating the 

i.ITip.lementa.t.i.On o£:.-.'Wes.te.rn designs in the .Muslim wor-ld and to 

6reserving the_.existing regimes which had failed their 

constitue~cies and religior1. 

In the wake of the Arab defeat at the hands of. Israel in 1967 

it was conceded that the existing systems of government and 

political thought had not only failed but also led to the 

distortion of Islamic thought and values. Nationalism, which had 

~ replaced the old Islamic institutions for more than 50 years, had 

failed to solve .the political and economic problems that continued 

to·p~isi··~t·:··~nd._:..dee·p~-n~<· I"n·addition--; _it ·haC also failed-- tO' I?~·ovi 

specific answers to question.3 c·f Jegitir:,ccy, ~oli-tic~l successiorr_, . .-·· 

economic development, political :f::eedorr:, anc ~-n':l2 ~ j1.~stice. In 

fact, legitimacy and social justice be~am~ wo:d5 devoid of an)' 

interpretation. The abolishment of the Caliphal 
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sovereignty with the dismantling of the Turkish Empire at the end 

of World Wac I, and the failure to establish the principle of 

popular sovereignty in its place, laid the claim to legitimacy 

open to chpllenge from ~ny group that cnuld muster enough power, 

regardless of convictions, objeckives, qr popular support. 

After the Arab defeat, the ruling elite took to avoiding 

responsibility by ar. outright denial of the true nature of the 

defeat and to rejectins accountability through long-winded 

assertions of inculpability.· The claim of innocence on the part 

of the intellectDals who were either supporters or members of the 

establishment,··and the fear of governmental retaliation on the 

part of the others, turned the intellectDals' si_lence into an 

irresponsible passivity. Thus, no responses to the defeat were . ' 

prov.ided,.and. no programs to overcome the new d !lemma were. 

f-~.imulated. lssues_of great popular concern were neither debated 

nor addressed. 
'I' • .,, 

In the Mus] im world today there exists no true public opin~on 

which could seriousl}' influence political action or determine 

public poljr:y. The only real effective agencies of political 

control are the three major organized forces of the state: the 

army, the administrative bureaucracy, and the secret service . 

''The bur~aucracy gradually came to represent the permanent 

apparatt~s b}' whi~h ·political power was· bolstered and through· which·' 
; . : () 

~~ ... ~: :. 

it ~3s ~xercis~d; and the arm~ the instrument through which 

~c~~t~cal ~ewe: was seized and maintained.'' (6) The secret 

S~:vic~ g~·aduall)' em~rged 35 an effective tool of reprAssion by 

~hicl1 acts of ~ell-jntended dissent and opposition were either 
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silenced or eliminated. Thus, most Islamic countries became 

police states whose major goal was to retain power and maintain 

stability at all costs. 

Police states, by their very nature, are incapable of 

detecting social change until reality is overtaken by crisis. 

Even when the crisis finally·arrived in the form of the 1967 

defeat, Arab governments felt overwhelmed by events they could not 

foresee. Insecure and inept, they sought neither the sanction o£ 

the religious leadership nor the cooperation o£ the 

intelligentsi~·-· In addition, they tended to suppress dissent and 

deny both the~e groups the benefits of the social and material 

change which followed the oil boom a· few years ~ater. As a 

result, other forces had to take the initiative and assume .·the 

l.~ade_rship.role.-s.ince .the existing leadership had. been rendered 

'"'~ak ana vulnerable by the events of the crisis. 

Thes~ foices concluded that the true Islam must be ,. 

rejuvenated as a living religion and a viable institutional 

framew·ork. This was viewed by the faithful as a duty that had 

long been neglRcted or impeded by the ruling class and a task that 

must be undertaken if the Muslim world '"'as ever to regain its 

/' capability·to face outside challenges and threats, perceived as 

emanating fr6m W~~tern hegemony, Israeli expansionism, and 

communism· 

margi nali zed by the existing system, t•ecar.;-:; ej the:: an act:i ve 

proponent of change for the sake of chang~, o: 2 passive 2116 

bewild~red minority having nothing to los~ an~ nothing to gain b)· 

getting involved. Since it did not share the fundamentalist 
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movement's vision, it failed to support it; and because it 

rejected the existing order, it.could not oppose the forces which 

were trying to change it. In fact, support for fundamentalism by 

the intelligentsia would have been construed as hypocrisy, ·and 

opposition to it would have been~interpreted as defense of the 

status quo. 

Fundamentalism, as noted earlier, has long been present as an 

underlying force that helped preserve Islamic identity and 

traditions. Therefore, its current resurgence should be viewed in 

the light of the circumstances that motivated the faithful to 

become more a~tive and to seek the establishment of an ''Islamic 

Society.'' Saad Eddin ·Ibrahim identified those circumstances in the 

form of six crises: (7) 

fr .. pe-rs-onal.c.r_isis reflected in the tact that most active 

f~~damentall~ts are young people suffering from an identity 

crisis, and hence are vulnerable to dogmatism; ., ., 
A societal crisis reflected in the fact that what ma~es 

Islamic societies unique is being eroded, and what is being 

imported from the West in terms of cultural values is alien to 

Islam and its cherished traditions; 

~political crisis reflected in the absence of genuine 

political participa.tion by the people, and in a feeling that the 

rulers are not acting in the best interest of the community but 

rathe~ in tt:eir own best interests and, oftentimes, in the 

inte=ests o! th~ir foreign benefactors; 

~-social crisis reflected in the fact that the distribution 

of wealth and power was inequitable, and the tremendous income 

,· ·, ,. 
' .:i ... 

:: .. 
. :.:: 

:: 

:; :. 
.. :: 

. :: 
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generated by oil ~xports was spreading scicial and political 

corruption and causing moral decay; 

An economic crisis reflected in the failure of society to 

perform credibly in terms o£ economic development; 

A national crisis resulting ·from humiliation by foreign 

powers, particularly Israel which continues to occupy Jerusalem 

and deny the Palestinians their iegitimate rights. 

In addition to the above, two other crises must be noted: 

An ideoloaical crisis reflected in the failure o£ secular 

nationalism to ·articulate a popular program for socio-political 

and economic change and to create the appropriate institutions to 

implement it; and 

An international crisis reflected in the fact that botn-· the· 

fr.~e' en.terpri-se· system·a·nd the Communist· system, the t""·o··major 

iaeologies competing for world domination, have failed to live up 

to expect~~ions; and, in the pursuit of ''national interests,'! 

superpower competition has contributed to deepening political 

instability and economic stagnation in most Third World countries. 

In its relations to the Muslim world in general and the Arab 
: :'.; 

region in particular, the West has followed a policy based solely 

~ on the strategic importance of the region, and thus it ignoied its 
··~····. 

history, its people, and the aspirations they nurtured. For 

over the understanding of national dignit}·. 

interests, Western poliC)' ~a~ers used m511ipula~io:~ coercion, anC 

at times military force either directly or by proxy 



Arab aspirations and distort the Muslim image. 

In the wake of the Arab defeat of 1967 and the failure of the 

incumbent regimes in the Islamic countries to face the challenges 

posed by it, it was concluded that an alternative must be sought 

and activated. Islamic fundamental ism claims to provide that 

alternative and to offer a clear ideology that c-an deal with 

existing dangers and face foreign threats. And because Israel 

continues to enjoy the support of the West in general, the Arab 

defeat was viewed as a continuation of the traditional 

confrontation between Islam and Western civilization. 

Consequently, ~-t became only natural that the new fundamentalist 

movement adopted an anti-establishment 1 anti-We~t, and anti-Israel 

.stand. 

The. huini liat ion of the defeat injured the pride of the Arab 

n~~ion, and nations whose pride is injured tend to get angry and 

seek revenge . Thus the defeat and its consequences provided the 
. , ,. 

right combination of circumstances for the revival of religious 

fundamentalism and the proliferatio~ of political radica.lism. An~ 

in view of the Arab regimes' inability to bridge the gap between 

rea~ity and aspirations action became imperative and con-frontation 

inevitable. 

Whfle most Muslims everywhere tend to believe 1n 

fundainentalism, only. a small. minority_.go beyond belie-f and engage 

11~ aces to change the existing order and to make it conform to it5 

Therefore, '1 fundamentalism and radicalism is not a 

r.~,') no l i t-h i c en t i t y . ' 1 
( 8 ) Radical acts and positions, which a small 

minority has often exhibited, do not ref~ect a strategy for the 
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fundamentalist movement, and thus must be viewed only as a loud 

and sometimes desperate political statement. It is a statement 

made by an angry minority on behalf of an oppressed majority whose 

grievances and aspirations have long been ignored and neglected. 

In Iran, and later on in Lebanon, the Western social and 

political challenge was so powerful and pervasive that it 

generated a strong and uncompromising response. The Iranian 

response was motivated by a cultural challenge that threatened th~ 

Islamic identit)' of the nation and eroded the leadership role of 

the clergy. Th~ Lebanese response, which was precipitated by the 

Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, came as a result of the 

age-old policy of deprivation of and discrimination. against. the 

poor by the West and the Lebanese·class of the rich and powe_rful. 

In. fa_ct_, .al.mos_t a.ll radical acts committed by the fundamenta·list 

~bvement came in the wake of the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and 

sought to tak-e 
-P' . 

:revenge on those foreign powers which had 

constantly backed the privileged Lebanese class and repeatedly 

humiliated the Arab world. In most Islamic countries today, 

fundamentalism 1s the movement most appeal1ng to the politically 

oppressed, the economically exploited, the socially frustrated, 

~ and most of all to those in search of a cultural identity. 

Objecti-ves and Prospects 

~n~erwent a period of awak~r1ing e~:em~li£ie~ ~)· ~he following 

fundamentalist mov~rri~~ts: :~1-2 V-'aLhabi r~:over:,::-nt 1n Saudi P.rabia, 

the Sanousi in Libya, the Mahdiyya in Sudan, the Ahmadiyya in 
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India, the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, Khomeinism in Iran, and 

the Amal movement in Lebanon. All of these movements have arisen 

as a result of what had been perceived to be the need to stem the 

tide of moral deterioration and political disintegration 1n the 

Muslim \o.'orld. And t:hat could be achieved,· the fundamentalist 

leadership maintained, through the building of a new Islamic 

society in which the Sharia is strictly observed and all Muslims 

are bound together as brethren. 

The basic creed of Islam is that God (Allah) is the source o£ 

all truth and that His very words were revealed to his prophet 

Muhammad in the Qu~an. The Sharia comprises a code of ethics, a 

code of religious and civil practices, a system_of law, and a form 

of political and economic organization (9). It calls upon all 

Muslims to adhere to it, to defend their. religion; and to spread 

the word of God among other nations and to help establish justice 

on ea-rth . Thus,· Islam is not merel}' a set of religious beliefs 
. ,. 

but also a·fway of life that tends to regulate the individual's 

behavior and govern his relationships to God, to his neighbors, to 

his community, and to the world at large. 

On the other hand, Islamic fundamentalism 1s a vision that 

derives its inspiration £rum the qualities of the Islamic society 

which th.e Prophet Muhammad and his immediate suc;cessors had 

established .. Fundamentalist- movements ·are. socia-l and: political- .. ~---

mo\•ements ~hose primary aim is_ the realiza~ion o£ this visio~ 
\"(.f'Y\C\\ (\ 

'v.'hoss: component:::. are many and"-ill-def_ined. As Norton said, th-2 

fundame-ntalist movement today is a multifaceted admixture o£ 

parties and societies with a correspondingly diverse collection o£ 
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goals, programs, motives, and even religious views. \-lhat ties 

members of this movement together is not a party discipline or a 

formal association but a shared religious and political state of 

mind (10). 

While fundamentalism is a deeply-rooted conviction based on 

religious beliefs, radicalism, is a political behavior dictated by 

the circumstances. Though the former may be open for 

rei.nterpretation, it could not be· altered or even modified. In 

contrast, the later is always subject to change as circumstances 

change. Radic~lism, as previously explained/ is an act of 

desperation to draw attention to and underline accumulated 

grievances. In fact, the resort to violence as a political tactic 

has always be~n considered a means that justifies its own ends by 

the ideologically-oriented marginal· forces of chang~ in every 

s_ociety thr·o.ughout history. 

The Arab defeat in 1967 shocked the Arab masses and caused 
~r 

the loss of confidence in public institutions. Suspicion o:E 

foreigners and passion to maintain Aiab identity forced the masses 

to look inward. And inward they found Islam/ which had the 

answers to the much asked questions. '
1 It offeied no strange 

slogans or complicated ~lien ideology, no reliance on an outside 
-~ 

force tlfat compromised their independence." (ll) And because of 

.. 
,·,' 

und£rstand, no training to practlc~, a!·zc no prove11 E>:perience to· 

promote 1 it became an instar1t :::L::cres5. 

fundamentalism is the true ideolog}' with the right model- for 
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social and political transformation and the only source of pride. 

However, it is an ideology that offers nothing new or 

original. It brings no new revelations, it contains no new-ideas, 

it offers no real solutions. Nevertheless, it is a strong 

psychological~ force that proved capable of mot1vating the 

believers to follow the religious leadership and adopt its 

program. But, psychological forces are nothing more than 

s-hort-lived social forces whose durability and effectiveness is a 

function of their ability to transform themselves into popular 

socio-political~ institutions and material gains. 

Due to its very nature, the fundamentalist movement tends to 

distort the reality it has to deal with, and to _reject other 

forces of social change which could not and should not be ignored. 

Efforts ai.med at exposing the failure of existing institut-ions 

provide no c~edlble alternative and offer no clear vision. 

Therefore, it became a movement of dissent and rejection rather .. 
-p 

than a movement of open dialogue and positive engagement. 

Since Islamic societies lack the experience tO deal with the 

major issues of our time, such as political democracy, economic 

development, the freedom of speech, and the ethics of modern 

science and technology, the movement 1s doomed to fail in the lo~g 

run. In reallty, the attempt to rejuvenate Islam boiled down to a 

faint attempt-- to rernold _th~.present and shape- the future in the·· 

inlage of a glorious but fading past. 

Due to these shortcomings and many others, the movement could 

neither achieve its unity nor substantiate the cl2irn that it was 

the right path to reuniting the Islamic world. The passions 
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demonstrated by the followers of some factions in their attempts 

to challenge the establiShment and defy other competing factions 

led to further political divisions and aroused uncalled for -ethnic 

conflicts. In brief, the Islamic fundamentalist movement proved 

capable of identifyng its enemies and pinpointing the issues it 

stood against, but it failed to cooperate with other forces of 

social change and to formulate a workable program to realize the 

goals it advocated. 

Following the Arab defeat, a number of Arab regimes began to 

court Muslim conservatives and promote fundamentalists as a 

counterweight to the other socio-political forces which demanded 

change _and accountability. In fact, the governments. of· .Tunisia . . . . 

arid Egypt·encouraged fundamentalists in the early 197Qts only-to 

lo.se:.-··cont.ro-L of_ them-bY· the early l980's (12). In other Islamic 

~buntries, the governments tried either to outmaneuver the 

movement,_1,~,to .:accommodate it, or to challenge it. In Malaysia, 

Sudan, and Pakistan the governments attempted to outmaneuver the 

extremists by embracing the Islamization drive as their own. In 

Jordan, Algeria, Morocco, and Kuwajt a policy of accommodation was 

adopted whereby the population was asked to observe Muslim 

holidayi and to respect Islamic symbols and traditions. The 

Syrian, Tunisian, and to some extent the Egyptian regimes hav~--· 
.-.--- .-< 

. ::.' 

credibility ~ilG restr'ictir1~ ~ ·- I 11 I nd one·s fa· 

I~lam as a religio~ i~ b~ing d~pc}~~icizc6, and even more so- in· 

Iraq as a r~sul: of th~ unc0~p:omis~!1g pos~tio~ adopted by the 

Iranian leader~hip in its senseless war against Iraq. 
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Since fundamentalists claim to know all the truth which the 

Quran embodies, they tend to seek total solutions to extremely 

complicated social and political problems. In doing so, they seem 

to have little tolerance for hesitation and none for dissent. 

Governments that are trying to accommodate the movement are, in 

fact, though unintentionally, encouraging the extremists to 

escalate their demands. Compromise, the art of balancing 

int-erests and obl igat ionsr goals and means., is something most 

fundamentalists find unacceptable. 

The impact of fundamentalism, in varying degrees, has been 

evident in every Islamic country and among all Muslim communities. 

While the Sharia. is being observed in only a small number of 

countries, most peoples and regimes are becoming more respectful 

pf Islamic practi-ces and symb~ls -than--ever before .. Nevertheless-, 

th~ future prospects o£ the fundamentalist movement seem to be 

uncertain . Many developments and forces are expected to influence 
. , 
' the direction of the movement and consequently to affect its 

future. The success or failure of the Iranian revolution, the 

ability of the present regimes to live up to expectations, the 

response of the nationalist ·intellectuals, and the reaction of the 

international community to religious conservatism in general 

should d~termine the future prospects of Islamic fundamentalism. 

most 

The: de'velopment and direction '.of··Islarn)c. Iron: is·probably th·:=. 

. ~ ~ lmpor .... a.nL. •acro~ ;::;.Cfc.:-t-irn .1.. - - ~'--L--~ I:;:' 
T ,__ is o 

living proof that Islam possesses the·abjlity to IT!obilize th~ 

masses. The financjal and political support given by Iran to 

fundamentalist groups in other Muslim countries has reinforced the 



concept of the brotherhood of all Muslims. As the spokesman for 

the Muslim opposition party in Mal~ysia once said, ''The victory in 

Iran gave the fundamentalist movement new spirit that Islam-can 

achieve victory. '1 
( 13) Or, as Saad Eddin Ibrahim put it, "If the 

Iraniin revolution succeeds, it will be a motivation. If it 

fails, it will not dissuade many of the hard core militants from 

trying again, but it will adversely affect the attract}on of 

Is-lamic militancy.'1 (14) 

The ability of the present regimes in Islamic countries to 

cope with the c~ises that gave rise to fundamentalism in the first 

place is prob~bly the second mo$t important factor influencing the 

future of the movement. After the defeat of 1967, Arab 

intellectuals raised the question of accountability and stre~sed 

. the need o£ r.ee.va.luat_ing Arab ties with the West af!d ~with the 

r··S lami c war ld. Instead o£ initiating constrU.·cti\re dialogue, Arab 

governmen~s ~~sponded b)' using their most hated apparatus, the _, 

secret service, to stifle criticis1n and silence opposition. Ever 

since, the profound transformati-on which has been taking place in 

the lives of the Arab people has remained only partially 

understood and hardly attended to. 

Changes, taking place in Muslim countries in general and the 

Arab ~o0~tries in.paiticular, appear to defy analysis. Response 
. . . .. ' . .. •' .. 

to challenges. ·cont~n-ues tc la.g. b..:::h}ild--_ the nee_d·.of the.·how~ 

Attempts to rE~c~ tc. ~\·e~· ~}-.- n·ost thr_eatEn3ng challenges have 

been fc-rmu}ateC_ b:c.~.:_, ter~:s ~!~ich· lack- both·the-· 

honest}•: to acknowledge reality and the political will to face it. 

Mariifestations that are alien to the Muslim experience, or 
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critical of the performance of the regimes, are being ei·the~ 

ignored or denounced as the product of some foreign evil forces. 

Intellectuals, especially liberal nati·onalists, are being coopte~, 

coerced, or forced to seek refuge in passivity or to flee to 

pountries other than their own. 

Arab intellectuals, who believe that Arab unity is the 

shortest way toward building a strong pro.gressive Arab nation, are 

still wear. and hesitant to face the challenge. Governments, in 

turn, seem determined to deny the nationalists the right to 

establish .political parties as a means to interact with the 

masses. In add~·tion, the strict limits imposed on the press have 

practically eliminated the opportunity to develop a forum where 

ideas could be freely expressed, thought promoted, and 

constructive dialogue started and maintained. If govel:"nments 

c6ntinue td follow this course, fundamentalism will undoubtedly 

gain more strength and attract more of the disaffected and 
., 

d i sen f ranch i s·e.d young people. In fact, most Arab intellectuals 

who· support fundamentalism today do so not out of conviction bGt 

as a result of frustration a·nd despa~r. In such an environment, 

new radical ideas of change are more like.ly to proliferate, 

without either the sanction of the governments or the approval of 

social critics. 

Religious ~undamentalism tod~y,is not a unique phenomenon 

that prevails in the Muslim world only. 

China and· from the Soviet Union to Morocco, fu~dame~~alisffi app0~:~ 

to be on the rise. As an international phenomenon, - - - . ;::unoarnen::.a llSl:": 

has its own logic and causes which seem to transcen~ national 



borders and cut across various cultures. The universality of this 

phenomenon dictat~s the need to examine its causes and 

implications in the context of the communality of human nee~s, 

social relations, and national aspirations shared by all pepples. 

In fact, this wave of religious fundamentalism should be looked 

upon as a product and primary compone"nt of a ne\.\1 phase in human 

history. This phase, which began to emerge in the mid-1960's, 

could be called the ''Age of Diminishing Expectations.'' 

Fundamentalism and the Aae o£ Diminishina Expectations 

Like Islam, Christianity and Judaism too have experienced 

religious fundamentalism during the last two decades. In various 

:forms, many other fundamentalist movements have arisen in 

countries whose predominant religion is neither Islam, 

Cfiristianit~, or Judaism. 
·I . 

Religious revivalism has, in fact, 

become an international phenomenon whose causes are yet to b~ 
~ .. 

~·· determined and whose implications are still being examined. 

In times of social stress, societies tend to become more 

cons_ervative, more protective, and more inward-loo}\.ing_. Fear and 

dissatisfattion usually drive people to dig into their past for 

safer answers. Values which helped preserve the communal identity 

, . 

and national vitality in the past become new active players in· the.·, 

search fo~ a -bett~~- tomar_ro~. 

::. r: .:--· -'- ~- ·-- -~ I ~r easing social -stress.a 

calming people's rea: is usua1ly substantial and meaningful. 

In such times, religion ~nd the moral values it espouses 
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become the major source of individual solace and communal 

inspiration. ReligiOus fundamentalism becomes a national defense 

mechanism aimed at preserving the particulcr. In doing so, 

fundamentalists try to remold the present in the image of the pas~ 

and tend to rebuild relationships between individuals and groups 

more on the basis of ethics andrless on the basis of interests. 

Thus, to understand the fundamentalist movement and to begin 

to evaluate its prospects, the major developments which gave birth 

to this new era of '~diminishing expectations'' must be identified 

and examined .. simply defined, the "aae QJ_ dirninishino 

expectations'• is an historical era characterized ..Q..y:__ a oeneral 

human presentiment that the future will not promise as much as the 

past did _and~ resianed acceptance o£ what~ expected to come. 

As mentioned earlier, this era began to emerge in the 

mid-1960's as a result of the many setbacks suffered by several 

countries and political ideologies. By the end o£ the 1970's, the 

age of di~inishing expectations had finally arrived, and its logic 

had· begun to influen~e the direction of the general development of 

the world community. Political and economic conservatism, 

religious fundamentalism, and environmental protectionism became 

major issues influencing both the present and the shaping of the 

future.· 

Developrnen~s that led the world community to enter this era 

are many and varied_ tn nature. 

economic, and most ideological ane cultural ir, ~2ture. 

The apparent failure o£ capitalism to avoid recurrent 

recessions and inflations, the failu:e of socjalism to close the 
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technological and economic gaps which continue to separate the 

East from the West, and the failure of almost all Third World 

countries to extend political independence to the sphere of 

economics exposed the limits of the world's predominant 

ideologies. In addition, capitalism.failed to eliminate poverty 

despite its magnificent achievements in the fields of economics, 

science, and technology. Communism failed to provide the 

political freedom it promised despite its remarkable success in 

building a powerful military force on the one hand and the absence 

of serious external threats on the other. Third World nationalism 

failed to eliminate economic and cultural dependency, to provide 

freedom and political stability, or even to reduce social 

injustice and income disparities in a· meaningful way. 

Examples of other setbacks suffeced by many of the leading 

~~eologies and countries of the world were experienced on the 

battlegrounds. America's great military contribution to achieving 

victory and ending World War II was followed by a humiliating 

defeat in Vietnam. Russia's demonstrated sho~ of military might 

and organization in impeding the Hungarian and Czechoslovakian 

liberal movements in the 1950's and 60's respectively was followed 

by a show of military impotency in Afghanistan. The Israeli army 

which ne··~ded only six days to defeat the armies of Egypt, Syria, 

and Jordan· ·in 1967 failed to en_ter Beirut in 1982j,;despite 

::::.~. 
- ~- i and ·bombarded for 89. consecutive 

oc-ys. E·v·en th;:: No:th Vi"etnam7::s·e~· \-.'hO managed to defeat -the: forces_·. 

of the French Empire and the American superpower, have failed to 

subjugate tiny Cambodia after many years of fighting and military 



~ccupation. These developments were instrumental in exposing the 

limits of military power and reducing the feasibility of utilizing 

such power as a means ·to achieve other political 

objectives. 

Furthermore, the energy crises of 1973 and 1979 served to 

demonstrate the existence of global interdependence, and highlight 

the West's vulnerability to disruption of energy supplies. The 

political events of the crises and the financial and economic 

developments which followed, made economic and political 

dependency a two-way street. The rich and powerful nations turned 

out to be as dependent on the national resources and markets of 

the poor and powerless as the latter were d~pendent on the 

financial resources and technology of the former. These 

developments gave the poor and powerless nations a new sense of 

p~·~de and enabled some of them to become active players in the 

iriternational ar£na. The rich and powerful nations, on the other 

-· hand, bega@ to lose confidence in their ability to control the 

wo~ld, and to realize gradually that many of their national goals 

and communal ambitlons were actually beyond reach. 

Meanwhile, the communications revolution was maLing the 

movement of people, goods, and ideas across oceans and 

internat-ional borders easier than ever before. As a result, 

people ev~rywhere beca.me. familiar with the living_ conditions in. 

other countries of the ~orld, ~~d ~are 2~are c~ th~ ~ho:tcomings 

of.cornpeting social-systems and ideolbg~'E2. 

world's. rich nations and classes were able tc see ~i1:ougi1 

television, and times even to experience 



tragic conditions of the world's poor. On the other hand, the 

world's poor began to realize that material poverty does not 

always mean human misery as they became aware o£ the existence o:E 

" 
the problems of homelessness, crime, alcoholism, and the lack of 

proper caring for the poor and elderly in most·industrialized 

countries of the West and the East. 

Poverty, military dictatorships, and political instability in 

the Third World, homelessness, the disintegration of family ties, 

and the high incidence of crime in the democratic West, and 

alcoholism, corruption, totalitarianism, and the lac~ of freedom 

in the communist East rendered competing soci~l systems and 

ideolog_ies less appealing, if not unworthy of consideration. 

Dissatisfaction with one's way of life on the one hand,_ and the 

lack of credible alternative systems on the other, led people 

e~erywhere tp expect less in the future and convinced them that tc 

accept less was inevitable. National heritage and the legacy of 
-w 

the past were the only ways to escape the present ideological 

traps which the events of the 1970's had exposed and rendered 

unsatisfactory, if not unacc~ptable. Political conservatism and 

religious fundamentalism became not only two signs of this age but 

also two of its most powerful motivations. 

Setbacks ind failures, which both superpowers had 

ex pe-r i e need 1 se em- to: ha ve·-:, __ conv i-nced, rna OJ-:_-_-pe_opl"e .-ever Y""he r.E:·: · 

bc:,th -:-:-s-~:·i:cJisr;-, c.rS cc!nmunism have lbst.:their 

~.s a rest.::lt,. re'ligiCJu:::. fundamentali·s·rn, one of the::·oldest and .. ·most._-_.--.· 

resilie_nt social institutions, rose to take the initiative and 

claim the future. However, the future it envisions is· one that 
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• 
would be built in the image of a past that has never experienced 

the challenges posed by the present. In addition, the changes 

which the fundamentalist movement generally espou~es are 

behavior-oriented rather than ideology-orienteC. While such 

changes are likely to influence the behavioral.patterns of many 

people, especially those patterns considered to be immoral, 

unethical, or pleasure-oriented, their ability to develop and 

institute· new social systems capable of dealing ~ith the ev~r 

increasing human problems is very much in doubt. The lack of new 

ideas on the one hand, and the hashing and rehashing of the past 

on· the other, make religious fundamentalism everywhere an escape 

from reality rather than a positive reaction to its challenges --

an illusion rather than a practical , ~ . 
SO~U~lOn. 
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